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Voorwoord

Het schrijven van een proefschrift heeft wel wat weg van het beklimmen van een berg in de

alpen. De top van de berg is meestal heel ver weg, de route waarlangs geklommen moet wor-

den is niet altijd even duidelijk, het weer kan tegenzitten en de moeilijkheidsgraad hangt af

van de gekozen route. A1 deze aspecten ben ik tegengekomen bij mijn promotieonderzoek.

Het begon allemaal met het zogenaamde IOSA-project (Itrhaalslag Onderzoek Sectie Accowr-

tanci~), een prachtig initiatief van Gijs Bak, waarin ik in de gelegenheid werd gesteld om naast

mijn werk bij KPN Telecom promotieonderzoek te doen aan de KUB in Tilburg. Voorwaarde

was wel dat er binnen drie maanden een promotievoorstel moest komen met de goedkeuring

van een promotor. Piet Moerland vond ik al snel op mijn weg en samen kwamen wij tot een

geschikt onderwerp. Snelheid was geboden aangezien onze dochter op komst was. Op mijn

werk moest ook nog het een en ander worden geregeld. Onzeker of de leiding bij KPN Tele-
com het ook een goed idee vond, kwam ik bij Heiko van der Wijk terecht, die meteen zijn

volle support gaf aan het project. Daarmee kon de klimtour beginnen.

Na enig zoeken in het klimgidsje vonden Piet en ik al snel de juiste route, totdat wij ontdekten

dat wij op nieuw terrein waren aanbeland. Met de nodige inspirerende besprekingen konden

wij de route verder uitstippelen. Ook Frank de Jong kwam met de nodige suggesties en op-

merkingen en het werd duidelijk dat het einde gehaald zou worden. Tijdens de klimtocht

zorgden met name Gijs Bak en ook Cor Wouters voor de nodige logistieke ondersteuning, zo-

dat het niet mis kon gaan. Toch waren er ook tegenslagen tijdens het schríjven van mijn

proefschrift: de zorg rondom mijn ouders en het feit dat zij kort na elkaar zijn overleden,

maakten het moeilijk om geconcentreerd te blijven werken.

Niettemin heb ik met de ondersteuning van tal van mensen door kunnen werken aan mijn on-

derzoek en kon ik daardoor heel veel werk verzetten. Zo kreeg ik steun van Annelies Kuijten,

Leonne Portz en Karel Burm (bij het verzamelen van de immense hoeveelheid empirisch ma-
teriaal: meer dan 6000 overnames! ), Jeanne Bovenberg voor de taalcorrectie en Dayene Hard-
jo-Buyne voor de lay-out van het manuscript. Zo blijkt maar weer dat promoveren net als

klimmen teamwerk is.



Ook bij KPN Telecom heb ik zowel van Heiko van der Wijk de volle support gekregen

alsook van Willem-Jan Mekking en Ian-Jacob van Enter om aan mijn proefschrift te werken.

Graag dank ik hierbij ook Harry Barkema, Auke de Bos, Jaap Spronk en Chris Veld om tijd

vrij te maken voor de promotiecommissie.

Een veel gestelde vraag van Jaap en Francesca was: " Papa, hoeveel bladzijden nog?" "Nog

een paar", was dan mijn antwoord. Het werk is nu af en dat is maar goed ook.

De berg is beklommen! Oh, ja: wie zei ook alweer dat dit een prachtige berg voor mij was?

Marijna, ik ben je dankbaar voor de goede keuze, maar de volgende route klimmen wij maar

samen met de kinderen!

Han Donker

Poeldijk, oktober 2001
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Takeovers, restructuring and corporate governance activities are among the central issues of

contemporary corporate finance. This thesis deals with these topics and considers the relation-

ship between the ownership structure of target firnis and the gains to bidding and target share-

holders in takeovers.

In our study, the term `takeovers' covers a broad spectrum of corporate control transactions,

such as tender offers, mergers, open-market transactions, block trades, sell-offs and acquisi-

tions of privately held target firnis.' In corporate control transactions, at least two manage-

ment teams are involved - but other parties also leave their mark on the outcome of a take-

over: shareholders, bondholders, works councils, and supervisory boards. From a microeco-

nomic perspective, takeovers can be considered the logical result of supply and demand for

target shares. On the demand side of the takeover market, we notice one or, if competition

aríses, more bidders who intend to gain control over a target firm. The number of shares bid-

ders demand depends on their initial shareholdings and the number of shares needed for con-

trol. On the supply side of the takeover market, we observe one or more target shareholders

who offer their shares or resist an offer. What will be the influence on the takeover price when

there is a finite number of target shareholders or just one large shareholder? In models of the

takeover process, both the ownership structure of target firms and the behavior of manage-

ment teams play an important part in the detetmination of the takeover price.

In financial research, takeovers have held a prominent place during the last twenty years. An

overwhelming amount of research started in the early eighties, and is still going on. At first,

Spin-offs, management buy-outs and equity can~e-outs are not considered here because there is no contrac-
tion on the demand síde of the takeocer market. In these corporate control transactions, target shares are not
delivered to a single bidder but to a number of other parties.
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academic research focused on questions like who benefits from takeover activities, and are
takeovers socially desirable?

Do takeovers create wealth or redistribute wealth between shareholders of target firms and
bidding firms?

In connection with these questions, we have seen a great number of event studies attempt to
measure the wealth accruing to the shareholders of bidding and target firms.
After the first wave of event studies, financial research focused on the variables that explain
the abnormal returns to shareholders of bidding firms and target firnis by using cross-
sectíonal analysis. Issues such as method of payment, competition, economics of scale, etc.
attracted the attention of many researchers of empirical finance, while ownership structure
received much less attention. Nevertheless, the subject of ownership structure captured the
interest of micro-economists, when they formulated their takeover models. Grossman and
Hart (1980, 1988), Shleifer and Vishny (1986), Hirshleifer and Titman (1990), Stulz (1988,
1990), Bagnoli and Lipman (1988), Holmstrám and Nalebuff (1992) and others focused in
their studies on the role of inside and outside shareholders. Against the background of these
game-theoretical models, some of their predictions are tested in this empirical study.
The theme of this thesis is inspired by an article of Grossman and Hart (1980), where they
mention the free-rider problem in takeovers. Although a number of game-theoretical articles
have taken off from there to solve this free-riding problem, empirical research has been scarce
on this issue. In the early nineties, some empirical evidence appears on this topic, but more
empirical research is needed to answer the remaining questions.
The main subject of this thesis is the relationship between the ownership structure of target
firms and the division of shareholder wealth between bidding firms and target firms. In game-
theoretical models, takeovers create wealth. They call it surplus, which is like a pie. Now, a
fascinating question is how to get the largest píece? In order to answer this question, this
study tests a number of variables adopted from these game-theoretical models.
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The main research question for this study is:

What is the inflaence of the ownership structure of targetfirnu on the sarpltrs thctt aca-ues to

the shareholtlers of brddingfrrnis anrl targetfirna?

Game theorists consider takeovers as fights in which bidders compete with each other in take-

over battles to get control over the target firm. Anglo-Saxon authors are inspired by the situa-

tion in the US and the UK where hostile takeovers are commonplace. In the Netherlands, hos-
tile takeovers are scarce, and takeovers that do occur here can almost be characterized as

friendly. But, as we will see in chapter 6, the results of our empirical work still bear compari-

son with the results from the United States or the United Kingdom.

This thesis focuses on the ownership structure of target firms and the division of the surplus

between the shareholders of bidding firms and target firnis. What is the influence of dispersed

shareholdings in target firms, and does concentration in share ownership matter? We examine
the impact of different players on the distribution of the surpluses, but also consider other

elements of the takeover market, such as acquisition methods, competition between bidders,
toeholds and corporate control variables.

The first generation of empirical studies on corporate takeovers focused on the measurement
of abnormal returns to shareholders of bidding firms and target firms. Financial researchers of

event studies found some dominant patterns. Generally, they observed that target shareholders
benefit from takeovers. Conversely, this pattern is ambiguous for shareholders of bidding
firms. On average, shareholders of bidding firms gain, if anything at all, considerably smaller

benefits. Nevertheless, these event studies did not examine the aspects that could explain the
size or distribution of the abnonnal returns.

The approach in our study is typical for the second generation of empirical studies on corpo-
rate takeovers, and is based on a cross-sectional analysis. The pucpose of this study is to make
an empirical contribution to the predictions of the theoretical takeover models of today.

1.2 Outline of the studv

Before we discuss and test the role of the ownership structure of target firms on the returns to
the shareholders of target and bidding firms, we first need some insight into takeover theories
and strategies. Throughout the thesis we will explicitly draw attention to the role of target
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shareholders, large shareholders, institutional shareholders, and the role of managerial behav-

ior on the takeover process but other variables will also be considered. Chapter 2 contains an

overview of takeover motives. Also under consideration will be the sources of wealth gener-

ated by takeovers and the wealth transfer from bidding firms to target shareholders, as well as

aspects of information asymmetry. Chapter 3 reviews the main theoretical takeover models,

which will then be classified in a microeconomic framework. Although most takeover models

are constructed with their own specific theoretical assumptions and conditions, we will at-

tempt to draw conclusions for our empirical research. Chapter 4 develops testable hypotheses,

and composes four categories ofvariables: variables on ownership structure, control ~~ariables,

financial ratios, and market variables. Chapter 5 contains our research methodology and sam-

ple description. In the event study methodology we discuss different methods of ineasuring

abnormal retums. We also present the regression analyses (ordinary least squares, weighted

least squares, (ogit model) used in our cross-sectional analysis. Variables are defined and the

sample selection is outlined. The chapter ends with the descriptive statistics of our sample.

Chapter 6 reports the results of the empirical study. The main topics we test in this chapter are

the influences of supply and demand factors on the returns to target and bidding shareholders.

We also investigate the effect of certain determinants (such as corporate control, financial ra-

tios, market factors, and acquisition methods) on both the returns to these shareholders, and

on the probability of takeover success for Dutch listed firms from 1987 through 1996. Chapter

7 summarizes the central issues ofeach chapter and the main results of the empirical study.



Chapter 2

Motives for corporate takeovers

2.1 Introduction

Before we delve into takeover strategies and takeover models, we should explain the rationale

behind takeovers. This chapter reviews the motives for takeover activities.' Two opposite

mainstreams exist in the academic debate of the causes and consequences of takeover activi-

ties. In general, we distinguish between wealth-enhancing theories and wealth-redistribution

theories. The first category of takeover theories emphasizes the gains from corporate take-

overs. These theories focus on the wealth creation of corporate takeovers, and conclude that

takeovers can be socially desirable. The wealth-enhancing theories of takeovers focus on

shareholder interests. Takeovers benefit shareholders of bidding and target firms because they

create synergy. The second category of takeover theories suggests that takeovers lead only to

a transfer of wealth, and create no wealth themselves. Occasionally, takeovers are wealth-

reducing phenomena, and are therefore socially undesirable. For instance, the self-interest of

managers causes a redistribution of wealth from shareholders to managers and a deviation

from shareholder value maximization. Furthermore, other wealth transfers can be considered

between target shareholders and bidder shareholders, as well as between shareholders and

bondholders or other stakeholders. Acquisitions motivated by wealth redistribution do not

maximize the value of the bidding firm. Managers ofbidding firms maximize their own utility

at the expense of their stakeholders.'

Empirical evidence on takeover activity indicates that :arget shareholders substantially benefit

from takeover attempts. In our study, we summarize the results of 58 studies with more than

Z For literature about takeover motives, see Roll (1988), Weston, Chung, and Hoag (1990), Romano (1992),
Oosterhout (1996).

; See agency theory and hubris-hypothesis later on in this chapter.
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8000 observations,' and we find that target shareholders, on average, earn an abnormal return

of 15n~o in the period around the announcement day.` For tender offers, an even larger increase

is found: 250~o to target shareholders. However, it's highly doubtful that takeovers benefit

shareholders of bidding firms. The empirical evidence from these studies indicates that share-

holders from bidding firms, on average, lose slightly from takeovers. The price movements

are positive for tender offers and mergers, and negative for sell-offs~ - but the returns are gen-

erally small on average.

Table 2.1
Classification of takeover motives

Takeover motive Exam les
Synergy operationalsynergy

financial synergy
divcrsification

Agency agency problems and managerialism
replacement of inefficient management
entrenchment theory
free cash-flow h othesis

Information asymmetry undervaluation theory
hubris hypothesis
winncr's cursc

Miscellaneous motives market powcr theory
tax advantagcs
breach of trust theory

Takeover motives may be classified into four categories: synergy, agency,' information

asymmetry, and miscellaneous motives (table 2.1).8 The synergy motive for takeovers is based
on wealth creation, while agency, information asymmetry, and the motives mentioned under
the miscellaneous items are mainly related to the redistribution of wealth.4

,

s
6

9

We used the same methodology as Jensen and Ruback ( 1983) in their comprehensive article. There may be
some redundancy because some studies have the same examination period and country.
See Table 4.9-1.
A sell-off involves the sale of a segment of a divesting firm to a third party.
Within the agency context, takeovers can be considered to be a rnanifestation of agency problems or a solu-
tíon to agency problems. Takeovers as a manifestation of agency problems appear on the bidders' side. For
example, instead of paying dividends, managers use free cash-flows to acquire target firms. Takeovers as a
solution to agency problems arise when takeovers represent an attempt to replace inefficient management of
target firtns.
This classification is based on the approach of Berkovitch and Narayanan (]993), and Weston, Siu, and
Johnson ( 2001); for alternative classifications, see Romano ( 1992) and Oosterhout ( 1996). It should noted
here that the conclusion remains the same.
In agency theory, redistribution of wealth also occurs between managers and shareholders, as well as bet-
ween shareholders and bondholders. Information asymmetry between managers and shareholders also ap-
pears in agency theory.
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2.2 Synergy

2.?.1 Opernting sy~nergy~

The most commonly used argument for takeovers is synergy. The synergy motive for take-
overs suggests that takeovers occur because of incremental gains that result from combining
the resources of the bidding and target firms. We distinguish between economies of scale and
economies of scope. The former theory assumes that firnis can realize synergy through a bet-
ter utilization of their assets. In the presence of indivisibilities of assets, economics of scale
can reduce costs and raise wealth. Firms with high fixed costs can reduce costs through a
more intensive use of their assets. For example, firms with large investments (such as printing
presses) optimize their presses by printing a large number of editions. Standstills due to a
shortage of orders imply underutilization of assets, which can be reduced by merging firms."'
By their nature, these advantages are available from related acquisitions, and not from unre-
lated acquisitions. Cost reductions can also be realized in other areas by combining firms. For
example, overhead costs can be reduced by reorganizing headquarters, or by eliminating iden-
tical departments and activities. Furthermore, it is suggested that companies of even moderate
size need a minimum corporate staff A more intensive use of corporate staff capacity can re-
duce costs when firms merge. Furthermore, managerial talent available to the bidding firm
can be used for managing target firms more efficiently. The combination of firms will thus
produce synergistic gains." Another concept of operational synergy that is closely related to
economies of scale is called economies of scope. Economies of scope arise when there is an
ability to share an input (for example research and development) in order to produce several
outputs. Combined firms can use scope economies to eliminate complementaries such as
shared use of computer systems, staff departments, etc. By sharing their inputs, these firms
can offer a broader range ofproducts and services and realize synergistic benefits.

'~ An efficient utilization of assets could also be realized ~~ithout merging two firms. A firm with underutitiza-
tion can accept extemal orders (contracts) in order to utilize their assets more efficiently. However, a hrm
can internalize and optimize these contracts by a merger that otherwise could be realized only at higher
costs.

" See, for instance, Weston, Chung, and Hoag (1990), and Romano (1992).
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Roll (1988) argues that the synergy motive holds when both firms require gains in value. Em-

pirical evidence suggests that the stockholders of target firms receive the most benefits from

corporate takeovers.''

In our empirical survey," we demonstrate that tender offers, mergers, and block trades gener-

ate positive abnot7rtal returns for shareholders of bidding firms'" and target firms. The gains

are not equally split between bidding firms and target firms. Stockholders of target firms re-

ceive much larger abnormal returns than do stockholders of bidding firms. But stockholders

of both firms achieve positive abnormal returns, on average. Berkovitch and Narayanan

(1993) and Romano (1992) posit that, under the condition of maximization of shareholder

wealth, managers of bidding firms and target firms will be involved in takeovers when both

firms realize positive gains. They suggest that the gains to target shareholders increase with

total gains, when target shareholders have some bargaining power or there are more potential

bidders competing for the target. They argue that the gains to target shareholders, bidding

shareholders, and combined firms are positively correlated with each other.15 Romano (1992)

argues that takeovers are more valuable when the differences in size between target and bid-

ding firms are larger (because of economies of scale). In addition, takeovers are more valu-

able when economies of scope are present. Berkovitch and Narayanan (1993) find a positive

correlation between target and total gains in their sub-sample of positive total gains. Weston,

Chung and Hoag (1990) find also a significant correlation between seller abnormal returns

and buyer abnonrtal returns. Ravenscraft and Scherer (1987b, I 989) have a more sceptical

assessment of the improvement in operating profitability of tender offer takeovers. They find

a deterioration of the post-takeover operating performance,'~ which is contrary to the si~nerg}~

hypothesis.

13
ia

is
ie

Table 4.9-1 summarizes 58 takeover studies and calculates a weighted average for measuring abnormal re-
turns in accordance with the methodology chosen by Jensen and Ruback (1983). There may be some redun-
dancy in the results because some studies are in the same period and for the same country.
See table 4.9-1.
If we consider all 58 studies, the weighted abnormal returns to bidding firms remain negative because of the
negative impact of sell-offs and the unspecified group of inergers and acquisitions.
See hypothesis ] in chapter 4.
Operating income divided by assets.
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2.2.2 Financial synergy

In the financial literature a number of possible sources of financial synergy are distinguished.

The first financial synergv motive is the tax advantage of unused debt capacity." When in a

merger one of the firms has unused debt capacity, while the other is operating at the optimal

leverage level, a tax advantage can be realized through exhausting the unused leverage capac-

ity.

Myers and Majluf ( 1984) provide another financial argument for mergers and acquisitions,

given asymmetric information (adverse selection theory). Managers with inside information

about investment opportunities will be cautious about releasing this information to the market

in the presence of competitors. If such information is released to competitors, it also can re-

duce the value of assets or the net present value of the investment opportunities. As a conse-

quence, managers with inside information about their investment projects will be inclined to

use internal funds for their investment projects in order to lower the costs of capital and add

value to the old shareholders. Myers and Majluf argue that firms with sufficient financial

slack, but with relatívely poor investment opportunities, buy "slack-poor" targets with posi-

tive net present value ( NPV) investment projects. Financial slack refers to the sum ofcash and

marketable securities, as well as debt capacity. A mismatch between financial resources and

investment opportunities is corrected by mergers and acquisitions. The bidder thus avoids ex-

ternal financing and a conflict between old and new shareholders that would occur if new is-

sues would be used to raise capital for new investments.

Sudarsanam, Holl and Salami ( 1996) argue that creditors receive better protection for their

debts in mergers from the combined firm than in the situation of the separate firms príor to the

merger. When both firms are unrelated, then the income streams are less correlated, as is also

the variability of earnings. This together with a better earnings and asset cover for debt, will

diminish the risk of bankruptcy. This leads to a shift in wealth from shareholders to bond-

holders if the combined value remains unchanged unless the combined firm raises the lever-

age level to reverse such a transfer.18 Jensen ( 1986) argues that using debt can reduce the

" Jensen (1986); Weston, Chung and Hoag (1990); Sudarsanam, Holl and Salami (1996).
1e Maloney, Mc Cormick and Mitchell (1993) find no empirical support for a wealth transfer from bondhol-

ders to shareholders of bidding firms.
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agency costs of free cash flow by reducing the cash flow available for managerial perquisites.

On the other hand, high gearing levels also have their costs. When debt increases, bankruptcy

costs will also rise. Jensen argues that the optimal level of debt is the level at which the firm

value is maximized.

2.2.3 Diversifrcation niotive

The diversificatron motíve of takeovers is based on the proposition that joining two income

streams reduces risk.19 As mentioned in the discussion of financial synergy, debt capacity can

be created by merging two firms that feature imperfect positively correlated cash flows. Debt

capacity increases as a result of reduced insolvency risk. Romano (1992) argues that this is an

improper argument, because investors can more cheaply diversify on their own stock portfo-

lios. They are not concerned with firm-specific risk, but with market risk (systematic risk).

Reducing the risk of insolvency will come at the expense of a fimi's shareholders, and will

favor its bondholders. Since most investors can diversify their portfolios on their own at rea-

sonable cost, they will not support firm-level diversification of managers. But for managers

the diversification argument holds, because their wealth is concentrated in their firms. Man-

agers cannot diversify their incomes (unlike shareholders) because they have limited possibili-

ties for diversification. When they are risk-averse, they aim at reducing their firm-specific risk

through the acquisitions of target firms. Managers thus reduce their firm-specific risk and ac-

complish a wealth transfer from shareholders to managers. Firm-level diversification through

mergers denotes a wealth increase for managers. Power, empire-building, as well as reducing

risk through firm-specific acquisitions in order to maximize managerial utility can be de-

scribed as the rnanagerialistperspective of the firm. Risk-reduction through firm-specific ac-

quisitions and empire-building are examples of the manifestation of agency problems on the

bidder's side. As we will discuss in the next section, bonuses and option plans for managers

may be a manner to reduce perquisite consumption and may encourage risk-seeking behavior

(agency theory).

19 See for a good overview Romano (1992).
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2.3 Agenc~. theory

2.3. I Agency problenrs a~td ntanagerialism

1!

Berle and Means (1932), Jensen and Meckling (1976), Fama (1980), and Fama and Jensen

(1983a, 1983b) are concerned with the problems that arise when organizations are character-

ized by separation of decision making management from residual risk bearing (or what is

known as separation of ownership and control). Fama and Jensen (1983) illustrate that deci-

sion management (initiation and implementation) is separated from decision control (ratifica-

tion and monitoring) in the modern open corporation. A conflict of interest appears when

managers maximize their own utility instead of shareholders' wcalth. When managers

(agents) own just a small fraction of the finn, they may consume excessive perquisites at the

expense of their shareholders (principals). Jensen and Ruback (1983) argue that managers of

target firms may resist offers because of self-interest of management - at the expense of their

shareholders.

Furthermore, the modern corporation is characterized by widely dispersed ownership, where

individual shareholders are too small to monitor the activities of their agents. The monitoring

costs for a small shareholder are relatively high. Incentives for a small shareholder to monitor

the behavior of their agents will consequently be insufficient. The agency costs are thus high

at low levets of managerial ownership. Jensen and Meckling (1976) consider the firm as a set

of (informal) contracts among individuals, whereby the principals delegate the decision-

making task to the agents. These contracts cannot be written and enforced without cost. They

formulated the costs associated with agency problems. They define agency costs as the sum of

three costs: the monitoring costs by the principal, the bonding costs of the agents, and the re-

sidual loss. In order to monitor whether or not managers execute their contracts, Fama and

Jensen (1983b) attribute the monitoring function to the board of directors, whereas Fama

(1980) and Jensen and Ruback (1983) attribute the monitoring role to the managerial labor

market, and to the market for takeovers as an extemal court of last resort.'~ Nevertheless,

~~ Manne (196~ )
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these disciplinary forces actually lack effectiveness. Managers still consume excessive perqui-

sites (Jensen and Meckling, 1976), and diversify at the expense of their shareholders (Morck,

Shleifer and Vishny, 1990), or entrench themselves (Shleifer and Vishny, 1989).

Shleifer and Vishny (1989) demonstrate how managers can entrench themselves by making

themselves difficult or costly to replace, and they show how such managers can diminish the

effectiveness of control mechanisms such as the board of directors, managerial labor market.

Managers, presumably, will undertake investments and takeovers that are complementary to

their personal skills and knowledge. In doing so, they make themselves valuable to sharehold-

ers, because these manager-specific investments are most valuable under the incumbent man-

agement. A manager will have an incentive to invest in assets that are most valuable under

him~her than under the next best manager. In this way, the current manager can enforce a

higher compensation and attain greaterjob security. A given manager wíll acquire firms that

entrench him, even if these acquisitions are negative net present value projects. If other man-

agers are able to run the business better than he is, then he will be motivated to diversify in

order to avoid being replaced. An acquisition of a firm where he can expose his skills, enables

him to decrease the chance of replacement. In acquisitions with high private benefits, manag-

ers are likely to overbid for their targets. According to the entreitchrr:ent h}pothesis, Morck,

Shleifer, and Vishny (1988) find a negative relation between board ownership and market

valuation for board ownership in the range 5-25 percent. For the other ranges of board owner-

ship, the convergence-of-interest hipothesis dominates.

Another motive for takeovers is introduced by Mueller (1969). He develops the nuntageria{-

ism theory of takeovers that explains conglomerate mergers. Here, managers are motivated by

growth, because their compensation depends on the size of the firm. As a result, they will ac-

cept investments with a lower rate of return. However, it is doubtful if compensation of man-

agers depends on growth. For instance, Lewellen and Huntsman (1970) find empirical evi-

dence that managers' compensation depends on the firms' profit rate instead of on sales

(growth).

Jensen and Meckling (1976) mentioned that an agency problem arises between equity holders

and bondholders when equity holders encourage managers to make high-risk investments and

transfer wealth from bondholders to equity holders. When a bidder acquires a target that in-

creases its risk, it actually redistributes wealth from bondholders to equity holders. Romano

(1992) argues that in leveraged acquisitions a wealth transfer may arise from bondholders to
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equity holders when leverage increases. The pre-existing debt then becomes more risky and

will decrease in value. When these bondholders are not compensated for this increased risk, a

wealth transfer from bondholders to equity holders takes place. The bondholders will lose

when the default risk of the existing bonds increases. An opposite effect of inergers is given

by Kim and McConnell (1977), Higgins and Schall (1975), Galai and Masulis (1976), Lewel-

len (1971). They argue that mergers will reduce default risk of the merging firms when two

imperfectly correlated cash flow streams are combined. Because of this, the cash flows will

have a lesser degree of dispersion than was attainable separately ( co-insurance effect). In turn,

the outstanding debt will increase in value as a consequence of a reduction in the default risk.

Without operating and financial synergies, the market value of the combined firm is the sum

of the pre-merging firms separately - in other words it will not change. Despite the fact that

the market value of existing debt increases, the overall market value remains unchanged. This

means that the market value of equity should decline. This effect results in a wealth transfer

from equity holders to bondholders. Asquith and Kim (1982) mention that the approach of

Jensen and Meckling ( 1976) is based on the incentive effect that is incorporated in the agency

relation between equity holders and bondholders, whereas the latter approach is inspired by

the diversification effect of inergers. Kim and McConnell (1977) find no empirical evidence

that bondholders earn positive abnorma] returns around the announcement date of inergers.

They conclude that there is no wealth transfer between stockholders and bondholders.'' They

find that the level of leverage increases for combined firms in comparison with the use ofdebt

of the merging firms separately. They suggest that the co-insurance effect does exist.

2.3.2 Replacement of inefficient ntanagement

A central feature in corporate finance involves the role of managers to maximize the value of

the firm. The goals of managers and shareholders can diverge as a result of the separation of

ownership and control.ZZ Agency theory argues that managers do not always act in the interest

of their shareholders. In order to limit divergences from value maximization, shareholders

21 In addition, Asquith and Kim (1982) find no empirical evidence that a significant wealth transfer appears
between bondholders and stockhotders in merger situations.

ZZ Berle and Means (1932}, Ross (1973), Jensen and Meckling (1976), Fama (1980), Fama and Jensen (1983J.
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make (implicit) contracts with the managers they employ. By establishing appropriate incen-
tives for managers, shareholders can limit the aberrant behavior of incumbent managers and
stimulate them to take decisions that maximize the value of the firm. In order to limit extraor-
dinary consumption of perquisites, for example, shareholders make contracts that include in-
centives such as bonuses and option plans. When management deviates from value maximiza-
tion, shareholders can replace this inefficient management through a variety of devices. Re-

placement of inefficient management through a takeover can be effective when management
is operating at a sub-optimal level, which leads to a lower market price of the firm. In this
context, takeovers can be considered to be a solution to the principal-agent problem if manag-
ers of target firms fail to maximize shareholder value. Takeovers, or even the threat of a take-

over, can be a remedy for inefficient management.'' Lower share prices enable potential bid-
ders and raiders to make a successful bid. When they discharge inefficient management and
replace incumbent management through more efficient management, they can profit from a
higher price for the target firm's shares. It should be noted here that the replacement of ineffi-
cient management is also a fotm of wealth creation. Synergy is realized because of the im-
proved use of human capital.

lnstead of costly takeovers, however, other devices may be good alternatives - such as the re-
placement of officers through the board of directors or through stockholder vote, or proxy
fights. When a majority of the shareholders agrees that the incumbent management should be
replaced, then they can vote against incumbent management. Rather than allowing inefficient
management to be replaced through an expensive takeover, shareholders may allow the threat
from the market for corporate control to díscipline inefficient management. Against the back-
ground of a takeover threat, incumbent management will be aware that they could lose status
and the consumption of perquisites if the takeover bid of the acquirer would succeed. The
empirical results regarding the motive of replacement of inefficient management motive are

somewhat ambiguous. In order to test for the presence of inefficient management, several
studies examine negative abnormal returns to target shareholders prior to the takeover an-
nouncement. Asquith (1983) and Maletesta (1983) find negative pre-takeover returns, which
is consistent with the replacement of inefficient management motive. Other studies'' do not

'3 The market for takeovers is an external control device of last resort (Manne, 1965).
'-' Palepu (1986).
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confitYrt this motive. Morek, Shleifer and Vishny (1988) examine the performance of target

firms prior to the takeover announcement. They use the q-ratio" as a measure of performance.

The y-ratio is defined as the market value of the firm divided by the replacement costs of its

assets. Bugeja and Walter (1995) argue that a high q-ratio may indicate that management ex-

ploits its capabilities well. Finns with high q-ratios may have large growth opportunities. A

high y-ratio bidder can acquire a low q-ratio target if it seeks to employ its managerial capa-

bilities.'6 If a target finn has low growth opportunities (low q-ratio), then replacement of its

management may result in an improvement of the performance of the firm. Bugeja and Wal-

ters (1995) argue that the worse the performance of the target finn (low y-ratio), the higher

the probability that a takeover will improve the perforn~ance of the target finn and the higher

the probability that the target shareholders will share in these gains. Moreover, Morck,

Shleifer and Vishny (1988) find that target firnis in hostile takeovers have a lower Tobin's y

than do comparable non-targets, which is consistent with the replacement-of-ineffrcient-

managenrent Irypothesis. Lang, Stulz, and Walking (1989) show that bidding finns gain from

bidding on relatively low q targets. Servaes (1991) finds larger bidder, target and total returns

for bidders with relatively high q who acquire relatively low y targets. These results support

the replacernent-of-irreffrcient-nranngerrrent{ivpotfresis.

1.3.3 Free-cashflotiv h}potlresis

Jensen ( 1986, 1988) develops the fi-ee-caslr-~low hy~othesis that is associated with conflicts of

interests between managers and shareholders over paying out free cash flow. Jensen defines

free cash flow as cash flow in excess of that amount required to finance all investment pro-

jects that have a positive net present value discounted at the cost of capital. Free cash flow

should be paid out to shareholders when the firm is operating at an efficient level and maxi-

mizes the value deserved to shareholders. Jensen argues that managers as well as shareholders

are self-interested, and that there are serious conflicts about companies' strategy. Managers

(agents) will have a tendency to evade payments of free cash flow to their shareholders (prin-

'-5 Tobin's y is used as a performance measure for target firms.zb However, if lox~ y bidders acquire high y targets, they can utilize the managerial capabilities of the target
firm and benefit from takeovers.
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cipals), because such a transfer reduces the power of control. Managers have incentives to use

free cash flows in order to expand their firms beyond the size that maximizes shareholder

wealth. Managers can utilize free cash flows in order to make acquisitions or other invest-

ments in low-returns projects or otherwise waste cash at the expense of their shareholders.

Company growth increases their power and status and may also affect their compensation

plans. Managers are more likely to keep their minds on perquisites and firm size instead of

paying out free cash flows through dividends or stock repurchases. They can internally fi-

nance their investments with free cash flows and evade financing their investments with new

outside capital. Romano (1992) argues that payout of free cash flows means that managers
lose their hold on internal funds and they are more subject to the constraints of the capital
market. Issuing debt on the capital market means that they are more likely to be the subject of
monitoring by external market participants and the discipline of the capital market. Raising

debt will mean that bondholders will monitor more extensively the actions of managers. Large

bondholders will scrutinize the actions of managers in order to restrain them from wasteful
expenditures at the expense of bondholders. Jensen (1986, 1988) argues that debt reduces the
agency costs of free cash flow by reducing the cash flows available for perquisite consump-

tion. On the other hand, increased leverage heightens the risk of bankruptcy.

Jensen argues that acquisitions are a way that managers spend free cash flow instead of pay-
ing it out to shareholders. Acquiring other firms with free cash flow is less wasteful than car-
rying out unproductive intemal projects with negative net present values." This holds true

even if there are no synergies, because it keeps managers from wasteful expenditures and pay-
ing out resources to shareholders of the target firm. These predictions seem to be consistent

with empirical evidence that target shareholders get the most out of the gains from corporate

takeovers. Myers and Majluf (1984) develop a model in which managers behave in a different
manner. They suggest that firms with sufficient cash or debt capacity will seek acquisition
targets that have profitable investment opportunities, but lack sufficient financial slack to
carry out positive net present value investment projects. A bidding firm with enough financial
slack could increase its value by merging with a target firm that has limited financial slack.
McCabe and Yook (1997) examined bidding firms with high free cash flows and high rein-
vestments levels that make cash acquisitions. This type of bidding firm had a low Tobin's q
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on average (q~l ), and invested their cash flows in internal funds. It is argued that low q-ratio

firms are likely to have poor investment opportunities and are likely to invest in negative net

present value projects. For this type of bidding firm, cash acquisitions reduce the expenditures

on wasteful internal investments and should cause a positive market reaction on the returns to

bidding firms.~e McCabe and Yook find significantly positive returns to poor performing (low

q-ratio) cash bidders - with high free cash flows - that reinvest a high percentage of its free

cash flows (free-cash-~low hypothesis).

Lang, Stulz, and Walking (1991) argue that high free-cash-flow bidders tend to make poor

acquisitions.'-9 Lang, Stulz, and Walking find that the greater the cash flows of low q-ratio

firms, the lower the returns to bidding firms in relation to firms with high investment oppor-

tunities (high q-rcttio firms). Takeovers by firms with high free cash flows and low investment

opportunities decrease shareholders' wealth ofbídding firms.

2.4 Information asymmetr,y

2.4.1 Undervaluation theory

The information hypothesis posits that financial markets are not efficient in a strict sense

when the market price of a firni is too low because positive inside information about the firm

is not publicly known.'~ Bidding firms receive information about the target valuation during

the takeover process, when they bargain with incumbent management of the target firm, and

during due diligence investigations. The inforn:ation hypothesis posits that the revaluation of

target shares is due to new information that is obtained during the takeover process. Bradley,

Desai, and Kim (1983) distinguish between two information hypotheses. The first states that

new positive information revaluates previously undervalued target firms: the sitting-on-a-

„
za

29

This argument holds except when the bidder pays too much for the target firm.
However, this argument loses strength when acquisitions are considered to be negative net present value
investments.
Lang, Stulz, and Walking (1991) do not consider reinvestment rates or methods of payment. McCabe and
Yook (1997) argue that their test differs from that of Lang, Stulz, and Walking, because cash acquisítions
by firms with high free cash flows tend to have less negative or positive returns to bidding firms. Cash ac-
quisitions imply fewer funds for other wasteful investment projects.
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goldmirre {rypothesis. As a consequence, the revaluation of market shares of previously under-

valued target firms is permanent. This also holds true when the takeover process is unsuccess-

ful. The second hypothesis argues that the offer to target firms inspires incumbent manage-

ment to implement higher-valued business strategies on its own: the kick-in-the nants expla-

nation. A successful offer is not needed for a revaluation of the market shares. The mere an-

nouncement of an offer is, in itself, enough for a positive revaluation. The authors find em-

pirical evidence that share prices of target firms fall to their pre-offer level in unsuccessful

takeovers, when targets receive no other offers within five years after the unsuccessful offer.

Dodd (1980) finds empirical evidence supporting the it:fonnatiotr htinotlresis. For merger pro-

posals that are vetoed by incumbent management, shareholders of target firms earn negative

abnormal retums on the announcement day of the termination of negotiations. Nevertheless,

the abnornlal returns to target shareholders are positive over the total event window, which

means a permanent revaluation of the target shares of cancelled merger proposals that seems

to support the sitting-at-a-goldrtrine lrypothesis.

?.4.2 Hztbr~is hypotlresis attd winner's cttrse

Roll (1986, 1988) introduces a behavioral motive for the takeover phenomenon, which he
terms the hubris {rypothesis. Managers of bidding firms tend to overestimate the value of tar-
get firms because they believe that they will gain from synergy or the replacement of ineffi-
cient management. However, the market price of the target firm already reflects the value of
the target firm. There are no synergies, but managers of bidding firms believe that such bene-
fits exist. Target shareholders have a minimum value for the target firm, which is equal to the
market price. They will not sell their shares below this market price. If managers of bidding
firms value a target firm below the actual market price, then they won't make an offer. Sup-
pose that the valuation of the target firm is a random variable with a mean value that is equal
to the current market price. When the random variable exceeds the mean value, offers are ob-
served; otherwise, managers make no offer. This implies that managers of bidding firms make
offers that are too high. The bid premium is just a random error, a miscalculation of the man-
agement of the bidding firm. Why should managers always overestimate target firms?

3o Rol! (1988).
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As managers are not often engaged in corporate acquisition, they cannot learn from their fail-

ures. They believe that they make rational decisions and they believe themselves to be im-

mune from the arrogance or conceit that arises from excessive self-confidence. Managers will

not reconsider their valuation, and persist in their belief that they made the true valuation of

the target firm. For this reason, Roll specifies this behavior with the term hubris. The hubris

hypothesis predicts that the premium paid to target shareholders is negatively related to the

stock price movements of the bidding firm. Furthermore, the hubris hypothesis proposes that

the returns to bidding firms will be transferred to target shareholders. When the hubris- hy-

pothesis holds, then no positive total gains should be observed in takeovers. Berkovitch and

Narayanan (1993), as well as Bradley, Kim, and Desai (1988), find some evidence for the hu-

bris hypothesis. Roll's hubris hypothesis is strongly related to the winner's curse that origi-

nates in auction theory." When the valuation of the target firm is uncertain to the management

of the bidding firm, the manager will win who has the most overestimated value of the target

firm. Bidding firms are paying too much, which explains why they win. Otherwise, the prob-

ability of winning or making a successful bid is very low, if the bidder underestimates the

value of the target firm. Low bids enlarge the probability of a higher, more competitive bid. A

bidder who wins has the highest positive valuation error, which means that the winner is the

one who most overestimates the true value of the target firm (winner's curse). This implies

that winning is bad news for bidding shareholders (a curse). This may explain the negative

retums to the shareholders of bidding firms and the high takeover premia in cotporate take-

overs induced by the winning bidder's overestimation of the expected wealth-enhancing ef-

fects. Varaiya and Ferris (1987) find support for the winner's curse within the context of

takeovers. They estimate a winning takeover premium that significantly overestimates the ex-

pected takeover gains. Furthermore, the abnormal returns to the shareholders of the winning

bidder are significantly negative. Both results are consistent with the predictions of the win-

ner's curse.

" Especially sealed bid auctions.
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2.5 Miscellaneous motives

2.S.1 Market power

Let us now consider the impact of inergers and acquisitions on product markets. A traditional

motive for corporate takeovers is that takeovers lower costs through economies of scale, and

they raise prices by increased market power." The main idea is that horizontal mergers in-

crease market concentration and thereby generate extra-normal profits in a monopolized mar-

ket. With increased market concentration, finns can extract surplus at the expense ofconsum-

ers. For this reason, monopoly rents due to horizontal mergers represent a redistribution of

wealth from consumers to shareholders. Note that the market power motive will not be valid

for takeovers in unrelated business areas. Furthermore, anti-trust authorities will judge in-

tended mergers on anti-competitiveness.

The market power hypothesis implies that merged firms gain from mergers as a result of mar-
ket concentration. The merged firms will obtain a monopoly position and will earn monopoly
profits. Rival firms in the same industry may also gain from a higher market concentration

because market prices may go up and rival firms will also generate monopoly rents. At the

same time, consumers will suffer for these price increases. Eckbo (1983) posits that the ab-
normal returns to shareholders of inerging firms and their horizontal rivals will be positive at
the announcement of a merger proposal, and that the abnormal returns will be negative at the

announcement of an antitrust complaint (collusion hypothesis). However, Eckbo (1983) finds
that rival firms have positive abnormal returns around the announcement date of challenged
mergers, which does not support the collusion h}pothesis.

2.5.2 Tax advantages

Tax advantages have long been suspected as an important explanation behind merger and ac-
quisition activity. Tax savings may occur in mergers and acquisitions, representing a form of
wealth transfer from the tax authorities to the parties involved in takeovers. Actually, tax ad-
vantages in mergers and acquisitions depend on specific tax codes that differ in each country.

3z See, for example, Stigler (1968), Fairbum and Kay (1989), Romano (1992).
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The discussion of whether tax considerations form a major motive in mergers and acquisitions

is concentrated on three tax issues: tax deduction of embedded losses with positive earnings,

basis increase of acquired assets, and increased leverage.

A prominent tax advantage can be considered when firms with embedded losses are combined

with firms that have sufficient earnings." The combined firm can optimize tax deduction

when the taxable income of one firm can be reduced by the tax credits of the other firm.

Crawford and Lechner (1996) argue that carryovers in the US cannot be directly transferred to

bidding firms after a takeover. However, the use of loss and credit carryovers have been

tightened and are limited. Auerbach and Reishus (1988) estimate the benefits of using tax

losses and tax credits in mergers and acquisitions. They find that these tax gains are not pri-

marily a significant motive in the majority of large acquisitions. However, in 20 percent of the

mergers, tax motives do affect merger decisions.

Another corporate tax incentive for takeovers is the rule for stepping up assets of target firms

and continuing with an accelerated depreciation schedule. The step-up is defined as the differ-

ence between the market value of an acquired asset and the book value for tax purposes. As a

consequence, higher depreciation deductions on assets reduce the combined firm's tax burden.

On the other hand, target shareholders have to settle up the capital gains" with tax authorities.

Hahn (1989) argues that if the capital gains tax were to be levied immediately on the amount

of the step-up, there would be no tax gain from the additional depreciation. The results of

Crawford and Lechner (]996) indicate that leverage and potential step-ups of the target's as-

sets are significantly related to the acquisition premiums. Hahn (1989) shows that the step-up

in the acquired assets positively affects the returns of takeover firms in taxable acquisitions.

Jarrell, Brickley, and Netter (1988) conclude that tax losses and tax credits of bidding firms,

as well as the tax benefits to step-up the basis of targets' depreciated assets are tax advantages

that may impact takeover activity.

A third tax-induced motive for corporate takeovers may be the tax deductibility of interest

expenses. The tax code of several countries allows interest payments on debt to be deducted

33 In the Netherlands, this opportunity to save taxes is partially restricted. It is not always possible to carry-
over profit and losses between combined firms that originated from different time periods.

3d Tax payments are required over the difference between the sale price and the book value of the assets.
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from taxable income. The argument is based on the idea that the debt capacity of the com-

bined firm increases after a takeover and enables the combined firm to increase corporate debt

that can be deducted from taxable income. Erickson (1998) argues that bidding firms that face

high tax rates are more likely to finance a takeover with debt. He finds that the bidding firm

tax rate positively affects the probability of a debt-financed taxable acquisition.

Lehn and Poulsen (1994) suggest that tax benefits play an important role in leveraged buy-

outs. They find a significantly positive relation between the tax-equity ratio and the market-

valued premium.

Weston, Siu, and Johnson (2001) summarize that sound mergers and acquisitions are not pri-

marily motivated by tax advantages. There may be tax benefits and facilities of some kind that

accrue to corporate combinations, but tax advantages are more of a reinforcing factor, rather
then a major reason, for mergers and acquisitions.

2. S. 3 Breach of tri~st

Shleifer and Summers (1988) argue that takeovers inevitably lead to a wealth transfer between

shareholders and stakeholders. They consider a corporation as a nexus of long-terni contracts

between shareholders and stakeholders. Since fotmal, written contracts are costly, and future

events are hard to describe, many contracts between shareholders and their stakeholders are

implicit.35 Such long-term implicit contracts are valuable for firms and are necessary to en-
courage relationship-specific investments by, for example, managers.'~ In order to convince

managers that implicit contracts are valuable, shareholders must not breach these implicit con-

tracts even when firms don't realize value maximization with these implicit contracts (breach
of trust). Managers are committed to uphold the implicit contracts with shareholders. Breach
of contract can be a motive for a takeover, when the bidder can reduce the wealth of the in-

cumbent management through, for example, a wage cut. Bidders are not committed to uphold

the implicit contracts with incumbent management. When they make breach of the implicit
contracts, they can appropriate rents from the management. The target shareholders will also
gain from takeovers when they get a takeover premium. Takeovers enable shareholders to

35 Implicit contracts are those based on trust and without enforcement by courts.36 Employees are willing to invest (time, effort) in their jobs when they are compensated for their increased
productivity.
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transfer ex post rents in implicit contracts from stakeholders to shareholders. Holmstrbm

(1988) criticizes the breach of trust motive for takeovers. Why are bidders in a better position

to appropriate the rents from stakeholders than incumbent management or shareholders? He

argues that managers aim for a good relationship with their employees and will act in the in-

terest of their employees, as long as their shareholders accept this. A theory with implicit con-

tracts is not needed to explain the rents that employees appropriate. Holmstróm argues that
shareholders cannot capture rents of the stakeholders because ownership is widely dispersed,

which makes it difficult to operate.

2.6 Summary

In this chapter we reviewed a number of takeover motives that come up in the financial litera-
ture. We have classified these takeover motives into four main groups: synergy, agency, in-
formation asymmetry, and miscellaneous motives. However, note that there is also a redistri-

butíon of wealth within agency theory, because agency problems are the result of a conflict
between managers and shareholders, or between shareholders and bondholders, or a redistri-
bution of wealth appears from shareholders of bidding finns to shareholders of target firms,
when managers of bidding firms entrenched themselves. ln table 2.3 we summarize the take-
over motives discussed in the previous chapter.

The synergy theories imply that there is social wealth to be gained from corporate takeover

activities. We described four kinds of synergy: operational and financial synergy, replacement
of inefficient management, and diversification. The operating synergy theory suggests that
gains can be realized from economies of scale or of scope. Takeovers can cause assets to be
better utilized as a consequence of indivisibilities. The theory predicts that bidding firms will
acquire less efficient firms in order to realize wealth. The financial synergti~ motive proposes
that firms with sufficient financial slack, but with relatively poor investment opportunities,

will buy slack-poor targets with positive net present value (NPV) investment projects. In addi-
tion, bidders avoid external financing and a conflict between old and new shareholders, when
new issues would be used to raise capital for new investments.

The diversification motive refers to some kind of financial synergy. It is argued that if the
cash flows of two merging firms are not perfectly correlated, then the debt capacity of the
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combined firms will increase and the insolvency risk will decrease. But this argument will not

hold because investors can diversify more cheaply by diversifying their own portfolios.

The second category of takeover motives refers to agency theory. According to this theory,

we can distinguish between agency problems inside the bidding firm and those inside the tar-

get firm.

Table 2.2
Agency problems, information asymmetry, and redistribution of wealth in corporate takeovers

shareholders
biddiny firrn

.48e~y problem
Jcnscn arM Mcckling 119t61

Marwgcrialnm~MUClkr, 19b91
Frce cuh Ilow ~lcmcn, 1996)
Enrcnchmcm lShkRer ard ~'ishny. I9891

I

nabc',nent
bidding fimi

HubnsiRolL 19fic~

shareholders
Ur6H firm

Ayericy problems
~Icrscn eM Mcckiny 119~61
.lcrsrn and Ruback I19831

Emrenchrrcm ISlulz. 19881

bandholders
bidding firm

' Replacemenl ofine(ficient manaEemenL rakeover as a solufion to agency problems

naEemenl
nlargel fiml

Agency problems between shareholders and bondholders of bidding firms may arise when

shareholders choose to acquire target firms that increase the default risk of the bidding firm.

This implies a loss for the bondholders and a similar gain for the shareholders of the bidding

firm. The managerialism theory of corporate takeovers attempts to explain why self-serving

managers pursue wasteful acquisitions. It is suggested that managers increase their power and

status, as well as their compensation, when firm size increases. This provides plenty of moti-

vation for managers to pursue growth-enhancing acquisitions.
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Managers have firm-specific human capital and are not able to transfer this capital between

firms and make it valuable. For ihis reason, managers may diversify firms in order to make

firm-specific human capital more valuable. But shareholders can diversify their portfolios

more efficiently than managers can. They can spread their investments and risk more effi-

ciently, so it is not in the interest of shareholders to make acquisitions in order to diversify the

firm portfolio. The entrenchment theory postulates that managers may entrench themselves by

making manager-specific investments at the expense of their shareholders. By making such

acquisitions, managers can reduce the probability of being replaced. As a consequence, they

can raise their salaries and make other wasteful expenditures (perquisites). The replacement of

inefficient nranagenrent argument refers to the theory that bidders can gain from takeovers

when they signal that managers of target firnis are operating at a sub-optimal level. Replace-
ment of inefficient target management through a takeover can be effective and may lead to a

higher market valuation of the target firm.

The free-cashflow h}potl:esis predicts that managers of bidding firms will have a tendency to

use free cash flows in order to expand their firms beyond the size that maximizes shareholder

wealth. Managers of bidding fim~s will utilize these free cash flows through costly takeovers

and low-return investments or other wasteful expenditures at the expense of their sharehold-

ers.

There may also be agency problems inside target firms, when management acts in their own

interests and does not maximize the value of the firm. A takeover can then lead to reduce
agency costs or replacement of inefficient management.

The infornration [heory postulates that some firms are undervalued because positive inside

information is not publicly known in the capital market. When new positive information re-

valuates previously undervalued target firms, we called this the sitting-on-a-goldn:ine hy-

pothesis. The second information theort~ hypothesized that the offer to target firms inspires

incumbent management to implement higher-valued business strategies on its own, the kick-

in-thepants explanation.

The hcebris hypothesis and ivinrter's curse phenomenon suggest that, in order to make a suc-

cessful bid, managers of bidding firms tend to overestimate the value of target firms. Self-
confidence, arrogance, as well as valuation errors induce bidders to overpay in corporate
takeovers.
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The rnarket power theory explains that horizontal mergers increase market concentration and

thereby generate extra-normal profits in a monopolized market.

Ta.r savings can be an important issue in takeovers. In general, we distinguish between three

tax topics: tax deduction ofembedded losses with positive eamings, basis increase of acquired

assets, and increased leverage.

The breac{r of trust motive in takeovers can be considered as a way for bidders and sharehold-

ers to break open outstanding implicit contracts with the stakeholders of the target firm. [n

this way, they realize the gains stored in these implícit contracts. When acquirers breach the

implicit contracts, they can appropriate rents from the stakeholders.

In this survey we have discussed a large number of takeover motives. However, which will be

relevant for our study? In our context (as we will see in the next chapter), three motives have

returned repeatedly, namely: synergy, agency and hubris. In a large number of models, it is

assumed that takeovers generate synergv; these models have focused on the division of these

gains. Other models aim at examining the behavior of management (entrenchment). These

takeovers are concerned with agencv problems. Finally, a large number of models assume in-

formation asymmetry and focus on bidding strategies. We categorize these items under the

hubris htipothesis (ivinner's curse). Thus, our empirical research will test three motives: syn-

ergy, agency and hubris."

37 Items from the miscellaneous group are beyond the scope of this study.
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Table 2.3
Motives for takeovers

Takeover motives Main issues
Operotiorrols.vner~t Takeovers will generate synergistic gains through economies of scale ( utilization

of asscts), and economics of scope (complementary resourccs), and use of excess
managcrial capabilities

Financia! st rrergt

Diversifrcation arqunreru

Takeovers may occur bchveen a bidding firm (with large unused debt capacity but
low imestmcnt opportunitics) and a targc[ firm (with high-retum imestments but
low internal cash flows).

Merging two imperfectly corrclatcd cash flow streams to reduce risk; the debt
capacity of the combined firm will increase, and the risk of insolvency will de-
creasr,
A motive for takeovers is that managers desire to diversify in order to make their
firm-specific human capital more valuable.

Replacenrent ojiacJ~cieru morrogernenr Wealth can bc created through rcducing managerial slack by replacement of inef-
ficicnt target manaeement ( principal-agent problem).

Manageria(ism

Manageria! enn.errchnrenr lheon'

Managers tend to pursue takeovers in order to enlargc the corporation beyond the
maximum size at the expensivc of thcir shareholders because of enhancing their
status and compensation

Managcrs of bidding firms do acquisitions in ordcr to commit thcir shareholdcrs to
thcrosclves. Managers entrcnch thcroselves by making manager-spccific invest-
mcnts that make it costly for sharcholdcrs to rcplacc thcm.

Free cosh Jlow hvporl~esis Takeovers arise as a consequence of the conFlict betwecn managers and sharehold-
ers. Managers of bidding firms do not use free cash flows to pay oui to their share-
holders, but make wasteful expendrtures and pursuc low-retum investments and
costly takeovers.

U~tdervalrmrion rheory (signalirrgJ Takeover bids reveal positive news of non-public information of target firms. The
announccmcnt of a takeover may signal to the market that the target firm is under-
valued (kick-in-the-pmrr,r and sitring-orr-a-goldmine theory).

Hubris hypollresis ortd Managers of bidding firms are ovcroptimístic in estimating the value of target
Winner's curse firms. As a consequence of valuation erzors, animal spirits, pride and self-

confidence, the bidder overpays in corporate takeovers.

Market poxer theory

Tar advanrages

Breach-of-rnrsr rheory

Takeovers increase market power and allow merged firms to appropriate monop-
oly rents as a result of a monopoly position (market conccntration).

Tax savings, such as [ax deduction of embedded losscs with positive eamings,
basis increase of acquired assets, and increased leverage, may be motives for cor-
porate takeovers;
Tax savings can be considered as a wealth transfer from tax authorities to the
merged firms.

After a takeover, bidders, as well as target shareholders can change the out-
standing implicit contracts with Ihe stakeholders and transfer Ihe gains incorpo-
rated in these contracts to the bidder and shareholders.
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Takeover models

31 Introduction

This chapter will review the most important contributions to takeover models.'~ Grossman and

Hart (1980) brought one of the first formal takeover models into corporate finance. In their

seminal article, they came up with the free-rider problem in corporate takeovers, which

sparked a stream of models with solutions to this problem. We will discuss a selected number

of formal models of the takeover process, covering topics such as the free-rider problem,

ownership structure, initial shareholdíngs, preemptive bidding, takeover bids and bidder's

competition.39 Furthermore, we will attempt to classify these formal takeover models into a

microeconomic structure of the takeover market with supply and demand, where the demand

and supply of target shares refer to the number of bidders and target shareholders, respec-

tively.

Table 3.1
Determinants of the takeover market

Takeover market Determinants
(in)finite number of target shareholders

Supply side large shareholdcr
management resistance
competition between bidders

Demand side number of shares needed for control
toeholds
(un)conditional takeovers

Mechanism takeover types'
mcdium of exchange b

a. takeover types will be discussed in chapter 4;
b. medium of exchange ( cash or stocks) is left out of consideration in this study.

38 A detailed survey of takeover models is given by Weston, Chung, and Hoag (1990), and Oosterhout (1996).
" Other issues, such as takeover barriers, and methods of payments are beyond the scope of our study. For

takeover bamers, see for instance Oosterhout (1996).
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Table 3.1 splits up the takeover market into supply and demand sides and summarizes the

main determinants of the formal takeover models discussed in the next sections. The notion
that financial markets are efficient may explain the limited interest in corporate finance for the
institutional design of the takeover process. Since the early 1980s just a handful of financial

researchers have adopted the applications of game theory, auction theory, as well as informa-

tion economics for designing takeover models. Thakor (1991) mentioned that game theory is
extremely suitable for modeling takeovers because game theory is very important for corpo-
rate control contests, and the sequence of moves is well defined. He argues that the traditional
view on takeovers focussed on the gains created by improving efficiency in spite of the fact

that in target firms with atomistic shareholders a free-rider problem prevents bidding firms
from improving efficiency. One of the major characteristics in games is that both sides of the
market have a finite number of players who are prepared to undertake strategic actions. Tradi-
tional microeconomics could offer no solutions for the issues in the takeover process.`~
The takeover models give us insights into the crucial elements of the takeover process and the
behavior of subjects ínvolved in the process. Moreover, the formal takeover models also give
us the opportunity to test some predictions found in these models. Grossman and Hart (1980),

Shleifer and Vishny (]986), and Bagnoli and Lipman (1988) have shown that the ownership
structure of target firms is a main determinant of the division of synergistic gains between
bidding firms and target firms."

3.2 Atomistic shareholders and the free-rider problem

3.2.1 Free-riderproblem

In any survey on takeover models, we must start with the takeover model introduced by
Grossman and Nart (1980). In their seminal paper, Grossman and Hart assume that target
shareholders are uniformly distributed among a continuum of shareholders. Shareholders are
atomistic, which means that their individual tendering decisions do not affect the outcome of

eo
Consider, for example, the equilibrium takeover price when there is one bidder and one large shareholder.
In a bilateral monopoly, the takeover price is not determined.
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the raid. Therefore, each shareholder will ignore his own influence on the outcome of the bid.

This is analogous to the standard price-taker assumption. Suppose that the raider and the tar-

get shareholders have symmetric infotmation. Both raider and shareholders know the value v

of the target firm under the current management. Each shareholder in a diffusely held corpora-

tion is too small to make the expenditures necessary to monitor the firm's management and

overthrow inefficient management. In such a situation, we would expect that a raider makes a

tender offer above the prevailing market value of the target firm under the incumbent man-

agement and takes over the target firm successfully. The outside bidder can improve the cur-

rent management and can increase the post-takeover value of the target firm. The bidder will

profit from this deal by reselling the target shares at a higher price. Nevertheless, in a widely

held firni, shareholders can free ride on the monitoring activities of other shareholders and

share in the value improvements. If any shareholder has an incentive to improve the value of

the firm, then all other shareholders will also benefit from his efforts, because other share-

holders cannot be excluded. Under these circumstances, shareholders may retain their shares

rather than resell them to the bidder in anticipation of an increase in the post-takeover share

price after a successful bid. As a consequence, the tender offer will not succeed and the take-

over will fail. The bidder will succeed ifhe pays out all the post-takeover value improvements

to the target shareholders. In that case, target shareholders will tender their shares, but the

bidder will not earn any profit at all. The only reason the raider would make a bid is if the

post-takeover value improvements Z are higher than the takeover premium but no shareholder

would accept such an offer.

The proposition of atomistic ownership implies that the individual decisions of shareholders

to accept or reject the tender offer do not influence the success or failure of the tender offer.

When a conditionaly' tender offer is successful, shareholders who reject the offer and still hold

a

az

Grossman and Hart (1980) posed the free-rider prob(em with ntomisric shareholders, while Shteifer and
Vishny (1986) put forward the (m-ge slmreáolder, and Bagnoli and Lipman (1988) postulated the pii~otn!
shareholder.
In a conrlitiono! tender offer, the raider deternunes in advance the minimum number of shares he seeks:
otherwise, the bidder will not fulfill the offec First, the bidder chooses the price that he will pay for target
shares; second, he chooses the number of target shares he wishes to acquire. If fewer target shares are offe-
red than the number he wishes to buy, the offer is cancelled and the takeover fails. In an ancondirioa~nl ten-
der offcr or an any-and-ul! offer, the raider buys as rrtany shares as are tendered - whether or not the offer
succeeds.
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their shares will fully share in the post-takeover value improvements Z. If shareholders antici-

pate the takeover success, then no incentive appears for an individual shareholder to tender,

because their pay-offs will be equal to the bid price p, which is lower than the post-takeover

value of the target firm (uf Z). If shareholders think that the takeover will succeed, they will

reject the tender offer. If they think that the takeover will fail, shareholders will have no in-

centive to accept bid p, because in a conditional tender offer, bidders will fulfill a bid only if

they receive the minimum number of target shares - announced prior to the takeover bid; oth-

erwise, the bid will be withdrawn. In that case, shareholders will receive the original market

value of the target shares prior to the tender offer. Behind the free-rider problem in the

Grossman-Hart model lies a paradox: the fact that everyone expects that a successful takeover

leads to the opposite conclusion! Each shareholder wants a free ride."

In the Grossman and Hart (1980) model, shareholders make rational decisions, choosing to

keep their shares rather than to sell them at a bid price below the post-takeover value (ut Z),

when they think that the takeover will succeed. Each shareholder hopes that the others will

tender their shares so that the value of the target firm will be increased by the takeover, but

none of them will tender their shares at the share price p, if the post-takeover value is ex-

pected to be (ut Z). Shareholders who do not tender hope to benefit from those shareholders

who do, but because all shareholders adopt this strategy, no shares will be tendered at all.

When each shareholder prefers to free ride, the tender offer fails and this results in a unique

Nash equilibrium solution.

In unconditional offers, bidders buy all shares offered, regardless of the success of the take-

over. When target shareholders believe that the bidder will be successful, their strategy re-

mains the same, and they refuse to tender because they obtain the post-takeover value-

increase of the target firm under the regime of the bidding firm; otherwise, they would receive

the offer price. Thus, if shareholders believe that the unconditional offer will fail, then each of

them will reject the tender offer in order to obtain the post-takeover value. The strategy of the

target shareholders remains the same under a conditional tender offer, when each believes that

the offer will succeed. However, Bebchuk (1989) and Spatt (I989) argue that target share-

holders have an incentive to accept the bid in unconditional tender offers if they believe that

the tender offer will fail, because they receive the offer price p instead of the value u under the

43 Holmstróm and Nalebuff (1992).
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current management ( p ~ tl). In t~nconditional tender offers, the decision not to tender is not

an equilibrium strategy for target shareholders and a pure-strategy Nash equilibrium does not

exist. If other target shareholders hold out, resulting in failure of the tender offer, then each

target shareholder will prefer to tender, because each would receive a premium (p- u) above

the prevailing market price v.

Grossman and Hart ( 1980) and Shleifer and Vishny ( 1986) assume that a rational atomistic

shareholder views the success of the takeover attempt as independent of his own tender deci-

sion. Grossman and Hart ( 1980) assume that target shareholders and bidders have rational ex-

pectations about the outcome of the takeover. The only successful tender offer is the one that

is expected to be successful with certaint}~. Any target shareholder who believes that the take-

over will succeed with certaintv will not tender his shares. In order to be successful, the bid-

der should pay at least the post-takeover share value of the target firm, given that target share-

holders anticipate that the takeover will be successful ( assumption of rational expectations).

The pay-offs of bidder and atomistic shareholders under conditional and tutconditiona! tender

offers are illustrated in figure 3.1."

Figure 3.2
The free-rider problem of Grossman and Hart

Pay-offs (nb,n,) to bidder rzb and target shareholders rr~ in conditiona! and tuiconditiatal tender of-

fers. .

conditional ojjer unconditional ojfer

(v}Z-P,P) (vtZ-p,p)

accept ofier accept offer

(vt2-p,t,t~ (vt2-p,vt~

reject of7er reject offcr
ó- trm va ue un er curren management wt out tmprovements
Z - post-takeover value improvements
p - offer price

~ In an unsuccessful conditional offer, the pay-offs are (o,u) - no matter what the atomistic shareholders do
(either accepting or rejecting the offer). In an unsuccessful nnconditional offer, the pay-offs are (O.p) if the
atomistic shareholder accepts the offer, the pay-offs are (O,u) if the atomistic shareholder rejects the offer.
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3.2.2 Dihttion of n:inority shareholders

The first way proposed to overcome the free-rider problem was introduced by Grossman and

Hart (1980) themselves. They suggest that dilution of minority shareholders should be initi-

ated to compensate bidders in successful takeovers. The initial shareholders should write a

corporate constitution in which they permit a successful bidder to exclude minority share-

holders from sharing in the post-takeover improvements in the target firm brought about by

the bidder. A takeover could only be successful when there is a divergence (ezclusion) be-

tween the value to the shareholders and the value of the shares to the bidder. The fundamental

idea behind exclusionary devices is that running a firm properly is a public good, which

means that everyone can enjoy the benefits of this public good. A bidder who introduces

value improvements cannot exclude minority shareholders from enjoying these improve-

ments. These minority shareholders cannot be excluded from the benefits. Grossman and Hart

propose limiting the rights of minority shareholders through a corporate charter amendment

that would include some exclusionary devices to keep them from capturing post-takeover

value increases. Another option that might prevent minority shareholders from gaining in the

post-takeover value increases, is that bidders sell overpriced input to the target firm. Selling

overpriced assets or assets at terms that are disadvantageous to the minority shareholders will

increase the gains to bidders.

As a result, the bidder will gain from a takeover if dilution is possible at the expense of the

minority shareholders.

3.2.3 Two-tier tender offer

A second way to solve the free-rider problem came from Bradley, Desai, and Kim (1988).

They developed a two-tier offer, the front-end-loaded two-tier tender offer. In such a tender

offer, the bidder buys shares up to the percentage of the outstanding shares sought for at a

first-tier offer price, and they buy the remaining shares (if the offer succeeds) at a lower, sec-

ond-tier price. The second-tier offer will be lower than the post-takeover value of the target

(uf ~, so that non-tendering shareholders receive a lower back-end price." In order to gener-

45 Front-end loaderf ineans that the offer price in the tender offer is greater than the value of the shares that are
not tendered. Non-tendering shareholders have to accept the lower back-end price. This type of tender offer
is legally forbidden in the Netherlands.
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ate synergistic gains, the bidder must get sufficient control. If more shares are tendered than

are necessary for control, then the bidder will accept the offer on a pro-rata basis, and pay the

remaining shareholders the back-end price, which is lower than the front-end price. If the tar-

get shareholder believes that the takeover will be successful, then his dominant strategy is to

tender - the target shareholder will otherwise receive a price that is lower than the front-end

offer price. Bradley, Desai, and Kim (1988) also propose that the bidder withdraws the offer,

when fewer shares are tendered than are needed. In that case, target shareholders receive the

pre-offer market value of the target shares v. In contrast to the atomistic shareholder case of

Grossman and Hart (1980), the bidder gains from a front-end-loaded tender offer; the lower

second-tier bid allows the bidder to appropriate a part of the synergistic gains.

3.2.4 Toeholds

A third way to avoid the free-rider problem is introduced by Shleifer and Vishny (1986),

Hirshleifer and Titman (1990), and Chowdhry and Jegadeesh (1994). Instead of the exclu-

sionary device dilution of the Grossman and Hart model, Shleifer and Vishny (1986) advance

the role of a bidder with initial shareholdings a. A bidder with a large toehold will still make a

profit without excluding minority shareholders from capturing post-takeover value improve-

ments Z, and the bidder need not bid less than the post-takeover value of the target firm

(vf Z), because the bidder gains on the shares he already owns prior to the takeover. When a

bidder offers a price that is equal to or exceeds the post-takeover value of the target shares

(vf Z), he does not gain from the shares that he acquires in the tender offer, but he will gain

on the shares he owns prior to the takeover, multiplied by the difference between the post-

takeover value of the shares and the value of the shares under the incumbent shareholders v.

Even in the framework of Shleifer and Vishny (1986), target shareholders will reject all bids

that are less than the expected post-takeover value (v~ Z) of the non-tendered target share-

holders. As a consequence, a large shareholder (alias bidder) can just benefit on the pre-tender

offer shareholdings a when the gains are sufficient to cover monitoring and takeover costs cr.

This initial stake a should be at least equal to a- Z.

In the Chowdhry-Jegadeesh model (1994), the size of the initial shareholdings of the bidder a

is not an exogenous parameter as in the Shleifer-Vishny model, but reveals the private infor-
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mation of the bidder about potential post-takeover performance improvements. Not the take-

over premium of the bidder, but the size of his initial shareholdings a, signals the private in-

formation about his synergy Z. They suggest a positive relation between the post-takeover

synergistic gains Z and the fraction of targe[ shares a held by the bidder prior to the tender

offer. They argue that a high valuation bidder (high synergistic gaíns) will not mimic a low

valuation bidder (low synergistic gains), because a low bid would hurt a high valuation bidder

more than it would a low valuation bidder. The costs of mimicking involve the probability of

an unsuccessful tender offer, which would hurt the high valuation bidder relatively more,

since he has more value-increasing opportunities than the low valuation bidder does. In addi-

tion, a high valuation bidder will forego the opportunity to acquire shares at the lower pre-

tender offer price when he mimics a low valuation bidder. In addition, the model predicts that

higher toeholds lead to a higher probability of tender offer success.

3.2.5 Pivotal shm-eholder

A fundamental characteristic of the Grossman-Hart model and the free-rider problem is the

presence of atomistic shareholders. Grossman and Hart predict that takeovers will fail in dif-

fusely held firms, because atomistic incumbent shareholders will demand the total post-

takeover value appreciation in return for their shares. No single shareholder is able to affect

the outcome of the takeover bid. Holmstróm and Nalebuff (1992) argue that a shareholder

with many shares has a higher marginal incentive to tender than does a shareholder with only

one share. A shareholder with one share is just concerned about the tender price, because the

probability of a takeover success or failure is no longer of interest once the one share is of-

fered.

Bagnoli and Lipman (1988) and Holmstrám and Nalebuff (1992) analyze takeover models

with a finite number of shareholders, while almost all other takeover models assume atomistic

shareholders. The bidder can overcome the free-rider problem without exclusionary devices

because the bidder can always make some shareholders pivotal. When shareholders are piv-

otal, they recognize that their actions may affect the outcome of the bid. Bagnoli and Lipman

(I988) posit that making some shareholders pivotal is fundamental because shareholders have

to choose whether or not the offer succeeds. Shareholders that are pivotal cannot free ride be-

cause their individual decision with regard to their tendering strategy will affect the final out-

come of the takeover, given the strategies of the other stockholders.
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Now, suppose that the i`~' target shareholder owns a; shares and 0 ~ a; ~ N-K, where N is the

total number of target shares and K-~(N } 1)1 is the number of target shares needed to con-
2 J

trol the target fitm. Let v be the value of the target firm under the incumbent management

team, and let Z be the surplus that could be realized under the corporate regime of the bidder.

The parameter settings are common knowledge. All subjects are risk-neutral, so that the ex-

pected pay-offs to the subjects are the expected value of their shares. It is assumed that if the

takeover fails, each share will drop to the initial value under the current management v. The

bids are restricted to any-and-all bids. Further, note that there is no management fight in this

takeover model. Consider the case that N risk-neutral shareholders each own exactly one

share. There are~Klpure strategy equilibria in which the bidder succeeds with probability 1,

with exactly K out oJf N shareholders who tender their shares, while the others (N-K) are free

riding.ió Given the strategies of the other shareholders, each shareholder is pivotal and must

choose whether or not the takeover attempt succeeds. However, there is no coordination

mechanism that determines which of the K shareholders must tender and which of the (N-K)

may free ride. Bagnoli and Lipman (1988), as well as Holmstrrim and Nalebuff (1992) show

that there is no need for coordination between shareholders in a symmetric mixed strategy

equilibrium.47 They demonstrate that a bidder will gain from a takeover when he makes share-

holders pivotal with a positive probability. However, Holmstrdm and Nalebuff (1992) esti-

mate that the bidder surplus falls with the number of shares and approaches zero when the

46

47

when a free rider deviates from his strategy and tenders, the tender offer will still be successful. On the
other hand, when one of the K shareholders deviate from tendering, the offer will fail.
In that equilibrium, the bid price for an unconditional tender offer is equal to the expected value of the share
if the shareholder does not tender. The bidder's expected profits are proportional to the probability that each

N
shareholder is pivotal: y" (1 -y)'' -" z- K, that is the probability that K shares are tendered times the

K
surplus of the shares when K shares are tendered.
See, for a detailed analysis, Bagnoli and Lipman (1988), Holmstróm and Nalebuff ( 1992), and Oosterhout
(1996).
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number of shareholders is infinite.'" On the other hand, a supermajorityi9 rule increases the

bidder's surplus. Intuitively, we would expect that a supermajority rule damages the chances

of a takeover's success and reduces the surplus to the bidder. But it has the opposite effect in

this model, because in the limit when K-N, the bidder receives the total surplus (surplus Z

times the number of outstanding shares N). Under this supermajority rule every shareholder is

pivotal.so When a shareholder does not tender his shares, the offer will fail and the shareholder

will receive nothing of the surplus. The surplus to the bidder increases with K, which implies

that more shares are needed for control. This increases the probability that a shareholder will

be pivotal.

3.3 Large shareholder models

3.3.1 Shleifer-Vishtry ntodel (biddet- tivith toeholds)

Shleifer and Vishny (1986) build a model with a large shareholder who owns a fraction

0 ~ a ~ 0.5 of the total shares, and a remaining group of atomistic shareholders owning a frac-

tion (1-a) of the total shares. In order to find value improvements Z of the current operating

strategies, large shareholders should invest in monitoring activities and should carry out re-

search activities. In order to develop such activities, the large shareholder encounters certain

monitoring costs cT. Because such monitoring is costly, shareholders of firms with widely

dispersed ownership are missing the incentive to monitor the behavior of an incumbent man-

agement team. The dilemma of monitoring is that the costs are private, but the benefits are

public. The variable Z should be interpreted as the surplus that will be realized when ineffi-

cient management is replaced. In the Shleifer-Vishny model, the large shareholder is also the

acquirer who will get control if he buys K shares." Now consider the situation in which a

aR

a9
so

A normal distribution is used as an approximation of a binominal distribution in order to estimate the

bidder surplus - p with probability p- K. If N-100 and K-SQ, then the surplus is approxima-
2trN(I-p) N

tely 40~0, while if N-10,000 and K-5,000 the surplus is about 0.4o~0. It should be noticed that the surplus to
the bidder shrinks in large widely held target firms.
In our empirical study we use a supermajority rule of (,bj~o,ó (Chapter 6).
It should be noticed that the bidder will receive the same outcome when he announces a conrfitional bid on
a(1 shares being tendered, so that each shareholder is pivotal.
In the Shleifer-Vishny model SOo~o of the shares are needed to acquire control.
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large shareholder, who has an initial stake of a, considers a takeover; he can realize a surplus

of Z when he acquires control at K shares. He will try to acquire (0.5-a) shares at a cost of

cr, in order to acquire K shares. He will make a tender offer p, if he can purchase (0.5-a) of

the shares from the atomistic shareholders. The bidder has to pay a bid price p that is equal to

(v f n) ; v represents the market value under the current management and ~c is the additional

amount paid over the prevailing market value. It should be noticed that v is the market value

of the target share under the current management before the possibility ofa takeover."

Shleifer and Vishny (1986) demonstrate that target shareholders will tender if and only if:

~r-E~ZIO.SZ-(0.5-a)~r-cr? 0~? 0

or

~ ? E~ZIZ ? (1-2a)~ f 2cr~

where,

~ - bid premium (p-v)

a- fraction of shares held by the bidder prior to the takeover;

cT - takeover costs

Z - post-takeover value improvements

Shareholders will tender their shares if the bid premium is greater than or equal to the ex-

pected value improvements, under the condition that the value improvements O.SZ are greater

than or equal to the bid premium ~c over the shares acquired in the takeover (0.5-a) and the

takeover costs cr. It should be considered here that the bidder can gain O.SZ, while he only

pays a premium n to the group of (0.5-a) atomistic shareholders and a compensation for the

legal and administrative costs of a takeover. If the bidder has no initial stake (that is a-0),

then we return to the free-rider problem. In the Grossman-Hart model with atomistic share-

holders, a bidder will gain from a takeover only if ~r 5 Z- 2cr . As a consequence Z~ n, and

no shareholder will tender his shares. At the other extreme, when a i 0.5, the bid premium n

SZ As a consequence a will be in general larger than the actual takeover premium.
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for the large shareholder is equal to ~t ? E~ZIO.SZ ? cr~. It follows that the optimal bid price

decreases in a. When a large shareholder owns more shares, he can buy target shares at a

lower offer price. Shleifer and Vishny argue that when a large shareholder owns more shares,

he is willing to take over, even ifhe can realize only small post-takeover value improvements.

It is in his own interest to take over a target firm wíth low value improvements when he has a

large initial stake. As a consequence, an increase of the initial shareholdings a of the bidder

will lower the minimum level of the value-enhancing improvements Z,,,;,, and will lower the

bid premium n paid for the target firm." It should be noticed that the larger the shareholder,

the more valuable he is for the target firm. Large shareholders will monitor firms better than

will firms with atomistic shareholders. Firms with large shareholders are more efficient than

firms without them. As a result, the market value of a firm with a large shareholder will be

higher than that of a firm with widely dispersed shareholdings. A firm with a large monitoring

shareholder will find it more difficult to realize value-enhancing improvements after the take-

over than will another firm without such a large shareholder. The bidder will lower the take-

over premium because post-takeover value-improvements will hardly be realized. It is also

shown that, given the research intensity to search after value-enhancing improvements, the

probability of a takeover increases with the initial shareholdings a of the bidder. With a higher

initial stake, a bidder need only come up with lower value improvements. If just low value

improvements are sufficient, then a takeover attempt becomes more likely. Further, an in-

crease in the legal and administrative costs of a takeover cl will lead to an increase in the

takeover bid premium ~r. Strictly speaking, the Shleifer-Vishny model is not a large share-
holder model, but a takeover model with a bidder who has a toehold in the target firm. How-

ever, Shleifer and Vishny ( 1986) make some valuable contributions to takeovers. First, they

demonstrate that an increase in the initial shareholdings held by the bidder leads to a decrease

in the takeover premium, and to an increase in the market value of the firm. Further, they con-

clude that the bidder will not (on average) profit from the shares they acquire in the takeover

process, but they will gain from the shares held prior to the takeover. Finally, they show that

s3 Betton and Eckbo (2000) find that toeholds and offer premiums are negati~.ely correlated, which is consis-
tent with Shleifer and Vishny (1986) and Hirshleifer and Titman (1990), but inconsistent with the model of
Chowdhry and Jegadeesh (1994).
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an increase in the legal and administrative costs of the takeover will lead to an increase in the

takeover premium.

3.3.Z Hirshleifer-Titmafi model (probability ofsuccess)

The Shleifer-Vishny model assumes that shareholders always accept bids in which the bid

premium is equal to the expected post-takeover improvements, and that they turn down all

bids that are less than the expected post-takeover value of the target shares. [n contrast with

this model, Hirshleifer and Titman (1990) develop a model with an alternative equilibrium in

which shareholders' decisions are random when they are indifferent between tendering and

not tendering. As a consequence, bids sometimes do fail. In the Shleifer-Vishny model, bids

that are equal to the expected post-takeover value will never faiL Note that target shareholders

are following mixed strategies when they are indifferent about whether or not to tender their

shares. The bidder is uncertain about the success of the bid, because shareholders choose ran-

domly whether or not to tender their shares when they are indifferent. If a bid is made, then

the large shareholder will choose such a bid price that maximizes his expected gain:

max~0.5Z-(0.5-a)~r~P(~r;a)-cr
n

The probability of tender offer success can be expressed as follows:s'
G.5-a

Jr a
P(~r;a) - ~

Z maz

P(n;a) is the probability of a successful bid at the bid premium ~c with a toehold a. If

~r - E~ZI~r~ , then shareholders are indifferent between tendering and not tendering, and they

5a If we solve the maximizing problem, the first-order condition with respect to the bid premium
is: P ~czZ f(Z - 7r)(0.5 - a)~ - (O.5 - cr)P- O. In the equilibrium ir-Z, so that ? - (0.5 -a) . integra-

P a~r
o.s-a

ting both sides over n and rearranging the terms gives P(7r) - kir a , where k is a constant of integration.
Target shareholders will accept all bids greater than Zm,,, , since they can do no better by holding their sha-
res. As a result, P(Z,,,,~,)-1.
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may randomly choose whether or not to tender their shares. An increase in the toeholds of the

bidder a makes it more likely that a takeover attempt succeeds.

Hirshleifer and Titman argue that large initial shareholdings a denote that relatively more

profits come from the initial stake than from the shares purchased in the tender offer. As a

consequence, the incentive to underbid is smaller for the bidder with large initial sharehold-

ings a. Moreover, underbidding will decrease the probability of success. If a comes close to

0.5, the probability of success approximates one. Thus, the probability that an offer succeeds

increases with a larger initial stake of the bidder. As a result, larger toeholds make it profit-

able for lower-type bidders to make a tender offer (so that the average offer price declines). It

is also obvious that the tender offer will be successful, if the bid premium tc is equal to the

maximum post-takeover value of the target firm Z,,,,,,r. A further implication of the Hirshleifer-

Titman model is that the probability of takeover success decreases with the number of shares

needed for control.s`

Bebchuk (1989) also drops the assumption of certrriiu}~. He shows that any bid below the post-

takeover value (v } Z) - but above the value under the current management v- may succeed if

the bid is unconditional. Bebchuk demonstrates that an increase in the offer price p will raise

the probability that the tender offer succeeds.s~

3.3.3 Owtiership concentration

Bagnoli and Lipman (1988) argue that a bidder can always make some shareholders pivotal in

order to overcome the free-rider problem in a target firm with a finite number of shareholders.

As a result, each pivotal shareholder will tender his shares at a small bid premium; hence, a

bidder will realize a positive expected surplus. The main element is that once a shareholder

has a large stake, he becomes pivotal, which means that he knows that his decision to tender

will influence the outcome of the takeover. When a large (pivotal) shareholder tenders only at

ss
s6 In the previous models, we assumed that the fraction of shares needed for control was 0.5.

In an unconditional tender offer, Bebchuk (1989) defines an equilibrium strategy, in which a shareholder
must be indifferent between tendering and not tendering, given the probability B of a successful bid. Beb-
chuk shows that in comparison to holding out, tendering benefit shareholders (p- v) in the event that the

bid is not successful (1- B) , and produces a loss for shareholders (v f Z- p) in the event that the bid is

successfulB. (p-v).(1-B)-(vfZ-p).B, or B- p-y , with v~ pcvtZ.
(vtZ)-v
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a high bid premium, then the probability of a successful tender offer decreases. As a conse-
quence, a low bid premium will be sufficient for the bidder in order to take over the target

fitm.

Now we should consider the implications of ownership concentration in the target firm on the

bid premium paid by the bidder.s' The main consequence of an increased concentration'" in

the ownership structure of the target firm is that large shareholders become pivotal; they know
that they can affect the takeover outcome and they will accept a lower bid premium. As a re-

sult, the bidder will appropriate a larger fraction of the surplus. Oosterhout (1996) and Holm-

strám and Nalebuff ( 1992) argue that large shareholders will tender as many shares as neces-
sary for a successful takeover. But they will not tender all the shares they have in order to

profit from a successful bid. The large target shareholder will make a profit upon the remain-
ing shares he has not offered to the bidder after a successful takeover.

Hi)gfeldt and Hógholm ( 2000) model the idea of large shareholders who possess bargaining

power. If large shareholders can block a takeover attempt, they have a strong bargaining posi-
tion with the bidder. A large shareholder exerts strategic influence on the bid premium be-
cause the bidder has to reach an agreement with the large shareholder; otherwise, the takeover

fails.59 A large shareholder has bargaining power to negotiate for a higher takeover bid. In
their model, the bargaining strength in takeover negotiations depends on the bidder's toehold,
on the presence of a large shareholder and on the fraction of shares derived by the bidder. Fur-
thermore, Roy (1989) suggests that bargaining strength depends on the number of bidders

(competition), the target management's self-interest and takeover resistance. H~gfeldt and
Hógholm (2000) find no support for the hypothesis that the presence of a large pivotal target
shareholder has a positive effect on the target's share of the takeover gains. They find a nega-
tive relation ( statistically insignificant), which implies that a large shareholder who is pivotal
cannot capture all the takeover gains ( as in the free-tider model).

s,

sa

59

Holmstrdm and Nalebuff (1992) prove that an increase in the concentration of shareholdings in the target
firm results in a(weakly) greater surplus to the bidder. See also Oosterhout (1996) for a fortnal analysis.
Note the scarcity of literature on the role of large shareholders in takeovers, as well as the influence of ow-
nership concentration on the distribution of wealth between the bidder and target shareholders.
The consequences of the bargaining model of Hógfeldt and Hógholm (2000) are in contrast with the predic-
tions of Grossman and Hart (1980).
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Liebler (1997) presents a model in which the bid is positively related to the size of the initial

stake of the bidder, because the larger the initial shareholdings, the larger the probability of

takeover success (and therefore the better the opportunities of the target shareholders to free

ride). As a result, the bidder must raise his bid. Singh (1998) argues that blockholders will bid

more aggressively than outside bidders, because blockholders encourage outsiders to bid

higher than the blockholder's private value. After inducing the outside bidder to make a high

counter-offer, the blockholder will gain by selling his block at a higher price than his own pri-

vate value. This strategy can be risky, because the blockholder makes an offer at a price above

his own value. If he loses the bidding contest, his aggressiveness will result in a loss-making

acquisition. Singh labeled such an outcome as the ox~ner's crrrse.

3.3.4 Mnnagenrerrt resistunce

In the previous models, target management plays only a minor role in the takeover process.

However, Baron (1983), Walking and Long (1984), Walking (1985), as well as Stulz (1988,

I990) emphasize the role of target management in the takeover process. Baron (1983) devel-

ops a model of target management resistance in tender offers, with private information of tar-

get management about the true value of the target firm. He suggests that target management

may resist an offer when they view the offer as inadequate compared to its value in their opin-
ion. The current target management may be of the opinion that the target firm is undervalued.

Bradley, Desai, and Kim (1983) find that the returns to targets of unsuccessful tender offers

are permanent for targets that receive a subsequent bid within five years. They suggest that

this permanent positive revaluation after an unsuccessful takeover bid is due primarily to the
appearance of andlor the anticipation of subsequent bids in the next period. One possible ex-

planation of the empirical results is that management resistance reveals new information to

the market. Target management is signaling to the market that they are sitting on a gold mine
and that the target shares are undervalued. Walking and Long (1984) argue that target manag-
ers who oppose tender offers often defend their actions by suggesting that the offer is too low,

because the threat of a loss in compensation or in employment increases with a new employer.

For outside shareholders, it is difficult to confirm or deny statements about the true value of
the target finn, since firm valuation is a subjective matter. In order to restrict the role of target

management, Easterbrook and Fischel (1982) propose a passivity rule, which means that tar-
get management is limited in their press release statements about the offer and the firm value.
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Another explanation for opposition to an offer is that the target management expects a higher,

competing bid in the next period from other bidders. Baron (1983) argues that target man-

agement may also resist an offer because they have a preference for control (perquisites,

status, preserving their jobs, or other forms of agency costs). When management successively

resists various tender offers, then potential bidders may be discouraged from taking over such

a target; as a result, the market value of the target may fall. Such targets may develop a repu-

tation for having a preference for control that makes them rather unattractive. Bradley, Desai,

and Kim (1983) find that the retums to target shareholders fall below the level prior to the

takeover announcement after an unsuccessful takeover bid of those targets that receives no

further bids within the next five years.

Stulz (1988, 1990) argues that management resistance forces the bidder to go up the supply

curve of target shares. If target managers own a sufficiently large fraction of the target shares,

they can always resist hostile takeovers. As a consequence, no offers are made, and the value

of the target finn will be low. However, if target managers own no shares, or only a small

fraction of target shares, then bidders may acquire control even with a small bid premium. In-

stead of a prominent role of the incumbent management, Burkhart (1995) allocates this role to

the large shareholder, who provokes raiders to make high counter-offers in order to raise the

selling price. The large shareholder forces the raider to share in his private benefits. As a re-

sult, the bid premium increases with the size of the large shareholder's stake in the target firm.

On the other hand, the probability of tender offer success decreases with the size of the large

shareholder's stake. A trade-off between the bid premium and the probability of a successful

takeover attempt occurs in the Burkhart model. He argues that in target firms with widely held

ownership, atomistic shareholders will tender their shares at any price above the post-takeover

minority share value. The raider needs to pay only a small bid premium to induce atomistic

shareholders to tender their shares. This result is in contrast with the predictions of the

Grossman-Hart model, but is in accordance with the implications of the Stulz model. In the

Burkhart model, the large shareholder plays the role of the incumbent management; the large

shareholder will challenge the raider to make a counter-offer in order to raise the selling price.
Stulz (1988, 1990) assumes an upward-sloping supply curve of shares as a result of heteroge-

neity in beliefs and differences in tax status. Thus, the atomistic target shareholders have dif-

ferent reservation prices and will tender their shares at different prices. If the bidder cannot
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persuade the target management to tender their shares, he has to acquire a larger fraction of

target shares held by the atomistic group. As a consequence, the bidder has to pay a higher

premium to the target shareholders with a higher reservation price. Stulz, Walking, and Song

(1990) and Bradley, Desai, and Kim (1988) find empirical evidence for an upward-sloping

supply curve of target shares. Stulz (1988) ignores the positive incentive effects of high

managerial ownership supported by Jensen and Meckling (1976), because successful take-

overs are assumed to benefit shareholders, but may reduce managerial welfare. As a conse-

quence, managers do not tender their shares unless the bid premium is sufficiently large.

Thus, the expected fraction of shares tendered increases with the bid premium offered by the

bidding firm. Jennings and Mazeo (1993) find support for the proposition that high bid pre-

miums are associated with a lower likelihood ofmanagement resistance.

De and Knez (1994) demonstrate that managerial resistance may be a strategy aimed at initiat-

ing an auction for the target firm with other potential bidders. Target management may resist

the takeover bid of a first bidder in order to generate a competing offer of a second bidder in

the next period, which will lead to an auction-style takeover contest. They show that target

firms that resist an offer of the first bidder and subsequently entertain a competing bid from a

second bidder, will generate a higher share price than will target firms that do not offer resis-

tance and accept the first bid. On the other hand, a target firm that resists an offer of the first

bidder, but fails to attract a second bidder in the next period, will receive a decrease in the

share price. The latter prediction is in accordance with the idea that bid resistance may dis-

courage potential bidders from making competing bids.

3.3.5 Board of directors

Hirshleifer and Thakor (1994) develop a model in which the board ofdirectors has a discipli-

nary role. They analyze simultaneously the actions of the board of directors (internal mecha-

nism of control) and the mechanics of takeovers (external mechanism of control). They dis-

tinguish between a vigilant board of directors, which is more closely aligned with the target

shareholders, and a lax board of directors, which is more aligned with the incumbent man-

agement. The vigilant board will maximize shareholders' value, whereas the lax board will
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protect the manager's job and will ignore internal signals of management performance.bo The

lax board will never dismiss the incumbent management team. Takeover resistance by a vigi-

lant board of directors can be good news for target shareholders, because a vigilant board of

directors will act in the interest of their shareholders. Takeover resistance can be considered

as good news for the firm, because the vigilant board of directors may possess private infor-

mation as to the quality of the incutnbent management team. As a consequence of good moni-

toring of the board of directors, the current value of the firm is adequate and future benefits

will accrue when the incumbent management team continues. Thus, if the board of directors is

vigilant and opposes a takeover, the stock price of the target firm will increase. On the other

hand, takeover resistance by a lax board of directors confitYns the belief of investors about the

attitude of the board of directors and the quality of current management, and will result in a

decline of the target firm's stock price.

3.4 Bidding strategies

While previous theoretical studies have concentrated primarily on the role of target share-

holders in the takeover process, the strategic bidding process among bidders needs more at-

tention. In the empirical ]iterature, the consequences of competition between bidders on the

returns to bidders and target shareholders have been measured by many researchers.~' The

empirical results indicate that target shareholders earn positive excess returns in multiple-

bidder contests, while the results for the bidder are ambiguous. It is argued that competitive

bidding for a target firm will encourage high-valuation bidders (high-sv~:ergv Z bidders) to

enter the competition. High-valuation bidders can create higher potential gains than low-

valuation bidders.

Fishman (1988) came up with a model of the takeover bidding process as a form of an auction

in an environment of asymmetric and costly information. He develops a model that provides

more insight into why bidders might make high premium (preeniptive) initial bids, rather than

~ Scharfstein (1988) explores a model in which managers shirk and lower the value of the target firm. If the
firm value is low, then the probability of a successful takeover is high. Target shareholders tender their sha-
res at a low stock price because they notice that the firm value is low, while the bidder knows that the firm
value is high when they replace entrenched management and run the firm more efficiently.
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making low initial bids and raising them if more bidders appear. Fishman compares takeover

bidding contests with an English auction. Normally, bidders start with low bids and raise their

bids until the highest bid stands. Each bidder may revise his bid without any cost as the bid

price increases. Such auctions are common for art and real assets, where in a short time bids

and counter bids are made under the auspices of an auctioneer. In a takeover bidding contest,

however, the time intervals between the bids are larger than in a normal auction. It takes

sometimes several weeks instead of several seconds for a new bid, so that bidders can acquire

additional information about the target firm during the auction. It should be noticed here that a

bidder can acquire information after an observed bid. He can learn about the other bidder's

valuation. A bidder can change his original strategy, based on his prior beliefs, and follow an-

other strategy based on his updated beliefs after observing an offer of another bidder. This is

called strategic interaction between bidders. In the Fishman model, the higher the valuation of

the first bidder, the lower are the second bidder's expected benefits from entering the takeover

contest. In order to separate itself from the others, a first bidder may make a high (preemptive)

bid that signals a high valuation of the target firm and discourages a second bidder from enter-

ing the competition. The initial bidder tries to convince other bidders that his synergy gains

are large. This form of deterrence can be effective, because the high-valuation bidder lowers

the gains for the second bidder if he would decide to enter the competition. The preernptive

model explains why it is frequently observed that high initial bid premiums are paid instead of

low initial bids and subsequently higher counter offers. Hirshleifer and Png (1990) show that

an increase in the investigation costs by the second bidder will lead to more cases in which a

first bidder with a lower target valuation than the second bidder will acquire the target firm by

using a deterrent bid. As a consequence, deterring bids by the first bidder become possible

when investigation costs are large. If the first bidder represents the management of the target

in order to induce a management buyout, then the target management has no incentive to sup-

port a competing bidder. Hirshleifer and Png (1990) argue that it would be in the interest of

the target shareholders to encourage the first bidder (target management) to make a high-

premium preemptive bid.

Khanna (1997) shows that high opening bids by the first bidder lower the probability that the

second bidder will have sufficient gains to bid, and decrease the probability that the bidding

61 See, for a detailed overview of the empirical literature, appendix 4-2.
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process will continue. In the model of Khanna (]997), management resistance has a similar

effect on the size of the bid as allowing additional bidders to enter the bidding process.

A common element in the preemptive bidding models is that the first bidder tries to discour-

age potential subsequent bidders from entering the takeover bidding process. Therefore, he

makes a high premium offer to signal to the market that he is a high-valuation bidder and to

discourage second bidders from undertaking costly investigations.b' Singh (1998) argues that

if entry is costly, then large blockholdings may deter entry by some rival bidders. Betton and

Eckbo (2000) find support for the proposition that greater toeholds increase the likelihood of

rival bidder entry.

In the Chowdhry-Jegadeesh model (1994), the initial shareholdings of the bidder signal his

private information about the valuation of the target firm. A large toehold implies large poten-

tial gains. In order to separate himself from the high-valuation bidder, low-valuation bidder

chooses not to purchase as many shares in the open market prior to the tender offer as the

high-valuation bidder. The high-valuation bidder has no incentive to imitate a low-valuation

bidder, because he foregoes the opportunity to purchase a large initial stake at a low

price, and a low bid price shrinks the probability of a takeover success, which is more harmful

for the high-valuation bidder since he can realize more gains. As a result, the high-valuation

bidder will follow a separating strategy in equilibrium.

Burkhart (1995) presents an overbidding theory that explains why winning bidders sometimes

overvalue target firms. Bidders with an initial stake may have an incentive to submit a high

bid in order to provoke a high counter-offer. Overestimation (overbidding) of the target value

implies a loss for the winning bidder and a gaín for the losing bidder, who sells his shares at a

high price. Another possible explanation of overbidding is mentioned by Roll (1986). He ap-

plies the concept of the winner's curse to the bidding strategies of takeovers. He argues that a

bidder with the biggest positive valuation error will win the takeover contest. If the market

price of the target firm fully reflects the fundamental value of the target, then only positive

valuation errors of the bidder will lead to an offer, whereas bids of target firm valuations be-

low the market price will never occur.

62 See also Giammarino and Heinkel (1986).
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Kyle and Vila (1991) and Bris (1998) consider the role of potential bidders to acquire target

shares on the open market at favorable prices. If acquirers can hide their actions, they can

purchase target shares at low prices prior to the takeover from uninformed traders.b'

However, it is not in the interest of potential bidders that the takeover price is driven up by

counter-offers. Instead of starting a bidding contest, bidders may consider bargaining with
target management in order to limit overbidding. Sercu and Van Hulle (1995) develop a bar-

gaining model in which a bidder and the target management, who both have an initial stake in

the target firni, will negotiate about the takeover price. They suggest that both parties can gain

by agreeing upon a takeover price somewhere in-between the valuation to the bidder and the
valuation to the current shareholders.

3.5 Classification of takeover models

We have discussed a large number of formal takeover models in this chapter and have focused
on supply and demand determinants of the takeover market. The shareholders of the target
firm ( the shareholdings by management and~or the shareholdings by outside investors) repre-

sent the supply side of the takeover market. If the number of target shareholders is large, then
they will behave competitively and will not act strategically, because the probability that they
are pivotal is very small. In the extreme case of atomistic shareholders, they behave as price-
takers. But if some target shareholders become pivotal, they can act strategically.
If a shareholder has control over a company, ~ve assume that he owns a fraction of shares

greater than 0.5 of the total shares [0.5 ~ a; S 1]. This case is called the single-sharelrolder

case, because only this shareholder has controlling power over the firni. If each shareholder

owns a fraction of shares less than or equal to 0.5, this shareholder is large [0 ~ a; 5 0.5],

which means that he has some voting power, but not the absolute controlling power over the

company ( large-sharelrolder case). Finally, the alonristic-shareholder case is reflected by a

large number of shareholders who own a small number of shares. Each of them owns just a

small number of shares and has no significance at all [ a; ti 0].

63 Note that for the Netherlands there are legal limits with regard to disclosure of large block trades. As of
February 1992, shareholders who acquire shares of a company and thereby pass thresholds of So~o, 10"~0,
250~0, SOo~o, or 66 2~30~0, must disclose their holdings because of the Dutch Act on Disclosure of Major Hold-
ings in Listed Companies ( Wet Melding Zeggenschap).
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The number of bidders [Q~~O] reflects the demand side of the takeover market. We distinguish

between a single-bidder situation and a multiple-bidders contest.

Table 3.3 classifies takeover models into different microeconomic market structures based on

the number of bidders (demand) and the ownership structure of target firms (supply).

In the single-bidder-shareholder case [0.5 ~ a; 5 1; [3~-1] the management team of the bid-

der negotiates with target management in order to gain control of the target firm. Corporate

divestitures, such as sell-offs, can be categorized as this type of takeover. The bidder has to

negotiate with the management team of the parent company who owns the shares of the target

firm. This type of takeover displays a strong similarity with a bilateral monopoly, where on

both sides of the market one party operates.~ Another example of the single-bidder-

shareholder case comes up when a bidder purchases an owner-controlled target firm either an

owner-managed firm, or a privately held firm. Although a great deal of empirical research has

been done on divestitures, theoretical models in this context are needed. Bargaining and auc-

tion models may model the negotiations between bidder(s) and the target management team.

The atomistic-shareholder case [a; ~ 0; (3~-1] with a single bidder, such as in the Grossman-

Hart model has much in common with a n:aiopsony. In monopsonistic markets,ó` the increas-

ing market power on the demand side will lower the market price. However, it was seen in the

previous sections that the free-rider problem causes target shareholders to appropriate most of

the post-takeover gains. In the Grossman-Hart model, a single bidder makes an offer to atom-

istic shareholders. The target shareholders will tender their shares ifand only if the bidder has

paid the maximum bid premium. In that case, the bidder will not realize any profit at all. It

should be noticed that the seminal article of Grossman and Hart (1980) has strongly influ-

enced the development of subsequent forma] takeover models, most of which have focused on

solving the free-rider problem. Shleifer and Vishny (1986) came up with the large shareholder

model as a solution for the free-rider problem.

~ In a bilateral monopoly the price is not determined.
bs For example, it was observed in the US, that in small (isolated) towns, the demand for labor is concentrated

at one factory. In such cases, the market power of the factory increases and the wage level is detemuned by
the factory.
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Table 3.3
tilícroeconomic structure of takeover models
This table presents the microeconomic structure of different takeover models. The microeconomic structure re-
fers to the number of bidders and target shareholders. The number of bidders is represented by (3,, and the frac-
tion of shares held by the target shareholders is represented by a;.

microeconomic
structure
~at: 8)I

single
shareholder
~0.5 ~ a; S I: ~il

large
shareholder(s)
10 ~ a; 5 0.5; a)1

atomistic
shareholders
la; - 0: a)I

single bidder Rurgaining n,od- Sbleijer a,td brslury (I986) Gros,nann a„rlllur! (1980, 198I1

~a~; ~)-11 els` Sruh 11988. I990) Bagnoli m,d Lipu,an (19881

Hirshleijer and Ti~n,an (I9901 Bebch,rk (19891

Chowdhrv and Jegadeesh (19941 Holnstrrim aurl Nalebufj(1991J

Liebler (19971

Hdp,jeldt and Hóghnlm I?0001

multiple bidders Auction rnodels` SruL-, Walking, a„d SonR (l990J Bradlet', Desai, a„d Kim (1988J
~a~; (ihl ~ Qrvkhm( (1995J Fisbmm~ (l988)"

Sercu mrd Vmr H,rlle (l9951 Harring7on and Proknp (1993J"

Singh (I998J Kfrmu,a (1997~"

Gimnrrtarino and Henrkel (1986~~'

Hirshleijer ond Png (1990)n

De und Kne~ 119941~'

the study is concenlrated on the rolc of' bidders, and no explicit characteristics are presumcd towards target shareholders; we, therefore,
assume that the target fimi has widely dispersed ownership - othens~ise, the study would have mentioned thc role of either management
or a large shareholder (initial shareholdings).

the study is concentrated on lhe role ol bidders, but managemem plays an active role ( I'or esample. management resistance, management
as a first bidder).

c takeover types such as sell-of(s, owner-eonirolled target tirms.

The large-shareboldercuse [0 ~ a; 5 0.5; [3~-1 J with a single bidder and a large shareholder

is developed in the Shleifer-Vishny model. In this takeover model, the large shareholder is

also the bidder. It is not a model where a single bidder is facing some large shareholders. In
fact, the large shareholder models are takeover models in which the bidder possesses a toe-

hold in the target firm. We are missing models that feature some large shareholders and some

bidders who have no foothold in the target prior to the takeover. Bagrtoli and Lipman (1988)

introduce the pivotal shareholder in order to solve the free-rider problem. When a shareholder
becomes pivotal (large), helshe can influence the outcome of the takeover. This concept
makes it possible for bidders to gain from takeovers and thus to lower their bid premium. In
the Stulz model, the management is the large shareholder in the target firni, and is able to re-
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sist tender offers and drive up the bid premium. Managers play an ambiguous role in take-

overs. On the one hand, they should act in the interest of their shareholders; on the other hand,

they are self-interested and may oppose takeovers when they think that their jobs might be on

the line.

The takeover models with multiple bidders [[3~~1] got an impulse from the Fishman model

(1988). He developed a preemptive bidding model in which a bidder can signal to the market

that helshe is a high-valuation bidder. It should be noted here that the role of target sharehold-

ers is not mentioned in preemptive bidding models. These studies model the interaction be-

tween bidders.

In table 3.4 we review the formal takeover models discussed in this chapter and summarize

the main topics and assumptions of each model, as well as their main results or predictions.

First, we distinguish takeover models with atomistic and large shareholders (supply side);

then, we discuss multiple bidder models (demand side) and some remaining takeover models.
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Table 3.4
Theoretical models of takeovers
This table reviews formal takeover models with their main assumptions and rnajor consequences. The table
summarizes several specific elements: competition between bidders, the ownership structure of target firms, the
initial shareholdings of the bidder, information content, the bid premium, the role of target management, the auc-
tion type, bargaining power, etc. Of course, not all aspects of these takeover models are summarized in this table.

AUTHOR(S) ASSL"~1PT[ONS, MAJOR CONSIDERATIONS, I1ViPLICATIONS

TOP[CS

1. Takeover models with atomistic shareholders; free-rider problem

Grossman and Hart Common knowledge,
(1980) atomisticshareholders,

conditional bids.

Bagnoli and Single bidder model
Lipman (1988) with finite number of

target shareholders;
any-and-all bids: com-
mon knowledge.

Bradley, Desaiand Targetshareholders
Kim (1988) behave as atomistic

wealth maxi-mizers.

Bebchuk ( I989) Unconditional bids;
dilution.

Holmstrám and Finite number of target
Nalebuff(1992) shareholders.

. Atomístic shareholders will not tender their shares to the bidder for
any bid below the post-takeover valuc of the target firm if they think
that the offer will succeed;

. Takeovers may be successful if bidders are permitted to exclude mi-
nori[y sharcholders from sharing in all Ihc improvcmcn[s in thc [argc[
firm generated by the bidder.

With a finite number of target shareholders, some shareholders must be
pivo[al ([hcy do recognize that Ihey may affect the outcome); hence, these
shareholders cannot free ride, and successful takeovers are possible with-
out exclusionary devices.

. Bidding firms that make a two-tier front-end-loaded takeover bid are
able to solve the free-rider problem;

. In tender offers, the successful bidder is thc one that can generate the
highes[ synergy.

Bids below thc expccted valuc of minority target shares may be made and
may be successful.

. In the limit, as sharcholdings become increasingly divisible, the biddcr
and [he target shareholdcrs split the surplus;

. A super-majority rule increases the expected surplus going to the bid-
der (the chance to be pivotal increases with a super-majority rule);

. An increase in the concentration of shareholdings will result in a
greater surplus going to the bidder.

Ferguson (1994) Finite number of target . The tender bid is positively related to multiple bidders and the disper-
shareholders. sion of the target shareholdings;

. The probability of an offer's success increases with the bidder's initial
shareholdings.

Bris (1998) Asymmetric informa- . Open market purchases at low prices prior to the takeover are profit-
tion; toeholds; dispersed able for bidders;
share-holdings. . Nega[ive relation between toeholds and the probability of a[akeover;

as a takeover becomes more likely, high trading volumes are identi-
fied as takeover oriented; as acquirers can hardly hide their open mar-
ket purchases,they tend to avoid such purchases.
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A[ITHOR(S) ASSUMPTIONS,

TOPICS

;~tAJOR CONSIDERATIOtiS, I;~iPLICATI0IS

SS

2. Takeover models with large shareholder(s); initial shareholdings

Shleifer and Vishny bidder ( large share-
(1986) holder); information

asymmetry between the
bidder and the target
shareholders; reser-
vation prices of target
shareholders are known
with ccrtaintv.

Hirshleifer and Outcome of the take-
Titman (1990) over is uncertain; in-

forma[ion asymmetry
about impro-vements

Chowdhry and Signalling game; syner-
Jegadeesh (1994) gistic gains are private

information; initial
share-holdings are en-
dogeneously deter-
mined.

Burkhart (1995) Asymmetric informa-
tion, English auction;
target shareholders are
price-takers.

Liebler (1997) Small number of share-
hol-ders; common
knowledge.

Singh (1998) Target values are pri-
vate information; initial
shareholdings

Hágfeldt and Large shareholder; bar-
Hdgholm (2000) gaining model; initial

shareholdings

. An increase in the initial shareholdings held by the bidder leads to a
decrease in the takeover premium, and to an increase in the market
value of the firm;

~ The bidder (large shareholdcr) will not (on average) profit from the
shares thcy acquire in [he takeover process, but they will gain from the
shares held prior to the takeover;

~ An increase in the legal and administrative costs of the [akeover will
lead to an increase in the takcovcr premium.

~ The probability of an offer's success increases with thc takcover bid;
~ The probabili[y of an offer's success increases with the initial holdings

of the bidder;
~ The probability of an offer's success decreases with the number of

shares needed to acquire control;
~ The bid premium decreascs with the size of the toeholds of the bidder

and increases with the numbcr of shares requircd to obtain control.

~ The size of the initial shareholding held by the bidder will be posi-
tively related [o the synergistic gains;

~ The probability of a tender offer success increases wi[h the ini[ial
holdings of the bidder.

. Bidders with a initial s[ake may have an incentive to submit a high bid
in order to provoke a high counterbid; overbidding (bidding higher
than the target valuation) implies a loss for the winning bidder and a
gain for the losing bidder (who sells his shares at a high price);

~ Large target shareholders will provoke raiders to accept a high sclling
price and they will force the outsider to share his private bcnefits with
the target shareholders; as a result, the size of the large shareholder's
stake has a positive influence on thc takeover premium and a negative
effect on the probability of a takeover success.

The larger the initial shareholdings hcld by the biddcr, the largcr the prob-
ability of a[akeover success and the opportunity to free ríde; as a conse-
quence, the bidder has to make a high bid.

~ The blockholder bids aggressively (overbidding) in order to stimulate
another bidder to bid higher than the blockholder's private value
(owner's curse);

. The larger the size of the initial shareholdings held by the bidder, the
larger the probability of his overpayment and the probability of a suc-
cessfultakcover by the blockholder,

~ If entry is costly, a large blockholder can deter entry by some rival
bidders.

~ A larger toehold of the bidder implies a smaller net demand for out-
side shares. In the presence of an upward sloping supply curve, the
marginal target shareholder will be lower on the supply curve. There-
fore, the bidder offers a lower bid premium (consistent with Stulz);

~ A stronger bargaining position for the pivotal target shareholder in
comparison with the bidder implies a larger gain to target sharehold-
ers.
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AUTHOR(S) ASSCNiPTIOtiS,

TOPICS

1tAJOR CO:~~SIDERATIOtiS, I1IPLICATIO~S
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3. Takeover models with (managerial) resistance

Baron(1983) Private information of
managemcnt about true
value of target firm

Stulz(1988,1990) The opportunity cost
involvcd in tendering
among sharc-holders is
not common informa-
tion

Hirshleifer and Board resistance; moni-
Thakor(1994) toring role ofthe board

of directors;
private information

De and Knez Common knowledge;
(1994) an auction model for the

takeovercontest

Target management may resist an offer because of ihe following:
- thc offer is too low in comparison with the true value;
- management may expect a higher offer in the next period;
- management has a preference for control.

~ An increase in the fracuon o( managerial ownership decreases thc
likclihood of a successful tender offer and increases ihe bid premium:

~ Low managerial shareholdings increase firm value, and high manage-
nal shareholdings decrease firm valuc;

~ A larger toehold of the bidder implies that fewcr shares are needcd to
get control over the [arget. With an upward-sloping supply curve, thc
pivotal shareholder will be lower on the supply cune. Thcreforc, the
bidder offers a lower bid prcmium.

Takcover resistance of a vigilant board of directors (who act in the mter-
ests of target shareholders) is good news, because it signals that the m-
cumbent management is probably good - so that the stock price will in-
crease; on the other hand,takcovcr resistancc by a lax board of directors
(who act in the interests of incumbent management) will cause the stock
price of the target to fall.

~ Targct firms that resist a hostile [akeovcr bid, and initiate a compcting
bid from a second bidder will generate a higher bid than target firms
that acccpt the first bid;

~ Target firms that resist a hostilc takeover bid, and subsequcntly re-
ccive no competing bid from another bidder, will receive a lower
share value than target firms that reccive a competing bid after resist-
ing the first bid;

~ Target firms tha[ resist a hosnlc takeovcr bid bu[ subsequently fail to
attract a bid from anothcr biddcr, will receive a lower sharc valuc than
target firms that accept thc first bid without resistance.
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AUTHOR(S) ASSti1v1PTIONS,

TOPICS

M.4JOR CONSIDER4TIONS, I~iPLICATIOtiS
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4. Competition between bidders and preemptive bidding models

Giammarino and Asymmetric informa-
Heinkel (198G) tion; offers are madc to

manaeement.

Fishman (1988) English-auc[ion modcl;
asymmctric and cosdy
information

Hirshleifer and Png Offers are madc to
(1990) mana-gemen[; im~esti-

gation costs arc com-
mon knowledgr, target
calucs ure private in-
formation.

Harring[on and Dynamic theory of
Prokop (1993) takeover bids (raiders

can make renewed of-
fers ).

Khanna (1997) English-auction model;
private valuation of
target firm; bidder with
[he highest valuation
wins and pays the value
of the second-highest
bidder.

AUTHOR(S) ASSUM1IPTIOtiS,

TOPICS

5. Other takeover models

Scharfstein (1988) Disciplinary role of
take-overs; atomistic
sharehol-ders; private
i n forma[ i on

Kyle and Vila Asymmetric informa-
(1991) tion;noisetrading.

Sercu and Van Bargaining model; per-
Hulle (1995) fect foresight bidder

with a toehold and
management with a
large stake, other share-
holders arc atomistic.

Rejcction of a first bid by target management may enforce a highcr
counter-offer.

~ Bidders may offer a high premium (precmptive) initial bid in order to
deter a potcntial rival biddcr from competing;

~ A high preemptive bid signals a high valuation of the targct firm;
. A second biddcr is Icss likely to enter [he compctition after a preemp-

tivc bid than after a low prcmium bid.

. The first biddcr can make either a high premium (preemp[ive) initial
bid that will deter a sccond bidder from investigating, or a lower bid
that will encourage a second bidder to investiga[e and possibly com-
pete;

. The expected price of the target firm may be higher when the first
bidder makes a deterring bid than when competitive bidding occurs.

After an unsuccessful takeover bid, the bidder is allowed the make a new
tender bid in order to acquire the remaining target shares. As a conse-
quence, [hc valuc of the remaining target shares is grcater, so that the tar-
gct shareholdcrs must be offered a higher sharc price.

. First biddcrs can avoid potential competitors by making a high pre-
mium (prcemptivc) bid;

~ Total synergistic gains increase with compctition bchveen bidders.

MAJOR CONSIDER4TIONS, 1114PLICATIONS

If managers shirk, the firm value will be low and the probability of a take-
over will be high; target shareholders tender their shares at a low price
because they notice that the value of the target firm is low, while bidders
know that the target value could be high if they run the firm suitably.

The large informed trader has an incentive to buy shares at low prices from
noise traders who are heavy sellers.

The possibility of nego[iation in takeovers provides a bargaining outcome
in which bidder and incumbent management can gain by agrecing upon a
takeover price somewhere between the value to the bidder and the value to
the current shareholdcrs. This implies that the bidder does not have to pay
out his private benefits.
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Hypotheses and previous empirical research

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters we concentrated on the motives for takeovers (chapter 2) and on the

most common formal takeover models (chapter 3) in the literature. In this chapter we develop

hypotheses that arise from these motives and formal takeover models. The focus is on the

predictions of these hypotheses as well as prior empirical research on these theoretical issues.

The structure of this chapter follows the main line of the previous chapters: motives first, and

the supply and demand factors of the takeover process.

Section 4.2 examines the motives for takeovers and their consequences for total gains, bidder

gains and target gains. We will explore three takeover motives: synergy, agency, and hubris

(information asymmetry).nb

In the following sections, the primary focus is concentrated on supply (4.3-4.6) and demand

(4.7-4.8) determinants of the takeover market. In particular, we investigate how ownership

and control relate to the abnormal retums to shareholders of bidding firms and target firms.

On the supply side, we consider the role of large target shareholders (ownership concentra-

tion), as well as different shareholders, such as management shareholders, institutional share-

holders, and other outside shareholders who are involved in takeovers. Does concentration of

ownership matter? This is the key issue in our empirical research. Finally, section 4.6 devel-

ops a supply curve of target shares.

On the demand side of the takeover market, what is the impact of multiple bidders (4.7) and

toeholds (4.8) on the abnormal returns to shareholders of bidding firms and target firms? All

these supply and demand determinants together form a microeconomic structure of takeovers.

~ Items of the miscellaneous (fourth) category are beyond the scope of this study.
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Section 4.9 reviews the empirical contributions to mergers and acquisitions. We sum up dif-

ferent types of corporate restructuring, such as mergers, tender offers, sell-offs, privately held

companies, block trading, and open market transactions.~' The following section (4.10) ana-

lyzes on the financial position and perforn~ance of bidding firms and target fitms involved in

takeovers.

Table 4.1
Determinants of the takeover markct

rfetern:inmus section

motives synergy, agency, and hubris 4.2

supply ownership concentration 4.3

managerial ownership 4.4

institutional ownership 4.5

supply curve 4.6

demand competition 4.7

initial shareholdings ofbidding firm 4.8

type takeovertype 4.9
financial position size, performance, leverage 4.10

market cross-border acquisition 4.11

takeover success probability of takeover success 4.12

Since the Netherlands is a small country with an open economy, we observe a large nutnber of

foreign acquisitions. For that reason, we also consider the influence of cross-border acquisi-
tions on shareholders' wealth (in section 4.11). Further, we examine the detemiinants on the

probability of a takeover's success (4.12). Finally, section 4.13 draws from preceeding sec-

tions to develop some hypotheses for the regression analysis.

Table Appendix 4.1 and table Appendix 4.2 present a summary of event studies on takeovers,

and an overview of empirical studies on the determinants of takeovers.

67 Other forms of corporate restructuring, such as equity carve-outs and management buy-outs, are not imol-
ved in our research.
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4.2 l,iotives for takeovers

Chapter 2 categorized the motives for takeovers into four groups: synergy, agency, informa-

tion asymmetry, and miscellaneous items. This section develops hypotheses in order to distin-

guish between synergy, agency, and hubris (information asymmetry).

In their seminal article, Jensen and Ruback (1983) summarize almost 7000 observations from

more than 40 empirical studies and conclude that the sources of takeover gains still elude us!

They state that takeovers generate wealth, that target shareholders benefit from takeovers, and

that shareholders of bidding firms neither win nor lose. They summarize various sources of

wealth, such as economies of scale, vertical integration, adoption of more efficient technol-

ogy, bringing organizational-specific assets under common ownership, cost reductions, in-

creased utilization of bidder's management team, elimination of inefficient target manage-

ment, increased market power, tax advantages, increased leverage, avoidance of bankruptcy

costs and so on. All of these theories predict that the present value of the combined firm will

exceed the present value of the bidding firm and target firm separately. But the empirical

studies cannot discern between these alternative sources. It is not possible to identify which

component is responsible for the positive abnormal returns.

Table 4.2
Motives for takeovers': Synergy, agency, and hubris (correlation between abnormal returns)

hypothesis correlation

target and tota! gains

correlation

bidder and target gains

va(ue

eombinedferm

synergy t t t
agencYb (-) (-) (-)

hubris 0 (-) 0

or sligbt(~ negative

a approach is borrowed from Berkovitch and Narayanan (1993);
b agency on the bidder's side (manifestation of agency problems).
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In contrast with the study of Jensen and Ruback (1983), Berkovitch and Narayanan (1993)

develop testable hypotheses to distinguish between three takeover motives: synergy, agency,

and hubris.ó8

The synerg}~ theory in corporate takeovers posits that managers of bidding and target firms
maximize shareholder's wealth. Takeovers are motivated only by positive net present value of

future cash flows.~9 Therefore, the gains to shareholders of bidding firms and target firms
should be positive. Berkovitch and Naryanan (1993) argue that if the target management has
some bargaining power, or if there is bid resistance or competition between bidders, then the
target gains increase with the total gains. The synergy motive implies that the returns to the

bidder and the target, as well as the returns of the combined firm will be positive and posi-
tively correlated with each other.

Hypothesis la:

Synergy motive til~ill be dominant if.

~ gains to tlte target, the bidder, nr:d the combinedfinn are allpositive.

~ target crnd total gnrns arepositivel~~ correlated;

~ target and bidder garns arepositivelv correlnted;

Roll (1986) introduces the Irttbris l:ypothesrs in response to the interpretations of Jensen and
Ruback (1983) with regard to the empirical results. Managers are overoptimistic in evaluating
takeover opportunities due their conceit, 'animal' spirits, or hubris. Roll suggested that take-
over gains, if they exist at all, will be overestimated. He argued that the takeover premium is
simply a random error made by the bidder. If we consider the valuation of a target as a ran-
dom variable whose mean is equal to the current market value of the target fitm, then an offer
will be made when the random variable exceeds its mean. Thus offers are only made when
bidders overestimate the valuation of the target firm. Consequently, offers are observed when
target valuation is too high. Offers in the left tail of the distribution of target valuation are
never made. Another reason for overestimating target firms is that managers of bidding firms
make only a few takeover offers during their career. They make mistakes in estimating the

68 In our empirical study, we follow the method used by Berkovitch and Narayanan (1993) to distinguish bet-
ween competing motives.
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gains from corporate takeovers because they may convince themselves that their valuation of

the target is correct. They believe that the market does not reflect all the information about the

gains that will accrue to the combined firm. For this reason, Roll called this management be-

havior ofbidding firms 'hubris'. If there are actually no gains at all in takeovers, then the phe-

nomenon depends on the overestimation of the target valuation through the management of

bidding firms. The hubris hypothesis predicts that there are no aggregate gains from take-

overs, since gains are a transfer of wealth from the bidding firm to the target firm. The loss

suffered by the bidding firm is fully offset by the target's gain. As a result, the abnormal re-

turns of the combined firm are zero or slightly negative. Firth (1980) finds no overall gains

associated with takeovers for a sample of 434 takeovers in the United Kingdom from 1969

through 1975. If the hubris theory holds, then no positive gains will be observed at all. In ad-

dition, the abnormal returns to bidding firms are negative, and the abnormal retums to target

firms are positive. The correlation between the gains of both target and bidding firms should

be negative, and there should be no correlation between total gains and target gains, because

the gains of the target are the result of a wealth transfer from the bidding firm to the target

firm.

Hypothesis 2:

In the presence of hubris:

. total gains are zero or slightly negative;

~ the correlation between target gains and bidder gains is negative;

. the correlation between target gains and total gairzs is zero.

Today, it is impossible to imagine financial research without agency theory. In agency the-

ory,'o managers may be driven by self-interest to overpay for acquisitions, since they use

shareholders' money to make manager-specific investments that will bind shareholders to

themselves, or use free cash flow to enlarge the firm (Jensen, 1986). As a result of such en-

69 See also chapter 2.
~o See also Jensen (1986), Jensen and Meckling (1976), Amihud and Lev (198I ), Morck, Shleifer and Vishny

(1990).
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trenchment investments the replacement of these managers is costly and managers can claim a

higher rent from the shareholders (Shleifer and Vishny, 1989). If the incumbent management

acquires a target firm, it will try to increase the dependency of the bidder's shareholders on

their specific skills and knowledge. The management can exploit this and increase perquisite

consumption. Berkovitch and Narayanan (1993) argue that target shareholders can appropriate
a part of the management rent if they have some bargaining power. The more severe the

agency problems, the higher the gains to target shareholders. Since management's rent reduces

the total gains to shareholders, total gains and target gains are negatively correlated. Severe

agency problems in the bidding firm cause losses to the shareholders of the bidder. Morck,
Shleifer and Vishny (1988) argue that takeovers may be deployed to benefit managers of bid-
ding fitms rather than their shareholders.

Hypothesis 3:

If acquisitions aremotivated by agency:

~ the correlation between target gains and total gains are negative;

~ the correlation between target gains and bidder gains arenegative;

~ tota! gains and bidder gains arenegative.

Table 4.2.1 presents the three motives for takeovers (synergy, hubris, agency) and shows their
distinguishing hypotheses. The correlation coefficients between target and total gains and the
correlation coefficient between bidder and target gains, as well as the valuation of the com-
bined firm, are positive for the synergl~ hypothesis.

The correlation coefficient between target and total gains is zero for the hubris {npothesis,
and negative for the agency hypothesis. The last correlation coefficient makes it possible to
distinguish between hubris and agency."

" However, the results should be carefully interpreted because the (univariate) analysis is on a high level (cor-
relation between abnormal returns).
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4.3 Ownership concentration in target firms

In chapter 3 we discussed several formal takeover models and classified these into a microeco-

nomic market structure. We started with the model of Grossman and Hart (1980), in which the

shares of the target firm are held by atomistic shareholders who have an incentive to free ride in

order to catch the post-takeover value improvements. Bagnoli and Lipman (1988), as well as

Holmstr~m and Nalebuff (1992), analyze takeover models with a finite number of shareholders

in which bidders can overcome the free-rider problem by making some shareholders pivotal.

Shleifer and Vishny (1986), and Hirshleifer and Titman (1990) came up with the large share-

holder model in order to solve the free-rider problem. So far, we have three categories of owner-

ship structure: atomistic, pivotal, and large shareholders. Atomistic target shareholders are price-

takers, whereas pivotal and large shareholders can act strategically. The main topic here is the

influence of the degree of ownershíp concentration on the takeover bid premium.

In the atomistic shareholder case, Grossman and Hart (1980) demonstrate that, without dilution,

the free-rider problem completely excludes bidders from capturing any of the post-takeover

value increases. They argue that atomistic shareholders have the ability to free ride on a bidder's

attempt to improve the value of the target. The decision ofany individual target shareholder does

not affect the success of a tender offer outcome. No shareholder will accept any conditional bid

below the post-takeover value of the target company. The target shareholders will refuse to ten-

der until the bidder is prepared to pay out all post-takeover gains. Not tendering is a dominant

strategy when the bid is conditional. As a result, raiders will be successful when they pay out all

the post-takeover benefits. In this case, the takeover premium will be at a maximum level. In that

case, takeovers are not profitable. In order to solve this problem, Grossman and Hart (1980) sug-

gest that bidders should prevent target shareholders from capturing post-takeover value-

increasing opportunities.

Holmstrám and Nalebuff (1992) argue that the free-rider problem depends on the assumption of

equal and indivisible shareholdings. There is no possibility to split up the surplus, because each

shareholder has only one share (one-share-per-shareholder model). As a consequence, tendering

is an all-or-nothing decision. Target shareholders are atomistic and behave as price-takers. Bag-

noli and Lipman (1988) show that when there is a finite number of shareholders, some of them

must be pivotal (in the sense that they do recognize that they may influence on the takeover out-
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come). Once a shareholder is pivotal, he will tender his shares at a small takeover bid premium

(otherwise, the takeover may fail). The main consequences of increased ownership concentration

are that if shareholders become pivotal and recognize that they can influence the takeover out-

come, they will accept a low takeover bid premium. Holmstrám and Nalebuff (1992) demon-

strate that once shareholdings are large and potentially unequal, a bidder may capture a part of

the post-takeover value improvements.

In the Shleifer-Vishny model, a large shareholder is willing to take over a target firm even if

he can realize small post-takeover value-enhancing improvements. As a consequence, the
higher the toeholds of the bidder," the lower the minimum level of value-increasing im-

provements and the lower the takeover bid premium. Shleifer and Vishny (I986) argue that

large shareholders are valuable for firms because they will monitor the management of the
firm. Shleifer and Vishny (1986) demonstrate that the value of the firm increases when there
is a large shareholder who forces incumbent management to implement value-increasing

changes in corporate strategies. As a consequence of these improvements, potential bidders

are not willing to offer a high premium above the prevailing stock price, because the likeli-
hood of post-takeover value-enhancing improvements shrinks. Shleifer and Vishny (1986)
point out that the takeover bid premium above the prevailing stock price is lower if there is a

large shareholder. If the large shareholder owns more shares, then he is willing to take over
the firm for a smaller increase in the post-takeover profits of the target firm. In addition,
Hirshleifer and Titman (1990) show that the average bid premium declines if initial

shareholdings of the bidder increase. A higher toehold of the bidder makes it more profitable

for lower-type bidders to make an offer; hence, the average bid declines.
Large shareholders can intensively monitor target management. As a result of effective monitor-
ing, firms are valued higher, and potential bidders will offer a lower takeover premium (because

of the limited value-increasing post-takeover opportunities). Large outside shareholders use in-

tensive monitoring to discourage incumbent management from shirking. In very diffusely owned
firms, the monitoring costs that each individual shareholder would have to bear to prevent man-
agement from consuming extemalities, such as perquisites through management, is relatively

high. The divergence between benefits and costs of monitoring is more favorable for large share-
holders than for small shareholders (Demsetz and Lehn, 1985).
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Stulz (1988), and Stulz, Walking and Song (1990) demonstrate that large shareholdings of bid-

ders imply that bidders need a small fraction of the remaining group of atomistic shareholders.

The bidder pays a small takeover premium only if he is in the elastic part of the supply curve.

The elastic part of the supply curve is the horizontal part of the curve. A small bid premium over

the prevailing market price will be enough to acquire a large number of target shares." The result

is consistent with the hypothesis of Shleifer and Vishny (1986) and Hirshleifer and Titman

(1990). On the other hand, Stulz shows that if management opposes takeover bids and their hold-

ings are large, then the bidder has to convince a larger fraction of the remaining group of atom-

istic shareholders. With an upward sloping supply curve, the bidder has to pay out a higher pre-

mium, one above the prevailing stock price.

Burkhart (1995), Liebler (1997) and Singh (1998) have come up with alternative hypotheses."

Liebler argues that the larger the toehold of the bidder, the higher the probability of takeover

success. The opportunity for target shareholders to free ride increases. Therefore, the bidder will

pay a larger takeover bid premium. Burkhart (1995) and Singh (1998) argue that the bidder will

overbid in order to extract a counter offer from another bidder. When the large shareholder loses

the takeover contest, he will gain on his initial shareholdings because he can sell these shares at a

high price to the winning bidder.

In the takeover models of Grossman and Hart (1980), Shleifer and Vishny (1996), Bagnoli and

Lipman (1988) and Holstrbm and Nalebuff (1992), the takeover premium decreases with owner-

ship concentration. In the atomistic shareholder case of Grossman and Hart (1980), the takeover

bid premium is at its maximum level. As shareholders become pivotal, a lower takeover bid

premium will be sufficient (Bagnoli and Lipman, 1988). In the large shareholder model of

Shleifer and Vishny (1986), a small bid premium will be enough to take over the target firm. As

a result, we suggest a negative relation between ownership concentration in target 6rms and the

bid premium paid in the takeover. However, Burkhart (1995), Liebler (1997) and Singh (1998)

suggest a posítive relation between ownership concentration (large initial stake) and the takeover

bid premium.

'Z Note here that the large shareholder is also the bidder in the Shleifer-Vishny model.
73 See also Figure 4.6-1 in section 4.6.
'" They suggest a positive relation between ownership concentration and the takeover bid premium.
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Hypothesis 4:

The cun:ulative abnoi-ma! returns to target (bidding) shareholders decrease (increase) tivida the

degree ofconcentration in the ownership sn-ucture of the target company.

Slusky and Caves (1991), Sudarsanam, Holl and Salami (1996) and Hágfeldt and Hógholm

(2000) find empirical evidence that is consistent with hypothesis 4.

Slusky and Caves (1991) suggest (in accordance with the monitoring hypothesis) that large

shareholders increase the value of the firm. As a consequence, the takeover bid premium de-

creases with the fractíon of outside shareholdings. They find statistically significant evidence for

a negative relation between the takeover bid premium and the concentration of external share-

holdings. Sudarsanam, Holl and Salami (1996) find that the bid premium is small for target firms

with large shareholders."

Hágfeldt and Hdgholm (2000) argue that large shareholders of target firms hold the bargain-

ing power in takeover negotiations. If this bargaining power is severe, they can enforce a

higher takeover bid premium. However, they do not find support for their hypothesis. More

than that, they find a negative relation between large shareholdings and the returns to target

shareholders, which implies that a large shareholder, who is pivotal, cannot capture all the

post-takeover value-enhancing improvements.

4.4 Managerial ownership in target firms

This subsection explores the role of management in target firms and the influence on share-

holders' wealth in corporate takeovers. We will distinguish between two opposite hypotheses:

the convergence-of-interest hvpothesis and the entrenchment hypothesis.'b

The convergence-of-interest h}-pothesis emphasizes the joint interests of managers and outside

shareholders. Jensen and Meckling (1976) argue that the costs of deviation from value-
maximization will decline if managerial shareholdings rise. High levels of management own-

ership encourage management to behave in the interest of their shareholders, and management

will squander less corporate wealth. Monitoring by the board of directors will force managers
to act in concert with the interests of outside shareholders. The interests of outside sharehold-

~S Significant at the So~o level.
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ers and managers converge when management ownership increases according to the conver-

gence-of-interest htipothesis. The value of the firm will increase, the larger the fraction of

shares held by the management. High levels of managerial ownership imply that managers

maximize shareholder value, since their interest will be more aligned with that of outside

shareholders. Agency problems arise whenever management owns fewer than the total num-

ber of common shares of the firm. As a consequence, agency problems are severe at low lev-

els of managerial ownership. When managerial ownership decreases, the manager's interests

become less aligned with those of their shareholders. If management is not operating effi-

ciently, then replacement will cause a value increase. If replacement of inefficient manage-

ment causes large post-takeover value improvements, then potential bidders are willing to pay

a higher takeover premium. As a consequence, firm value will be low at low levels of mana-

gerial ownership (severe agency problems). At the same time, a potential bidder is more likely

to offer a high bid premium, because of the low current value of the target firm and the pros-

pects of high post-takeover value improvements.

Stulz (1988) formulates a model in which (at low levels of management ownership) increased

managerial shareholdings enhance the convergence of interests between management and out-

side shareholders. As a result, fitm value increases. At high levels of management ownership,

managerial entrenchment will arise and cause bid resistance to takeover attempts. Takeovers be-

come more costly. Stulz shows that an increase in the fraction ofshares held by the management

of target firms decreases the likelihood of a tender offer. Tender offers will be successful only if

the bidder is willing to offer a large takeover bid premium. There is a trade-off between the take-

over bid premium and the probability of takeover success. If managerial control is low, then tar-

get management will be less successful in opposing a takeover attempt, than when target man-

agement has a large stake. At low levels of managerial ownership, the probability of a hostile

takeover is high; but the bid premium is low if a takeover attempt is made. Managerial resistance

to a takeover attempt decreases the probability of a successful takeover. A takeover attempt will

be successful only if the bidder offers a high takeover bid premium. If target management at high

levels of managerial shareholdings becomes entrenched, then the probability of a successful

76 Entrenchment as an agency problem in the target firm.
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takeover attempt decreases. High bid resistance of target management makes it less likely that

entrenched target management will be replaced. As a consequence, the value of the target finn

will decrease.

Assuming an upward-sloping supply curve for target shares, Stulz argues that if target manage-
ment tenders for a low premium, then bidders have fewer shares to acquire from atomistic share-

holders. However, when management does not offer its shares, or offers them just for high bid

premiums, then bidders are forced to buy a larger fraction of shares from the atomistic share-
holders. As a result, the bidder is forced to acquire shares from shareholders with higher reserva-
tion prices. The pivotal shareholder is higher on the supply curve and forces the bidder to pay a
higher bid premium to the target shareholders, which means that the bidder receives a smaller
fraction of the post-takeover gains.

The prediction of the entrenchment hypotl2esis is that there is a positive relation between mana-
gerial ownership and the takeover bid premium.

Mikkelson and Partch (1989) report (in accordance with the results of Stulz) that target firms
with low management holdings can be taken over at lower prices because managers are more
willing to allow a takeover.

Another reason for a positive relationship between managerial shareholdings and the wealth to
target shareholders is that managers will be compensated for their losses. Particularly in hostile
takeovers, managers fear loss of employment and other non-pecuniary losses when the takeover
is successful. An alternative explanation for a positive relation between management ownership
and the returns to target shareholders is that management will increase its bargaining power at
higher levels of managerial shareholdings. Management with high bargaining power has a
stronger position in negotiations. As a consequence, target management will drive up the take-
over price, which will increase the returns to target shareholders. Billett and Ryngaert (1997) ar-
gue that managers will tender at higher takeover premiums in comparison with institutional
shareholders, because they will tender only if they are compensated for the ]oss of control bene-
fits.

Now we can distinguish between the convergence-of-interest hypothesis and the entrenchn:ent

hypothesis.
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Hypotóesis Sa:

The takeover premium is a decreasing f:(nction of managerialshare{roldi(tgs (convergence-of-

interest h}pothesis).

Hypothesis Sb:

The takeover premium is an inereasing fiN7ctlon Of managerial sh(u-eholdings ( entrenchment

hypothesis).

A number of empirical studies test the relationship between managerial ownership and market

valuation of the firm's assets in order to distinguish between both hypotheses. Morck, Shleifer

and Vishny (1988) find a non-linear relation between management ownership and Tobin's q.'7

They test firm performance at different levels of managerial ownership and report a positive

relationship between Oo~o and So~o; a negative, but less pronounced, relationship between So~o

and 250~0; and a positive relationship above 250~0. They suggest that entrenchment dominates

between So~o and 250~0, and the co~rvergence-of-interest htipothesis holds between Oo~o and So~o,

and above 250~0. McConnell and Servaes (1990) find a significant curvilinear relation between

Tobin's y and insider ownership. First, Tobin's y increases towards the inflection point7A and

decreases beyond that point - although the downward slope is not steep. Others, such as

Morck and Yeung (]992), suggest (just as Stulz (1988)) the existence of a non-linear relation

between firm value and insider holdings. The value of the firm first rises with insider holdings

(converger:ce-of-interest hypothesis), and then falls with insider holdings (entrenc{rment hv-

pothesis). In order to test this non-linear relation for bidding firms, Morck and Yeung (1992) use

the fraction of insider holdings79 and an indicator variable8~ to measure convergence-of-interest

and entrenchment. They examine the influence of insider holdings on the abnormal retums for

77

7a

79

BO

Tobin's q is a proxy for market valuation of the firm's assets and is defined as the firm's market value divi-
ded by the replacement costs of the firm's assets.
The inflection point is the percentage ownership at which the value of Tobin's y reaches its maximum. Mc-
Connell and Servaes (1990) estirnate an inflection point of 490~o for their sample in 1976, and 37"~o for their
sample in 1986.
Morck and Yeung reported a mean insider ow~ership of 6.370~0.
Entrenched management indicator variable, which is set to one if insider holdings exceed 200~0.
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bidding firms. They find significant support for convergence of interest (alignment) at low levels

of insider holdings, and entrenchment at insider holdings above 200~0.81

Cotter and Zenner (1994) and Bugeja and Walter (1995)e'- find a negative relation between

managerial shareholdings and the returns to target shareholders. Their results are consistent with

the convergence-of-interest htipothesis which predicts a negative relation between managerial

shareholdings and the takeover bid premium.e'

There is also support for the entrerrchnrent h}pothesis. Huang and Walking (1987) find that

managerial resistance is significantly associated with higher target returns. Stulz, Walking and

Song (1990) examine 104 successful takeovers bids from 1968 to 1986. Managerial ownership

contains target stock ownership of officers, directors, and other insiders reported by Value Line.

They find that managerial ownership has a positive effect on the target's abnormal returnfl', but is

significant only in the multiple-bidder sample. They suggest that the management of the target

firm, which has a large stake, is better off in transforming the auction into a multiple-bidder con-

test. Song and Walking (1993) also find support for a positive relation between manageria]

shareholdings and the cumulative abnormal retums to target shareholders in their sample of con-

tested successful takeovers.

4.5 Monitoring of institutional shareholders

As a consequence of the conflict of interest between managers and shareholders, the role of

large shareholders in monitoring managerial performance becomes even more importanL If large

shareholders monitor managers, they can pressure them to act in accordance with the interests of

the shareholders. Since monitoring is costly, only large shareholders and bondholders (who hold

large stakes or debt positions) are motivated to actively participate in corporate strategic deci-

sions. Only large shareholders have an incentive to monitor incumbent management. Thus, insti-

tutional investors with larger stakes have stronger incentives to monitor managerial activities

than do investors with smaller holdings. This implies that target firms with active institutional

BI

ez
a3

sa

Slusky and Caves (1991) find a negative relation between the abnormal returns to bidding firms and mana-
gerial shareholdings.
Results are not significant.
Or, in other words, a negative relation between managerial shareholdings and the cumulative abnormal re-
turns to target shareholders.
Consistent with the entrenchme~a h~~pothesis.
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investors will be properly valued, because firms with large monitoring shareholders will operate
efficiently. The activism of institutional shareholders will increase the value of the firm and will
lower agency costs. Because of the high valuation of these target firms, bidding firms will offer a

small bid premium just above the current share price of the target firm.
Gillan and Starks (2000) mentioned that opponents of institutional shareholder activism are scep-
tical about the expertise of institutional investors to advise management in corporate strategic

decisions. The criticism concentrates on the issue of whether shareholder proposals change cor-
porate investment decisions. Gillan and Starks (2000) discussed the growing role of institutional

shareholders as shareholders during the 1980s and 1990s. As a consequence of their increased
holdings, these investors could not sell their holdings (if a firm was underperforming) without
substantial losses. For that reason, institutional shareholders sought a more active role through
direct communication with incumbent management. As a result, institutional shareholders are
motivated to monitor management and have incentives to actively participate in the company's
strategic direction. Gillan and Starks find empirical evidence for institutional shareholder activ-
ism.

Another approach considers the behavior of institutional investors on the capital market. Stulz,
Walking and Song (1990) suggest that typical institutional investors are in low tax brackets. The
larger the fraction of institutional investors in low tax brackets, the lower the premium offered by
bidders and the smaller the takeover gains to the target shareholders for a given total takeover
gain. Institutional shareholders are on the lower part of the supply curve. A small premium over
the current share price will be sufficient to buy these shares. Furthermore, institutional share-
holders are likely to have low transaction costs and information costs. Stulz, Walking and Song
assume that institutional investors ignore their influence on the probability of tender offer suc-
cess, because the number ofdifferent institutional investors is generally large. The authors there-
fore assume that institutional investors behave as atomistic shareholders. If the fraction of shares
held by institutional shareholders is large, then the pivotal shareholder is lower on the supply
curve and the premium offered by the bidder will be lower.
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Hypothesis 6:

The takeover premium rs a decreasing fiutction oj institutional shareholdings (monitoring lry~-

pothesis).

Stulz, Walking and Song (1990) and Billet and Ryngaert (1997)A5 find support for shareholder

activism. They report that institutional holdings have a negative effect on the abnormal returns to

target shareholders.

4.6 Supply curve of target shares

In perfect stock markets there are no transaction costs or taxes, all actors have equal access to

information and all economic subjects act as price-takers. In such an environment, the supply

curve for cotporate equity is perfectly elastic (horizontal). The number of target shares traded has

no effect on the price of shares. New information available to all subjects can change the stock

price. Nevertheless, evidence based on theoretical grounds and empirical findings suggests that

supply curves for target shares are upward-sloping and deviate significantly from perfect elastic-

ity.sb

There are many theoretical arguments to support the concept of an upward-sloping supply curve

for shares. One source is the dissimilar tax impact on capital gains among target shareholders.

Let us suppose that all target shareholders have equal information, but are subject to different tax

rates.e7 Heterogeneous tax rates among target shareholders will lead to different reservation

prices for target shareholders, even without differences of opinion about the valuation of target

shares. The variability in tax status implies that each shareholder has different opportunity costs

to tender. This means that the premium will vary across target shareholders. Another argument

for an upward-sloping supply curve stems from the heterogeneity in beliefs. Shareholders may

have different opinions about the expected valuation of target shares, if the offer succeeds (Stulz,

Walking and Song, 1990), and have dífferent expectations about the probability of future take-

ss
Sb

But the results of Billet and Ryngaert (1997) are not significant.
Many articles discuss the supply (in)elasticity of target shares (upward-sloping supply curve); see for in-
stance, Stulz (1988), Bradley, Desai and Kim (1988), Stulz, Walking and Song (1990), Bagwell (1991,
1992), Brown and Ryngaert (1992) and Persons (1994).
For instance, a shareholder in the Netherlands who sells a substantial fraction of target shares (aanmerkelijk
belang), pays relatively more taxes than does an atomistic shareholder who owns one share.
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over bids (Bradley, Desai and Kim, 1988). Target shareholders may expect higher-valuation bid-
ders, to appear in the future (after they tender their shares) who will offer higher bid premiums,

because they can create more synergy. In addition, heterogeneous reservation prices (asking

prices) may arise from different original purchase prices, different transaction costs, sharehold-

ers' liquidity status, or portfolio changes (Persons, 1994).

Figure 4.6.1
The supply curve of target shares

Price paid by bidder

Pi

po

p,„

qo qi
a~o of atomistic shareholders who offer

Figure 4.6.1 provides an example of an upward-sloping supply curve for atomistic shareholders.
The supply curve intersects the vertical axis at the current market price (p„,j, since atomistic

shareholders can sell their shares at the market price (p,„). Assuming that there are shareholders
who pay no taxes, the supply curve will be horizontal in the beginning (perfectly elastic). A
small premium (po - p,„) will be enough to persuade this kind of shareholder to tender. If the frac-

tion ofshares held by this kind of shareholders increases, the supply curve shifts to the right and
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target shares can be acquired at a lower market price. Suppose that yt is equal to the percentage

ofshares needed by the bidder to get control over the target. The takeover price is equal to p~ and

the bid premium is (pt - p,,,). A shift of the supply curve to the right means that the takeover

price will drop top~ and the bid premium will fall to (p~ - p,,,).

Shareholders with high tax rates will tender at high reservation prices. This means that the supply

curve is an ascending curve with an increasing slope. This is the inelastic part of the supply

curve. Bidders have to pay large premiums above the pre-announcement market price to receive

the fraction of shares held by shareholders in high tax brackets. Let us suppose that a substantial

fraction of shares is held by management. lf they refuse to tender, then bidders have to obtain

more shares from atomistic shareholders with higher reservation prices (going up the supply

curve). As a result, bidders have to pay a higher premium.~y

De Jong (1989) argues that widely differing opinions about the value of the target fitm - such as

heterogeneity in beliefs, confidence in managerial performance, and corporate loyalty - are the

main reasons for an upward-sloping supply curve. In order to get control over the target firm, a

bidder must offer a bid price that is sufficient for the pivotal shareholder. If shareholders do not

tender, then bidders must offer a premium over the value of the target shares plus the private

costs of tendeting, such as taxes, transaction costs, etc. When the pivotal shareholder is higher on

the supply curve, then a bidder must offer a higher premium in order to succeed. It would be in

the interest of a bidder to pay each shareholder his reservation price (that is, the value of the firm

under the incumbent management plus his private costs of tendering).89

In order to get controlling interest, the bidder has to pay a minimum price equal to the reservation

price of the pivotal shareholder. This offer price applies for all shareholders, including those with

lower reservation prices. As a consequence, bidders lose a part of their gains (the area between

the offer price and the supply curve).9" Institutional shareholders are more likely to tender for

lower bids than are shareholders wíth small shareholdings, because institutional shareholders

88 The supply curve of target shares with blockholders is like a stepfunction: an upward-sloping supply curve
with horizontal parts (- blockholders).

89 In the Netherlands, the SER Merger Code states that a public offer (vast bod) applies to all shareholders. At
the moment, these rules are undergoing some changes. Since February 1992, bidders have to comply with
the disclosure rules (Wet Melding Zeggenschap) controlled by ihe Stichting Toezicht Effectenverkeer
(STE). From that moment on, bidders cannot acquire target shares without making their holdings public
when they pass a threshold.

~ Actually, the area between the offer price and the supply cun~e can be considered as the shareholder sur-
plus.
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have low tendering costs (such as taxes, transaction and information costs). As a result, the sup-

ply of target shares is an increasing function of the price-per-share offered by the bidder.

Hypothesis 7:

The greaterthepercentage ofshares acyuired ~iv the bidder, the ltigher the cumulative abnormal

retunts to target shareholders (t~pward-sloping supplv curve).

Bradley, Desai and Kim (1988) estimated a significantly positive sloping supply of target shares.

The cumulative abnotmal returns to target shares in successful tender offers is an increasing

function of the fraction of target shares purchased in the offer by a successful bidder. Bradley,

Desai and Kim (1988) find a slope coefficient (0.167) of the supply curve that was significantly

positive (t--4.26). Bagwell (1992) shows that in a Dutch auction stock repurchase the average

elasticity of the supply curve measured is equal to 1.65.91 In order to purchase 150~0 of the out-

standing target shares, a bidder must offer a 9.l0~o premium above its pre-announcement market

price. Stulz, Walking and Song (1990) report that in the sample of multiple-bidder contests, the

target gain is a significantly decreasing function of the fraction of target shares held by institu-

tional investors and increases with managerial ownership. This is consistent with the hypothesis

that institutional investors with low capital gains tax rates are more likely to tender for a given

premium. It is also consistent with the hypothesis that managerial resistance will lead to a higher

premium being offered by bidders. In that case, bidders have to receive more shares from the re-

maining group of atomistic shareholders. This means that the pivotal shareholder is higher on the

supply curve.

Bradley, Desai and Kim (1988), Eckbo and Langohr (1989)v'-, Stulz, Walking and Song (1990),

Song and Walking (1993), and Billett and Ryngaert (1997)93 find empirical evidence for an up-

ward-sloping supply curve of target shares, which implies that the return to target shareholders

91
92

93

The price elasticity of the supply curve (e): e- a~o q(quantity) I o~o p(price); e- ISi9.1 - 1.65.
In their study, the fraction of shares purchased by the bidder had a significantly positive effect on the offer
premium, as well as the abnormal retums to target shareholders. The abnormal stock returns to target share-
holders were not significant.
However, they found also a positive relation between the bidder's retum and the fraction of shares sought.
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will be positively related to the outstanding shares acquired by bidders.9S Eckbo and Langohr

(1989) find a significantly positive effect of the fraction of shares purchased by bidders on the

takeover premium. Weston, Chung and Hoag (1990) argue that investment bankers tip arbitra-

geurs to buy target shares. Since arbitrageurs have lower private tendering costs, they are more

likely to tender to a value-increasing bid than a small shareholder, with his high information and

transaction costs.

4.7 Competition between bidders

The previous section concentrates on the detetminants of the supply side of the takeover process.

Now we will discuss [he role ofmultiple bidders in the context of takeovers.

Competition occurs when multiple bidders appear in a takeover contest.95 It seems straightfor-

ward that target shareholders will gain from competitive bidding because of multiple bidders will

push up the takeover bid premiums. As a result, cornpetition will generate positive abnormal re-

turns to target shareholders. Bradley, Desai and Kim (1988), and Stulz, Walking and Song

(1990) argue that competition between bidders increases the demand for target shares. With an

upward-sloping supply curve for target shares, increased demand for target shares implies that

the takeover price will be higher on the supply curve for target shares.

The impact of competition on the returns to bidding firms is ambiguous. We can distinguish be-

tween the winner's curse and high i~nluation signaling. Generally, competition between bidders

will drive up takeover bid premiums. Roll (1986)"`' formulates the ta~inner's curse, which sug-

gests that the retum to bidders is negative. Roll (1986) proposes that managers of bidding firnts

overestimate the value of their targets (winner's curse; Itt~bris hypothesis).

However, when other bidders appear in the takeover battle, the retum to the first bidders may be

positive, because the probability of their takeover success decreases with competition. First bid-

ders will gain on the holdings they already possess.

94

95

Amoako-Adu and Smith (1993) find that the abnormal retums to target shareholders in complete tender
offers are significandy higher than the abnormal returns to target shareholders in partial tender offers. This
result could indicate an upward-sloping supply curve, but they found no empirical evidence in their cross-
sectional analysis.
Normally, we interpret competition as a large number of bidders. Nevertheless, high bidders can prevent
low bidders from making an offec In that case, there would be more potential bidders, but they are kept
from bidding.
See also chapter 2.
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Fishman (1988) launched a model ofpreernptive bidcling, which provides a rationale for bidding

firms to offer high preemptive initial bids if there is competition, rather than making low initial

offers and raising them little by little (English auction). Fishman analyzes a two-bidder model

with strategic interaction between bidders. The model starts with a first bidder who makes an

initial offer. A second bidder revises his prior information about the first bidder's valuation. Af-

ter updating his beliefs, the second bidder determines his bidding strategy. When a first bidder

determines his initial offer, he takes the updates and decisions of the second bidder in his calcula-

tions. Fishman called this strategic interaction. The higher the private valuation of the first bid-

der, the lower is the second bidder's expected outcome from entering the bidding process in or-

der to acquire the target company. In equilibrium, a first bidder may offer a high bid premium

(preemptive) in order to signal a high valuation and to discourage a second bidder from making a

competing bid. On the other hand, a low bid premium of the first bidder indicates a low private

valuation and encourages a second bidder to enter the takeover contest." The preemptive bidding

models have in common that first bidders offer high bid premiums - eíther to signal to the market

that they are high valuation bidders or to provoke a high counter-offer."x

Altematively, an offer announcement of a bidder may be a signal to other potential bidders that

there are high synergistic gains are available in the target fitYrt. The presence of high potential

gains in the target firm will attract more bidders who can generate high net present value take-

overs. In that case, competition in takeovers is also a signal that the creation of wealth is not

firm-specific.99 Other bidders also have the opportunity to create wealth. As a consequence, the

relation between bidder returns and competition may be positive.

Hypothesis 8a:

The cumulative abnormul returns to target shareholders increase with comperition.

97

98

99

De, Fedenia and Triantis ( 1996) test the preemptive bidding theory and find no evidence that the returns of
first bidders would be higher in a single-bid contest than in a multiple-bid contest.
In chapter 3 we discussed preempiire bidding rnodels of Giammarino and Heinkel (1986), Fishman (1988),
Hirshleifer and Png ( 1990), Harrington and Prokop ( 1993) and Khanna (1997).
Shleifer and Vishny ( 1989).
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Hypothesis 8b1:

The cumulative abnorma! retunrs to bidding firnrs increase wilh canpetition (signaling high

synergistic gains).

Hypothesis 8b2:

The cttmulative abnormalreturns to bidditrgfirrns tlecrease with competition (overbidding).

Numerous empirical studies have investigated the impact of competition on the retums to share-

holders.

Bradley, Desai and Kim (1988) examine 236 tender offer contests, which include 163 single-

bidder contests and 73 multiple-bidder contests between 1963 and 1984. The abnormal returns to

target shareholders [-20, f5] are 4.5 percentage points higher in the multiple-bidder sub-sample

than in the single-bidder sub-sample. The abnormal returns to bidding firms [-5, -~5] are nega-

tive (-0.950~0) for the multiple-bidder sub-sample, and positive (1.550~0) for the single-bidder sub-

sample. In the regression model, the coefficient on competition between bidders is significantly

positive (t--4.23) for the abnormal returns to target shareholders, and insignificantly negative (t--

1.32) for the abnormal retums to bidding firms. They conclude that the net effect of multiple-

bidder contests is to increase the abnormal retums to target shareholders and to decrease the ab-

normal retutns to bidding firms.

Stulz, Walking and Song (1990) examine 104 successful takeovers from 1968 to 1986, and find

that the average cumulative abnonnal return for target shareholders is 45.580~o in the multiple-

bidder sub-sample. The average cumulative abnormal retutn for target shareholders is signifi-

cantly (t-t4.27) higher in the multiple-bidder sub-sample than it is in the single-bidder sub-

sample. The average abnormal return for bidders is -4.210~0 (1--1.11) in multiple-bidder contests.

In general, many empirical studies support hypothesis 8a, which predicts a positive relation be-

tween competition and the abnotTrtal retutns to target shareholders.'a There is also support for

~~ Bradley, Desai and Kim (1988), Franks and Harris (1989), Stulz, Walking and Song (1990), Petry and Sett-
le (1991), Amoako-Adu and Smith (1993), Kang (1993 ), Sullivan, Jensen and Hudson (1994), Dewenter
(1995), Eun, Kolodny and Scheraga (1996), Billett and Ryngaert (1997), and Suk and Sung (1997) find sig-
nificantly positive returns for target shareholders in competitive biddings. On the other hand, Sudarsanam,
Holl and Salami (1996), and Davidson and Cheng (1997) found negative retums to target shareholders - but
their results are not significant.
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hypothesis 8b2, which states that competition between bidders has a negative effect on the suc-

cessful bidder's retum.""

Finally, Bradley, Desai and Kim (1988), Stulz, Walking and Song (1990), and Eun, Kolodny and

Scheraga (1996) find significantly positive returns for combined firms in competitive biddings.

These studies support the synergy hypothesis.'"'

4.8 Initial shareholdings of the bidder

As shown in chapter 3, the free-rider problem is introduced in the formal takeover model of

Grossman and Hart (1980). In order to solve this problem, Shleifer and Vishny (1986) come up

with a bidder (- large shareholder) who has an initial stake in the target firm. When this bidder

makes an offer at the post-takeover value, he still can make a profit on his initial stake. Shleifer

and Vishny (1986) consider the role of a large monitoring shareholder. In their model, the own-

ership structure of target firms is characterized by a large shareholder with a number ofatomistic

shareholders. A higher fraction of shares held by the large shareholder will make it more likely

that a value-increasing takeover will occur and will lead to an increase in the value of the fitm.

Once a takeover occurs, the takeover premium above the market price is lower because the large

shareholder is willing to take over for a smaller increase in the profits of the target firm. As a

consequence, an increase in the fraction of shares held by the large shareholder leads to an in-

crease in the market price of the firm, and to a decrease of the bid premium. Shleifer and Vishny

conclude that takeovers may still be profitable investments without dilution, if the bidder can

make a profit on the increase in value ofhis initial holdings (toeholds).

Shleifer and Vishny predict that there will be a negative relation between initial shareholdings

and the bid premium. A low bid signals a small increase in the post-takeover value of the target.

ini James and W ier (1987), as well as Bradley, Desai and Kim (1988), Slusky and Caves (1991), Kang (1993),
Eun, Kolodny and Scheraga (1996), E3illett and Ryngaert (1997), Han, Suk and Sung (1998) tind signifi-
cantly negative returns for bidding firms when competition occurs. The results of these studies support hy-
pothesis 8b2. Stulz, Walking and Song (1990), Datta and Datta (1995), Sudarsanam, Holl and Salami
(1996), and De, Fedenia and Tandon (1996) find negative retums for bidding firms when competition oc-
curs - but their results are not significant. Franks and Harris (1989), Petry and Settle (1991), and Cakici,
Hessel and Tandon (1996) find positive returns for bidding firms in competitive takeover contests - but their
results are not significant (hypothesis 8hl ).
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It is in the interest of the large shareholder to convince small shareholders that he will continue

with low value improvements after the takeover occurs.

In the Shleifer and Vishny model, the success of a takeover bid is certain. Hirshleifer and Titman

(1990) construct a model in which the success of a takeover is stochastic. They predict that the
probability of takeover success increases with the takeover premium and the initial holdings of
the bidder. They further suggest that the probability of an offer's success decreases with the

fraction of shares necessary to acquire control. They argue that the average bid premium de-

creases with the initial shareholdings held by the bidder in the target firm. Larger toeholds make
it profitable for lower-type bidders with smaller improvements to profit on their bids. As a result,
the average bid declines under Hirshleifer and Titman's modeL Thus, Hirshleifer and Titman also

predict that larger toeholds are associated with smaller bid premiums.

Figure 4.8.1
Initial shareholdings and the bid premium

high takeo~er bid premium
~ Chowdhry and Jegadeesh (1994)

~ ~ Burkhart(1995)
~ Liebler (1997)
~ Singh(1998)

Initial shareholdings

low. takeocer bid premium
~ Schleifer and Vishny (1986)

~ ~ Hirshleifer and Titman (1990)
~ Stulz, Song and Walking (1990)
~ Hiigfeldt and Hógholm (2000)

Stulz, Song and Walking (1990) mentioned that large initial shareholdings held by the bidder
imply that fewer shares of stocks need to be tendered for a successful outcome. This means that
the pivotal shareholder is lower on the supply curve. Therefore, the larger the toehold of the bid-
der, the lower the bid premium offered to target shareholders.

~oZ Kang (1993) found negative returns for combined firms in competitive biddings - but the results are not
significant.
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In contrast with the previous studies, Chowdhry and Jegadeesh (1994), Burkhart (1995), Liebler

(1997), and Singh (1998) suggest a positive relation between the bid premium and initial share-

holdings.

Chowdhry and Jegadeesh (1994) predict that the extent of the shareholdings prior to the ten-

der offer will be positively related to the tender offer premium. The Chowdhry and Jegadeesh

model assumes that the shares of target firms are held by atomistic shareholders and that the

potential synergistic gains obtained from the corporate takeover are known only to the bidder

(private information). The initial shareholdings of the bidder signal his private information

about synergistic gains. Chowdhry and Jegadeesh (1988) argue that bidders with low toeholds

signal that the post-takeover improvements will be small; they are thus able to offer a lower

bid premium. The high valuation bidder will not follow the low valuation bidder because the

benefits of a low bid are offset by the costs of mimicking. These costs contain the lower prob-

ability of takeover success as well as the opportunity of acquiring a larger fraction of target

shares at the lower pre-tender offer price. The opportunity cost of an unsuccessful offer is greater

for the high valuation bidder. As a consequence, a high valuation bidder has no incentive to

mimic a low valuation bidder with a small toehold. The size of the toehold is used to signal the

post-takeover value of the target.

Burkhart (1995)"" shows in his model that initial shareholdings lead bidders to overbid. Bidders

with a toehold may have an incentive to submit a high bid in order to provoke a high counterbid.

The bidder with a toehold has an incentive to offer a price per share that is in excess of the post-

takeover value of the target. Overbidding in a takeover contest implies a loss for the winning

bidder and a gain for the losing bidder who has a toehold (because the losing bidder can sell his

shares at a high price).

Whereas the models of Shleifer and Vishny (1986), Hirshleifer and Titman (1990), and Stulz,

Song and Walking (1990) predict a negative relation between toehold and bid premium, the

models developed by Chowdhry and Jegadeesh (1994), Burkhart (1995), Liebler (1997) and

Singh (1998) propose an opposite relation. The Chowdhry and Jagadeesh model (] 994) predicts

'o' See also Singh (1998) for similar results.
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the opposite relation between the level of initial shareholdings and the cumulative abnormal re-

turns. If the previous hypothesis is rejected, we might find empirical evidence for this altemative

hypothesis.

Hypothesis 9a:

The larger the irritial shareholdings of the bidder, the higher the bid premium offered to the

shareholders of the target firrrr (Chowdhry a~d Jegadeesh (1994)~.

Hypothesis 9b:

The larger- the initial slrareholdings of tlre brdder, the lotirer the bid premiun: offered to the

shareholdersofthe targetfrrn: (Shleifer arrd Vishrry (1986),- Hirshlerfer and Tihnarr (1990)).

Several empirical studies have examined the impact of toeholds on bid premiums and share-

holder wealth.'o' As shown in appendix 4-2, there is more support for the predictions of the

Shleifer and Vishny model (hypothesis 9b), than for the Chowdhry and Jegadeesh model (hy-
pothesis 9a). The US studies of Walking and Edmister (1985), Robinson and Shane (1990),

Stulz, Song and Walking (1990), and Billet and Ryngaert (1997),"" as well as the Australian

study of Bugeja and Walter (1995), and the UK study of Sudarsanam, Holl and Salami (1996),

find empirical evidence that is consistent with the Shleifer and Vishny (1986) model (hypothesis
4a).

Walking and Edmister (1985) consider initial shareholdings of the bidder as a direct measure of

bargaining strength. If bidders have a strong bargaining position, they may acquire the target at a
low premium.

Walking and Edmister (1985) define the bid premium as the percentage difference between the

bid price specified in the offer and the target's market price 14 days prior to the offer announce-

ment date.

They find a significantly negative relation between the bid premium and the initial shareholdings

of the bidder. Conversely the French study of Eckbo and Langohr (1989), and the UK study of

'~ See also appendix 4B.
ios But not statistically significant.
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Frank and Harris (1989)'~ support hypothesis 9a, which cames from the Chowdhry and Jegade-

esh model ( I 994).

4.9 Tvpes of acquisition

This section describes different types of acquisitions; in other words: how do bidding firms

receive target shares? We distinguish between the most commonly used acquisitions: tender

offers, mergers, block trading, open-market transactions, sell-offs, and acquisition of privately

held targets.

Figure 4.9.1
T,ypes of acquisitions

tettrler ofler

bidder

open-mnrket prarhrrse

block trnrle

nterger

sell-o

privrtte(v helrf firtns

target shareholders

targrtshareholdcrs

bbckholders

nterger
target management target shareholders

management parent

target

management shareholders

In choosing this focus, we have of course excluded some other forms of acquisitions, such as

spin-offs, management buyouts, etc. We justify this as follows. In spin-offs, split-offs, and

management buyouts, there is no single bidder. In spin-offs, the parent company distributes

shares on a pro rata basis to the existing shareholders. Split-offs are transactions in which

'~ But not statistically significant.
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some shareholders of the parent company receive shares in a subsidiary in exchange for their

parent company shares. In management buyouts, the management of a company takes the
company or division private. In all cases, target shares are distributed over various sharehold-

ers or managers. In our research, a takeover involves a transfer of assets or shares from target

shareholder(s) to a bidding firm. Jensen and Ruback (1983) summarize a large number of em-

pirical studies on mergers and acquisitions in order to discover some trends. In table 4.9.1 we
update their overview and summarize 58 studies, which include 16.642 observations of inerg-

ers and acquisitions.'o' The table shows weighted average abnormal returns to bidding and

target shareholders. The abnormal returns are averages obtained from the empirical studies
and subsequently weighted by sample size in calculating the weighted averages.

Table 4.9.1
Summary of 58 studies measuring abnormal returns
This table contains the results of 58 studies measuring abnormal returns associated with successful mergers and
acquisitions and classified by type of acquisition. The abnormal returns are averages obtained from the studies
and subsequently weighted by sample size in calculating the weighted averages. Overlapping sample problems
and different event windows are ignored. Further details of these studies are described in the appendix.

Type ojacquisiriou Bidding firms Targer firms

(~1 (rl

0.39 25.45Tender offers
n-l519 n-I593

0.08 20.81
Mergers

n-?936 n-1454

I.I7 10.07Block trading
n-337 n-576

7.30Open-markettransactions' -
n-45

-0.48 2.32Sell-offs
n-1118 n-1860

1.45
Privately held targets' -

n-1Al

Mergers and acquisitionse
-I.27 23.33

n -2070 n -1843

-0.19 15.2 ITotal
n-8171 n-8371

b
smgte study
no particular distinction is made in these studies between different types of acquisition

'o' See appendix for further details of these empirical studies.
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4.9.1 Tertder offer

A tender offer is defined as an offer made directly to the shareholders of a target firm. In

friendly takeovers, there will be some preliminary consultation with the target management

before a tender bid is announced. Normally, after negotiation with target management, an of-

ficial statement is made public, in which the bídder explains its proposal to the target share-

holders. In hostile takeovers there is no interference of target management. The target man-

agement is set aside; they can offer resistance to the hostile bid through protection measures.

Nevertheless, in both friendly and hostile takeovers a bidder makes an offer that applies to all

target shareholders.'og Almost all tender offers are made at a premium over the prevailing

market price for a limited time period.109

Table 4.9.1 shows that target shareholders gain from tender offers. They realize a weighted

average abnormal retum of 25.45a~o. The weighted average abnormal return to shareholders of

bidding firms is just 0.390~0.

4.9.2 Open-rnarket transactions

Open-market transactions involve purchases of shares on the stock exchange. Instead of mak-

ing a public offering to all target shareholders, bidding fitms buy target stocks on the open

market at the going price, just as any other investor might buy shares. Each shareholder gets

his own reservation price. One form of open market transaction is called a creeping tender
offer, which arises when a bidder gradually buys shares on the open market in order to gain

control over a potential target. Thus, the bidder tries to keep these transactions secret, in order

to avoid upward pressure on the price of the target's stock. Regulations"~ in the Netherlands

force bidders to disclose the percentage of target shares they purchase, if they cross a thresh-

wa

109

In addition to friendly and hostile takeovers, we distinguish between conditional and unconditional tender
bids. A successful conrtitional bid is made when a bidder acquires the fraction of target shares sought
otherwise, the offer fails. An offer is unconditionat when a bidder makes an any-and-all offer, which means
that a bidder takes all the target shares tendered.
See Eight Factor Test (Gaughan, 1996).
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old. One should expect that a bidder can hardly conceal his intentions under this regulation,

but bidders, in practice, delay timely disclosure. During this period, bidders can augment their

holdings. However, large-scale open market purchases are difficult to keep secret, and specu-

lation can still raise the stock market price. When a bidder buys more shares on the open mar-

ket, and there is an upward sloping supply curve, the stock price will rise, as shown in Figure

4.8.1. With open-market transactions, bidders remain on the supply curve and offer each

shareholder his reservation price. In tender offers, the minimum takeover share price is equal

to the reservation price of the pivotal shareholder. All tendering shareholders will get this

share price although some tendering shareholder might accept a lower price because of his

lower reservation price. As a result, target shareholders will receive a shareholder surplus (-

area between the tender offer price and the supply curve).

Hypothesis 10:

The ccurrulcrtive abnormal returns to targe[ shareholders are higher in tender offers than in

open-market transactions (shareholder surplus).

Table 4.9.1 shows that target shareholders gain from open market transactions. Sudarsanam

(1996) finds significantly positive returns (7.30~0) to target shareholders (n-45) in his sample

ofopen-market transactions in the UK in the period of 1985 to 1992.

4.9.3 Block tradutg

We identify block trades as transactions between a bidding firm and the holder of a sígnificant

percentage of target shares. Blockholders own So~o or more shares in target firms.

In contrast with open-market transactions, bidders have to negotiate with blockholders in or-

der to receive their shares.

Table 4.9.1 shows that target shareholders gain from block trades (n-576). On average they

realize a positive return of 10.070~0. Mikkelson and Ruback (1985) find in 337 block trades

~~o Since the introduction of the regulation Wet Metding Zeggenschnp ( U2~1992), bidders are obligated to pub-
lish the percentage of shares they acquired in total if they pass a threshold of So~o, l00~0, 250~0, SOo~o, 662i3a~o.
Prior to this regulation, there was also an obligation to disclose large share transactions ( threshold of 20a~o).
This was registered in the Stock Exchange Regulation ( Fondsenreglement van de Vereniging voor de Effec-
tenhandel).
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positive average abnormal returns of 1.170~o to the bidder's shareholders during 1978 through

1980 in the US. The results are significant at the lo~o level.

4.9.4 Me~ger

In a n:erger, the target firm is absorbed by the bidding firm and ceases to exist. Most mergers

are negotiated in a friendly environment. Both management teams (from the bidding and tar-

get firms) negotiate the buyout proposals and the provisions and~or positions that management

will receive. The merger proposals are submitted for approval to the shareholders of both

firms. In contrast with tender offers, there is normally no takeover premium in a merger."'

Also other forms of inergers appear. For instance, two independent firms are transformed into

a new unit. The original firms disappear as independent firms, and a merged firm arises. Usu-

ally, the new entity issues shares in exchange for the shares of the old firms. As a result, the

new firm is listed on the stock exchange and the old firms are delisted.

Table 4.9.1 shows that target shareholders gain from mergers. They realize a weighted aver-

age abnormal return of 20.81o~0. The weighted average abnormal return to shareholders of

bidding firn~s ( n-2936) isjust 0.080~0.

4.9.5 Pr-ivately held targets

Privately held companies are firms without publicly traded shares. Privately held firms are

typically owned by a family or controlled by managers, or owned by venture capitalists. A

bidder that is interested in a privately held company has to negotiate with the owners.

Chang (1997) argues that bidding firms create outside block-holders when they acquire pri-

vately held targets. Outside block-holders can increase firm value through effective monitor-

ing of incumbent management and thus facilitate takeovers (Shleifer and Vishny, 1986).

Chang (1997) finds that shareholders of bidding firms (n-150) receive a positive abnormal

return of 2.640~0 (t-7.49) for acquisition of privately held targets when they offer stocks. In

cash offers, the returns to bidding shareholders arejust 0.090~0 (t-0.34).

"' See, for tender-offer characferistics, Gaughan (1998).
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4.9.6 Sel!-offs

Chapter 4

A sell-off involves the sale of a segment of a divesting firm to a third party. Assets, divisions,

product lines and subsidiaries owned by the (parent) company are sold to a bidder in exchange

for cash or securities (Hite, Owers and Rogers, 1987); Alexander, Benson and Kampmeyer,

1984). Voluntary divestitures can be considered as the result of decisions that are initiated by

the management of the target company for the benefit of the target shareholders. Managers

will divest assets when the sale of these assets increases shareholder wealth. In this context,

buyers as well as sellers can benefit from divestitures. Buyers can create gains through a bet-

ter use of assets, and sellers can create wealth by capturing gains from buyers. Sell-off deci-

sions are normally subject to the approval of target's firm board of directors andlor board of

supervisors. The approval of the shareholders of the divesting firm is not necessary. Volun-

tary sell-offs are characterized by bilateral negotiations between management of the parent

company and the management of the bidding firm. The success of a sell-off depends on the

behavior of both management teams. Both teams can refuse to accept the outstanding pro-

posal without submitting the proposal to their shareholders. The decísion to accept or reject

the offer is made by the management of the divesting company. As a result, the price determi-

nation under voluntary sell-offs has some similarity with the single bidcler~shareholder

case. "Z If on the demand and supply sides of the takeover market one party negotiates for the

takeover price of the subsidiary, we speak of a óilateral monopoly."' The takeover price de-

pends on the strategic interaction between the management team of the bidder and the man-

agement team of the parent company (subsidiary).

Table 4.9.1 shows that the abnorrnal returns to divesting firms (n-2860) are on average posi-

tive (2.320~0). Shareholders of divesting firms (n-1118) lose on average 0.480~o in sell-offs.

The financial literature gives at least four motives for sell-offs. The first suggests that divest-

ing firms seek to sell underperforming subsidiaries. The parent company may benefit from

sell-offs when the cash-flows that proceed from the sale could be used for more profitable in-

vestments within the group (Hite, Owers and Rogers, 1987). Second, a subsidiary can be more

valuable to an outsider than to the current owners (Hearth and Zaima, 1984; Jain, 1985; Boot,

1992). In both situations, the subsidiary is operating at a sub-optimal level.

"z See table 4.6.1
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It is in the interest of the shareholders of the divesting company to sell those assets. Hearth

and Zaima (1984) argue that the market for real assets seems to lack the conditions of a per-

fect market because real assets are not completely homogeneous, nor are they perfectly di-

visible. The authors further suggest that the market for real assets may not be efficient. For

example, the buyer knows the growth opportunities of the new entity. This means that the

bidder has superior information concerning the value of the assets under consideration. As a

result, we would expect the prices of the stocks positive to the sell-off announcement. Boot

(1992) argues that unskilled managers delay divestitures and hang on to poorly performing

subsidiaries, because a sell-off indicates that current management made inappropriate invest-

ment choices in the past - an assumption that would harm their reputation when it becomes

publicly observable. As a result, the actual announcement of a sell-off to a compatible user is

good news because it Iransforms managerial inefficiency, which is in the interest of value

maximization. On the other hand, the announcement of an intended divestiture discloses a

failure of the current management in choosing a profitable project - which is bad news, be-

cause it signals management inefficiency. If this intention becomes publicly known, a nega-

tive price reaction is predicted during the pre-announcement period. Alexander, Benson and

Kampmeyer (1984), and Jain (1985) find strong support for the view that sell-offs occur after

a period of abnormally negative returns, which suggests that negative information is disclosed

during the pre-event period. The third motive is based on agency theory, and describes the

wealth transfer from bondholders to common shareholders. The sale of assets can be used to

pay dividends to common shareholders. This form of wealth transfer suggests that divesting

companies experience a positive stock price reaction (Smith and Warner, 1979; Jain, 1985).

The last motive for sell-offs is that divesting firms seek to concentrate on the core business by

becoming less diverse (Jain, 1985; Gaughan, 1996). The corresponding motive of bidding

firms is that the purchase of a subsidiary may add value in the fonn of synergy. The bidding

firm will invest in positive net present value projects, and it is expected that there are stock

market reactions for bidding shareholders upon the announcement of the sell-off As a result,

we expect sell-off announcements to deliver positive stockholder returns to buyers and sellers.

~ 13 In a bilateral monopoly, the price is not determined.
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Kaplan and Weisbach (1992) examine the reasons announced by reporters from the Wall

Street Joun:al for 103 divestitures between 1971 and 1982. [n 430~0 of the cases, the main rea-

son cited is the change of corporate focus or strategy. The second most common reason (280~0)

is to finance subsequent corporate restructuring. In 210~0 of the cases, the assets are sold for

performance-related reasons. The remaining motives are antitrust (2ol0), needs for cash (2ol0),

defense against takeovers (lo~o), and receiving a good price (30~0). These results support the

main reasons for divestiture: focus on the core-business, financing corporate restructuring,

and selling underperforming subsidiaries.

Rosenfeld (1984), Jain (1985), Hite, Owers and Rogers (1987), and Corhay and Tourani Rad

(1993) find empirical evidence of significantly positive abnormal returns on the announce-

ment day for divesting and bidding firms. Nearly all studies find evidence of positive cumula-

tive abnormal returns around the sell-off announcement from the perspective of the divesting

firm. Rosenfeld (1984) finds empirical evidence of significantly positive cumulative abnormal

retums to the shareholders of the bidding firm around the announcement date. In contrast with

the mainstream of inerger studies (Jensen and Ruback, 1983), Rosenfeld (1984) demonstrates

that the economic gains are not restricted to the shareholders of divesting firms. The share-

holders of bidding firms and divesting firms share in the synergistic gains of sell-off transac-

tions. This conclusion is consistent with the results of Hite, Owers and Rogers (1987). They

find that the abnormal returns to sellers and bidders are almost identical.

Typically in merger studies, bidding firnis are several times larger than target companies.

Hite, Owers and Rogers (1987) measure for both bidders and sellers similar ratios of bid price

as a percentage of firm value. Zaima and Hearth (1985) find also positive cumulative abnor-

mal returns around the announcement date, but not statistically significant for bidding firms.

This is consistent with most merger studies - that shareholders of bidding firms neither gain

nor lose. Shareholders of the divesting firms realize economic gains from sell-offs (signifi-

cant), and as the size of the sell-off increases, the size of the total abnormal returns to the

shareholders of the divesting firms also increases. Hite, Owers and Rogers (1987) find nega-

tive cumulative abnormal returns for bidding firms, whereas Jain (1985) finds cumulative ab-

normal returns near zero around the announcement of a sell-off (but their empirical findings

are not statistically significant). Klein (1986) examines the impact of the relative size of a

sell-off on the cumulative abnormal returns to the divesting firms. He demonstrates that larger

voluntary sell-offs result in larger gains for shareholders ofdivesting firms.
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Further, he shows that sell-off announcements that contain the transaction price result in posi-

tive abnormal retutns for divesting firms (but the result is not statistically different from zero

for the group that did not initially announce takeover prices).

4.10 Financial variables

This section will investigate the relation between financial variables of the bidding and target

firms on the returns to bidding and target shareholders in takeovers. We will discuss three fi-

nancial variables: size (relative size), performance (market-to-book value), and financial slack

(leverage).

4.10.1 Size

In chapter 2 we discussed the motives for takeovers. In this chapter, the value-maximizing

argument is mentioned as a reason for mergers and acquisitions. This explanation predicts that

positive gains (synergy) arise from mergers and acquisitions. Other motives have also been

suggested, such as agency, hubris and market power. Until now, we have not focused on the

size of the bidder and target firms. However, does size (the size of target firm relative to the

bidder firm) have an influence on value creation or market power? For example, when a bid-

der acquires a very small target, the market power of this bidder will not substantially in-

crease, but when two large firms merge, the market power of the combined firm may have an

impact on market power.

Jarrell and Poulsen (1989) state that the retums to bidding firms increase if relative size (tar-

get to bidder) increases. If corporate acquisitions are (on average) wealth-induced investments

for bidding firms, then the largest positive abnormal returns should be observed when the tar-

get firm is large relative to the bidding firm. It is also argued that the bidder realizes econo-

mies of scale when the target firm is relatively large."'

"a Jarrell and Poulsen (1989) examine 770 tender offers, including 526 target firms and 462 bidding firms ín
the US from 1963 through 1986. They find that the relative size of target firms relative to bidding firms has
a positive and significant effect on the cumulative abnormal return [-10,20] eamed by shareholders of bid-
ding firms.
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On the other hand, Sudarsanam, Holl and Salami (1996) argues that relative size is a proxy for

synergy. They show that a bidding fitm gains when it acquires a relatively small target com-

pany. A small target firm would be easier to integrate after the takeover, and as a consequence

the expected synergies would be easier to realize.15 Further, Sudarsanam, Holl and Salami

(1996) argue that bidders pay higher bid premiums to small target firms than they do to large

ones, because small companies are easier to integrate. As a consequence, relative size has a

negative effect on the cumulative abnom~al returns of target firms. Sudarsanam, Holl and Sa-

lami find a significant negative effect of relative size on the cumulative abnormal returns of

target companies (CAR7j.16

Numerous empirical studies examine the impact of relative size on the returns to bidding

frms. The main results are that there is a positive relation between relative size (target to bid-

der) and the returns to bidding firms."' The influence of relative size on the retutns to target

firms is negative, but in most studies still statistically insignificant.1e

4.10.2 Perforntanee

Jensen and Ruback (1983) argue that takeovers are considered to be disciplinary measures in

the market for corporate control, where competition between corporate management teams

dominates. The threat of a takeover discourages management from undertaking value reduc-

ing actions that do not maximize shareholder wealth.

The ability of the management of bidding firms to perforn~ better than the incumbent man-

agement team of target firms is a reason for the bidding firm to offer a takeover bid premium.
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In a sample of 429 takeover bids in the UK from 1980 to 1990, he finds a significant positive effect of rela-
tive size ( bidder to target) on bidders' CAR [-2Q 20].
Actually, Sudarsanam, Holl and Salami ( 1996) find a positive relation between relative size and the returns
to shareholders of target firms, but they define relative siae as the market value (equity) of the bidder divi-
ded by the market value (equity) of the target (bidder to target). In our study, we define relntive size as the
sales of the target divided by the sales of the bidder.
Asquith, Bmner and Mulins (1983), James and Wíer ( 1987), Bruner ( 1988), Franks and Harris (1989), Lo-
derer and Martin (1990), Datta and Datta (1995), Cakici, Hessel and Tandon ( 1996), and Billett and Ryn-
gaert (1997) find a positive relation between relative size and the retums to bidding firms. Travlos (1987)
and Cornett and De ( 1991) find a negative relation between relative size and the returns to bidding firms,
but their results are not significant.
Asquith, Bmner and Mulins (1983), Franks and Harris ( 1989), Sullivan, Jensen, and Hudson ( 1994) find a
negative relation, but their results are not significant. Sudarsanam, Holl and Salami ( 1996), and Billett and
Ryngaert (1997) find a significantly negative effect of relative size on the returns to target shareholders. Just
Davidson and Cheng ( 1997) find a significantly positive effect of relative size on the returns to target share-
holders.
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Through replacement of the incumbent management team of the target firm, the management

of the bidding firm can improve the performance of the target firm (replacement-of-

ineffrcient-managen:ent hvpothesis). The poorer the performance of the target firm prior to the

announcement of the acquisition, the greater the probability of success of improvements made

by the bidder. If a target firm is performing poorly under the current management team, a bid-

der is willing to offer a takeover bid premium. Lang, Stulz and Walking (199]) and Servaes

(1991) find that bidder returns are larger for high y bidders and low y target firms. High y

firms are likely to have positive net present-value projects. When high performing bidders

acquire low performing targets,"9 synergistic gains can be realized when, for example, ineffi-

cient target management is replaced.'"' Especially for firms that are performing well, acquisi-

tions ofother firms are supposed to be positive net present-value investments.'''

4.10.3 Leverage

Jensen's (1986) theory of free cash flow predicts that managers of firms with cash flows in

excess will have incentives to waste money on perquisites or non-profitable investment

opportunities. Instead of reducing abundant cash flows through paying out dividends,

managers acquire perquisites and buy management-specific acquisitions in order to increase

firm size. In other words, Jensen predicts that fitms are likely to waste free cash flow on

unprofitable investments. Firms with high liquidity and low leverage have high agency costs

(free-cashJlow htpothesis).

119

Izo

Gonzales, Vasconcellos and Kish (1997) test the management-inejficiency-hl.pothesis, which posits that the
management fails to utilize efficiently the firm's resources. The more inefficient a firm's management is,
the greater the probability of being a target firm. In order to test the management-inejficiency hypothesis,
they used return on equiry and change in snles (-growth) as proxyvariables for measuring poorly perfor-
ming management. They find support for the mm~agement-inejfrciencv htipothesis. The variables retm~n ai
equiry and change in sales have a significantly negative impact on the probability of a US company beco-
ming a target of foreign firms.
Walking and Edmister (1985), and Bugeja and Walter (1995) report a significandy negative influence of the
market-to-book value of the target and the returns to target shareholders. This result is consistent with the
replacement-ine~cient-management hypothesis, which predicts that the returns to target shareholders will
increase when target firms are performing poorly prior to the takeover announcement. Robinson and Shane
(1990) find also a negative result, but their results are not significant.
Morck, Shleifer and Vishny (1990) find that the returns to shareholders of bidding firms are significantly
lower when the bidding firm performs poorly prior to the takeover.
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Jensen and Meckling (1976) and Smith and Wamer (1979) discuss the stockholder-

bondholder conflict and the agency costs of debt. Debt motivates managers to be efficient and

bonds managers to pay out future cash flows. Leverage reduces agency costs of free cash flow
by reducing the cash flows available for perquisites (Jensen, 1986). From this viewpoint,

bondholders represent an element of external monitoring on corporate managers.

Jensen (1986) argues that managers endowed with abundant cash tend to invest in negative

net present-value projects, rather than to pay dividends to their shareholders. However, when

the level of leverage increases, bondholders will play a more prominent role in monitoring the

behavior of managers. Large bondholders are more likely to induce managers to limit the

waste of free cash flow than are small bondholders. Kang (1993) finds that the bidders' re-

turns increase with the leverage ratio and the loan ratio, which is consistent with the free-

cash-flow hypothesis (Jensen, 1986) and the monitoring hypothesis (Fama, 1980).

The monitoring hypothesis is also supported by Lang, Stulz and Walking (1991). They argue

that the management of highly leveraged firms is more closely monitored by its creditors. As
a consequence, these managers have a more limited cash flow to spend, which discourages

bad acquisitions."-'-

Hirschey, Slovin, and Zaima (1990) argue that the bank-firtn relationship entails considerable

monitoring of managerial decisions. Banks have relations with many other firms, which
means that banks can impart to corporate managers information from outside that is not

known to the firm. They argue that bank debt adds credibility to management's argument that

divestitures increase value. They find that firms with bank debt have significantly positive
returns. They interpret bank debt as an indication that borrowing firms are well monitored.'"
Sudarsanam, Holl and Salami (1996) provide a financial motive for acquisitions in terms of

unused debt capacity of inerging companies. They argue that the larger the difference in lev-

erage levels between merging companies, the greater the creation ofwealth from mergers.

izZ Lang, Stulz and Walking (1991) find a negative insignificant relation between bidders' return and the debt-
to-total-assets ratio. Maloney, McCormick and Mitchell (1993) find a positive and significant relation.

''`' They find no positive relation between the degree of teverage and the excess returns to the firms that dive-
sted assets.
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In the Myers and Majluf model (1984), bidding firms with plenty of slack''' should seek

slack-poor target firms with good investment opportunities. They argue that bidders with

enough financial resources"' will buy target firms with positive net present-value projects.

They suggest that bidding firms will be less leveraged than target firms, and that the larger the

difference in leverage ratios the greater will be the gains to bidding and target shareholders.''-6

The empirical results of Bugeja and Walter (1995) are consistent with the hypothesis of

Myers and Majluf (1984). They find empirical evidence that the returns to target shareholders

are positive when a slack-poor target finrt is acquired by a slack-rich bidder, and the target

firm has enough positive net present-value projects (low market-to-book- value of the target

finn).

Datta and Iskander-Datta (1995) posit that debt financing of acquisitions may be viewed as

good news for the stockholders and bad news for the bondholders. When management is con-

cemed about the expected future bankruptcy costs, they may finance very risky acquisitions

with stock and less risky acquisitions with debt. They argue that the higher the debt ratio, the

greater the risk of the bondholders. Therefore, the debt ratio is positively related to the retums

ofshareholders of bidding firms.'''

It is also argued that highly leveraged fimis lose their bargaining strength in takeovers. Hearth

and Zaima (1984) examine the influence of the financial status of divesting firms on the re-

turns to the shareholders of the divesting firm. They find that the stronger the financial posí-

tion of the seller, the larger the positive abnormal returns to the shareholders of divesting

firms. The financial position of the seller was measured by the Standard and Poor's common

stock rankings. Sicherman and Pettway (1992) suggest that divesting firms may lose bargain-

ing strength if the bidder is aware of the change in financial condition. When a firm is aware

of its declining financial strength, the costs it encounters to generate cash will increase. In or-

i za

izs
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Myers and Maljuf (1984) define financial slack as the sum of cash and marketable securities. Financial
slack also includes the amount of risk-free debt the firm can issue; thus, it includes those firms with low
gearing levels.
Firth (1980) finds that the change in the debt-equity structure of the bidding firms seems to have little or no
association with the returns to bidding firms.
Sudarsanam, Holl and Salami (1996) find no support for the Myers and Maljuf thesis.
Datta and Iskander-Datta (1995) find a significantly positive relation between the debt ratio and the returns
to shareholders of bidding firrns.
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der to raise liquidity, a firm will divest assets. A downgrading of a divesting firm's credit rat-

ing gives the bidding firm the opportunity to evaluate the weakened financial condition and to

take advantage of this knowledge in upcoming negotiations.

Financially weakened divesting firms may be forced to sell their assets at a lower price.

Sichernian and Pettway (1992) find that the returns to selling firms without downgraded

credit ratings are greater than the returns to selling firms with downgraded credit ratings. They

conclude that divesting firms gain most when they have not been downgraded. Their results

are consistent with the Myers-Majluf model, because selling-firm shareholders gain from sell-

offs when financial slack has increased and the probability ofbankruptcy has been reduced.

4.11 Cross-border acquisitions

Although globalization and deregulation of international financial markets have given a large

number of finns access to foreign markets, research on the motives for foreign acquisitions is

relatively scarce. The economics literature mentions several hypotheses such as exchange rate

changes, tax and accounting advantages, development of new technologies and managerial

know-how (research and development), market imperfections, etc. Theories on foreign direct

investments (FDI) suggest that firms will acquire foreign companies to take advantage of

market imperfections such as faulty product and factor markets (Kindleberger, 1969), imper-

fections and asymmetries in capital markets (Froot and Stein, 1991), vanquishing trade barri-

ers, the possibility of using lead positions in technological and managerial know-how, and

differences in tax regimes between countries. Eun, Kolodny and Scheraga (1996) argue that

cross-border acquisitions can be motivated by buying and internalizing intangible assets of

foreign target firms. Bidding firms can generate benefits when they use these intangible assets

on a larger scale. This motivation is aligned with the synergy hypothesis. The empirical re-

search on cross-border acquisitions is focused on US bidding and foreign target firms, as well

as foreign bidders and US target firms. Eun, Kolodny and Scheraga (1996) test the synergy

hypothesis as well as the internalization theory, using a sample of 255 cross-border acquisi-

tions of US firms during the period 1979 through 1990. In order to test the synergy hypothe-

sis, they estimate the total gains using a paired sample of 103 bidding and target finns follow-

ing the method of Bradley, Desai and Kim (1988). They show that cross-border acquisítions
create significant net benefits, as a result that supports the synerg}~ hypothesis. However, for-

eign bidding firms experienced on average a wealth reduction (although statistically insignití-
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cant), while US targets generated significant net positive gains. On the other hand, Kang

(1993) finds positive retums for Japanese bidders as well as US targets, which is consistent

with the theory of foreign direct investments (FD[).

The internalization theory posits that foreign direct investments (FDI) should occur when a

firm is able to generate wealth by intemalizing markets of its intangible assets. Firms with

technical know-how or managerial know-how can exploit these intangible assets on a larger

scale in foreign countries by acquiring foreign target firms. Morck and Yeung (1992) find

support for the internalizatiar theory. They distinguish between small and large bidders.

Smaller bidders with high research and development expenses, and larger bidders with high

advertising expenditures, create positive abnormal returns. Eun, Kolodny and Scheraga test

the reverse-internalization hypothesis, which means that bidding firms are driven by reverse

internalization of intangible assets owned by target firms. In that case, the gains of the bidding

firm will be positively related to the target's (rather than to its own) intangible assets. Bidders

acquire foreign target firms and then acquire and internalize their intangible assets. They find

that foreign bidders significantly benefit from the research and development capabilities of

US targets, a result that supports the reverse-internalization hvpotlresis. On the other hand,

Cakici, Hessel and Tandon (1996) find no significant empirical evidence between the target

firm's research and development intensity and the bidder's abnormal returns. They do find

evidence, however, of significant positive bidder wealth, when foreign firms acquire US tar-

gets - although the determinants of these gains are weak, such as tax incentives, competition,

relative size, the level of research and development intensity, the degree of overseas exposure

and the effect of exchange rate fluctuations. Froot and Stein (1991) argue that cross-border

acquisitions are based on imperfections and information asymmetries in capital markets. A

depreciation of the target's exchange rate increases the relative net wealth position of the bid-

ding firm. As a consequence, the relative cost of capital of the bidding firm will decrease.

Therefore, Froo[ and Stein (1991) predict that a depreciation of the foreign currency of the

target firm leads to purchasing advantages (lower cost of capital). Kang (1993) shows that ex-

change rate movements of the dollar (devaluation) significantly increase Japanese bidder re-

turns. Another explanation of the positive retums to bidders is the strong incentive for Japa-

nese financial institutions to monitor the performance of the bidder's management. Large debt

and bank loans (leverage) encourage the monitoring of bidder's activities and restrain manag-
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ers from acquiring value-diminishing foreign direct im~estments (FDI). Kang (1993) finds

evidence for a positive relation between the bidder's leverage and bidder's return.

Gonzales, Vasconcellos and Kish (1997) find empirical evidence for the uncten~ah~ation-

target htipothesis for US targets. They hypothesize that U.S. firms are more likely to be tar-

gets of foreign bidding firms when they are being undervalued. They use Tobin's y as a proxy

for measuring management performance. They suggest that financial markets will reward

well-managed firms with a high q-ratio. A y-ratio greater than one is interpreted as a measure

of good managerial performance, and a q-ratio below one is considered to be evidence of poor

management. Bidding firms with capable management will benefit from acquisition. Both

their benefits and total takeover gains will increase when they acquire poorly managed tar-

gets. Further, well-managed targets (high q-ratio) will gain less from acquisitions than will

poorly managed targets. They find an inverse relation between the probability of a US firm

being acquired and Tobin's q, which is consistent with the ~uxien~aluation-target hlpothesis.

4.12 Probabilitv of a takeover success

In this section, we will discuss the components that determine the probability that a takeover

attempt succeeds or fails.

In the Grossman and Hart (1980) and Shleifer and Vishny (1986) models, tender offers are

made with certainty, which means that takeover bids are high enough to succeed; otherwise,

they would fail. Hirshleifer and Titman (1990) provide a model in which tender offers some-

times do fail. They show that the probability of a successful offer increases with the bid pre-

mium and with toeholds, and decreases with the fraction of shares necessary to get control.

In this section we study the explanatory determinants of the probability that an offer succeeds.

4JZ.1 Cazcentration of owners~rip structure

Shleifer and Vishny (1986) suggest that large shareholders can monitor management tluough

infomlal negotiations with the incumbent management, and they can sometimes facilitate take-

overs by inviting third parties.

In order to make a successful offer, prospective bidding firms must negotiate with the large

shareholders of the target firm (Bange and Mazzeo, 1996). Bidders cannot ignore these large

shareholders, if their goal is to get a majority. Pound (1988) finds that management retains con-

trol if the ownership structure of target fimzs is widely dispersed. When the ownership structure
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of target finns is widely dispersed, it is very difficult for small shareholders to opposite man-

agement's decisions regarding a takeover proposal.

In the Grossman and Hart model (1980), atomistic shareholders cannot affect the outcome of a

takeover attempt. If the bid is going to succeed, then shareholders have no incentive to sell their

shares to the raider unless the target shareholder is offered the post-takeover value ofhis shares.

As a result, the bid offered by the raider cannot succeed unless the bidder pays at least the post-

takeover share price (if the takeover attempt succeeds). Bagnoli and Lipman (1988) show that

when there is a finite number of shareholders, some shareholders must be pivotal, which means

that they recognize that they may influence the likelihood of a successful takeover attempt. As

a result, large shareholders know that they may be pivotal, because they own a large fraction of

shares and their decision to accept or reject the outstanding offer has a direct impact on the

takeover outcome. If pivotal shareholders free ride and do not tender their shares, the offer will

fail. Large shareholders know that their tendering decisions affect the outcome of the takeover.

This means that the higher the concentration of shareholdings in target firms, the higher the

likelihood of a takeover's success.

Burkhart (1995) argues that large shareholders will provoke raiders to bid high and then will

force them to share their future benefits with the large shareholders. He suggests that high take-

over bid premiums will reduce the number ofsuccessful takeover attempts.

Bange and Mazzeo (1996) find an insignificantly positive relation between offer success and the

percentage ofcommon shares owned by blockholders. Nevertheless, Raad and Ryan (1995) find

a negative relation between the probability that tender offer succeeds and o~vnership concentra-

tion''-e - but their findings are not significant.

4.12.2 Managerial sharel~oldiytgs

Stulz (1988) demonstrates that an increase in voting rights controlled by management de-

creases the probability of a successful tender offer. Successful tender offers influence the

wealth of managers and outside shareholders differently. In the Stulz model (1988), the frac-

1zB Raad and Ryan (1995) define concentration of ownership as the number of outstanding shares minus the
number of shares owned by management and institutions, divided by the number of shareholders other than
management and institutions.
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tion of managerial shareholdings decreases the probability of a hostile takeover, if managers
control a sufficiently large fraction to oppose hostile takeovers. In that case, the value of
shares controlled by outside shareholders is lowest, because no tender offer can be successful.

If managers control a small fraction of voting rights, then tender offers with a small bid pre-

mium can succeed. Stulz assumes that the expected fraction of target shares tendered in-
creases with the bid premium. A bidder that faces a less steep supply curve of target shares
will find it sufficient to pay a small premium over the pre-offer target share price. In the Stulz

model, managerial shareholdings reduce the likelihood of a takeover offer. When manage-
ment owns nearly a half or more than a half of all shares, the probability of a successful hos-
tile takeover attempt is small. In that situation, tender offers will not appear until management

agrees with the terms of the takeover. Therefore, the extent of management shareholdings de-

creases the likelihood of a takeover offer, but increases the probability that once an offer is

made, it will ultimately lead to a successful takeover. Morck, Shleifer and Vishny (1988) sug-

gest that managers are less likely to maximize firm value when they have a majority. They are

able to resist unwanted takeover attempts. The low market value encourages bidders to make

takeover offers. Another reason for a positive relation between the probability of a takeover

success and managerial shareholdings is the fact that managers gain more from takeovers

when they own a larger percentage of shares. tn hostile takeovers, managers will weigh the

loss of their jobs, salaries and other compensation against the gains from a higher stock price.

When managers have large shareholdings, their personal wealth from holding shares will

largely depend on the benefits of their shareholdings.

If managerial shareholdings become large, then the gains to managers will increase and their

resistance to a takeover will be less likely. Indeed, managers often lose income, power, status,

and other non-pecuniary benefits received from managing their firms, but they are compen-

sated for these losses through capital gains from their shareholdings.

Once a takeover bid has been received, the likelihood of a successful takeover increases with

managerial shareholdings. As a result, the probability of a successful takeover attempt in-

creases with managerial shareholdings.

Walking (1985) examines 108 cash tender offers filed at the SEC during the period 1972 through

1977.

Walking uses a logit-model to estimate the influence of managerial resistance on the probability

that an offer succeeds. Managerial resistance is defined as resistance in public statements, court
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action against the bidder and the search for white knights. Walking finds that management oppo-

sition is a significant detetrent to the success ofan offer.

Mikkelson and Partch (1989) 6nd that managerial shareholdings positively affect the prob-
ability of an offer's success by the original bidder."-'' When managers enlarge their voting

power, the probability increases that the offer of the original bidder will be accepted. Holl and
Kyriazis (1997) find a positive relation between the probability of a successful bid and mana-

gerial shareholdings (but their results are not significant). Cotter and Zenner (1994) suggest

that managers with low shareholdings are more likely to resist tender offers."~They argue that
managers with low shareholdings gain less from takeovers than managers with high share-

holdings. Another explanation could be that a bidder will avoid making an offer when it
knows that management can resist the offer due to its large shareholdings.

Bethel, Liebeskind and Opler (1997) suggest that entrenched insiders deter block share pur-

chases. They argue that firms with high insider ownership will perform better. Managers of
these firms are less likely to come in contact with an activist outsider who monitors the activi-
ties of the incumbent management.

4.12.3 Institutional sharelzoldings

Pound ( 1988) analyzes institutional shareholders in proxy contests. He suggests that institu-
tional shareholders vote in favor of incumbent management because their interests often cor-
respond with those of incumbent management teams. An insurance company may own a large
portion of outstanding shares and may simultaneously act as the firm's insurer.

Pound suggests that the greater the extent of institutional ownership, the lower is the probabil-
ity of a dissident proxy initiative.

A raider may thoroughly consider his takeover action in light of the large shareholders. An
unsuccessful offer can also weaken his position if the raider's stock price declines after the

'Z9 The coefficient is significant at the 0.12 level (p-value). Mikkelson and Partch (1989) report empirical evi-
dence consistent with the predictíons of the Stulz's model. The logistic regression indicates that low mana-
gerial ownership is associated with a higher probabiliry of receiving a merger proposal or tender offec The
coefficient is -1.27 and is significant at the 0.06 IeveL Their sample of 240 industrial firms listed on the
NYSE or Amex was selected for the years 1973, 1978 and 1983.
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announcement of an unsuccessful offer. It is not inconceivable for a raider to become a target

as well. In order to prevent such a situation, a bidder should be sure about his intentions and

their consequences. Once a takeover offer is made, the probability of success should be high.

As a result, bidders may only make offers if incumbent management and large institutional

shareholders already agree with the proposals of the bidder.

Another reason for large institutional shareholders to accept a takeover offer is that the losses

are high when an offer fails. Institutional shareholders can use their bargaining power to real-

ize higher bid premiums; otherwise, they can intensify their business relationships with in-

cumbent management, if the offer is rejected. Raad and Ryan (1995) find a negative relation

between the probability of a successful tender offer and institutional shareholdings - but their

results are not significant.

4.12.4 Bid premiuni

The preemptive bidding models suggest a positive relation between the bid premium and the

probability of a tender offer success. If a bidder is offers a high premium, then the opportunity

costs of target shareholders, if they should reject such a lucrative offer, would increase. There

will always be some target shareholders who will indulge and offer their shares if the bid sur-

passes their reservation price.

With an upward-sloping supply curve, bidders need to pay a premium over the market price in

order to get enough shares. Hirshleifer and Titman (1990) argue that the probability of an of-

fer's success increases with the bid premium. Bidding fimis with high value improvements will

bid high to increase the probability that the offer will succeed, because their opportunity costs

are higher than bidders with low synergistic gains. They argue that the probability that an offer

succeeds is positively related with the initial holdings of a bidder and negatively related to the

number of target shares.

Bid premiums have a positive effect on the probability of a takeover's success. When bidding

firms face an upward-sloping supply curve of target shares, small premiums could be enough to

~;o Cotter and Zenner (1994) find a significantly negative relation between managerial shareholdings and the
probability of a tender offer rejection.
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receive control over the target firm."' As a result, higher bid premiums will increase the number
of shares being tendered and will increase the likelihood of a successful offer."'

4.12.5 Toelrolds

As shown in chapter 3, the fornial takeover model of Hirshleifer and Titman (1990) predicts a

positive relation between the initial shareholdings of the bidder and the probability of a suc-
cessful takeover attempt."' A large toehold by the bidder implies a grcater likelihood that a

takeover attempt will benefit a bidder, as he can gain on his toeholds even though he offers a
high bid premium.

Singh (1998) shows that the initial shareholdings of the bidding firm affect its strategy,
thereby influencing the outcome of a takeover contest. Bidders with an initial holding tend to
bid more aggressively; they have an incentive to overpay and bid above their own valuations.
As a conseyuence, the probability of a successful takeover is positively related to the initial
shareholdings of bidding firms. Shareholders of target firms will benefit from such takeovers
at the expense of bidders with toeholds.

Walking (1985) finds evidence that toeholds have a significantly positive effect on the prob-
ability that an offer succeeds. Walking suggests that the bargaining position of the bidder in-
creases with initial shareholdings.

Another reason for this positive relation could be that partial ownership prior to the takeover
announcement indicates a positive tenacity to obtain control over the target firni.

13' See, for instance, Walking ( 1985), Stulz (1988) and Stulz, Walking and Song ( 1990).
13' Walking ( 1985) finds an insignificandy positive relation between the bid premium and the probability of

success.
'" Chowdhry and Jegadeesh ( 1994), Ferguson (1994), Liebler ( 1997) and Singh ( 1998) also predict a positive

relation between toeholds and the probabiliry of a successful takeover attempt.
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The fear ofbeing an inactive minority shareholder could provide an incentive for shareholders

to offer their shares."'

4.12.6 Competition

In chapter 3 we discussed a number of preemptive bidding models. In order to deter counter-

offers of competing bidders, a first (high-valuation) bidder makes a high first bid. A high

takeover bid reduces the probability that other bidders will enter the takeover contest. Once

other bidders enter the takeover contest, competition between bidders reduces the chances of a

successful outcome for an individual biddec In other words, if the demand for target shares

exceeds the total number of outstanding shares, then multiple bids for a given target fitm de-

crease the probability that an offer will succeed for an individual bidder."'

Bange and Mazzeo (1996) and Holl and Kyriazis (1997) find that the number of bidders has a

significantly negative effect on the probability that an offer will succeed.

4.12. 7 Size

Palepu (1986) posits that the larger the target firni, the smaller the probability of an offer's suc-

cess. This hypothesis is based on the premise that the transaction costs will increase with the

size of target firms. The bidding firm will encounter reorganization costs in order to integrate

large target firms into its organization. As a result, larger fitms are more difficult to acquire and

their acquisition is less probable. Palepu (1986) finds a sigrtificantly negative relation between

size of the target and the likelihood of acquisition.

~iG

i3s

Walking (1985) reports that the probability of a successful tender offer significantly increases with the per-
centage of shares controlled by bidders prior to contested takeover attempts. The probability decreases with
competing bids. Walking (1985) examines 1S8 cash tender offers filed at the SEC during the period 1972
through 1977. In this research, a logit-model is used to estimate the influence of bidder ownership on the proba-
bility of tender offer success. He finds that bidder control of target shares prior to the tender offer substantially
increases the probability of a tender offer success. Further, a significantly positive correlation is noted bet~a~een
ofier success and bid premium size. The result that the probability of success rises with the bid premium and the
bidder's initial holdings is consistent with the model of Hirshleifer and Titman (1990).
Cotter and Zenner (1994) examine 131 tender offers over the 1988-1991 period from the Dow Jones News
Retrieval database of the Wal! Street Jotu.nal. Although they find that prior ownership of the bidding firm is
positively related to the tender offer success, the coefficients in the logistic regression are not significant.
Holl and Kyriazis (1997) find that toeholds of bidding firms have a positive effect on the probability of a
bid success, but their results are not significant. In their sub-sample of hostile bids, bidder toehold has a sig-
nificantly positive effect on the probability of a successful bid.
Walking (1985) finds that competition between bidders has a significantly negative effect on the probabiliry
ofa successful tender offer in contested offers.
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Powell (1997) Gnds that the smaller the target firm, the higher the takeover likelihood (which
confirms the hypothesis)."~ Raad and Ryan (1995) find also a negative relation between size
and the probability of a successful tender offer, but their results are not statistically significant.
Mikkelson and Partch (1989) find that size has a significantly negative influence on the prob-
ability that a tender offer, merger proposal, or large block purchase is made.

Table 4.12-1
Determinants of the probability that a takeover succeeds

Probabiliq~ ajtakeover success L~drpendeat variablr E.rpected sign

supply ( target) ow nership concentration t

management shareholdings t

institwional sharcholdings t

price bid premium t

demand ( bidder) toeholds t

competi[ion (-)

size sizc of target (-)

Table 4.12-1 summarizes the relationship between the probability of a takeover's success and
different explanatory variables such as the ownership structure of target finns, the bid pre-

mium, demand factors (competition, toeholds) and the size of target firms.

4.13 Summary of hypotheses

Table 4.13-1 summarizes the hypotheses from the previous sections and the implications of
the explanatory variables on the cumulative abnormal returns to target shareholders and the
shareholders of bidding firms.

t36 For friendly takeovers, the size coefficient is significant at the lo~o level.
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Table 4.13-1
Summary of supply and demand hypotheses for regression analyses

C{iapter 4

Tbeoretrca! refarions F..r ecred si ns ojex lained variable.r

F.rp(anatorrrnriubles !lfpotltesis
~AR
Ridder

CAR
Tar et

ownershi concentration H~ t (-)
mana(;erial sharcholdinQs

l
~ COin'ergerrce-of uaerPCl H5a f (-)supp y

errnenclunen( H~ (-) t

institutional shareholdin s Hn f (-)
shares ac uired su Iv curve H~ f
com etition He fHcn~ l-) }
com etition si nalin H86~ t

demand toeholds
. C'lmwdhn-Jegadeesb nradel Ha -) t
~ Sbleijer-Visbn}' nrode! H9n t (-)
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"I'able Appendix 4- 1
Empirical results of previous studies on mergers and acquisitions
This table contains previous empirical studies on mergers and acquisitions classified by type. The columns Biri-
rlingfrrrn and Target firm presents abnormal retums. The number of observations and t-statistics are presented in
brackets. If other statistical tests are used, this is also recorded in parentheses; n.a. means not uvuilahle; ~'~ '~
indicates significance at the l00~0, So~u, and lo~o levels, respectively. Weighted average abnormal returns is calcu-
lated as the abnormal returns multiplied by the number of observations of each study divided by the sum of all
observations.

Study Country Period
Event

Window
gidding firm Target firm

Panel A. Tender OCfers

Dodd and Ruback (1977) US 58-78 [0]e 2.83 20.58
(124;2.16) (133;25.81)

Huang and Walking (1987) US 77-82 [-1,0] 27.5
(74; n.a.)

Bradley, Desai and Kim ( 1988) US 63-84 (-5, t5]
0.79 28.07

(236; 1.69) (236; 51.24)

Eckbo and Langohr ( 1989) France 66-82 [-g, fgj~ r -3.21 13.54
(139; -0.79 (256; 5.13)

larrell and Poulsen (1989) US 63-86 [-20, }10]
1.29 28'99

(462; 2.35) (526; 30.50)

Loderer and Martin (1990) US 66-84 [-6,0] 0.52
(274;z-1.24)

Stulz, Walking and Song
US 68-86 [-5, t5]' -0.83 39.34

1990) (104;-0.49) (104;18.73)
(mao) ko-Adu and Smíth Canada 77-89 [-20, t10]

2527
1993

(1 ;
k:~r)

Bugeja and Walter ( 1995) Australia 81-89 [-6Q tl] -1.70 16.49
(63;-0.45) 63;4.68)

Davidson and Cheng (1997) US 81-87 [-1, t]] 14.55
(74;39.61)

Han, Suk and Sung (1998) US 74-87 (-l, tl]
-0.3

(127; -0.70)

Weighted CAAR ~.39 15.45
(I529) (1593)
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Panel B. Mer ers Biddin firm Tar et firm

Dodd (1980) US 70-77 [-20,0] 0.80 21.78
(60; 0.67) (71; I1.93)

Asquith(1983) US 62-76 [-1q,0] 0.20 13.30
(196;0.25) (211;15.65

Eckbo (1983 ) US 63-78 [-20, f 10]
1.58 14.08

(102;1.48 (57;6.97
Malatesta(1983) US 69-74 [p]~ 0.90 16.8

256;1.53) (83;17.57
Wansley, Lane and Yang (1983) US 70-78 [-40, t40J 25.84

(150; n.a.)

Dennis and McConnell (1986) US 62-80 [-19, t20]
18.63

(76; n.a.)

Huang and Walking (1987) US 77-82 [-1,0] 22.6
(101; n.a.)

JamesandWier(1987) US 72-83 [-15,{15]b
n1(60; a.)

Loderer and Martin (1990) US 66-84 [-6,0]
0.99

(1135; z-5.46

Houston and Ryngaert (1994) US 85-91 [-4,0] 2.25 14.77
(131; 6.15) (131; 13.75)

Sudarsanam, Holl and Salami
UK 80-90 [-20,}40]

-4.04 29.18
1996) (429; "') (429; ~`~"

g1 bum, Dark and Hanson US 81-90 5,0[- 1 7
997

( .440;

DavidsonandCheng(1997) US 81-87 [-l,tl] 11.60
145; 20.51

Han, Suk and Sung (1998) US 74-87 (-1, tlJ
-1.9

(127; -5.3

Weighter! CAAR 0.08 10.8!
(?93G) (14541

Panel C. Block Tradin Biddin firm Tar et t"irm

Mikkelson and Ruback (1985) US 78-80 [-1,0] 1.17 2.88
(337; 7.15) (230; 16.56)

Holdemess and Sheehan (1988) US 78-82 [-20, }10]
12.8

31; 3.9

Barclay and Holdemess (1991) US 78-82 [-40, t40J
14.6

106; "t

Sudarsanam(1996) UK 85-92 [-S,tS] 17.78
(63,.:.)

Be t9~l, Liebeskind and Opler
US 80-89 [-30, t30]

2
~

( Y~tk)146;

Weighted CAAR J.l~ l0.07
(337) (576
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Panel D. O en-market Transactions Biddin firm Tar et firm

Sudarsanam(1996) L!K Sj-92 ~-í, .5) ? ~~
(45;~"')

Panel E. Sell-offs Bidding firm Divesting
firm

Boudreaux (1975) US 65-70 [-3, tl ]` 6
138; n.a.

Alexander, Benson and
US 64-73 t30][-30 -5.42

Kam me er 1984) ,
S3; n.a.

Rosenfeld (1984) US 69-81 [-30, t30]
7.06 6.99

(30; 1.98 30; 1.78

Linn and Rozeff (1984) US 77-82 [-1,0] 1.45
(77; 5.36

Jain (1985) US 76-78 [-120, -2.01 -3.94
~120 (302; n.a.) (]043; n.a.)

Klein (1986) US 70-79 [-40, t40] 4.24
202; n.a.

Hite,Owers and Rogers (1987) US 63-81 [-50, fS0]
8.04 -3.61

SS; 2.36 S l; -0.94
Hirschey, Slovin and Zaima

US - [-1.0] 1.47
(1990) 75; 4.36
Afsha), Taffler and Sudarsanam

UK 85-86 [-10, t10]
861992 178, 15

Kaplan and Weisbach (1992) US 71-82 [-S, tS]b
-1.49 26.90

(271;""") (209;""")
Sichermann and Pettway (1992) US 81-87 [-30, t1S] 1.57 2.7?

(278; z-2 11 27g;z-3.40)
Cheng, Wallage and Davidson

US 71-87 t90][-90 -3.38 3.SS
1993 ,

(182;-1.10 182; 1.39

Corhay and Tourani Rad (1993) NL 89-91 [-2Qt20]
2.854

(52; n.a.)

Loh, Bezjak and Toms (1995) US 82-87 [-3, t3] 1.83
S9; "

Loh and Rathinasamy (1997) US 81-91 [-10, t10] 4.73
286; ")

Weighted CAAR -0.48 2.32
(lll8) (?860)
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Panel D. Mergers and Acquisitions Bidding firm Target
firm

Firth (1980) UK 69-75 M[0] -6'3 (486;(434;-5.97) 31.07)
Calvett and Lefoll (1987) Canada 71-80 (0]~ 4.9 12.4

(108; n.s.) (104; ")

Varaiya and Ferris (1987) US 74-83 [-20, t80] -3 9
(96;"'

Amihud, Lev and Travlos (1990) US 81-83 [-l,p] 0.06
120; 0.17

Haw, Pastena and Lilien (1990) US 66-80 [-20, t3] 24.83
(121;s..)

PetersonandPeterson(1991) US 80-86 [-30,0] -0.33 (Z92
(272;-0.34)

'
24.48)

Morck and Yeung (1992) US 79-88 [p]e 0.29
(322;1.86)

24.09
Smith and Amoako-Adu (1992) US 77-84 [-5, ~10] (172;

z-29.67)
Kang (1993) US 75-88 [-20, f20]

0.03 13.71
(119;0.03 (]02;4.87)

Kang (1993) Japan 75-88 [-20, t20] 0.66 12.41
(119;0.50) (102;4.09)

Sirower(1994) US 79-90 [-I,tl] -2.3
(168;-5.01)

Cheng and Chan (1995) US 85-90 [-40, t 1] 29.57
(70;11.13)

Dewenter(]995) US 78-89 [-20,}10] 23.506
(gl,~r..)

Cakici, Hessel and Tandon (1996) US 83-92 [-]0, t]0]
1.96

( I95; z-4.46)

20~-1 ~2 02Eun, Kolodny and Scheraga (1996) US 79-90 [-9, t5]' . 1
(117'-2.28)

6L59

Ocana, Pena and Robles (1997) Spain 90-94 [-20, f20] 35.18
(120;"'

Weighted CAAR -1.27 23.33
(2070) (1843)

Panel F. Privatelv Held Tar ets Biddin firm Tar et firm

Chang(1997) US [-I,0] 0'09
I31; 0.34

US [-I,O] 2.G4
I50; 7.49

Weighred CAAR L45
(28l)

five days atter the final revision; (b) bank mergers; (c) event window is defined from 8 weeks before the offer announcement through 8
weeks a(ter the of(er expiration week; (d) (oreign bidders: (e) abnormal retums in months; (t) abnormal returns in weeks; (g) chemical US
targets (h) cash offers; (i ) stock oflèrs.
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Table Appendix 4- 2
Empirical results previous studies
This table summarizes the results of previous empirical studies on corporate takeovers. Not all variables treated
in these empirical studies are discussed in this table. We select the variables from these studies that are discussed
in our studv.

Panel AL Cross-sectional analvsis of iner ers and ac uisitions:

Empirical Explanatory variables on Explanaton~ variables on
Author(s) Sample model abnormal returns of bidding abnormal returns of

firms tar et firms

Firth(1980)
US
19G9-1975 OLS Premium (-)~~~

"
n-SG3

Lcvcrage B (-) `

Asquith, Bruner
US
19SS-1979 OLS

~~~and Mullins n,-211 Mergers Rclative size (t) Relative size (t)"'
(1983) n,-54

James and Wier
US WLS

Relative size (t)~~~
(1987) 1972-1983 Bank acquisi- Competition (-) ~

n-GO [ions

US
OLS

Prcmium (-)"'
Travlos(1987) 1972-1981 Relative size TIB (-)"s

n-167 Mer er(f)"s

Bradley, Desai
US WLS Competition (-)"'

"`
Competition (t)~~~

and Kim (1988)
19G3-1984

Tender offers
Shares acquired (t)

Shares acquired (t)~~~n-23G
US Relative sire (t)

~Bruner(1988) 19SS-1979 Mergers Leverage(t)
n-428
France Market value target (-)~ Market value target (-)~~Eckbo and 19GG-1982 OLS Toehold (-)~ Tochold (t)

Langohr (1989) n,-7G Tender offers Acquired (-)"s Acquired (f)n,- I G3
UK Relative Size (f)"' Relative Size (-)"`

Franks and 19SS-198S Competition (t)"s Competition (t)~~
Harris (1989) n,-1058 OLS Tochold ~ 30I (-)"' Toehold ~ 30"~ (-)~`

n,-1898 Toehold ? 30"~ (t)"s Toehold ? 30~0 (t)~

Loderer and US
19GS-1984 OLS Relative Size (t)~~~Martin (1990) n-3190

Robinson and
US Toehold (-) ;

Shane (1990) 1972-1982 OLS MTB (-)"';
"`n-92 Levera e (f)

Competition (t)
Markct value (f) ~

~Stulz, Walking ~968 198G OLS Competition (-)~ Shares Acquired (t)
~and Song ( I 990) n- I~ Tender offers Management holdings (t)

~~~Institutional holdings (-)
Toehold (-)~~~

Cornett and De I 82-198G OLS Relative Size (-)"5(1991) n-1S2 Bank Mergers

Petry and Settle
US
1974-1983

Spearman
~ ', , Correlation Competition(t) Compe[ition(t)(1991) ~- ~

CoefTicients
n.--S~
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Panel AL Cross-sectional analysis of inergers and acquisitions:

Empirical Explanaton variables on Explana-
Author(s) Sample model abnormal returns of bidding tory variables on abnormal

firms returns of tar et firms
Bid premium:

Slusky and US OLS Competition (t)"'
"'Caves(1991) 1986-1988 Mergers Large shareholders(-)

'n-11)n Management holdings (-)
Relative Levera e T-A (t)"

Servaes ( I 991)
US
1972 - 1987 OLS Bidder tq( )"s Bidder

q(').'~
'n-384

Targe[ q(-)~ Target q(-)

Morck and Yc-
US
1978 1985

OLS
Cross-border

Small insider holdings (t)"'
"ung (19921 -

Large man. holdings (-)n-322 ac utsitions

Complete tender offers:
Market value target (t)"'

Amoako-Adu Canada OLS Competition (t)":
and Smith 1977-1 qg9 Tender offers Shares acquired (-)"'
(1993) n-160 Partial acqui- Partialacquisitions:

"sitions Market value target (-)
Competition (t)"'
Shares ac uired t '

Kang (1993)
US
1975-1988

WLS
Cross-bordcr

Leverage (t)"'

n-92 ac uisitions
Compcution (-)~

Maloney, Mc US
Cormick and 1962-1982 WLS Debt-cquity ratio (f)"
Mi[chell (1993j n-428 Acquisitions

Song and Walk- US Successfully acquired (f)
ing (1993)

1977-198G OLS Managerial owncrship in con-
"n-112 tcsted successfultakeovers(t)

Cotter and Zen- US
1988-~ 991

OLS Institutional holdings (-)~
ner (1994) n-125 Tender offers Managerial holdings (-)

Sullivan, lensen US
and Hudson 1980-1988

WLS Relative size T~B (-)":

1994 n-6G Mergers Completion (t)~

Bugeja and
Australia OLS Management holdings (-)~

'Walter(1995) 1981-1989 Complete Toehold(-)
n-78 ac uisitions Market-to-book ratio -

Cheng and Chan
US OLS Premium (f)

(1995) 1985-1990 Cross-border Size(t)"s
n-70 ac uisitions Tender offer (t "'

Datta and Datta
US OLS Relative Size (t)

(1995) 1982-1990 Partial acqui- Competition(-)"s
"n-G3 sitions Levera e (t)

Dewenter
US WLS

(1995) 1978-1989 Chemical Competition(t)"'
n- I I6 Industr

Cakici, Hessel US OLS
and Tandon 1983-1992 Cross-border Rclative Size(t)~
199G n-153 takeovers Competition (t)~

De, Fedenia and U81-1988
Non-linear LS Competition (-)'

--'Triantis(1996)
n-958

TenderOffers Sharesacyuircdi-j
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Panel Al. Cross-sectional analysis of inergers and acquisitions:

Author(s) Sample Empirical Explana[ory variables on ab- Explanatory variables on
abnormal returns ofmodel normal returns of bidding firms tar et firms

US
OLS

Related (-)
Dealsize (-)" Dealsize (t)"'

Eun, Kolodn and
y'Scheraga (1996)

1979-1990
n -1 I G

Cross-border Competition (-)~ Related (t)"`
C ),

n,-206
acquisitions Tender offer (t)"s

ompetition(t
Tender offer (t)'

Rclativc market-to-book ratio

UK
Rclativc MTB ratio (-)" (f) '

Sudarsanam, Holl 1980-1990 OLS Relative size B~T (f)" Relative size B~T (t) "
and Salami (199G) n-429 Mergers Toehold (-)"s Largc shareholder (-)"

"'Compctition (-)~ Tochold (-)
Com etition (-)~

Compctition (t)

US Competition (-)"
Log relative size (-)"'

Billett and Ryn- ~
1980-I )89

WLS
Shares sought (t)' Insututional holdings (-)~`

gaert (1997)
n-145 Tender Offers

Relativc size (t)"'
( )"r

Tochold
'Sharessough[(t)

Levera e(f "'
Davidson and US Tender offer (t)

Cheng(1997) 1981-1987 OLS Competition(-)~
"n-219 Lo relative size (t)

Suk and Sung 1974-1980 WLS Tender offer (f)"
(1997) n-205 Compctition (t)"'

Managcr controlled bidding firm...

Kroll, Wright and 1982 1991 OLS
(-)
Owncr controlled bidding firm

"'Leavell(1997) n-209 (t~
Owner-mana~qer controlled bid-
din firm (t)

Han Suk and US Tender offer (t),
Sung (1998) 1974-1987 OLS Competition (-)

"'n-253 Book-to-market ratio (t)
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Panel A2. Cross-sectional analysis of inergers and acquisitions
de endent variable: abnormal returns combined firms

Author(s) Sample Empirical model Explanatory variables on abnormal re-
turns of combined firms

Bradley, Desaiand Kim (1988)
US
19G3-1984 WLS Com etition tp O~
n-23G

Tender offers Shares acquired (t)"s

Bruner (1988)
US
1955-1979

OLS Rclative size (-)""~

n-75 Mergcrs Levcrage targe[ (-)"'

Competition (t)
Market value target (t)""

US
OLS Market value bidder(-)~~

Stulz, Walking and Song (1990) 19G8-1986
Tenderoffers

Management shareholdings (-)"s
n-104 g ( )"sInstitutionalshareholdin s

Toehold (t )~; '"
Shares ac uired (t)"

US WLS Leveragc(t)"s;
Kang (1993) 1975-1988 M~A Relative size (-)":

n-G9 Com ctition (-)"`
US ROA (bidder) (t)

Houston and Ryngaert (1994) I 985-1991 gnk Mergers ROA (target) (f)"`
'n-153 Relative size: tar eV(bidderttar et) t)

US OLS Dealsizc (-)"s
Eun, Kolodny and Scheraga (199G) 1979-1990 Cross-border acqui- Rclatcd (-)":

"n-101 sitions Compctition(t)
Tender offer (t)~

Panel B. Cross-sectional analvsis of sell-offs:

Author s
O

Sam le
p

Empirical Explanaton' variables on ab- Explanatory cariables on ab-
l fmodel normal returns of bidding firms norma returns o di~esting

tirms

Hearth and Zaima
U~79 1981

Univariate Size (t)"~
(1984) n-58 (CAR) Financialposition(t)"~

US
Klein (198G) 1970-1979 OLS Relativc Size: Divested

"'"n-137 FirmlTarget Firm (t)

Sicherman and U985 Univariatc Related sell-off (t)~
Pettway (1987) n-147 (CAR) Financial condition seller (-)":

Hirschey, Slovin 1975 1982 Univariate
Levera e 'g (-)"~and Zaima (1990) n-GS (CAR)

Afshar, Taffler and UK Relative Size DivestmenVParent
Sudarsanam 1985-1986 OLS (tJ"
1992) n-178 Financialstatus arent(-)"

Chang (1997)
US
1981-1992

WLS
Privately held

Shares acquired (f)"'
"'n-255 firms Relativc size (t)

Loh and US
Rathinasamy 1981-1991 OLS Rclative size divested

"'(1997) n-28G FirmlParcnt(t)
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I~ Panel G LoQit re~ressions:
Author(s

Hasbrouck(1985)

Walking (1985)

Palepu ( I 98C)

Mikkelson and Partch (1989)

Sample I Explained variable

US
1977-1982
n-430

Target Iikelihood

US
1972-1977
n-108
US
1971-1979
n-1G3

Probabihty ofsuccessful
contested tender offer

Targct likelihood

US
1973,1978,19 Probabilítyofsuccessful
83 acquisition
n-240

Explanatory variables
Size (-)"`
Tobm's q (-)~
Levcragc (-)~
LiquiditY (~ -
Bid premium (f)s
Toehold (t)'
Compe[ition (~
Size (-j
MTB 1-)"s
ROE (-)"`
Leverage (-)~~

Management holdings (t)"s
Markct value target (-)~
Levcragc (-)`~
Blockholders (-)"`

117

Managcrial owncrship (-)
US Institutional holdings (t)"'
1977-198G Targct likclihood Sizc (-)~
n-153 Leverage (-)"'

ROE (t)"s

Song and Walking (1993)

Shidharan and Reinganum (1995)

Bange and Mazzeo (1996)

Theodossiou, Kahya, Saidi and
Philippatos (1996)

Holl and Kyriazis (1997)

Bethel, Liebeskind and Opler(1997)

US
1978-1985 Probabilitv of a tender offer
n-91

US
1979-1990
n-448

US
1980-1989
n-144

Probability of acquisi[ion of
financially distressed firm

UK
1978-1989 Probability of a bid success
n-238

US
1981-1989
n-425

versus proxy fight

Probabihty of block share ROA target (-)~~~
purchases ( at least S Io) MTB target (-)~~~

I UK I
Powell (1997) 1984-1991 Target likelihood

n-431

Levcrage target (-)"s
Largcshareholdcr(t)~
ROA targe[ (t)"'
Market value tar e[ (t "'

Inside holdings (t)
Valuc targct (-)"`
Blockholders (t)"`
Competition (-)~~~

Debt ratio (-)~~
Nct incomeiFixed assets (t)~~

Tochold(t)~
Management holdings (-)"`
Compctition (.)~~
Size tar et (f) ~

ROE (t)"s
Size (-)~~"
Leverage(t)~
Growth(t)"s
Liquidity(-)"'
MTB (-)"s
Free cash Flow (t)~
Tangible fixed assets (t~'
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Panel D. Market valuation
Author s Sam le Em irical model Ex lained variable Ex lanato variables

Morck,Shleifer US OLS Boardownership0-5~ (})
and Vishny ( 1988) 1980 Piecewise regression Tobin's q Board ownership 5-25"~ (-)"s

n-371 Board ownershi 25-100"~0 (t)~
US

OLS Ownership 0-5"~0 (t)"'
Wruck ( 1989) 1979-1985 Ptecewtse regression pbnormal return Board ownership 5-25"~0 (-)~~

~n-48 Board ownershi 25-100~ (f}
Inside holdings ( curvilinear)'

McConnell and 197G,198G OLS
Tobin's q Inside holdings 0-5"~ (t)s

Servaes(1990) n-22GG Piecewise regression Inside holdings 5-25"óf~~"'
Inside holdines2í-I(in"~, i-~"'

mdicates sigmticance at the I"~~~. 5"i, , and 10'~o Icvels respecncely (one-tailed test),
indicates not significant;
significanl



Chapter 5

Methods and sample

5.1 Introduction

This chapter outlines the methods used in our empirical analysis. Section 5.2 describes the
event study method and includes parameter choices and statistical tests. Section 5.3 assesses
stock price reactions in sell-offs with an alternative approach for OLS-regressions. Further,
we describe our sample selection and define the variables used in our analysis. The data are
collected from several sources and compared with each other in order to get a reliable data set.

5.2 Event study methodology

The event-study approach is probably the most widely used method in finance - especially for
measuring the reaction of stock prices on firm-specific events, such as takeover announce-
ments."' In takeovers, stock returns are hypothesized to influence on the wealth of sharehold-
ers of both bidding and target firms around the announcement day.
For each security we determine an estimation period and an examination period. The estima-
tion period starts at trading day -270 and ends at trading day -21 relative to the event. The
event period (or sometimes called the examination period) starts 20 trading days prior to the
event day (t-0) through 20 trading days after the first announcement on the event day (t-0).
The length of the event period is based on the findings of previous studies. An event period of
41 days around the event day seems to be a proper window to measure the cumulative abnor-
mal returns.18

137 See Brown and Warner (1985).
13S See, for instance, Dodd (1980), Eckbo (1983) and Amoako-Adu and Smith (1993).
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Daily stock retums are used to estimate the abnormal retums associated with the takeover

event. For each security in our sample we measure the abnormal returns as Mean Adjusted

Returns, Market Adjusted Returns and Mnrket Model Rettrrns.

Stock returns are measured as follows: R,.,-
P~.~-P~.~-~fD~.~

where Pi,, is defined as the
P,.,-~

stock price for security i on day t, and D;, is defined as the dividend for security i on day t.

R;., is defined as the return for security i at day t.

For each security i, we estimate different measures of abnormal returns ARr., .

1 - '~
Menn adjusted relurns: ,ARi. ~- R;., - R; , with R; --~ Ri.,

250 ,--,,

where R; is a simple average daily return of security i in the estimation period [-270,-21 ]

Market ndjusted returns: AR;., - Ri. ~- R,~~.,

where R,~~. ~ is the market retum for day t.19

Market model: AR;., - Ri. ~-~ái t~Rn~.,~

where ái and ~ are OLS values from the estimation period [-270,-21 ].

In order to test the null hypothesis (H~: AAR,-O) that the average abnonnal return AAR~ of the

portfolio of firms in the sample for day t is equal to zero, we calculate a t-statistic by:

1
~̀ AR~~

N ;-, AAR~
lstntistirs - - - ,

s~,J N s~'-~'N

where sz - 1 ~(AR;, - AAR~) z
N-1 ;-,

ti
and AAR,- 1 ~ARi.,

N ,-,

1J9 CBS-Herbeleggingsindex.
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To test the n~dl hypothesis ( Ho: CAAR-O) that the daily abnormal return over the event win-
dow is equal to zero, we calculate the cumulative abnormal returns (CARs) over the event ín-
terval [-20,20]:

CAR; - AR;~~ t..... f AR;,. ~t~,t~~ is the event period.

We employ the following test statistics for the event period ~t~,t~~:

~~CAR
Z,n - N ,-~ - CAAR

s(CAR)~~ s(CAR)~~IN

CAAR - 1~CA2
N ,,,

where s(C9R) is computed cross-sectional on CAR;.

5.3 Cumulative abnormal returns to combined firms (CARC).

In order to measure combined abnormal returns to target and acquirer shareholders, we calcu-

late the combined cumulative abnormal returns (CARC) as the sum of the market value of tar-
get (MVT) and bidding firm (MVA) 21 trading days before the first acquisition announcement,
times the cumulative abnormal returns of target (GIRT) and respectively the acquiring firm
(CARA), divided by the sum of the market value of equity of the acquirer MVA and the target
(MVT) 21 trading days before the first announcement (t-0). The market value of target equity
is adjusted for the fraction of target shares held by the acquirer TOE at the time the acquisition
is announced.""

MVA;.CARA; f MVT;.CART;.(I -TOE;)CARC~ -
MVA;tMVT,.(1-TOE;)

'~ Bradley, Desai and Kim (1988), Houston and Ryngaert (1992), and Eun, Kolodny and Scheraga (1996).
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where

MVT~ market value of the target firm 21 days before the announcement of acquisition
IJI

li

MVA~ market value of the bidding firm 21 days before the announcement of acquisi-

[ionj;

TOE~ initial shareholdings of the bidding fitm (TOEHOLD) in acquisition j;

CARA~ cumulative abnormal retums to the bidding Grm from 20 trading days before

the acquisition announcement through 20 trading days after the announcement

of acquisition j;

CART~ cumulative abnormal retums to the target firm from 20 trading days before the

acquisition announcement through 20 trading days after the announcement of

acquisition j.

5.4 Size adjustment in sell-offs

From our sample of target companies, we selected 38 sell-offs. The returns of these sell-offs

cannot be measured directly on the stock exchange, but can be measured indirectly by exam-

ining the returns of the parent company. The abnotYnal returns of these sell-offs are measured

by taking the abnotmal returns of listed parent companies on the Amsterdam Stock Exchange;

otherwise, the sell-off is dropped from the sample. In addition, the size of the selected sell-

offs should be at least equal to 5 percent of the parent company or the bidding firm.

Although returns are indirectly measured, the stock price reaction of parent companies reflects

the announcement of the sell-off. The extent to which this new information that comes into

the stock market changes security prices depends on the impact of the corporate restructuring.

Normally, the divestiture of a relative large subsidiary will influence the operating activities

of parent companies more than the divestiture of a relative small subsidiary. After the an-

nouncement of a sell-off, the security prices of the parent company contain all new publicly

available information.

~~~ If the target firm is a subsidiary of a listed parent company, then the market value of the subsidiary is meas-
tued as the sales of the subsidiary as a fraction of the total sales of the parent company (consolidated) times
the market value of the parent company.
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Murket valtration, as a measurement for size, is not available for sell-offs. As a consequence,

we choose the variable sales as a proxy for size. For sell-offs of financial companies, such as

insurance companies and banks, the variable total assets is taken as a proxy for size. Acquisi-

tions between financial and non-financial companies are eliminated.

If in spite of the role of security prices, we take account of the relative size of a divestiture

(sell-off) compared to the size of its parent company, we have to introduce a scale factor (r,)

into our analysis."'

First we define a scale factor:

where

Vpmrnr value of the parent company;

vs~i1-~~f value of the sell-off.

To obtain AAR, , we used a weighted average (w;) :

1
-~w, (r, AR,)

AAR, - n-'~ ~
-~w,
n ;-,

where w; - 1 ,
r.

AAR, -

The advantage of this method is that it avoids the influence of very large abnormal returns and

~1
J

is stable in the domain [0,1 ].
r,

'"'- Method developed by De Jong.
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In order to adjust our cross-sectional regression model for the relative size of sell-offs, we use

weighted least squares (wls) with weights (w; - 1).
r,

Now let us define: CAR;~ - r; CAR;

The regression model with the scaled dependent variable CAR;~ is equal to:

CAR; ~-~3o f x; ij } E;

Weighted least squares ( wls) involves ordinary least squares (ols) on a transformed regres-

sion:

CAR' - Q } x ~ } q
)', Y: Y,

In other studies however, this adaptation of the OLS regressions is not made. In chapter 6 we

will show the results of the OLS and WLS regressions.

5.5 Data description

The study is based on a sample of acquisitions occurring over the period 1987-1996. The

mergers and acquisitions are collected from the Omzetcijfers en Bedn~fsconcentraties (annual

publication of Het Fi)ra)rcieele Dagblac!) and the Finrrncial Tintes Mergers and Acquisitiorrs."'

From this selection, we collected 6417 acquisitions that were announced in Het Financieele

Dagblad. We deleted 3751 acquisitions from the sample because other extraordinary events

occutred within the event period of 20 days before the announcement and through 20 days

after the announcement."' For an acquisition to be included in the sample, information about

the ownership concentration of the target company had to be available. Ownership data are

collected from the STE (Stichtu:g Toeziclu Effecteut~erkeer) file"' and artieles from Het Fi-

~a;
isi

Also, a file was used from Van Duijn ( 1992) and Bruining ( 1992).
These extraordinary events are, for example, earnings announcements, shareholders'meetings, profit war-
nings, other corporate restructuring events, insolvency of segments of the firm, management change.
Since February 1992, shareholders with holdings of 5 percent or more in Dutch listed companies are obli-
ged to disclose their holdings. The disclosure rules are determined in the law 1i'et Afetding Zeggenschnp and
are controlled by the Stichtrng Toezrcht Efjectenverkeer ISTE~.
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rtancieele Dagblad.14b The event day (r0) is identified from Het Financieele Daghlacl and is the

first day that the acquisition is publicly announced.147 The collected announcements contain the

following types of acquisitions: tender offers, mergers, sell-offs, block trading, open-nurrket pur-

chases, and acquisition ofprivatelv held targets.18 Other forms of corporate restructuring, such

as equity carve outs, and management buy-outs are not selected in our sample. This study inves-

tigates the relationship between the ownership structure ofbidding and target firnis in takeovers.

As a consequence, we do not distinguish between different types of acquisitions in our regres-

sions.149 Sell-offs are selected when the size of the divestiture is at least 5 percent of the value of

the parent company or the bidding finn. Since the market valuation of a sell-off is not available,

we chose the variable sales as a measurement of size."" For financial fim~s, the variable total as-

sets is used as a proxy for size. To be selected in the sample, the bidding firm should have the

intention buying at least 5 percent of the outstanding target shares. This may appear small, but

the control of a company lies along a continuum and varies between companies."' Acquisitions

betw~een financia] and non-financial companies are excluded and are characterized as portfolio

investments. Finally, unsuccessful acquisitions are excluded from our main sample.'s' The terin

successful refers not to the post-takeover performance of the bidding firm, but to the probability

ofan offer's success."'

146

148

149

iso

isl

is?

Both sources are checked (plausibility) and compared with each othec Ownership data before February
1992 comes from Het Financieele Dagblad.
Note that the first public announcement is not always the announcement in the press. In nearly all acquisiti-
ons, the announcement day (t-o) is pronounced the day prior to the publishing day in the newspaper.
Definitions are described in chapter 4.
In older empirical studies solely the wealth effects are measured by type of acquisition; nowadays, the im-
pact of various explanatory variables on shareholder wealth is estimated without distinguishing behveen the
types of acquisitions. See also Table 4-1.
Sales and (to a lesser extent) total assets are usually mentioned in the press announcement. Total assets are
commonly reported in acquisitions of financial firms.
See, for instance, Bradley, Desai and Kim (1988). In their sample of tender offers, the smallest percentage
of target shares purchased is 2o~0.
We drop any acquisition that is reported in the newspaper as unsuccessful within the event window because
the bidder did not get the number of target shares he wanted (if any at all) in order to realize, for example,
synergy. However, unsuccessful takeovers are included in our logit-analysis.
We still consider an acquisition as successful if the announcement of the failure is beyond the scope of the
event-window. In that case, all information within the event-window is tailored to the success of the take-
over.
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To be included in the sample, the following criteria must be satisfied:

. The acyuisition must be announced in Het Financieele Dagblad in the period 1987 through

1996;

. The bidding firm or the target firm must be listed on the Amsterdam Stock Exchange and
sufficient daily stock price data must be available;

. The ownership structure of the target company must be known;

~ Ifa sell-off is acquired, then the minimum size of the divestiture must be at least 5 percent
of the sales of the bidding firm or parent company of the subsidiary;

~ No other extraordinary events"' may appear within the event window;

. The bidding firm purchases at least 5 percent of the target shares;
~ Share transactions between financial and non-financial firms are excluded from our sam-

ple;

~ The acquisition must be qualified as successful in the newspaper during the event window.

These selection criteria reduce our sample to 221 successful takeovers."s
Table 5.5-1 reports the annual distribution of the sample from 1987 through 1996. A large
number of takeovers in our sample are sell-offs (n-84). This is also the case in our original
sample of 6417 observations of corporate restructuring. Although the financial market in the
Netherlands is well developed, only a small fraction of all corporate acquisitions are traded on
the Amsterdam Stock Exchange. Takeovers involving open corporations with widely dis-
persed share-ownership on both sides are rare. We observed in our initial sample of 6417 ac-
quisitions that the firms involved are characterized as closely held corporations, subsidiaries
and family companies.

iso For example, profit wamings, presentation of the annual repoR, and other m8ca activities.iss A strong criterion that reduces the sample is the availability of ownership data, but also the fact that a large
number of firms ( and parent companies) are not listed on the stock exchange reduces the sample enormous-
l y.
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Table 5.5-t
Frequency distribution
This table shows the frequency distribution of 221 successful takeovers in the Neiherlands from 1987 through
1996 by type of acquisition. The sample contains 159 takeovers with a bidding firm listed on the Amsterdam
Stock Exchange, and 104 takeovers with a target firm listed on the Amsterdam Stock Exchange.lsn

Year Tender Open-market Block MerQers Scll-affs' Privately held Total
offers transactions tradin tar ets'

t)87 5 0 0 0 0 0 5
1988 5 U 3 I 2 0 II
1989 7 4 I 3 4 2 21
1990 5 3 3 G 14 G 37
1991 I 4 2 3 13 5 28
1992 4 4 2 3 g 7 2g
1993 2 0 5 2 10 3 22
1994 2 0 I 2 II 3 19
1995 8 I 0 I 12 4 2G
199G 3 0 I 2 10 8 24
Total 42 IG I8 23 84 38 221

a shares ofse!!-offs and prir~nrelrGelrt rm-gers are nol traded on Ihe open market; in sell-olts, shares are held by the parent company.
and in privately held targets, shares arc hcld by management, 1'amily, or other participants.

In our initial sample, takeovers between subsidiaries predominate. Subsidiaries are generally

members of a group led by a parent or holding company. These parent and holding companies

are often closely held firms not listed on the stock exchange.

The open-market purchases (n-16) in table 5.5-1 are open-market transactions with the inten-

tion of an acquisition. Since the introduction of the act on disclosure of major holdings in

listed companies (Wet Melding Zeggerrschap) in 1992, an enormous number of share pur-

chases have been published in the newspapers. These open-market transactions may be used

for investment purposes and only a small part of these purchases can be considered as corpo-

rate acquisitions.

Dividend and daily security price infotmation was obtained from the O~ciële Prijscourmu

and proceeded from the tapes of Datastream.'s'

156

157

Note that 41 takeovers consist of both bidding and target firms listed on the Amsterdam Stock Exchange
(159 bidders t 104 target - 42 combined - 221 total takeovers).
Where Datnsn~enm has no stock price information, ihe CD-ROM datadisk Wal! Slreet (version 2.0) from
Keyx.ord Injo Svstems is used. The share prices are verified with the information published in Het Financi-
eele Dagblad and NRC Hondelsblarl. In addition, a datafile with dividend information is used from the re-
search project of Verboven (KUB, Tilburg).
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5.6 Variable description

This section presents the characteristics of our sample. We first examine the ownership struc-
ture of target companies in our sample and determine different measurements of ownership
concentration. We then define and describe the variables used in our analysis. Finally, we ana-
lyze the correlation between the variables.

Ownershrp strueture targetfirms

Throughout the study we use expressions such as managerial shareholdings, institutional

shareholdings, large shareholders, and ownership concentration. This section defines these

variables.

tilanagerial shareholdings (MAN) are defined as the total percentage of blockholdings15e

owned by members of the managerial board and the supervisory board. Blockholdings are de-

fined as shareholdings held by shareholders who own more than So~o of the target shares.

Institutional shareholdings (INS) are defined as the total percentage of blockholdings owned

by banks, insurance companies, pension funds, investment companies, and venture capitalists.

Blockholdings are defined as shareholdings held by shareholders who own more than So~o of

the target shares.

Outside blockholdings are defined as the total percentage of blockholdings owned by large

outside shareholders who own more than So~o of all outstanding shares. The term outside re-

fers to all shareholders other than management and institutional shareholders. Blockholdings

are defined as shareholdings held by shareholders who own more than So~o of the target shares.

ise Since the Dutch Act on Disclosure of Major Holdings in Listed Companies requires disclosure of all acqui-
sitions of shareholdings if these blockholdings pass thresholds of 5"~0, 100~~, 25`Y~, 50`Y , or 66 ~ ~~ . Block-
holders are defined as shareholders who own more than So~o of the target shares.
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Ownership concentration (HH) is measured by a concentration index. Demsetz and Lehn

(1985) employ two measures of ownership concentration: the percentage of a firm's out-

standing shares owned by the largest shareholders"v and an index'M' of ownership concentra-

tion.

The HH inde.r is calculated by summing the squared percentage'~' of shares controlled by

each shareholder:

,~
HH - ~ fu'

Where:

h; percentage ofshares held by shareholder i

We construct an alternative HH incie-z that is concerned with the initial holdings of the bidding

firm.'~'

HH~ -
~~~100-t.,~)' -((100-t,~)'

~h,,

Where:

h; percentage of shares held by shareholder i;

t„ fraction of initial shareholdings held by the bidder.

A property of the HH index with squared h; is that large shareholdings carry a greater weight

than small shareholdings. Small shareholdings have very little effect on the magnitude.

159

lao

161

162

We distinguish between the percentage of shares held by the largest shareholder (Hi), the three largest sha-
reholders (H3), and the five largest shareholders (HS).
The HH index (called Herfindnht-Hirsch inrlex) is a measure of dispersion and has a background in
oligopoly theory in that it measures concentration in market shares.
The fraction of shares, instead of the percentage of shares, can also be used in order to measure dispersion.
If the fraction of shares ís used, then the HH inrte.r can vary between zero and ].
The idea behind the altemative HH inriex is that, otherwise, the toeholds of the bidder tend to íncrease the
ownership concentration, although there may be no other large shareholders than the bidder himself.
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Hence, if the shareholdings of the largest shareholders are known, then an HH indes can be

computed that will vary only slightly from the actual index based upon knowledge of all

shareholdings.

An altemative measure of ownership concentration is obtained by the Theil index, which is

equal to the sum of the shares multiplied by their logarithm:

.v
T-~h,.logh;

Where:

h; percentage of shares held by shareholder i;163

Toeholds (TOE) are defined as the percentage of shares held by the bidding firm prior to the

announcement of the takeover.15J

Shares acyuired (ACQUIRED) are defined as the shares'"' purchased by the bidding firm, ex-

clusive of its initial shareholdings.'~"

Market-to-book value1b7 (MTB) is measured by market value - that is, the number of shares times
the stock market price 21 days before the announcement day, divided by the book value of equity

reported at the end of the year prior to the takeover.

Return on eyuiry (ROE) is defined as eatnings before interest and taxes, divided by the book

value of equity reported at the end of the year prior to the takeover.'"A

Return on assets (ROA) is measured by eamings before interest and taxes,"'y divided by the book

value of total assets reported at the end of the year prior to the takeover.

iw
165

i~
167
168
169

In our empirical study, we assume that if there is no blockholder, then each shareholder has l~~o of all sha-
res. In that case, the Theil inAe.r is zero ( no ownership concentration).
The data are obtained from articles of Het Financieele Dagblod around the event day (t-o).
Generally cash-flow rights.
The data are obtained from articles of Hei Financieele Dagblacl around the event day (t-0).
Accounting variables are obtained from the last annual report prior to the event day.
Accounting variables are obtained from the last annual report prior to the event day.
Earnings Before Interest and Taxes (EBIT).
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Leverage (LEV) is defined as total debt divided by the book value of total assets reported at

the end of the year prior to the takeover. ""

Market value (MV) is measured by the number of shares times the stock price 21 days before

the announcement of the takeover.

Relative size (SIZE) is defined as the total sales of the target fitm divided by the total sales of

the bidding fitm reported at the end of the year prior to the takeover. For financial institutions,

relative size is measured by total assets of the target firm divided by the total assets of the

bidding firm reported at the end of the year prior to the takeover."'

Con:petition (COMP) is a dummy variable that equals one if more than one bidder takes part

in the takeover process. "'

Foreign (FOREIGN) is a dummy variable for cross-border acquisitions that equals one if the

target or bidding fitm is a foreign fitm.

Unfortunately, in the Netherlands there is no equally weighted return index that represents the

market index. The general CBS-Herbeleggingsinrle.r of shares is used as the market proxy

(R,,,). The general CBS-Herbeleggingsir:dex is a weighted (w;,) market return index

(Laspeyres-index) of shares and is available for the whole sample period.

Table 5.6-1 presents summary statistics for ownership variables of 66 target firms."' The

ownership structure variables are obtained from articles of Het Fir:arrcieeleDagblad close to

the event day (t-0)"' and a list published by STE (Stichting Toezicht Effectenverkeer) with

disclosure of major holdings.

i io
m
nz

173

174

Accounting variables are obtained from the last annual report prior to the event day.
Accounting variables are obtained from the last annual report prior to the event day.
Note, that there could be more bidders, but they are not mentioned in the newspapers. For example, bidders
who pay large premiums can deter low bidders from making an offer. We cannot observe such low bidders.
Therefore, competition could still be present.
Thirty eight sell-offs are excluded because they are in nearly all cases highly concentrated.
ln some cases the data were obtained from a special edition of Het Financieele Dagblad, called De Omzet-
cijfers (Eigendomsverhoudingen en andere bijzonderheden).
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The average shareholding of the largest shareholder (Hi) is 26.49 percent, that of the largest

three (H3) and five shareholders (H;) is 35.840~o and 37.230~0, respectively. As expected, the

correlation between these ownership variables is very high and we can expect similar empiri-

cal results from using these alternative measures. The correlation between the concentration

indices (HH, THElL) and Hi, H3, HS is larger than 0.9. Small blockholdings have a greater

impact on the Theil index than on the HH rndex. As a result, the correlation coefficient in-

creases between the Theil Index and blockholdings (Hi, H~, and HS). However, the Ther! in-

dex and the HH r~zdex are good substitutes for each other. The results in table 5.6-1 indicate

that the average managerial (MAN) and institutional (INS) blockholdings ofour sample equal

to 6.950~o and 14.350~o are consistent with the findings in the study of De Jong (1999) for non-

financial firms listed on the Amsterdam Stock Exchange from 1992 through 1996.'T Bidding

firms have on average a large toehold (19.350~0) in target firms. The correlation between initial

shareholdings of bidding firms (TOE) and all other ownership variables is negative. Since we

adjust the Theil ifidex and HH inde.r for toeholds, the correlation coefficient is small and not

significant.

In our sample of 66 target companies, we find that in 470~0 of the firms the largest shareholder

has a stake of 250~0 or more. In 170~0 of the firms, the largest shareholder (Hi) has SOo~o or more

(a majority) of the outstanding target shares. The largest three shareholders (H3) have in 640~0

of the firms 250~0 or more of the outstanding shares. In 280~0 of the target firms, they have SOo~o

or more (a majority) of target shares. Our findings correspond with the empirical findings of

Kabir, Cantrijn, and Jeunink (1997) and De Jong (1999). Kabir, Cantrijn and Jeunink (1997)

find in their sample of 177 industrial companies listed on the Amsterdam Stock Exchange in

1992 an average of 30.80~o for the largest shareholder.'?7 De Jong (1999) finds in his sample of

non-financia] firms listed on the Amsterdam Stock Exchange from 1992 until 1996 that the

largest outside blockholder owns on average 23.770~0. This result is somewhat lower than our

176
in Managerial and institutional shareholdings

The mean of the largest shareholder ( Hl) in our sample does not differ significantly from the mean of the
largest shareholder ( Hl) in their sample of 177 companies listed on the Amsterdam Stock Exchange. we

w -k-compare the two population means and use the following t-statistics -- To get two indepen-,~ t ~ )
dent samples, we eliminate 11 observations from 1992. The null hypothesis (H,,: ]ti-1t,) is not rejected
(z--o.81).
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findings, but De Jong excludes managerial shareholdings (6.620~0). This indicates that owner-

ship concentration in the Netherlands is higher than in the US Demsetz and Lehn (1985) find

that 24.80~0 of the outstanding shares were held on average by the largest five shareholders in

the US.

We also find a negative correlation between firm size and ownership concentration (Hi, Tlrei!

index). Our evidence is consistent with Demsetz and Lehn (1985), who find a negative rela-

tion between ownership concentration and firm size for 511 firms in the US from 1976

through 1980. They suggest that the higher market value of a given fraction of the firm should

(in itself) reduce the degree ofownership concentration. In addition, they argue that, the larger

the firm, the smaller the stake that is required to obtain a given degree of control.

Table 5.6-I shows that the distribution of the variables Hi, H~, H5, management shareholdings

(MAN), institutional shareholdings (INS), market valuation (MV) and toehold (TOE) are

positively skewed, while the distribution of the concentration indices (HH inde.r and Thei! in-

dex) are negatively skewed.""

Table 5.6-2 and table 5.6-3 present summary statistics for the sample of Dutch target and bid-

ding firms involved in corporate acquisitions during the period 1987-1996. Table 5.6-2 shows

that the mean of the HH index of ownership concentration in tender offers is 2.5 and, in merg-

ers, 2.28. The ownership concentration in open-market purchases, block trades, and sell-offs

is larger than in tender offers and mergers. "''

'~e It should be noticed that the variable management shnreholdings (MAN) is highly positively skewed. In this
sample, most firms have no managerial shareholdings, but there are some firms with very high managerial
shareholdings (fourth quartile).

179 In sell-offs, the ownership concentration is extremely high because they are owned completely completely
by a holding or parent company.
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Table 5.G-?
Summarv statistics
Acquisitions of Dutch target firms classified by takeover type
This table contains 104 acquisitions (- total sample) of Dutch listed target companies from 1987 through
1996.The variables in this table are all means. Hi, H,, and HS represent the total percentages owned by the lurg-

esr (Hr), the lmgesr 3(H3J, and the Inrgest 5(Hs) inside and otnside blockholders. lnsrirurionalshareltolrlings
are the total percentage blockholdings owned by banks, insurance companies, pension funds, venture capitalists,
and investment companies. Managerin! shareholdirtgs are the total percentage blockholdings owned by the
managerial board and the supen~isory board of the target firm. O~~nership concenn-arion is represented by the
logarithmic HH irtde.r of owmership, which is calculated by summing the squared percentage of shares possessed
by the inside and outside blockholders. The toehold of the bidder is the percentage owned by the bidder prior to
the acquisition. The percenrage ojshar-es acquurd is the percentage purchased by the bidder, excluding initial
shareholdings. Marker-to-book vakre is the market value over cortunon equity of the target firm, where market
value is received by multiplying the number of outstanding target shares by its closing market price on the 2151
day before the first announcement. The retwn on assets is equal to earnings before interest and taxes divided by
the book value of total assets of the target firm. Relurn ot~er equill. is defined as earnings before interest and
taxes dívided by common equity of the target firm. Leveroge is the book value of total debt over the book value
of total assets of the target firm. The market value is expressed in millions ofguilders. Refutive si-e is defined as
the total sales of the target company over the total sales of the bidding firm. Foreigrt acrluirerrepresents the per-
centage of the total number of acquisitions with a foreign acquirer. Compcririon is the percentage of the total
number of acquisitions with multiple bidders. All accounting data were obtained from the last annual repon prior
to the atutouncement of the ac uisition.

Variable Tender 1lerger Open- market Block trad- Sell-off Total
offer purchasc inQ

Ownership structure tar~et
Largest shareholder ( Hi) 2G.28 8.4G 22.28 41.33 97.G0
Largest 3 shareholders (H~) 3G.29 18.27 30.0G 50.G0 97.G0
Largest 5 shareholders (HS) 37.G4 20.72 30.5G 52.73 97.G0
Institutional shareholdings 14.85 17.87 IS.Gh 9.G5' 0'

Management shareholdings 815 6 0' 4.58' 9.83' 0'
Ownership conccntration 2.50 2.28 2.79 3 51 1 99

Control
Toehold 17.80 I1.0' 24.90 20.83 1.32'

Shares acquircd 77.92 61.53 n I 5.98 42 90 94 92
Financial ratios taraet
Market-to-book value I.OG 2.37 1.48 I.96 2.13 3

Return on assets G.33 I 1.40 G.99 3.77 7.13 ~
Return on equity I5.94 37.646 22.17 19.53 ~ 2G.3G~

Leverage 57.32 75.93 G5.04 73.44 G5.83 d
Marketvalue 232~ 212G~ 324 375 IGS`
Relauve size 0.43 U.G7 0 59'' 0 37 n-1G t

Market
Foreign acquirer 3G.4o~ 33.3 ~0 33.30~o I G.7o~o 44.7oio

Competi[ion 21.20~ 0 6.7 ~o I G 70~o I 5 8~
Number of observanons 33 G I 5 I 2 38

Notes: all means are signiticant at the I Í level (two-tailed lesq, with the exception o( the means marked with a, b, c;
' indicates not significant;
"~` indicates significant at the 5 ~ and IOo~ levels, respectively (two-tailed tesq.
" parent or holding company

52.47
58.41
59.29
9.10
4.41
3.19

I 2.7G
70.2 I

1.71
G.73

2250
G4.S1
1219
0.43

3G.So~
I í.44~ó
104

` markel value of the selloff is computed as the sales of the subsidiary as a fraction of the total sales of the parent company multi-
plied by the market value o( Ihe parent company;

r sales of the subsidiary as a fraction of the sales o( the bidding limi
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Table 5.6-2 shows that bidding firms have (on average) a relatively large toehold in open-

market stock purchases and block trading in comparison to other mechanisms of acquisition.

Bidding firms control an average of 17.80~0 of target shares prior to the takeover announce-

ment (TOE). Further, note that bidding firms acquire (on average) a relatively small fraction

of target firms through open-market transactions and block trading.

Table 5.6-2 shows that target firms in tender offers are associated with low market-to-book

(MTB) values and low returns on equity (ROE); and bidders tend to buy low leveraged targets

(LEV) in comparison with ather types of acquisition. In sell-offs, parent companies have on

average a relatively high market-to-book (MTB) ratio of 2.13 in relation to other acquisition

forms. Target firms involved in mergers are on average larger (relative size is 0.67) and more

leveraged (leverage is 75.930~0) than target firms involved in other acquisitions. Target firms

in our sample are on average more leveraged than in the samplc of De Jong (1999). We find a

debt ratio of 64.840~0, whereas De Jong observes a debt ratio of 51.30~o for all listed firms from

1992 through 1996 in the Netherlands.1e~ Our findings with regard to the debt ratio are similar

to De Haan (1997). He finds a debt ratio of 610~o in his sample of 427 Dutch manufacturing

firms during 1983-1992. The retum on assets (ROA) of target firms in the Netherlands is on

average 6.730~0. De Jong (1999) reports for the period 1992-1996 that operating income is on

average 14.40~0. We defined retum on assets as earnings before interest and taxes over total

assets. Further, the average relative size (SIZE) of target firms is 0.43 in our sample. This in-

dicates that target firms are on average 2.5 times smaller than bidding firms. Table 5.6-2 and

table 5.6-3 show that bidding firms in tender offers are faced with the highest competition

(COMP) of21.20~o and 33.30~0, respectively.

Table 5.6-3 shows the results of our sub-sample of bidding firms. We observed a relatively

high degree of ownership concentration for target firms, which stems from the large propor-

tion of foreign acquisitions of privately held targets and sell-offs. Just as in our sub-sample of

target firms, bidding firms have a large toehold in open-market stock purchases (27.750~0) and

in block trades (20.930~0), and they purchase a relatively small percentage of shares in open-

market stock purchases (15.210~0) and block trades (37.62 0~0).

~~ If we correct our sample for sell-offs, than the debt ratio would be on average, 64.22`~0, and the return on
assets would be equal to 6.490~0.
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Table 5.6-3
Summan statis[ics
Acquisitions of Dutch bidding firms classified by takeover h pe
This table contains 159 acquisitions (- total sample) of Dutch listed bidding tirms from 1987 through 1996. The
variables in this table are all means. Hi, H,, and H~ represent the total percentages owned by the lnrgest (Hr).
the largest 3(Hi), and the largest 5(H.f) insidc and outside blockholders. Institutionrr! s'hareho(rlings are [he
total percentage blockholdings owned by banks, insurance companies, pension funds, venture capitalists, and
investment companies. tifanogeriu( shnreholdings are the total percentage blockholdings owned by the manage-
rial board and the supervisory board of the target firm. Ort'nerslrip concenh~atinn is represented by the logarith-
mic HH indes of ownership, which is calculated by summing the squared percentage of shares possessed by the
inside and outside blockholders. Toehold of the bidder is the percentage owned by the bidder prior to the acquisi-
tion. The percentnge ojshures ncquired is the percentage purchased by the bidder, excluding initial sharehold-
ings. Mrrrket-to-hook vaáre is the market value over the comrtton equity of the bidder, where market calue is
obtained by multiplying the number of outstanding shares of bidder by its closing market price on the 21" day
before the first announcement. Rettu~n on ussets is equal to eamings before interest and taxes divided by the book
value of total assets of the bidder. Renu~n orer erluitt' is defined as eamings before interest and taxes divided by
the common equity of the bidder. Leveroge is the book value of total debt over the book value of total assets of
the bidder. The market value is expressed in millions ofguilders. Relrrrit.e si~e is defined as total sales of the tar-
get company over the total sales of the bidder. Foreign targe~t is detined as the percentage of the total number of
acquisitions with a foreign target firm. Conrpc~titiar is the percentage of the total number of acquisitions with
multiple bidders. All accounting data are obtained from the last annual report prior to the announcement of the
ac uisition.
Variables Tender Merger Open- Block Privately Sell-off Total

offer market [rading held tar-
purchase Qets

Ownership structure tarQet
Largest shareholder (H~) 32.SS SS.S2 24.79 37.47 S9.IG 95.68
Largest3shareholders (Ha) 41.35 75.7G 30.99 49.89 94.04 9G.53
Largcst 5 shareholders (H~) 4193 76.51 30.99 S2.4S 94.04 9G.S3
Institutional shareholdings 15.93 14.GS I0.62 20.29 7.18` 0
Management sharcholdings 32 SS ~ 5.0' 0' G.i7' 57.16 LG9'
Ownership concentration ? GS 3.d9 3.04 3-34 39S 3.99
Control
Toehold 3.32' G.90' 27.75 20.93' 4.39` 3.31
Sharesacquircd 8G.7G 80.49 IS.21 3ZG2 82.09 90.14
Financial ratios bidder
Markct-to-bookvalue 2.80 1.74 1.G4 2.29` 2.25 2.20
Retum on assets 9.35 9.14 7.43 7.18 10.48 9.19
Return on equity 32.44 25.34 23.07 3G.SS ` 27.31 29.54
Leverage G4.84 GLSO 64.9G SS.81 58.34 G3.18
Marketvalue 5378 1387 IS276 932 14G7b 1097
Relative sizc O.SG 0.60 QG6 e 0.48 0?4 0?9
Market
Foreign target 29.2Io I S"~ I 2.5"~0 40 ~0 3G.8o~ 49.2 ~
Competition 33.3a~o S"~ 0 10"~0 7.9~o S.loi
Vumbcr of observations 24 20 8 10 38 S9
Notes: all means are signilicant at the 135 level ( two-tailed test), with the exception ol the means marked with a,b.c;
' mdicatesnotsigniticant;
'~` indicates signiticant at the Si and 10~ levels, respectively ( two-tailed tesQ.

72.3 I
78.7G
79.10
7.7s
IG.S)
3.G3

G.3G
7').42

2,22
9.31

29.03
GI.GB
1879
0.39

3G.S ~o
10.19'0
IS9
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The market-to-book ratio (2.80) and the retum on assets (9.35 percent) are relatively large for

bidding firms in tender offers.

Finally, the market value (MV) of Dutch bidding firms in tender offers is on average 5.378

million. This result for tender offers is consistent with that of De Jong (1999). He finds an av-

erage market value of 4.558 million for all firms during 1992-1996.

Table 5.6-4 and table 5.6-5 present the correlation coefficients of both sub-samples. The cor-

relation coefficients are relatively low, except for the correlation coefficients of return on eq-

uity (ROE), return on assets (ROA), and the market-to-book ratio (MTB). As we expected,

ROE and ROA have a highly positive correlation. This also applies for ROE and MTB. The

percentage of shares acquired (ACQUIRED) and the toehold (TOE) are negatively correlated.

If the initial shareholdings of bidding firnis increase, then fewer target shares are needed.

Note that the correlation coefficient between institutional target ownership (INS) and owner-

ship concentration in target firms (HH) is significantly negative in tables 5.6-4 and 5.6-5. As

a result, the larger the institutional shareholdings in the target firm, the lower the ownership

concentration in target firms. Financial institutions are primarily represented in more diffusely

held target firms.
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Chapter 6

Emperical results

6.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the results of our empirical study. The first section measures the abnor-

mal returns surrounding the announcements of takeovers in the Netherlands from 1987

through 1996. In order to compare our analysis with previous event studies, we identify dif-

ferent types of takeovers and investigate the market response to takeover announcements for

each sub-sample. In the following section, we perform a univariate analysis to test the effects

of several factors on the abnormal returns to shareholders of bidding firms and target firms.

The final step of our analysis is to use a cross-sectional study (OLS regression and LOGIT

regression) to test our hypotheses.

6.2 Abnormal returns

We use an event study to calculate abnormal returns for target-, bidder-, and combined firms.

Our empirical analysis starts with the examination of the daily average abnormal retttrns

(AAR) to the portfolio of 159 bidding firms and the portfolio of 104 target firms in our sam-

ple. The methods used to calculate abnormal returns are market model retums, mean-adjusted

retums, and market-adjusted returns.1e' The time series for the daily average abnormal returns

(AAR) and the cumulative average abnormal returns (CAAR) for the overall sample are re-

ported in table Appendix 6- l.

Table Appendix 6- 1 presents positive and significant cumulative average abnormal returns

for bidding firms and target firms during the event period of 41 days. The abnormal retums to

bidding firms are 0.620~0 on the announcement day,1e' on average, and significantly different

1e' See chapter 5 for further details.
18' In Figure 6.2-1, the announcement day is t-0.
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from zero (t-2.14). Furthermore, 57.20~0 of the observations have positive abnonnal returns

on the announcement day. The cumulative average abnormal returns over the entire event

window [-20,20] are 3.130~0, on average, and significant at the lo~o level (t-3.8?). Figure 6.2-1

displays a constantly sloped curve featuring a steeper part around the announcement day

(t-0).

Figure 6.2-1
The cumulative average abnormal returns (CAAR) of 159 bidding firms from 1987 through 1996 in the
Netherlands

Market model
.-.-.--- Market-adjusted
--- Mean-adjuzted

-IS -10 -5 0
day

5 10

,~~-~

~~~~

IS 20

Table Appendix 6-1 also details significantly positive abnormal returns to target firms. The

average abnormal returns to target firms are 7.790~0 on the announcement day (t-0). This re-

sult is statistically significant at the lo~o level (t-4.30). Furthermore, 73.10~0 of the abnormal

returns on the announcement day are positive for target firms. The cumulative average ab-

normal returns of event window [-20, 20J are 12.230~0, and significant at the lo~o level

(t-5.21). This result implies that nearly 640~0 of the CAAR over the event window [-20, 20]

are realized on announcement day. The market responds immediately to the takeover news.

Once the news has been assimilated into the stock price of the target, the CAARs remain con-
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stant (step function). This may indicate that the market reacts efficiently to publicly available

information.18J Figure 6.2-2 shows the rapid speed at which information is incorporated into

stock prices. It also appears that there is some rumor slightly before the event day, since aver-

age abnormal returns to target firms are 1.210~0, and statistically significant during the period

[-2,-1 ].

Figure 6.2-2
The cumulative average abnormal returns (CAAR) of 104 target firms from 1987 through 1996 in thc
Netherlands
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The abnormal returns for different time intervals are presented in table 6.2-1. It should be no-
ticed that the CAARs for target firms are not significantly different from zero during the post-

event window [1,20]. Figure 6.2-2 shows that the slope is horizontal after the announcement

day. The abnormal returns for target firms are generated in the pre-event period [-20,-1] and

on the announcement day. For bidding firms, the CAARs are significantly positive in the pre-

and post-event periods.

'83 In a semr-strong form of the efficient market, stock prices reflect all relevant, publicly available informati-
on.
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The cumulative average abnormal returns of the combined firm (bidder plus target) are calcu-

lated by using the method outlined in Houston and Ryngaert (1994).'"'

Panel C of table 6.2-1 shows that the CAARs for combined firms are 4.620~0 over the event ho-

rizon [-20,20], and significant at the 10~0 level (t-2.59) with 66.70~0 of observations of positive

returns. This result for combined firms is consistent with the syner~~ h}pothesis, which pre-

dicts that takeovers motivated by synergy contain positive total gains. Panel C of table 6.2-1

shows that combined firms yield a positive but insignificant cumulative average abnormal re-

turn of 0.580~0, close to the announcement day [-1,1]. This can be explained through the large

number of tender offers with negative abnormal returns to bidding firms around announce-

ment day1e` and the relative size of bidding firms. Bidding firms are on average Z.~ times lar-

ger than target firms.'"`' Figure 6.2-1 reflects the cumulative average abnormal retums of bid-

ding firms during the period 1987 through 1996.

As shown in Figure 6.2-1, the CAARs based on the market model as well as those based on

the market-adjusted model and the mean-adjusted model show the same pattern during the

event window. The CAARs increase constantly during the event window, with a more pro-

nounced increase some days before the event day through ten days after the public an-

nouncement. In the tails of the event window [-20,-10], and [10,20], the changes in CAARs

are limited.

Table 6.2-1 reports that almost 600~0 of the CAARs during the total event window [-20,20] are

obtained from the period [-5,5].

Figure 6.2-2 plots the cumulative average abnomial retums for target firms for each day. It

shows a significant change next to the announcement day.

Table 6.2-1 shows that 730~0 of the total CAARs [-20,20] are obtained during the days next to

the announcement [-1,0,1]. Immediately after that period the cumulative average abnormal

retums settled down around 120~0. The differences between the measurement models are neg-

ligible. Figure 6.2-2 depicts the immediate reaction of the stock market after a takeover an-

nouncement.

18' See also chapter 5(methodology).
185 See Table Appendix 6-2
'gb See, forinstance, Tabte 5.6-1.
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Further, Figure 6.2-2 shows that the cumulative average abnot7rtal returns change little once

the takeover announcement is made public.

Table 6.2-1 presents abnotmal returns based on the market model for bidding firms, target

firms and combined firms under different event windows. The cumulative average abnonnal

return over the total event window [-20,20] is positive and statistically significant for bidding

firms, as well as for target firms and combined firms. Note that in all three sub-samples the

percentage of positive abnormal returns exceeds 600~0. The CAARs for target firms are 12.230~0

for the total event window [-20,20].''g~ A notable finding is that near[y 850~0 of all abnormal

returns are captured during the period five days before the public announcement through five

days after the event day, and 77.90~0 of all observations have positive abnormal returns. Note

that the cumulative average abnormal returns over the period [1,20] are not statistically differ-

ent from zero.

The cumulative average abnormal returns for combined firms are calculated using a value-

weighted basket, where the weights are equal to the market value of bidding ficros and target

firms 2] days before the announcement of the takeover.

The results in table 6.2-1 show that the abnormal returns to the combined firms are 2.5"~o over

the pre-announcement period [-20, -1 ], and 2.10~0 over the post-announcement period [ 1,20].

Table 6.2-1
Abnormal returns under different event horizons
This table reports the Cumulative Average Abnormal Retums (CAAR) for bidding, target and combined firms
during different event windows based on market model returns. The sample contains 222 acquisitions from 1987
through 1996 in the Netherlands. The estimation of the CA.4R for combined firms is based on a value-weighted
CAAR of the i th bidding firm and the i th target firm, where the weights used are the market value on day (r,-1)
ofevent window [t~, t-].

Event Horizons: CAAR [-20, 20] [-20, -1] [I, 20] [-1 0 1] [-5 5]
Panel A: BiddinQ Firms ( N-159)

CAAR 3.13 1.42 1.08 0.75 I.75
t-test (3.81) "~ (?.63) ~~~ (L85) ~~ (206J ~~ (3.69) "'
positive(oIo) 6L0 62.3 59.7 55.3 G7.3

Panel B: Tar~et Firms ( N-I04)
CAAR 12.23 4.4? Q02 8.96 10.3G
t-test (5.117~~~ (4.75)~~~ (0.031 (a.9al~~~ (5.30)~~~
positive (Io) G8.3 61.5 43.3 74.0 779

187 These results are comparable with the findings of Eckbo and Langohr (1989), Bugeja and Walter (1995),
Davidson and Cheng (1997), Asquith (1983), Eckbo (1983), Malatesta (1983). Houston and Ryngaert
(1994), Holderness and Sheehan (1988), Barclay and Holderness (1991), Bethel, Liebeskind and Opler
(1997) and Kang (1993j.
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E~'ent Horizons: CA.4R [-20, 20] [-20, -1] [l, 20] [-1, 0, 1] [-5, 5]
Panel C: Combined Firms (N-41)

G1AR 4.6? 2.53 1.67 0.58 2.12
t-tcst t2.59~ ~~~ (?.SSJ ~~~ (1.78J ~~ (083J (2 l4) ~~
positi~e(o~) GG.7 GG.7 57.1 50.0 G9.0

Note: ~~~' - indicates signiticance at the I ~, 5 ~, and 10"t, Icvels, respectively (one-tailed test);

The abnormal retums reported in table 6.2-1 are based on the market model. However, it may be

of interest to examine the differences between several performance measures. In table Appendix

6-8, we test for differences in performance measures and summarize the results based on ntarket

ntodel returns, rrtemt ac justed retums, and n:cu.ket ucjusred retums for bidding finns and target

firms, and then compare the mutual differences between the perfomiance measures for different

time horizons. Table Appendix 6-8 indicates that all models report significantly positive CAARs

for bidding firms under different event windows. The mean-adjusted model yields the highest

CAARs for all windows. Panel A2 of table Appendix 6-8 shows that the differences between the

models are not significant. Until now we have observed positive cumulative abnonnal returns

for bidding finns and target firnis. In order to compare our research with previous studies, we

distinguish in table 6.2-2 among different types of acquisitions.

In table 4.9-1 we summarize the results of 58 empirical studies, measuring abnonnal returns

around acquisition announcements. Target shareholders earn ( overall) positive abnonnal re-

turns of 15.210~0, while shareholders of bidding firms achieve slightly negative returns of -

0.19o~n. The results to target shareholders are consistent with our study, ti~here we estimate

overall returns of ]2.230~~. In our study, the overall abnornial returns to bidders are 3.13~~~.

These differences in abnornial returns to bidders can be explained from the differences in the

distribution of takeover types between our study and the survey study. Relative to the survey

study, more sell-offs (with positive abnormal returns). Furthennore, the survey study in-

cludes relatively more mergers wíth lower abnormal returns.
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Table 6.2-2
Abnormal returns to bidding firms and target firms for diC(erent event horizons and types of acquisitions
This table contains the average abnortnal returns AAR for different time horizons and types of acquisitions. The
average abnormal retums are based on the market model. t-statistics are in parentheses.

Panel A: Biddinq firms [-20, 201 [-5, 5] [-l, 0, 1] [-20, -1] [I, 20]
Tender offers (,N-24) L22 -0.26 -2.04 0.75 3.15

(0.481 (-O.171 (-L561' (OS6) (1441.
Mergers (N-20) 2.39 I.61 1.43 1.43 0.35

(1.39)~ (l.ll) (1.45)~ (1.33)~ (0.?9)
Block trading (N-10) 9.29 5.79 2.13 3.90 5.08

('.531~~ (3.6I1~~ (1,59~~ (202~~~ (2.19~"
Open-market transactions (N-8) 0.75 0.71 0.78 2.20 -2.27

(0?S) (0.6?) (LIO) (L70)' (-0.911
Sell-offs (N-59) 4.09 I.12 0.95 1.28 L90

(3.OS1~~~ (LSI)~ (1541' (L1~1 (1.671"
Privately held targets (N-38) 2. I I 3.22 1.47 1.2G -Q83

11.3?l~ (3.R?l~~ (3.311)~~ ll l41 (-0.971
Total sample ( h'-159) 3.13 1.75 0.75 1.42 L08

(~.R?1 ... (3.691 ... (?.061 ~~ (~.631 ... (LRS) ~
Panel B: TarRet firms
Tender offers (~~'-33)

Mergers (N-6)

Block trading (N-12)

Open-market transactions (N-15)

Sell-offs (h'-38)

Total sample (N-104)

7.44 1.81
(3.RR1~~~ IL4R1~

I .9G -2.24
(0 90) (-3.001~~

7.71 -2.73
(3.R?1"' (-0.93)

8?9 -0? I
I;.101 ~-~ I-0. IO)

-0.38 -o.zz
(-(1.361 (-0.171
4.42 0.02

(4-75) ~~~ (0.03)

30?2
(5.9d1...

1.80
(0.701
5.04

(l SRI~
7.47

(' 17~..
2. ~10

!0. R31
I 2.23

(S ' I1 ...

24.05 222G
(S IR)... (5.10)...

4.74 2.79
(LRSI~ (?.lll~~

2.39 2.48
(l.63) (3.OÁJ~~
4.54 2.81

(L 991.. (l 36).
4.IS 2.s7

(L801~~ (I-~JS)~
10.3G 8.9G

(5.301 ~~~ (4.941'~'
indicates signiticance at the I ó, 5i , and l0i levels respectively (one-tailed test);

Note that all types of corporate restructuring reported in table 6.2-2 show positive abnormal

returns over the event period [-20, 20].

Figure 6.2-3 and figure 6.2-4 reflect the cumulative average abnormal returns to bidding firms

and target firms on different types of acquisitions.
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Figure 6.2-3
The types of acquisitions and the cumulative average abnormal returns (CAAR) of bidding firms
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Figure 6.2-3 shows that the CAARs to bidding firnis sharply decrease around the announce-

ment of tender offers. After some days, the CAARs to bidding firms climb slowly to the level

before the sharp fall.

Our results are comparable with the survey study of Jensen and Ruback (1983), and our own

survey study displayed in table 4.9-1. Jensen and Ruback (1983) calculate for target share-

holders a weighted average abnormal retutn1A8 of 29.10~o across tender offer studies. For bid-

ding firms they find a weighted average abnormal return of 3.81 a~a.

'"~ The abnormal returns are ~~~eighted by samples in ealculaun~~ the ~~~i~hted a~era~se acros the empirical
e~ent studies.
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6.2.1 Tertder offers

Panel B of table 6.2-2 shows that target shareholders receive in tender offers positive cumula-

tive abnormal returns, on average (30.220~0), which is highly significant at the lo~o level

(t-5.94) during the event period [-20, 2O].1N4 This result is consistent with the overall findings

summarized in table 49-1. In previous empirical studies, target shareholders in tender offers

received an abnormal return of 25o~0, on average. Although US and UK studies dominate in

table 4.9-1, the abnot7rtal returns to target shareholders in tender offers come very close to the

abnormal retums (30.22o~o)'v" estimated in our study. Figure 6.2-4 depicts increased CAARs to

target shareholders close to the takeover announcement for all types of acquisitions. For ten-

der offers, figure 6.2-4 shows a sharp rise of the CAARs to target shareholders around the an-

nouncement of a tender offer. Almost 75 0~0 of the total CAARs are obtained in the interval [-

1,0,1 ]. In tender offers, the CAARs for shareholders of bidding firms are relatively small

(CAAR-1.220~0) and statistically insignificant (t-0.48) for the event window [-20, 20]. Close

to the event day [-1,0,1] the CAARs are significantly negative (t`-1.56), whereas the CAARs

are positive and statistically significant (t-1.44) for the post-event period [1, 20].

6.2.2 Mergers

Mergers are accompanied by positive CAARs (1.800~0) for the event period [-20, 20], but the

results are insignificant (t-0.70) for target shareholders, and slightly significant (r1.39) for

bidding firms (2.390~0). Figure 6.2-3 shows that the CAARs to bidding firnis increase slowly

during the first days after the announcement of a mergec''"

189

iw
191

Our findings are consistent with the empirical studies of Huang and Walking (1987), Bradley, Desai and
Kim (1988), Jarrell and Poulsen (1989), and Amaoaki-Adu and Smith (1993).
See Panel B of table 6.2-2.
Table 4.9-1 shows that target firms receive statistically significant abnormal returns of 25"~o in tender offers
and 210~o in mergers. Shareholders of bidding firms neither gain nor lose in tender offers and mergers.
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6.Z.3 Block rrnding

Table 6.2-2 shows that block trading, on average, yields significantly positive cumulative ab-

norma] retums for bidding firms (9.290~0) and target firms (5.040~0) during the event window

[ -20, 20].

Figure 6.2-3 shows that the CAARs to bidding firms increase constantly during the event win-

dow. The results according to block trading are consistent with the findings in table 4.9-1.

Mikkelson and Partch (1985) find that target firms and bidding firms gain from negotiations

in block trades. The target shareholders receive a statistically positive abnormal return of

l00~0, and shareholders of bidding firms achieve a small positive return.

6.2.4 Open-nl~rrket trarrsactions

For open-market transactions,'y' the cumulative average abnormal return to target sharehold-

ers is 7.470~0 (t-2.17) during the event period [-20, 20].

Figure 6.2-3 shows that the retums to bidding shareholders sharply increase in open-market

purchases. Our results for target shareholders in Panel B are consistent with the study of Su-

darsanam (1996). He examined 45 open-market transactions in the UK during 1985 through

1992. He found that target returns are on average positive (7.3o~o) for open-market transac-

tions.

6.2.5 Sell-offs

Panel A of table 6.2-2 presents positive CAARs (4.090~0) at the lo~o level (t-3.05) for bidding

firms in sell-offs during the event window (-20, 20]. The results for divesting firms are posi-

tive (2.400~0), but not significant for the event window [-20, 20]. On the announcement day the

average abnormal returns are 30~0 (t-1.53) for divesting firms. These findings for sell-offs are

generally consistent w-ith the study ofCorhay and Tourani Rad (1993) for the time horizon

[-20, 20]. Table 4.9-1 reports that, in sell-offs, target shareholders (parent company) realize a

positive return of 2.320~0 on average, and bidding shareholders achieve returns close to zero.

19'" In open-market transactions, the bidder acquires target shares directly on the stock exchange. Block trading
appears when the bidder acquires target shares from a private offering of a large shareholder. The transmis-
sion of shares takes place in negotiations between the bidder and the large target shareholder.
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The outcomes of the survey study (table 4.9-1) for target shareholders are consistent with our

empirical study (panel B of table 6.2-2).

Table Appendix 6-7 estimates weighted average abnormal returns to divesting firms. The ab-

normal returns to divesting firms are calculated by multiplying the average abnormal returns

with a scale factor r~ - Vpnrenr
~,hich is equal to the sales of the parent company divided by

v~e~~o~-

the sales of the sell-off. The AAR on announcement day is 16.750~0, and significant (t-1.54).

The CAAR [-20, 20] is 12.870~0, but not significant.

6.2.6 Privately l:eld targetfirnts

Finally, table 6.2-2 reports positive retums of 2.l lo~o (but weakly significant ( t-1.32) during

the event-window [-20, 20] ) for bidding firms when they acquire a privately held target com-

pany. Our findings are close to those of Chang (1997).

Figure 6.2-4
Types of acquisitions and the cumulatieve average abnormal return of target firms (CAAR)
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6.3 Bid premium

We have focused on CAAR as a measure of the abnormal returns to shareholders of bidding

firms and target firms, but we could also use the bid premium as an alternative measure of

wealth. Usually, the cumulative abnormal return to target shareholders (CAR7) and the bid

premium are considered to be equivalent, but they can be biased. For example, Bradley,

Desai and Kim (1988) argue that there are reasons why CART would be systematically less

than the bid premium.193 As long as the CART window ends before the acquisition has been

executed, there exists a positive probability that the outstanding offer will fail.

Table 6.3-1
Bid Premium ( BP) and cumulative abnormal return to target shareholders (CART)
C.AR T- y„ t y ~. BP
This table reports the OLS regression tha[ estimates [he relation between the cumulative abnormal returns
(CART) to target shareholders and the bid premium. CART ís defined as the cumulative average abnormal returns
to target shareholders from 20 days before the announcement through 20 days after the announcement of the
tender offer. BP is the bid premium calculated as the bid price specified in the offer divided by the target's mar-
ket price 21 days prior to the offer announcement in terms of a percentage.

Panel A: OLS regression Ya Y~ R' F-statistic

Dependent variable CART (N-33) -0.026 0.705 0.79 118.38

t-test (-0.01) (l0.88)

Panel B: Descriptive statistics

Bid premium (Mean) 42.88

CART j-20,201 30.22

Difference in mean (BP-CAR) 12.26

~L.i51 ~

Pearson correlation rocft7cient O.S9~~~

Notes: t-statistics are in parentheses.
indicates signiticance at the 1 r~,, 5 ~, and 10~ levels, respectively (one-tailed tesq.

'y' The bid premium iï defined as the offer price of the target firm (per share) di~ ided by the share price before
the takeo~er announcement.
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In our sample of tender offers we observed a strong statistically significant correlation (Pear-

son-0.89) between the CART and the bid premium. The mean bid premium is 42.880~o for

these 33 tender offers. In comparison, our CART is 30.22a~o for this sample. The differences

between CART and the bid premium are significant.19' The estimate of the slope coefficient

(y~) of BP is 0.705, and significant at the lo~o IeveL These results are consistent with the em-

pirical findings of Bradley, Desai and Kim (1988). In their study of 52 tender offers over the

period 1981 through 1984 in the US, they find a mean bid premium BP equal to 43.030~0, and

a CART of 35.34 0~0. They estimate a slope coefficient y~ - 0.779, which is comparable with

our findings. Bradley, Desai and Kim (1988) argue that there are additional arguments why

the CART is systematically less than the bid premium BP. One explanation is that the CART is

a sum of retums, while the bid premium can be viewed as a continuously compounded return.

Another reason is that the CART is a measure of returns above a market movement and may

be sometimes negative. Some of the difference between CART and BP can be attributed to

general market movements. Further, they conclude that it is not at all clear which measure is

superior. However, for tender offers and mergers we have a bid premium, but for other acqui-

sitions there is not always public information available about the offer. We take the view that

CART is a good altemative for the bid premium.

6.4 Univariate analysis

6.4.1 Motives for tnkeovers

In chapters 2 and 4 we discussed three motives for takeovers: synergy, agency, and hubris (in-

formation asymmetry). In order to investigate which motives dominate in corporate takeovers,

we analyze our sub-sample of takeovers, where we have retums of bidding and target firms

occumng simultaneously (combined).195 The total sample of combined firms contains 42 ob-

servations. Our object is to investigate whether synergy, agency or hubris dominate in corpo-

rate takeovers. Table 6.4-1 splits the total sample of combined firn~s into two sub-samples:

194 This may indicate that the event window is too short for tender offers.'9s We follow the approach of Berkovitch and Narayanan (1993).
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one with positive cumulative average abnormal returns of bidding firms and one with negative

cumulative average abnormal returns of bidding firms. To test which motive is valid, we de-

rive correlation coefficients between the CARs of bidding firms, target firms, and combined

firms. Panel B of table 6.4-1 shows that we find significantly positive correlation coefficients

between CARs of target firms CART and combined firms CARC, and between bidding firm

CARA and combined firms CARC - both in the total sample (n-42) and in the sample with

positive CARs (n-27). The results from our OLS regressions in Panels C also suggest that the

synergy hypothesis may dominate in the total sample and in the sub-sample of positive CARs.

In the sub-sample of negative CARs'~, the Pearson correlation coefficient is negative between

the abnormal returns to bidders CARA and targets CART (-0.34), as well as between abnormal

returns to target firms CART and combined firms CARC (-0.11) - but the cotrelation coeffi-

cients are not statistically significant.

In Panel C of table 6.4-1 we find a positive relation between the target gains and the total

gains for the regressions in the total sample (n-42) and positive sample (n-27).197 In Panel D

of table 6.4-1 we find no significant relationship between the retums to bidders CARA and the

retums to target firms CART.

Our empirical study may suggest that the synergy motive dominates in our sample. However,

we should notice that the analysis is on a high level and other determinants may also influence

the takeover motives.

'~ Note that the sub-sample contains only 15 observatíons.
197 In the negative sub-sample (n-15), the regression coefficients are not significant.
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Table 6.4-1
Motives for Takeovers
This table contains the sample of combined firms, where we measure simultaneously abnormal retums of bid-
ding firms and target firms. The CAARs of combined firms are measured by pooled samples of value-weighted
abnormal returns of bidding and target firms. The values are based on the market values of bidding and target
firrrts prior to the event period. The sample of combined firms is split up into two sub-samples with positive and
negative cumulative abnormal retums for bidding firms. In Panel II, Pearson correlation coefficients are calcu-
lated between CARA, CART, and CARC. Panel C presents estimates of OLS regressions of changes in the cumu-
lative abnormal returns to combined firms (CARC) on the cumulative abnormal returns to target shareholders
(CART), for the total sample (n-42), the positive sub-sample ( n-28), and the negative sub-sample ( n-14). Panel
D shows estimates of OLS regressions of changes in the cumulative abnotmal returns to bidding firms (CARA)
on the cumulative abnormal returns to target shareholders (CART) for the total sample ( n-42), the positive sub-
sample ( n-28), and the negative sub-sample ( n-14).

Total Positive tiegative
sample sub-sample sub-sample

Panel A: Abnormal returns n- 42 n- 27 n- I S
CAAR 1-2Q,201
Bidding firms 4.43 10.41 -G.33

(1.59)... (6.It7)... (- 4.09)...
Targetfirms 13.7G 16.88 8.IG

(4.27)~~~ (3.82)~~~ (?.00)~~
Combined firms 4.G2 9.53 -4.21

(?.59)... (4.96~... (-2 01~..

Panel B: Pearson correlation coeHicients Total Positive 1legative
sample sub-sample sub-sample

CARC CART CARC CART CARC CART
Acquirer gains (CARA) U.76 0.18 0.59 O.IG -U.73 -0.34
Target gains (CART) 0.54"' O.G9"' -0. I I

Panel C: OLS regression Total Positive Negati~e
CART - a~- ~3 ~ CARC sample sub-sample sub-sample

Intercept 9,22 2,9g 7.p5
(3 1?) ~~~ (0.681 ( 1.41)~

Coefficient 0.98 1.4G -0.2G
(4.10) ~~~ (4.71) ~~~ (- O.dl)

R' 29.6~ 47.Ooro I.3~
F-srarisrics 16.83~~~ 22.15~~~ 0.17

Panel D: OLS regression Total Positive tiegatice
CART - a f~. CARA sample sub-sample sub-sample

Intercept 12.26 12.G8 2.54
(3 SS) ... (1.83)~~ 10.43)

Coefficient 0.34 0.40 -0.89
(l.l9) (t1.79) 1-~ -'yl

R` 3.40~ 2.4"I 11.3"6
F-starisrres I .41 QG2 I .65

Notes: r-statistics are in parentheses
-~ indicates significance at the I;'a, 5i, and IOi levels, respectively (one-tailed test).
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Berkovitch and Narayanan (1993) find support for the st~nergi~ li.tipothesis in their sub-sample

of positive total gains. In their sub-sample of negative total gains, they find a negative correla-

tion between target and total gains, indicating agenci~ prohlems as the reason for value-

reducing acquisitions of the bidding firm. As a result, they conclude that si~r:ergi~ is the main

reason for takeovers in their empirical study, but that strong evidence suggests that many

takeovers are motivated by ngencr and hubris.

6.4.? Ownersltip concentr-ation

Our primary focus in this study is how ownership concentration affects the wealth to sharehold-

ers in corporate takeovers. [n chapter 4, we hypothesize a negative relation between ownership

concentration and the returns to target shareholders hi target firms with widely dispersed share-

holdings (atomistic shareholders) the free-rider problem occurs, and the bid premium will be at a

maximum when a conditional offer is made (Grossman and Hart, 1980). As demonstrated in

chapters 3 and 4, bidders can make shareholders pivotal (which means that they cannot free ride

(Bagnoli and Lipman, 1988)).'yg As shareholders become large, they become pivotal and realize

that if they overcharge, the takeover will be unsuccessfui.14`'

Another argument for a negative relation beriveen the retums to target shareholders and owner-

ship concentration in target firms is that large target shareholders will monitor the management

of target firms more intensively than would shareholders in target fimis with widely dispersed

ownership. As a result of effective monitoring, the target fimi will be properly valued, and post-

takeover value-enhancing activities will be scarce. As a consequence, the bid premium and the

cumulative average abnotmal retums to target shareholders decrease with ownership concentra-

tion.

In order to test the impact of ownership concentration on the abnormal retums to target share-

holders and shareholders of bidding fimis, we classify target fim~s into three groups: those with a

shareholder who owns more than SOo~~ of all target shares (single shcu-eholder case), those with

one or more large shareholders who own more than l00~0, but less than SOo~~ of all target shares

~98 See also Holstrom and Nalebuff (1992).
'~ Shleifer and Vishny (1986), and Hirshleifer and Titman (1990) focus on the role of a bidder with a large

toehold. They predict that the bidder with a large toehold offers a tow bid premium.
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(large shareholder case), and those with shareholders who own l00~0 or less (dispersed share-

holder case).'`~

The results in Panel A of table 6.4-2 show that the cumulative average abnormal retums to bid-

ding fitms are lowest for target firms with dispersed shareholdings. The CAAR is -5.41 o~n, and

statistically significant at the So~o level. The results are consistent with the predictions of hypothe-

sis 4(H.t). The CAARs for bidding firms in the single shareholder and large shareholder cases are

positive and significant at the lo~o level. Panel B of table 6.4-2 shows the cumulative average ab-

normal retums to target shareholders. Panel B indicates increasing retums to target shareholders

as ownership concentration falls. For target firms with widely held shareholdings, the CAARs are

19.360~0, and significant at the So~o level.

Table 6.4-2
Ownership structure and cumulative average abnormal returns
This table presents cumulative average abnormal returns CAAR [-20,20] to shareholders of bidding firms (Panel
A) and target shareholders (Panel B). The ownership structure of target firms is divided into three features: sin-
gle shareholder (large shareholder who owns more than SOo~o of all shares); large shareholders (those who own
more than l0o~0, but not more than SOo~o of all shares); dispersed shareholders (those who own not more than l00~0
of all shares).

CAAR 1-20,201 Single Large Dispersed shareholders
shareholder shareholders

Panel A: BiddinQ Firms n-109 n-41 n-9
CAAR [-20,20] 3.44 4. I G - 5.41
t-test (3.51) ~~~ (?.59) ~~~ ( I 87) ~~

Panel B: Target Firms n-4fi n-40 n-18
CAAR [-20,20] 5.25 17.04 19.3G
t-test (1.62) ~ (6.00) ~~~ (?.36~ "

Panel C: Difference of ineans ( A) -(B):
CAAR [-20,20] I .81 12.88 24.77
t-resr (0.701 (3.98) ~~~ (?.08) ~~

Notes: t-test in parentheses
'' indicates significance at Ihe I ~, 5~, and 10~ levels, respectively ( one-tailed test)

The results are consistent with the predictions that ownership concentration in target firms has a

negative impact on the returns to target firms and a positive influence on the returns to bidding

firms. This result confirms hypothesis 4(1-lA).

Panel C(difference in means) of table 6.4-2 shows that target retutns in the large shareholder

case and the dispersed shareholders case are significantly higher than the retutns to bidding

firms. The results in table 6.4-2 indicate that the abnormal retums to target firms and bidding

Z~ We lacked sufficient observations to split our sample into single- and multiple-bidder cases.
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firms do not differ significantly in the single shareholder case. The single shareholder sub-
sample contains, in particular, divestitures (sell-offs). This result might suggest that shareholders

ofbidding fitms and target firms eam the same abnormal retums in corporate sell-offs.

Table 6.4-3 defines three portfolios of bidding and target firms, ranking them by ownership con-
centration of target firms. The portfolios, which are equally divided over the sub-samples, are
ranked from low to high ownership concentration.'o' The table shows how the retums to bidding
firms increase with higher ownership concentration. The results are consistent with hypothesis 4
(H.~). In [he portfolio with high ownership concentration, the returns to bidding firms are equal to

4.940~0 (t-3.90). For target shareholders, we estimate a negative relation between the abnorn~al
returns to target shareholders and the concentration of ownership in the target firm. In the portfo-
lio of low ownership concentration, the retums to target shareholders are equal to 19.060~0
(t-3.91). The differences in retums between high and low ownership concentration are for bid-

ding firms -2.830~0 (t-1.46), and for target firms 18.850~0 (t-3.56). Our findings suggest a positive
relation between ownership concentration and the retums to bidding firms, and a negative rela-
tion between ownership concentration and target retutns. The results confirm hypothesis 4(H.~).
The results are also consistent with the monitoring hypothesis, which predicts that the takeover

bid premium for target firms that are monitored by a large shareholder will be lower than if there
are atomistic shareholders. If a target firm is monitored by a large shareholder, it will be properly
valued. As a consequence, the target shareholder will receive a low takeover bid premium,'''' be-
cause post-takeover value improvements will be low.

Zo' Table 6.4-2 divides the sample into three types of shareholder cases based on a specific ownership structure.
This approach differs somewhat from the approach used in table 6.4-3, in which we divide the sample into
three sub-samples.

ZoZ Low bid premium or the equivalent: low cumulative abnormal returns to target shareholders (C,9R~.
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Table 6.4-3
Relation between ownership concentration and shareholder returns
Cumulative average abnormal retums CAAR [-20,20] to bidding firms and target fimu, and the percentage of posi-
tive CAAR [-20,20] around the announcement day for three portfolios (ranked by concentration of ownership).
The concentration of ownership in target firms is calculated by the HH inde.r.

Portfolio BiddinQ firms ( n-159) Target f'irms (n-104)
Low o~rnership concentration u-53 n-35

C-A.4R [-20,20] 2.1 1 19.06
t-test (1.44~' (3. 91 ~ ~~ ~
Percentage positive 56.6~0 82.9"~

Medium ownership concentration n-53 n-34
-CAAR [-20,20] 2.32 17.56

t-test (1.54J ~ (4.39) ~~~
Percentage positive 54.7a~o 76.5 ~

Hit;h ownership concentration n-53 u-35
CAAR [-20,20] 4.94 0.21
t-test (3. 90) "' (0 I tJ)
Percentage positive 71.7 ~0 45.7~o

Dtfference in mean ( low versus high) - 2.83 18.85
t-test (1.46) - (3 56J ~~~

Notes: t-test in parentheses

'' indicates significance at the I ~, 5 ~, and 10~~ levels, ~spectively ( one-tailed test)

6.4.3 Supply curve of target shares

Our objective is to investigate the slope of the supply curve of target shares. As a consequence of

different circumstances, such as, tax status, transaction costs, the shareholder's liquidity status,

portfolio changes, and heterogeneity in beliefs,'-o' we predict an upward-sloping supply curve of

target shares. To provide evidence for an upward-sloping supply curve, we split our sample into

a lower part, where bidders purchase no more than 66 o~n of all target shares, and an upper

part, where bidding firms purchase a supermajority (~ 66 0~0).

zo3 persons (1994), Stulz, Walking and Song (1990) and Bradley, Desai and Kim (1988).
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Table 6.4-4
Supply curve of target shares
This table shows the cumulative average abnormal returns CAAR [-20,20] for target shareholders and the per-
centage shares acquired by the biddec The sample contains 66 observations of market transactions such as tender
offers (n-33), mergers (n-6), block trading (n-12), and open-market transactions (n-15). The supply curve is
split up into a lower part, where bidders purchase not more than 66 o~o of all target shares and an upper part,
where bidding firms purchase a supermajority (~ 66 0~0). For estimating the lower and upper part of the target
supply curve, we use OLS regression with the cumulative average abnormal returns CAAR [-20,20] to target
shareholders as the dependent variable.

Panel A: OLS regressions Lower part Upper part
Dependent variable: CAAR ~-20,201 supplv cune supplv curve
Intercept 14.29 -58.37

(3.32) ~~ (-1 071
Shares acquired' ( 66`'~"I ) -0.20

(-1.?8)
Supermajority' (~ 66''~oio) 0.85

(L50)~

Nurnber oJObserrarions ?3 43
F-statistres 1.63 ? ?6
R' 71ï 51 `r

Panel B: Abnormal returns
CAAR [-20,20]

Lower part Upper part Differences in means
7.14 23.63 I 6.49

(1.77J... (5.44) ... t?.64) ...
Notes: t-[estin parentheses

'~ indicates signiticance at the 1 ~, 5~ , and 10ó levels. respectively (one-tailed tesq;
' total shares purchased, induding toeholds

In table 6.4-4 we use OLS regressions to estimate separately the slope of the lower and upper

parts of the target supply curve. We make a distinction in the supply curve, where bidders ac-

quire a gualified majority 66 0~0 (supermajority) of all target shares."" Table 6.4-4 shows that

a negative slope coefficient (y--0.20) is estimated for the lower part of the supply curve. Note

that the coefficient is not significantly different from zero. For the upper part of the supply

curve we estimate a positive and statistically significant slope coefficient (y-0.85; 1-1.50). If

we compare the CAARs to target shareholders for the lower and upper parts of the supply

curve, we find a significantly (1-2.64) positive difference between the means (16.490~0). For

the target shares in the upper part of the supply curve, the abnotmal returns are 23.630~0

(t--5.44).

Z~ As illustrated in chapter 4, we expect that the bidder faces an increased slope of the supply curve when he
acquires a qualified majoriry of target shares (because the bidder has to acquire more shares from target sha-
reholders with high reservation prices). With a supermajoriry, the bidder can enforce important decisions in
the targe[ firm.
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The previous empirical results provide evidence of an upward-sloping supply curve of target

shares. These results are consistent with the empirical findings of Bradley, Desai, and Kim

(1988), Eckbo and Langohr (1989), Stulz, Walking and Song (1990), Song and Walking

(1993) and Billett and Ryngaert (1997).

6.4.4 Types of ncquisition

In the previous section we specified an upward-sloping supply curve of target shares. We now

investigate two types of acquisitions: tender offers and open-market transactions. We will test

the prediction that target shareholders benefit more from tender offers than from open-market

purchases. [n tender offers, bidders offer a price that is equal to the reservation price of the

pivotal shareholder in order to gain control over the target firm. This price will be higher than

the reservation price of all shareholders who are on the lower part of the supply curve. These

shareholders receive a part of the bidder's surplus. We predict that the cumulative average

abnormal returns to target shareholders will be higher for tender offers compared with open-

market purchases. Note that open-market transactions are situated on the supply curve. In that

case, target shareholders get their own reservation price.

Table 6.4-5 presents the abnonsral retums of bidding firms and target finns for tender offers

and open-market transactions. As shown in panel A, bidding firms gain from tender offers

(1.220~0) and open-market transactions (0.750~0), but the results are not significant. The differ-

ences between tender offers and open-market transactions are small (0.470~0). In tender offers,

the bidding firm acquires 90.OSo~o of target shares, whereas the percentage acquired in open-

market transactions is smaller (42.960~0).

Panel B shows that target shareholders gain significantly (t-5.94) in tender offers, where they

receive abnormal retums of 30.220~0. In open-market purchases, the abnormal returns are posi-

tive (7.470~0) and significant at the So~o level. The differences between tender offers and open-

market purchases are significant (t-11.19).
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Table 6.4-5
Types of acquisitions: Tender offers versus open-market purchases
This table presents the influence of tender offers and open rnarket purchases on cumulative average abnormal
retums CAAR [-20,20] to shareholders of bidding firms and target firrns. Total shares ncquired by bidders are
equal to the mean percentage acquired by bidders. The sample of 159 takeovers of bidding firms contains 24
tender offers and 8 open-market transactions. The sample of 104 takeovers of target firrns contains 33 tender
offers and 15 open-rnarket transactions.

Tender offers Open-market Differences
purchases

Pancl A: BiddinQ tirms
CAAR [-20.20]

Total shares acquired (mean)

Panel B: Target tirms
CAAR [-20,20j

Total shares acquired (mean)

Notes~. t-test m parentheses

n-24 n-8
I .22 0.75 0.47

(0.48) (0?S~ (0. I0~
90.05 42.96 47.09

(18.28) ~~~ (6.44~ "' (A01) ~~~
n-33 n-15
30.22 7.47 22.75

I5.94)"' (2.17~" (287~"'
95.73 40.88 54.85

(39.50) ~~~ (8.21~ ~~~ (I1 191 ~~~

~~ indicates sigmticance at the I a, 5rb , and 10`sb le~~els, respecu~ely tone-tailed test)

Our results suggest that target shareholders might gain more from tender offers than from

open-market transactions; a bidder makes an offer to all target shareholders and he pays more

than the reservation price of each individual target shareholder. We should notice that the

number of shares acquired in open-market transactions is smaller than in tender offers. If we

suppose an upward-sloping supply curve, then the abnormal returns to target shareholders will

be higher. It is obvious in table 6.4-5 that bidders acquire more shares in tender offers than in

open-market transactions.

This indicates that bidders are higher on the supply curve in tender offers. In order to exclude

the influences of an upward-sloping supply curve, we should test the differences in returns

between tender offers and open-market transactions in pairs of equal share purchases. Unfor-

tunately, the number of pairs is too small to test this hypothesis.

6.4.5 Size

Our objective in this section is to investigate whether the size of target fitms relative to bid-

ding firms influences the abnormal returns to shareholders of either fitTn. The financial litera-

ture suggests that bidding firms can benefit from economics of scale - with benefits increasing

with the size of the target firms. In order to test the benefits accruing to a bidding firm when it

acquires a target firm, we examine the relation between relative size and the cumulative aver-

age abnormal retutns to bidding firms.
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Table 6.4-6
Relative size (TargetBidder) and cumulative average abnormal returns to target and bidding sharehold-
ers
The following table presents statistics of relative size on the cumulative average abnormal retums C,4ARs
[-20,20] to target firms and bidding firms. Relative size is equal to net sales of target firms divided by net sales
ofbidding firms. The sample is split into hvo groups: one in which the sales of target firms are less than or equal
to SOo~o of the sales of bidding firms, and one in which the sales of target firms are more than 50~~~ of the sales of
bidding firms.

Size S 50~ Size ~ 50~ Dif'ferences
Bidding Firms' n-11G n-40
C.4AR(-20,20) 2.21 5.70 3.49

(? 43~~~~ (3.06)~~~ ll 84~"
Target Firms n-G8 n-34
CAAR(-20,20) I 2. I 4 I 2.40 0.2G

(3.731 ~~~ (4.051 -~~ (0.05~
Notes: a 3 data are not available in the samplc of bidding lirms hi-159);

b 2 data are not available in the sample of target lirms (n-104);.....
- indicates signilicance at the I;5~, and ~'Z~ levels, respeclively (one-tailed test)

In table 6.4-6, we define relative sre as the total sales of target firms divided by the total sales

of bidding firms.'~5 The sample of relative size is split up into two groups: relative size less

than or equal to SOo~o, and relative size greater than SOo~o.'-"`' Table 6.4-6 shows that the differ-

ence in abnormal returns to bidding fitn~s is significantly higher (3.490~0; t-1.84) for large

takeover targets. These results might suggest a positive relation between the cumulative aver-

age abnormal returns to bidding firms and relative size. This is consistent with the hypothesis

that bidding firms benefit from takeovers of relatively large target fitms, because of the bene-

fits from economies of scale. Our findings are consistent with Jarrell and Poulsen (1989), As-

quith, Bruner and Mullins (1983), James and Wier (1987), and Loderer and Martin (1990).

Furthermore, we find also a significantly positive cumulative abnormal return of 120~o for tar-

get firms in both sub-samples. However, the two sample means are not statistically different

from each other; they are based on the t-statistics (t - 0.05) for differences of sample means.

Thus, based on the univariate analysis in table 6.4-6, we find no support for a relation between

the cumulative abnormal returns to target firms and relative size.

zos For acquisitions between financial companies, total assets are used as a proxy for size.
z~ It is suggested that bidders can realize synergy ( economies of scale) when the target firm is relatively large

(for example SOo~o of the bidders' size)
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6.5 Cross-sectional analvsis

In this section we will test our hypotheses by regressing the cumulative abnormal returns to

shareholders of bidding and target firms on several characteristics."" The cumulative abnor-

mal returns are measured with the market model over an event period of -20 to 20 days sur-

rounding a successful acquisition announcement. We also regress the combined cumulative

abnormal returns defined by a value-weighted portfolio of bidding and target firms on several

characteristics. Finally, we test the probability of an offer's success by using a LOGIT model.

We examine the results of the regression models, focussing on five issues: ownership vari-

ables of target firms, control variables, financial variables, and market variables.

6.5.1 Regression nrodels of bidding firrns

In this analysis, the returns to bidding firnis are regressed against various measures of owner-

ship and other control variables; the returns to shareholders of bidding firms are also re-

gressed against financial and market variables.

In table 6.5-1 we estimate different regression models. Regression model 1 contains all vari-

ables. In model 2, we change the control variable into shares acc~uired, and exclude the vari-

able leverage (not significant). In model 3, we separate the variable total slrares crcquired into

toeholcf and shares acqr~ired. Model 4 contains an alternative variable for the concentration

index.

The primary hypothesis investigated here is whether concentration of the ownership structure

influences the returns to bidding firms. In target firms with high oit~rrership conceirn~atiorr,

bidders can make some shareholders pivotal.'~R' ji9 Ownership concentration is measured by

the logarithm of the HH inde.r,'"' adjusted for the initial shareholdings of the bidding firm.

The results in table 6.5-1 support hypothesis 4(H~). The positive relation is highly significant

(at lo~o the level), and consistent with the predictions of Grossman and Hart (1980), Shleifer

?08

zu9

zio

See table Appendix 6-9 for target firm characteristics and the abnormal returns to acquinng and target
firms.
Pivotal means that an individual shareholder knows that his actions (acceptance or rejection of a takeover
proposal) influence the takeover outcome.
This hypothesís is supported by Shleifer and Vishny (1986), Bagnoli and Liprnan (1988), Holmstróm and
Nalebuff (1992), and Grossman and Hart (1980).
The Herfindahl-Hirsch index is measured by the sum of the squares of individual ow~ners (percentage).
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and Vishny (1986), Bagnoli and Lipman (1988), and Holmstrám and Nalebuff (1992). In the

OLS regression model (4) we use a dummy variable for dispersed ownership. The coefficient

of dispersed ownership is negative (-11.048) and significant (t--3.16). This provides evidence

that the returns to bidding fitms increase when shareholders of target firms are widely dis-

persed.'" This is consistent with the atomistic shareholders case of Grossman and Hart

(1980). Our findings are consistent with the empirical study of Slusky and Caves (1991), who

find a significantly negative relation between the bid premium and large shareholders.

In regression models (1) and (2), the independent variable management shareholdings meas-

ures the percentage of shares owned by all managers. The relation between the percentage of

shares owned by managers and the returns to bidding shareholders is negative (t--1.24 and t--

1.34, respectively). Stulz (1988, 1990) argues that bidders need a larger fraction of shares

from atomistic shareholders when managers refuse to offer their shares. Our estimates are

weakly significant (yo~5~--0.032; t~~s~--1.34) and support the errtrenchmeut htpothesis (Hzb).

Morck and Yeung (1992) find a significantly negative relation between the retums to bidding

shareholders and large managerial shareholdings. For small inside shareholdings they find a

significantly positive relation.''' Our findings are consistent with the prediction of Hypothesis

Sb.

In order to test the role of institutional shareholders, we regress in models (1) and (2) the per-

centage of shares held by institutional shareholders on the retums to bidding firms. We find a

positive relation between institutional shareholdings and the returns to bidding firms. The es-

timated coefficients are significant at the So~o level. The results are consistent with Hypothesis

6(H6). Target firms with large institutional shareholders are well monitored and properly val-

ued. As a consequence, bidding firms will pay a small bid premium above the going market

share price of the target fitm.

In particular, we find no significant relation between the percentage of oertside blockholdings,

initial shareholdings, and leverage on the returns to bidding firms.

Z" Dispersed ownership means that no shareholder owrts more than l0oió of all target shares.Ziz Slusky and Caves (1991) find a significantly negative relation between bid premium and management sha-
reholdings.
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Table 6.5-1
Regression estimates of the cumulative abnormal returns to bidders
This table contains OLS estimates of the effects of ownership characteristics of target firms, control variables of
bidding firms, fmancial variables, and market variables on the cumulative abnortnal returns (CAR) to the share-
holders of bidding firms. The cumulative abnormal returns are estimated over -20 to 20 days surrounding suc-
cessful acquisition announcements (t-statistics in parentheses). Corrcenrrntion oxnership is the logarithm of the
HH inrle.r of large shareholdings adjusted for toeholds, Monngement shnreholdings are the percentage of shares
held by management; lnstitutionul shureholdings are the percentage of shares held by banks, insurance compa-
nies, pension funds and other institutional shareholders; Outsirle blockholdings are all other shareholders who
own more than So~o of all outstanding shares; Toeholri is the percentage of shares held by the bidder prior to the
takeover announcement; Shares ucquired is the percentage of shares acquired by the bidder; Totnl shnres oc-
qtdred (including toeholds) is the percentage of all shares acquired by the bidder; Murket-to-book is the loga-
rithm of the rnarket value of the bidder dívided by the book value; Levernge is total debt divided by total assets;
Relntive size is the logarithm of the sales of the target firm divided by the sales of the bidder; Foreign is a quali-
tative variable that equals one if the target firm is a foreign company, and equals zero o[herwise; Comperitiorr is
a qualitative variable that equals one if there are multiple bidders, and equals zero otherwise.

INDEPENDENT ~"ARIABLES OLS I OLS 2 OLS 3 OLS 4
Intcrccpt -11.125 -10.G95 -S 514 3.í78

(-1.931.. i-?.-i5)... I-LSII~ (1.231
Ownership variables tarket
Concentrationownership 4.103 4.032 3.479 -11.048'

( ~ 43)... (3-40~ ... (J-96) ... ~-3.16) ...
Management shareholdings -0.030 -0.032 - -

(-1. -'41 (-l 34).
Institutional shareholdings 0.075 0.074 - -

(1 77) ~~ (1.76J ~~
Outside blockholdings -0.007 -0.004 - -

I-o.?ll (-0-1,)
Control variablcs
Toehold - - -0,013 -

(-~. -'3)
Shares acquired - 0.043 0.038 -

l l. 63) Il J 9~
Total shares acquired Q038 - - OA48

(1?ll ll 55) ~

INDEPENDENT ~'ARIABLES OLS I OLS 2 OLS 3 OLS 4
Financial variables acquirer
Market-to-book value -G.033 -S.G12 -5.870 -5.829

I-2- I?J -~ I'.03~ .. I-2.05) .. (- ~. I ll ..
Leverage 0.003 - 0.006 -

(0.06~ (O l l~
Relative size 3.0G0 3.127 3.18G 2.992

t1. l81
,. (' ?Sl -, t- 'S) ..

t-. t5l
..

Market v ariables
Foretgn acquisition -3.350 -3.G71 -3.275 -2.733

(-1.85) ~~ (-?.03~ ~~ (-1.77~ ~~ ~-L53?) ~
Competition 5.303 5.019 4.199 3.G71

(1.93) ~~ (1.85) ~~ (LS?I ~ (l 37) ~

Number ojObservations I SG I5G I5G I SG
R' I 6.24 ro 1 G.9"~o I 3.88"~o I 3.7"~0
F-srarisrics 2.81 ~~~ 3.30~~~ 2.9G~~~ 3.94"'
Whire-test (F-statistics) 0.35 0.38 0.47 0 22

No[e: -` ' indicates significance at the I ~, 5 ~, and 10"ó levels, respectively ( one-tailed tesQ;
a indicates a dummy variable (or dispersed owTership; vanable is equal to one i( dispersed ownership occurs in the

target firm, which means that there are no sbareholders who have more than I0~ ownership. A shareholder with S"~ó
ownership is not considered to be a large shareholder.
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The estimates in table 6.5-1 indicate a positive relation between the percentage of shares ac-
quired by bidders and the returns to bidding firms. The results are only significant for regres-

sions (2) and (4). The findings of previous empirical research are ambiguous, Billett and Ryn-
gaert (1997) and Bradley, Desai and Kim (1988) find a positive relation,'" while De, Fedenia
and Triantis (1996), and Eckbo and Langohr (1989) find a negative relation.'"

Figure 6.5-1 depicts in a three-dimensional graph how ownership concentration and the per-

centage of shares acquired by the bidder affect the retums to the shareholders of bidding

firms.

Figure 6.5-1
The relation of ownership concentration and the percentage of shares acquired on the cumulative abnor-
mal returns to bidding firms (C'AR,4)

z~3 Billett and Ryngaert (1997) find a positive relation between the shares sought and the returns to bidding
firms. Bradley, Desai and Kim (1988) find also a positive relation, but their results are not significant.zia Only the empirical results of De, Fedenia and Triantis (1996) are significant.
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OLS regression:

CARA - -7.64 t 0.03 ACQUIRED } 2.25 OWNERSHIP

(-1.75)~~ (1.14) (1.97~~~

RZ 4`j,

F-statistics 3.23~~

Number of observatiofts 159

t-statistics in parentheses

CARA cumulative abnormal returns to shareholders of bidding firms;

ACQUIRED percentage of shares acquired by bidding firms;

OWNERSHIP ownership concentration of target firms (log. adjusted HH iitdex)

Figure 6.5-1 plots in a 3-D graph the relation between ownership concentration and the per-

centage of shares acquired by the bidder on the returns to bidding firms. Note the observation

that appears at the SOo~o level. At this level the returns to biddíng firms are relatively low for

target firms with dispersed ownership (HH incle.r - 0). The OLS regression shows that there is

a significantly positive relation between the returns to shareholders of bidding firms and the

concentration of ownership structure. The estimates in table 6.5-1 indicate a significant nega-

tive relation between market-to-book value of the bidding firm and the returns to bidding

firms. Takeover announcements of acquirers that are performing well result in low abnormal

returns to shareholders of bidding firms. The results suggest that shareholders of such bidders

expect a lower contribution of the target firm to the future performance of the bidder. We

would expect that bidders with high market-to-book values have large growth opportunities

(positive net present value projects) and we would expect that shareholders of such bidders

will earn positive abnormal returns. Our results are in contrast with the findings of Servaes

(1991). We propose that relative size '15 has a positive effect on the returns to bidding firms.

Zis Relative size is defined as the net sales of target firrns divided by the net sales of bidding firms.
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In all regression models we find a positive and significant relation at the So~o level. This result

supports the hypothesis that bidding fitms gain more from large takeovers. These findings are
identical with the empirical studies of Asquith, Bruner and Mullins (1983), James and Wier

(1987), Bruner (1988), Loderer and Martin (1990) and Datta and Datta (1995)."b The regres-
sion models in table 6.5-1 indicate that cross-horcler ucquisrtrons are wealth-reducing actions

for bidding firn~s. In all regression models we estimate a negative coefficient for the dummy

variable foreign crcquisilion.

Finally, we find that bidders earn positive abnonnal returns in multiple bidder contests. These
findings suggest that bidders are attracted by targets with large post-takeover opportunities
(Hypothesis 8bi). Most empirical studies find no signiticant relationship between competition
and the returns to bidding fimis."'

6.5.2 Regressioia niodels of target fif7rls

Table 6.5-2 presents a cross-sectional analysis of the abnonnal returns to target finns ob-
served during the announcement period. Models 1-3 regress abnormal returns of target firms
against ownership variables, control variables, financial variables and market variables for the
total sample of takeovers (n-104).''x Models 4 and 5 regress abnormal returns of target firms
involved in mergers, tender offers, block trading, and open-market transactions. In model 4
and 5 sel]-offs ( n-38) are excluded. The reason for this exclusion is that we cannot estimate a
regular supply curve of shares when these shares are not traded on the stock exchange.
All models in table 6.5-2 are statistically significant at the lo~o IeveL The OLS regression
models have an Rz of around 300~0. To accomplish the relation between abnotmal returns and
ownership concentration, we construct an ownership-based HH iicclex for each firm at the time
of the initial acquisition announcement. To measure an ownership-based HH irrcle.r, we square

Zib Billet and Ryngaert (1997), Cakici, Hessel and Tandon (1996) and Frank and Harris (1989) find also a posi-
tive relation, but their results are not significant.

21 See, for instance, Bradley, Desai and Kim (1988), Frank and Harris (1989), Stulz, Walking and Song
(1990). Petry and Settle (1991), Kang (1993), Datta and Datta (1995) and Cakici, Hessel and Tandon
(1996). On the other hand, Slusky and Caves (1991) and James and Wier (1987) find a significantly negati-
ve effect of competition on the returns to bidding firms.

'-1e ~rhe number ofobservations in the OLS regression models 1-3 are loaer than n-104, due to missing ~aria-
bles.
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all block-holdings of target firms, then sum them and adjust them for initial shareholdings of

bidding firms."9 The large shareholcler htpothesis (H~) suggests a negative relation between

the abnormal retums to target shareholders and the concentration of ownership. If large share-

holders do not tender their shares, or tender them only for high premiums, they run the risk

that they may receive no takeover premium at all. Large shareholders know that their shares

may be crucial for a successful offer. Consequently, we would expect that large shareholders

lower their reservation prices with the prospect that the offer will succeed; otherwise, they

might not receive any premium at all. The opportunity costs of missing a takeover premium

increase when large shareholders own a larger fraction of target shares. An altemative hy-

pothesis for a negative relation between the abnormal retums to target shareholders and large

block-holdings is monitoring. Due to a free-rider problem, only large shareholders are moti-

vated to undertake monitoring activities and other costly control activities. Shleifer and

Vishny ( 1986) argue that atomistic shareholders have no incentive to monitor incumbent

management because monitoring costs are high in comparison with the benefits of holding

one share. On the other hand, large shareholders gain from actively monitoring target firms.

As a result, target firms with large shareholders are valued properly, and acquirers are unwill-

ing to pay large takeover premiums because post-takeover value-enhancing activities will be

lower. The results in table 6.5-2 show that ownership concentration has a strong negative im-

pact on the abnormal returns to target firms ( yorsr--8.995; yorss--12.021). The coefficient of the

ownership concentration variable is highly significant (torsr--3.46; t~rss--2.79). Our findings

support the large shareholder htipothesis (H:y) or nronitorirrg lz.ypothesis. Sudarsanam, Holl

and Salami ( 1996) estimate a negative coefficient ( y--0.18; t--2.30) that supports the efficient

monitoring hypothesis (Ha~.""

z~9 Another measure of concentration is a Thei! inclex. The results with a Thei! index are almost equal to the
results with a HH iralex. In our regressions, we use the logarithm of the HH index.

Zzo Their sample contains 429 observations of UK mergers from 1980 through 1990.
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Table 6.5-2
The influence of ownership concentration and percentage of shares acquired on the cumulatieve abnormal
returns to bidding firms (CAR.4)

OLS regression:

CART - 33.82 f 0.16 ACQUIRED - 10.30 OWNERSH)P

(4.6~
NYi ~2.50)... (-4.53)...

RI 17r

F-statistics 10.61 ~~~

Number of observations 103

t-statistics in parentheses

CART cumulative abnormal returns to target shareholders;

ACQUIRED percentage of shares acquired by bidding firms;

OWNERSHIP ownership concentration of target finn (log adjusted HH index)
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We propose that bidders face an upwar~l-sloping supph~ curve of target shares. In order to test

the slope of the supply curve, the percentage of shares acquired by the bidder on the returns to

target shareholders. The estimated coefficient on the fraction of target shares purchased is

positive (yot5i-17.50~0; y~~.~~-19.2oIo) and significantly different from zero ( t~~5i-2.20;

totS4-2.01). The positive coefficients are consistent with a positivelv slopi~tg supplt~ curt~e of

target shares. By comparison, Bradley, Desai and Kim (1988) report a statistically significant

coefficient on the fraction of target shares purchased (y-16.70~0; t-4.26). Their sample con-

tains 236 successful tender offers between 1963 and 1984 in the US. In regression model 3 of

Table 6.5-2, the estimated coefficient on the total fraction of target shares purchased''' is

16.80~0, which is close to the coefficient estimated by Bradley, Desai and Kim (1988). Stulz,

Walking and Song (1990) also find a statistically significant relation in their sample of ]04

successful tender offers from 1968 through 1986 in the US (y-10.70~0; t-1.49). In addition,

Eckbo and Langohr (1989), Song and Walking ( 1993), and Billett and Ryngaert (1997), and

Amoako-Adu and Smith (1993)"'- find a positive relation between the returns to target share-

holders and the percentage of target shares purchased by the bidder. Figure 6.5-2 depicts the

relation between ownership concentration (OWNERSHIP) in target firms and the percentage

of shares purchased by bidding firms (ACQU[RED) on the cumulative abnotYnal retums to

target shareholders.'-'-' The advantage of this 3-D surface plot is that it shows simultaneously

the influence of an upward-sloping supply and the impact of ownership concentration on the

returns to target shareholders. Both variables have a significant effect on the returns to target

shareholders. The coefficient of (ACQUIRED) is equal to 0.16 (t-2.50), which is comparable

with the coefficient estimated by Bradley, Kim and Desai ( 1988) and Stulz, Walking and

Song (1990)."' The surface plot of Figure 6.5-2 also shows that the abnormal returns to target

shareholders increase when a bidding fim~ gets controlling power (60-800~0) in a diffusely held

zzi
zzz

zzs

Including the initial shareholdings of the bidder.
The coefficient for percentage of target shares purchased by bidder is positive and statistically significant
for partial acquisitions. In their sub-sample of complete acquisitions, the relation between the abnormal re-
turns to target shareholders and the percentage of shares purchased by the bidder is negative, but insignifi-
cant.
The vertical axis represents the cumulatíve abnormal returns to target shareholders (CART). We do not per-
form a scaling for CART because the statistical package S-Plus 2000 depicts relative values in surface plots
on the vertical axis.
Bradley, Kim and Desai ( 1988) estimate a coefficient equal to 0.167, and Stulz, Walking and Song (1990)
estimate a coefficient equal to 0.1675 in the single-bidder sample.
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target company (HH ir:de.r -0). Further, we regress the abnotmal returns to target firms on

managenrent shareholdings, irtstitutional shnreholdings, and other outside blockholders.

Table 6.5-2
Regression estimates of the cumulative abnormal returns to target firms
This table contains OLS estimates of the effects of ownership characteristics of target lirnLS, control variables.
financial variables of target firms, and market variables on the cumulatice abnormal returns (CAR) to the share-
holders of targets. The cumulative abnormal returns are estimated over -20 to 20 days surrounding successful
acquisition announcements. Coucentrarion ownership is the logarithm of the Htl index of large shareholdings,
adjusted for toeholds; hlanagement shm~eholdings are the percentage of shares held by management; Institu-
tiorral shareholdings are the percentage of shares held by banks, insurance companies, pension funds and other
institutional shareholders; Outside blockholdings are all other shareholders who own more than 5"~0 of all out-
standing shares; Toeho(d is the percentage of shares held by the bidder prior to the takeover announcement;
Shares acquired is the percentage of shares acquired by the bidder; Tota( shares acquired (including toeholds) is
the percentage of all shares acquired by the bidder, h9arket-to-hnok is the market value of the target divided by
the book value; Levrrage is the total debt divided by total assets; Re(atire size is the logarithm of the sales of the
target firm divided by the sales of the bidder; Foreign is a qualitative variable that equals one if the bidding firm
is a foreign company, and equals zero otherwise; Cornpetition is a qualitative variable that equals one if there are
multiple bidders, and equals zero otherwise; (t-statistics in parentheses).

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES OLS 1 OLS 2 OLS 3 OLS 4 OLS 5
Intercept 4G.163 46.492 38.566 42.OOS 49.579

(3A8)... (3.351... (?98)... ( ~ ~l).. (3.05)...
Ownership variables[arRet
Concentration ownership -8.995 -8.596 -7.7G7 -9.093 -12.021

(-3.46).,. (-3.69)`.. ( 3 471... t-l 93).. I-2.79)...
Management shareholdings -0.099 -0.04~ -O.OG9 -0.224 0.079

(-0.59) (-018) (-Q44~ (0.85) (0.38)
Institutional shareholdings 0.405 - 0.405 0.3G9 -

(3.13)~~~ (3.29)~~~ (1.73)~~
Outside blockholdings 0.139 0.242' 0.123 0.100 0.404'

(l.?4) (?.8l)~~~ (1.19) IOA6i (2.90)~~~
Control variables
Toehold 0.080 - - 0.05G

(0.60) (0 36)
Shares acquired 0.175 - - 0.192

(?'0)~~ ('.Ol)~~
Total shares acquired - 0.158 0.168 -

(-.00)~~ (?.l8)~~
Financial variables of tarQet

0.I57
(1.73)~~

Market-to-book value -0.907 -I.005 -0.988 -0.525 -0.847
(-0.71) (-0.79) (-0.80) (o ?6) (-0 44)

Leverage -0.357 -0.361 -0.299 -0.333 -0.3G5
(-?.40)... (-2.41)... ( ~ ~7)... (-1.75)~ ( ~ ~ ) .

- 7~
Relative size 0.236 0.212 - -5.0G3 -

(o. 07) (o. 07) I- l. oa)
1larket ~ariables
Foreign acquisition

Competition

1.22G -
(0. 2 7)
1.367 -
(0.1?I

Numberofobservations 97 97
R' 30.5 ~0 26.Saro
F-sralisrics 3 38~~~ 4.6G~~~
White-resr (F-sraristicsl Q85 0.93

- 0.711
(o.ll)

- 5.934
(0.67J

99 GO
28.9ia 35.3~
5.29... 2.38...

0.90 1.19
Note: ~~ indicates significance at thc 1 ~, 5~ , and IOoG, levels, respectively (one-tailed test);

GO
2s.s~
4.07 ~ ~~

I .34

a outside blockholdings including institutional shareholdings
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The coefficient on munagerial ownership is in all regression models not statistically signifi-

cant. Cotter and Zenner (1994) and Bugeja and Walter (1995) find also a negative relation

between the abnormal returns to target shareholders and managerial ownership.'- Cotter and

Zenner (1994) estimate a negative coefficient (y--0.20; p-0.06) in their sample of 125 tender

offers. Their results are comparable with our estimates in regression model 4, where we esti-

mate a coefficient of y~tss--0.224. Stulz, Walking, and Song (1990) regress the variables ini-

tial, munagenrent, and instit:ctional s{tureholdings, as well as the percentage of shares ac-

quired on the abnormal returns to target shareholders. They find a Rz of 280~0, which is compa-

rable to the Rz reported in table 6.5-2.''b We hypothesize that a rise of ittstittttionul shurehok!-

irigs is associated with an increase of monitoring activities. Monitoring of incumbent man-

agement implies that targets are highly valued prior to the takeover announcement. As a con-

sequence, the incremental post-takeover value creation for bidding firms will be small, and

the bidding firm may not be willing to pay a high premium. For this reason, we expect a nega-

tive relation between itatittuiotra! shcrreholciings and the abnormal returns to target firms. Ta-

ble 6.5-2 shows that the estimated coefficient of institutional shareholdings does not have the

predicted sign. The contradictory results on iratitutional shareholdittgs may indicate that in-

stitutiona] shareholders offer their shares only at high premiums."' In contrast with our find-

ings, Stulz, Walking and Song (1990) find a signifcantly negative relation.78

The coefficient of the toeholc! variable is positive, but not signiGcantly different from zero.

Eckbo and Langohr (1989) and Franks and Harris (1989)'29 find a positive relation between

initial shareholdings and the returns to target shareholders.""

Target firms with high market-to-book values prior to the takeover announcement operate ef-

ficiently or have large growth opportunities. As a consequence, bidders have only limited op-

portunities to increase post-takeover value of the target firm. This lowers the takeover pre-

zzs
226

„y

iiq

zao

Stulz, Walking and Song (1990), Song and Walking (1993) find a significantly positive relation.
Their sample contains 104 observations of successful tender offers from 1968 to 1986 in the US. Our sub-
sample of tender offers, mergers, block trading, and open-market transactions contains 66 observations and
an RZ for models 4 and 5 of 35o~o and 290~0, respectively.
An alternative explanation may be that large institutional shareholders have bargaining power (HSgfeldt and
Hágholm, 2000).
Billet and Ryngaert (1997), and Cotter and Zenner (1994) find a negative relation, but their results are not
significant.
Franks and Harris (1989) find a positive relation for toeholds greater than or equal to 300~0, and a negative
relation for toeholds below 30a~o.
Stulz, Walking and Song (1990) estimate a significantly negative coefficient.
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mium that bidders can afford to pay and suggests a negative relation between the returns to

target shareholders and the market-to-book value. Table 6.5-2 shows that a high market-to-

book value of target firnis decreases the returns to the target firm. The negative slope of the

coefficients is consistent with hypothesis that bidders will pay a lower bid premium over the

prevailing market price because the post- takeover value-enhancing opportunities are lower.

However, the coefficient is not significantly different from zero. Bugeja and Walter (1995)

and Robinson and Shane (1990) find a negative relation.'" In the regression models, we find

that if the leverage of target firms increases, then the cumulative abnormal retums to target

shareholders decline. This may indicate that the post-takeover value-enhancing opportunities

for bidders are small as a result of efficient monitoring by bondholders (nronitoring Irypothe-

sis). Apart from that, Hearth and Zaima (]984) argue that highly leveraged target firms lose

their bargaining strength in takeovers. As a consequence, shareholders of target firms will get

a lower bid premium. The estimated coefficient of leverage is significantly negative (yorst--

0.357; totst--2.40), which is in line with the monitoring and Jree-cashflow hypotheses. Our

findings are consistent with the results of Robinson and Shane (1990), who find a negative

relation between the bid premium and leverage; but their results are not significant.'-''- The co-

efficient of relative size in table 6.5-2 is not significantly different from zero. The findings in

previous empirical studies are ambiguous. Asquith, Bruner and Mullins (1983), Sudarsanam,

Holl and Salami (1996), Davidson and Cheng (1997), and Cheng and Chan (1995) find a

positive relation, whereas Frank and Harris (1989), Sullivan, Jensen and Mudson (1994), and

Billett and Ryngaert (1997) find that relntive size negatively influences the returns to target

shareholders. To test the impact of cross-border acqaeisitions on the returns to target share-

holders, we use a dummy variable that equals one if the offer is made by a foreign bidder, and

zero otherwise. The estimated coefficient of the cross-border dummy variable is positive, but

not significantly different from zero (totSr-0.27; totS4-0.11). We also estimate the association

between competition and the abnormal returns to target shareholders. A positive slope coeffi-

cient indicates that target shareholders gain from multiple-bidder contests. As shown in table

23i Sudarsanam, Holl and Salami (1996) find a significantly positive relation between the relative market-to-
book value and the returns to target shareholders.
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6.5-2, the estimated coefficient of the competition dummy variable is positive, but not signifi-

cantly different from zero (tor.,r-0.22; torS.,-0.67). The prior empirical literature indicates that

competition between bidders increases the returns to target shareholders.'" In our sample we

estimate indirectly the returns to target shareholders when a parent company disposes of as-

sets, or sells off a division. It is argued in financial research that stock prices ín an efficient

market reflect all publicly available information directly after the sell-off announcement. An

adjustment for size is not necessary. [t is implicitly argued that the relative weight of a sell-off

is incorporated in the stock price reaction of the parent company. Weighted least squares re-

gression analysis is conducted in order to estimate how the size of sell-offs affects the abnor-

mal returns to target shareholders. First, we multiply the original CARs with a scale factor

L'pnreni 1
r; - ; we then estimate the scaled CARs with weighted least squares, using w; -- as

vserr-n~ r;

weights. Table 6.5-2~ 1 presents the regression results using weighted least squares.''1 In gen-

eral, the regression results remain the same in comparison with the results of table 6.5-2.

The signs of the coefficients remain unchanged, but the significance level varies for some

variables. The significance level of the coefficient of owitersTtip conceittratioi: decreases, but

the variable still remains significant in WLS models 2 and 3.

zas

zia

Billett and Ryngaert (1997) find a significantly positive relation between the target equity abnormal returns
and liability~equity ratio of 145 US cash tender offers during 1980-1989.
Bradley, Desai and Kim (1988), Frank and Harris (1989), Stulz, Walking and Song (1990), Petry and Settle
(1991), Amoaku-Adu and Smith (1993), Dewenter (1995), Eun, Kolodny and Scherega (1996), Billet and
Ryngaert (1997) and Suk and Sung (1997) report a positive relation between competition and the rerurns to
target shareholders. Sudarsanam, Holl and Salami (1996) and Davidson and Cheng (1997) estimate a nega-
tive relation, but their results are not significant.

1
The results were produced using the WLS procedure m sofhvare package Evieti,-s, with ta'r -- as

weights.
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Table 6.5-2I1
~Veighted least square regression estimates of target cumulative abnormal returns
This table contains WLS estimates of the effects of ownership characteristics of target firms, control variables,
financial variables of target firms, market variables, and method of acquisition on the cumulative abnormal re-
turns (CAR) to the shareholders of targets. The cumulative abnormal returns are estimated ocer -20 to 20 days
surrounding successful acquisition announcements. In order to adjust our cross-sectional regression model for
the relative size of sell-offs, we used Weighted Least Squares with weights equal to the sales of the divestiture
divided by the sales of the parent. These weights are used just for sell-offs, otherwise the weights are equal to
one. Concentration otrnership is the logarithm of the HH inrlex of large shareholdings adjusted for toeholds,
Manngernent sharelroldings are the percentage of shares held by management; Instiltrtionn! shnreholdings are the
percentage of shares held by banks, insurance companies, pension funds and other institutional shareholders;
Outsirfe block-lroldings are all other shareholders who own more than So~o of all outstanding shares; Toeholrl is
the percentage of shares held by the bidder prior to the takeover announcemenr, Shnres ncquired is the percent-
age of shares acquired by the bidder; Tntal slrares acquired (including toeholds) is the percentage of all shares
acquired by the bidder; Marker-ro-book is the market value of the target divided by the book value; Levernge is
the total debt divided by total assets; Re(atit~e size is the logarithm of the sales of the target firm divided by the
sales of the bidder; Foreign is a qualitative variable that equals one if the bidding firm is a foreign company, and
equals zero otherwise; Cornpetition is a qualitative variable that equals one if there are multiple bidders, and
equals zero otherwise; (r-statistics in parentheses).

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES N'LS 1 WLS 2 w'LS 3
Intercept 33.034 42.688 4? 236

!?.07~.. ~?.78l... t~ ,~ ...

Ownership variables of target
Concentration ownership -3.3G2 -J.qGj -G.344

(-I-O?~ I-I-39~~ !-J.l~~..
Management shareholdings -0.353 -0.318 -0.229

(-I,81J~~ F'.09i~~ i-1,32)
Institutional shareholdings 0.265 0.155 -

(1.78)~~ (L0'I
Outside block-holdings -0.100 -0. I I 1 0.091'

(-0 65) (-0.7~~ l0.70)
Control variables
Toehold - 0.010

(0-Ob'J
Shares acquired - 0.??9

!'.83l...
Total shares acquired 0.21 I -

I?-681 ...
Financial variables of target

0.191
I'. ~t)...

Market-to-book value -0.75 I -0.G24 -1.157
(-0 45! (-0.37~ I-0 66)

Leverage -0.395 -0.393 -0.404
(-??8)... ~-2.90~... !-?.38)...

Relative size -3.051 -3.773 -2.702
(-U.73) (-0.951 (- 0.661

~tarket variables
Foreign acquisition

Compctition

3.541
(0 63~
G.7G3
(0.90)

Number ojobservations 97 97 97
R' 35.7~0 37.5~ 31.400
F-sratistics 4.78~~~ 5.80~~~ 5.81"~
White-tesr (F-statisticry 1.02 0.G( 1.03n :: :

Notc ~~ indicates signiticance at the I':i,. 5 ó, and 10~~~ Ievels, respecuvely (one-tailed tesq;
a outside blockholdmgs including institutional shareholdings
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The coefficient of managerial shareholdings is significant in WLS model l, and is consistent

with the com~ergence-of-irrterest hypotl:esis (Hsa). Bugeja and Walter (1995) and Cotter and

Zenner (1994) find also a negative relation between the abnormal returns to target sharehold-

ers and managerial shareholdings.

6.5.3 Regression nrodels of cornbinedfrrms

In this section we analyze the effect ofownership variables, control and market variables, and

financial variables on the benefits to combined firnis. In order to estimate the total takeover

gains, we conduct a value-weighted portfolio of the bidder and target fimis."' Our sample

contains 41 takeovers; for each of these we can simultaneously measure returns to bidding

firms and target firms.

Table 6.5-3 shows estimates of regressions, using the abnormal returns of value-weighted

portfolios of the bidder and the target as the dependent variable.

One interesting question concerns the role of ownership variables on the total takeover gain.

Stulz, Walking and Song (1990) find no support that ownership variables affect the size of the

total gains. Our findings show that only institutional shareholdings have a significantly posi-

tive affect on the total takeover gains in all regression models. These findings suggest that the

combined gains increase with large institutional shareholders in target firms. We hypothesize

that large institutional shareholders may intensive monitoring incumbent management. As a

result, incremental post-takeover value creation will be low in targets with large monitoring

shareholders. On the other hand, bidding firms may not be willing to pay a(large) premium

above the existing market price because of low post-takeover opportunities to create incre-

mental benefits. Due to the fact that bidders in our sample are almost three times larger then

target firms,3ó the positive effect of institutional shareholdings and ownership concentration

on the abnormal returns to bidding firms may dominate in the value-weighted portfolios of the

bidder and the target.

We hypothesize that the combined returns increase when a bidder who performs well acquires

a poorly perforniing target. Through replacement of inefficient management, bidding firms

may create benefits.

'J5 For further details, see Chapter 5.
z36 Table 6.3-3 reports that the relatice size of a target firm is on average 0.39.
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Table 6.5-3
Regression estimates of combined cumulative abnormal returns
This table contains OLS estimates of the effects of ownership characteristics of target firtns, control variables,
financial variables, market variables, and method of acquisition on the cumulative abnormal retums (('AR) to the
value-weighted portfolio of the target and bidding firms. The cumulative abnormal returns are estitrtated over -20
to 20 days surrounding successful acquisition announcements; Concenlration oxnership is the logarithm of the
HH inrler of large shareholdings adjusted for toeholds, Mruragement shareholdings are the percentage of shares
held by management; Instirutional shareholclings are the percentage of shares held by banks, insurance compa-
nies, pension funds and other institutional shareholders; Outside 6lockholdings are all other shareholders who
owrt more than So~o of all outstanding shares; TocJrolrf is the percentage of shares held by the bidder prior to the
takeover announcement; Shares acquired is the percentage of shares acquired by the bidder, Tota! shares ac-
quired is the percentage of all shares acquired by the bidder, Mnrket-to-book is the market value divided by the
book value; Lererage is total debt divided by total assets; Relative size is the logarithm of the market value of the
target 21 days prior to the takeover announcement, divided by the rnarket values of the bidder 21 days prior to
the takeover announcement Cornpetition is a qualitative variable that equals one if there are multiple bidders,
and equals zero otherwise (t-statistics in parentheses).

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES OLS 1 OLS 2 OLS 3
Intercept -22.353 -1G.172 -7.450

(-L50) ~ (-1.8I1 ~~ ( I b41 ~
Ownership variables of target
Concentrationownership 1.894 2.G1G -

(0 85) ll. l4)
Management shareholdings -O.G81 -0.287 -O.Z29

(-'.77) ... (- l. 30) (-0 981
Institutional shareholdings 0.275 (1.354 0.349

(~ 67)
...

(.3.33) ... (3.?7l ...

Outside blockholdings 0.135 0.175 0.199
(l.?91 (L57) ~ ll.8l~ ~~

Con[rol variables
Total shares acquired 0.031

(OSO)
Financial variables of acquirer
Market-to-book value

Leverage

Financial cariables of tar~et
Market-to-book value

Leverage

-0.4G9 2.G22 2.103
(-0.11) (1.h7) ~ (l. ~9) .
0.081 - -
(0.88)

1.539 1.7G5 2.048
(1.19) (l.3ll (LSJI ~
0.097 - -
10.69{

Market variables
Relative size 1.490 4.055 4.774

(0.691 IL85{ ~~ t ~ ~7) ~~
Competition 20.734 I 3.9G9 I 2.578

('.751 ~~~ (1.771 ~~ (I 61l -
Nunrber oJobservations 39 40 40
R' 45.G"~ 35.4"~0 32.706
F-statistics 2.05 2.13 2.22
Whire-test (F-stalistics) 0.73 0.99 I .?3

Note: - - mdicates significance at the Io~b, 5"-~ , and IO"ró levels, respecuvely (one-tailed tesU;
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The coefficient of the rrrarket-to-book variable of bidding firms is in regression models 1 and

2 positive and significant (t„t.~~-1.67; t„ts~-1.39). This is consistent with our predictions and

with the findings of Houston and Ryngaert (1994)."' The coefficient of the market-to-book

variable of target firms is positive and insignificant in regression models 1 and 2, and signifi-

cant in model 3. A high market-to-book value may indicate that the target finn has large

growth opportunities, which will increase the value of the combined firm.

The coefficients of the vanables leverage and the percentage of sl:ares purchased by the bid-

der are insignificant. The coefficient of the percentage of shares acyuirecf by the bidder is

positive and in accordance with the findings of Bradley, Desai and Kim (1988), and Stulz,

Walking and Song (1990).

The estimate of the coefficient on relcnii-e size is positive and significant in models 2 and 3.

We interpret this as weak evidence that relatively large targets will have more opportunities

for economies of scale.

Finally, the estimated coefficient on the competitiorr dummy variable is positive and signifi-

cant for all regression models (t~,~S~-2.75). This is consistent with the findings of Bradley, De-

sai and Kim (1988), Stulz, Walking and Song (1990) and Eun, Kolodny and Scheraga (1996).

The significantly positive coefficient supports the view that competition among bidders gen-

erates additional infomiation to the market that potential benefits may be available. This will

attract high valuation bidders, who can create high synergistic post-takeover gains.

6.6 Probabilitv of a takeover success

This section presents our results of the probability of a takeover success in a multivariate con-

text using logistic regressions. A successful takeover means that the offer succeeds. In design-

ing takeover models, we say that a tender offer is successful when a bidder is able to acquire

the fraction of outstanding target shares they need. In our study, we classify an offer as suc-

cessful when a takeover is announced as successful in the press. A successful takeover at-

tempt does not automatically imply that the combined firm will increase its profitability in the

post-takeover period (Scherer, 1988).

~37 Houston and Ryngaert (1994) find a significantly positive coefficient for retiuii on nssets (ROA) of the bid-
ding firm. On the other hand, Stulz, Walking and Song (1990) estimate a significantly negative coefticient
on the market value ofbidder equity.
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In order to measure the probability of a takeover success, we examined all successful and un-

successful mergers and acquisitions from 1987 through 1996. After collecting all relevant data

for our regressions, we obtained 277 observations for our sample.

In order to test the influence of bid premiums on the probability of a tender offer success, we

collected data on all successful and unsuccessful tender offers (n-49) for 1987 through 1996.

The results of the probability of a tender offer success are recorded in table 6.5-4 (LOGIT re-

gression 5).

Table 6.5-4, which presents 5 logistic regressions, leads us to conclude that the success of an

offer depends significantly on the degree of ownership concentration of the target firm. In all

models the coefficient is positive and significant at the So~o level. The results are consistent

with the hypothesis that large shareholders know that they are pivotal (Bagnoli and Lipman,

1988) and that they can affect the outcome of a takeover. Our findings support the argument

of Pound (1988) that it is more difficult to get accordance of votes with dispersed sharehold-

ers. Our results are consistent also with the empirical findings of Bange and Mazzeo (1996).

Managerialshareholdings have a positive and significant impact on the success of an acquisi-

tion, with a t-value of 1.99 and 2.08 in LOGIT regressions 1 and 2. The empirical results are

consistent with the hypothesis that once a takeover bid has been received, the likelihood of a

successful acquisition increases with managerial shareholdings. Another reasonable explanation

for this positive relation could be that management takes the initiative in divestitures - espe-

cially in sell-offs where management of the parent company searches for a good partner for its

subsidiary. The results are consistent with Bange and Mazzeo (1996) and Mikkelson and Partch

(1989).'-3e

The coefficient of institutional shareholdings is negative and inconsistent with our hypothesis.

The results suggest that institutional shareholders act as atomistic shareholders (Stulz, 1990).

Our results contrast with the findings of Song and Walking (1993). They find a positive rela-

tion, but their results are not significant.

The regression results reported in table 6.5-4 are in line with our hypothesis that toeholds have a

positive effect on the probability of a successful acquisition. Hirshleifer and Titman (1990) ar-
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gue that higher initial shareholdings imply relatively higher potential gains from onginally

owned shares compared with acquired shares, which diminishes the incentive to underbid. Our

results are consistent with findings in the prior literature. The coefficients in table 6.5-4 are

positive and significant at the l00~0 leveL For regressions 4 and 5, the coefficients are significant
at the So~o level (r1.69 and t-1.93). Holl and Kyriazis (1997), and Walking (1985) find also a
positive relation between initial shareholdings and the probability of an offer success. Holl and

Kyriazis (1997) estimate a coefficient (y-0.014) that is comparable with our findings

(Yrogr,r-0.017; tmg;rr-1.46).

Further, we estimate the influence offoreign crcquisitions on the likelihood of a successful ac-
quisition. Table 6.5-4 shows that the dummy variable for foreign acquisition is not significant.

Table 6.5-4 shows that the market variables si~e target and competition have a significantly

negative influence on the probability of an offer's success. It is more difficult for a bidder to
acquire a large target firm than to acquire a small target firm. This is consistent with the em-
pirical findings of Palepu (1986), Powell (1997), Song and Walking (1993), Hasbrouck

(1985) and Mikkelson and Partch (1989).79 As expected, competition between bidders re-

duces the likelihood of a takeover's success. The coefficient for competition is highly signifi-
cant in all logistic regressions, except for regression 5. However, the indicator variable com-

petition is negative, but insignificant. The bid premium has a positive effect on the takeover

outcome. Shareholders of target firms are more likely to accept high bids than low ones. The

coefficient in regression 5 is positive and weakly significant (t-1.54). Our findings are consis-
tent with the findings of Walking (1985) and with the predictions from the takeover models of

Fishman (1988), Hirshleifer and Títman (1990), Hirshleifer and Png (1990), Grossman and

Hart (1980) and Shleifer and Vishny (1986).

218
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Song and Walking (1993) find a negative relation between the probability of an acquisition attempt and
managerial shareholdings.
The results of Palepu (1986), Powell (1997), Song and Walking (1993 ) are statistically significant, whereas
the results of Hasbrouck (1985), Mikkelson and Partch (1989) and Bange and Mazzeo (1996) are not signi-
ficant. Sridharan and Reinganum (1995) and Holl and Kyriazis (1997) find a positive relation between the
probability of an offer's success and the size of the target firm.
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Table 6.5-4
Results of the LOGIT regressions on the probability of an offer's success
This table presents the results from LOGIT' regression models of an indicator variable, that is assigned the value
1 if the acquisition appears to be successful in the evem window and 0 otherwise, regressed on the effects of
ownership characteristics of target firms, control variables, financial variables, market variables, and method of
acquisition on the cumulative abnormal returns (CAR) to the stockholders of acquirers. Concentration onuership
is the logarithm of the HH inde.r of large shareholdings adjusted for toeholds; Management shnreholáings are
the percentage of shares held by management; Institutionnl shnreholdittgs are the percentage of shares held by
banks, insurance companies, pension funds and other institutional shareholders; Outside blockholrlings are all
other shareholders who owrt more than Solo of all outstanding shares; Toelrolrl is the percentage of shares held by
the bidder prior to the takeover announcemenr, Si~e tnrget defined as the net sales of the target firm divided by 1
million; Foreign is a qualitative variable that equals one if the bidding firm is a foreign company, and equals
zero otherwise; Bid premiwn is calculated as the bid price specitied in the offer divided by the market price of
the target firm 21 days prior to the offer announcement, Competitinn is a qualitative variable that equals one if
there are multiple bidders, and equals zero otherwise; (z-statistics in parentheses).

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES LOGIT 1 LOGIT 2 LOGIT 3 LOGIT 4 LOGIT Se
Intercept 0.628 1.796 0.478 L(1G -Q460

Ownership rariables target
10.96) (6J4~ "~ (tJ.75) (3.67~~~~ ~0.39)

Concentration ownership 0.340 - 0.377 0.01 la -
11.94)" (?.2l)" (?.33)~~

Management shareholdings Q.OZS 0.026 - - 0.060
(1.99)" (3.08J ~~ (1.84)"

Institutionalshareholdings -0.011 -0.012 - - -0.004
(-L431~ (-LSl) ~ t-0.?371

Outside blockholdings -OA04 -0.003 - - O.OSG

Control variables
Toehold

~larketvariables
Size target

Competition

Foreign

Bid premium

(-0.681 (-0.54) (1.76)..

0-017 n n 12 0.01 G 0.020 0.081
Il ~161~ (I 0~7) ll ?9)' I1.691~~ I1.93)~~

-0.143 -0.146 -0.147 -0.131 0.320
(-~.07).. ~-~.09~.. ~-?.07~.. ~-! 88~.. ~0.8'I
-1.757 -1.741 -1.712 -1.662 -0.979

(-4.46)... I-4 491... ~-JS9j... (-4.591... I-0.89)
0.161 0.196 0.189 - -1.493
I0.46) (0.57) (0.55) (-IAS)'

- - - - 0.023
(1.54~'

Number oJobservations 277 277 277 277 49
Mc Fadden R' 15.4"ro 14.1 oro 12. I'ro 12.20~0 25.8"~
LRstatisrics(X') 42.18~~~ 38.62~~~ 32.97~~" 33.30~~~ 12.81
Percent Correct 81.S9a~o 8113"~0 82.31 ~0 80.51"~0 81.63"Io
Nosnter-Lemeshaw test 9.21 6.OS 8.23 I 5.31 6.17
Hosmer-Lenreshowte.rt(p-ta(ue1 0.33 0.64 0.41 0.05 0.63

Note: indicates signiticance at the I ~, Só, and 10~ levels respectively (one-tailed test);
a percentage shares owned by the largest shareholder (H~);

~ b LOGIT 5 rrteasures the probability of a tender of(er success (n-49).
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In order to test how well the logistic models we describe in table 6.5-4 actually fit, we use the

Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness-of-fit test. Except for logistic regression 4, the p-values are

large and support the assertion that the logit models fit.'-"' The values of the Hosmer-

Lemeshow goodness-of-fit statistics in the LOGIT models 1 and 2 are, respectively, H-L-9.21

(p-0.33) and H-L-6.05 (p-0.64), which indicates that the logistic models seems to fit quite

well. It is shown in table 6.5-4 that the estimated logistic models correctly predict more than

800~o successful takeovers. The LR statistic in table 6.5-4 indicates that the overall logit mod-

els are significant at the lo~o level.'" Further, it is demonstrated in table 6.5-4 that all

significant independent variables have the expected sign.

?ao

zai

The Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness-of-fit test compares the fitted expected values to the actual values by
group. If the differences between the fitted expected values and the actual values are large, then we reject
the model as providing an insufficient prediction of the takeover outcome.
The Likelihood Ratio statistic (LR) tests the joint null hypothesis that all slope coefficients except the con-
stant are zero. This is the analog of the F-statistic in linear regression models.
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6.7 Summary of results from regressions analysis

155

This section contains a short review of the results from the regressions obtained from the
cross-sectional analysis. Table 6.6-1 shows the most important predicted and estimated rela-
tionships with regard to the supply and demand deterniinants of the takeover market.

Table 6.6-1
Summary results of regression anahsis

Panel A: OLS re ressions
Tlteore(ical rela(ions Ht~ o(hesis C'~IR Birlrlerl ( 'AR (Tar e(J
F.r (anatm-t rartables H redic(ed e.r(inmlerl redic(ed estinmted
Ownershi concentratian Ha t t"s"~'~""' ( 1 (~~~e"~ ~~~~~~
hlmta ement (cotrver ence-oJ-in(eresll H~;, t (-1 (-I
Mana emea! (enlrenc!(nietnl Hsn (-) (-1'~s"~ "'"~ t
Institutional shareholdin s Hh t t ~~s""~~"~ O t s~é"~ ~~~"~
Shares ac uired ( su I cur~e) H. t t s~s"~ ~~~"~
Com etition HN tHRe, (-) t ~

Com eti[ion(sienalinK) HA,~ r"~""""'
Toeholds (CI(o~~~dhrr-Je adeeshl Ha (-) (-) t t
Tneholds (SldeiJer-6'isharl Hq~, t (-1
Panel B: Lo it-re ressions
E.r lanaton rariabler redicrert estima(ed
Ownershi concentration t t ~~s"~ ~~~~~~
Mana ement shareholdines ~ ~s~s"~ ~~~"~
Institutional shareholdin s t ~-I:~e"~~'~~"~
Bid remium ~ ts~é"~~~~"~
Toeholds t ~:~~"~ ~~,",
Com ctition (-) ( -).~~"~ ~~"",
Size tar et ( -1 (-IS~~"~ ~~~",
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6.8 Appendix

Chapter h

Table Appendix 6- 1
Abnormal returns to bidding firms and target firms
This table presents daily average abnormal retums (AAR) and daily cumulative average abnomial retums (CAAR)
from 20 trading days before the announcement of the acquisition through 20 trading days after the announcement of
the acquisition using the market model for meastuing the abnormal returns; !-statisiics for the daily AAR and CAAR.

Bidding firms
Day AAR t-test positive

~o~ ~ ~o~ 1

-20 -0.23 -1.7G~ 47.2
-19 -0.09 -0.84 41.5
-18 0.21 1.48' j0.3
-17 -0.01 -0.10 4j.3
-16 -O.OS -0.G7 47.8
-IS 0.01 0.07 49.7
-l4 0.13 1.02 49.7
-t3 0.02 0.23 50.3
-12 0.09 0.8G 4G.5
-11 0.18 1.51' 49.1
-10 0.07 0.70 j I .6
- 9 0.14 0.94 55.3
-8 0.15 1.18 j1.G
- 7 -0.10 -0.8G 4j.3
-6 O.IG I.IS 45.3
-5 0.2G 2.SI"' SS.3
- 4 -0.02 -0.14 48.4
-3 0.34 2.97"' j2.8
- 2 U.OG 0.49 47.8
- 1 0.12 O.G8 5j.3

0 0.62 2.14" j7.2
I 0.00 0.01 49.7
2 -0.01 -0.08 47.8
3 0.12 0.81 4j.3
4 0.10 0.87 j0.9
5 0.15 1.39' S3.j
6 0.13 1.29' j3.j
7 0.13 0.97 j0.9
8 0.12 I.01 49.1
9 0.04 0.38 47.2

10 -0.01 -0.05 49.7
11 -0.03 -0.23 j2.8
12 0.00 0.00 49.7
13 0. I j I.23 jG.O
14 0.06 0.57 48.4
I S -0.02 -0.19 49.7
16 0.1I 0.53 48.4
17 0.20 I.46 49.I
18 -0.17 -I.30' 45.3
19 -0.03 -0.32 45.9
20 0.04 0.30 47.8

t-test

- I .76
- I .77"
-0 51
-0.j0
-0.70
-0.G2
-0. I G
-0.09
0.17
O.GG
0.84
I.Oj
1.41'
1.13
I .40'
1.8(i"
1.73"
2.30..
~ 3~..

2.Gi.
.

3.38'-'
3.Iq..
3.OS. .
3. I 2...
;.22.

.

3.40"'
i.S2. .
3.75"'
3.97"'
3.98. .
3.8G' '
3.72. .
3.70"'
3.79"'
3.88' '
3.7G' '
4.02...
4.33' '
3.98"'
3.90...
3.g2. .

Target firms

AAR t-test
~ o~ 1

0-00 -0 01
0.I I 0.75
0.17 l.tJ4
0.10 0.j2

-0.07 -0.42
0.20 0.95
(1.31 1.57'
0.30 I.jl'
0.23 0.80
0.22 1.22
0.25 1.24

-0.03 -0. I 8
0. I G 0.98
0.35 I.GG"
0.03 0.08
0.72 I.3j'
0.10 0.j2
0.06 U?G
0.44 2.18"
0.77 3.38"'
7.79 4.30"'
0.~31 1.30'

-0.01 -0.07
0.08 0.39
O.IS 0.81

-0.13 -O.S8
0.00 0.03

-0.07 -0.3G
-0.42 -1.84"
-0.09 -0.j5
-0.02 -0.10
0.34 I .29'
-0.02 -0. I I
-UA2 -0.17
0.21 0.89
-0.41 -2.20 '
-0.24 -LG3'
0.17 0.G9
-0.25 -I.33'
0.00 0.03
0.32 1.13

n-104
positive CAAR [-tes[

~o~~ ~o~l

40.4 0.00 -0.01
4j.2 0.11 0.47
j I .9 0.28 0.97
j1.0 0.38 091
41.3 0.31 O.GG
529 0.51 1.03
54.8 0.83 I.SG'
j8.7 1.12 1.99"
49.0 1.35 2.14"
49.0 I.57 2.43"
57.7 1.82 2.7G"'
45.2 1.79 2.jG"'
53.8 1.9G 2.71"'
44.2 2.31 3.10"'
SG.7 L34 2.G0"'
j2G i.OG 3.91...
GO.G 3. I S 3.90"~
54.8 3.22 3.87...
G2.j 3.G5 4.0~1...
S9.G ~1.~32 ~1.7j...
73. I I 3? I 5.73'--
Sl.i I?GZ í.89...
50.5 12G1 5.9G"'
49.j 12.G9 j.84"'
49.j 12.84 S.S3"'
48.5 12.71 j.7j"'
48.j 12.71 5.70"'
49.j 12.G4 j.GO"'
40.8 12.22 j.33"'
42.7 12.13 j.28"'
j3.4 12.11 5.20"'
j2.4 12.4G j.47"'
44.7 12.44 5.45...
48.j 12.42 5.39"'
4j.6 12.63 5.57"'
41.7 12.23 5.35"'
39.2 I I .99 5.21"'
54.9 12.15 5.21"'
38.2 11.90 5.07"'
50.0 I I.91 5.08"'
j3.9 12.23 5.21"'

n-159
CAAR

( ro~
-0.23
-0.32
-0. I I
-0. I 2
-0. I 9
-0. I 8
-O.OS
-0.03
0.06
0.24
0.31
0.45
O.GO
0.50
O.GG
0.92
0.90
1.24
I .30
I .42
2.05
2.05
2.04
2.1G
2.2j
2.41
2.jd
2.G7
2.78
2.82
2.82
2.79
2.79
294
3.00
2.98
3.09
3.29
3.12
3.08
3.13

Note: ~~ indicates significance at the I ~, 5~ , and IO':ó levels, respectivcly (one-tailed tesq;
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Table Appendix 6- 2
Abnormal returns in tender offers
Daily average abnormal retums (AAR) and daily cumulative average abnormal returns (CAAR) from 20 trading days
before the announcement to 20 trading days after the announcement of the acquisition using the market model for
measuring abnormal retums; t-statistics for the daily AAR anrl CA,9R.

Bidding firms N-24 Target firms N-33

Dav AAR "~a t-test CAAR "Ia t-test Dav AAR "~o t-test
-20 -0.36 -1.47 -0.36 -1.47 -20 -0.32 -I.33
-19 -0.12 -0.48 -0.48 -1.08 -19 0.48 1.65"
-18 0.36 1.22 -0.12 -0.22 -18 0.55 1.73"
-17 -0.14 -0.68 -0.26 -0.46 -17 0.33 1.32'
-16 -0.54 -2.17" -0.80 -1.22 -16 0.20 0.51
-15 0.73 2.23'" -0.07 -0.11 -15 0.17 0.48
-14 0.56 1.30 0.49 0.66 -14 0.93 2.24'"
-13 0.29 0.97 0.78 0.86 -13 0.54 2.05"
-12 0.13 0.44 0.91 0.94 -12 0.99 1.35'
-11 -0.12 -0.35 0.79 0.75 -11 0.20 0.46
-10 -0.07 -0.37 0.73 0.71 -10 0.45 0.94
- 9 -O.1S -O.S7 0.57 O.S2 - 9 0.05 0.13
- 8 -O.S2 -2.1 S'" 0.05 0.04 - 8 0.23 0.64
- 7 0.03 0.08 0.08 0.06 - 7 0.03 0.09
- 6 -0.08 -0.40 0.00 0.00 - 6 0.64 1.53'
-5 0.10 0.48 O.fO 0.08 -5 0.35 1.56'
- 4 -0.04 -0.18 0.06 0.05 - 4 0.06 0.19
- 3 0.44 1.49 0.50 0.39 - 3 0.23 0.73
- 2 -0.08 -0.45 0.42 0.32 - 2 0.59 1.57'
- 1 0.33 0.79 0.75 0.56 - 1 0.73 0.99

0 -1.68 -1.86' -0.93 -0.64 0 20.97 4.76""
I -0.69 -1.22 -1.63 -0.91 1 0.57 0.82
2 0.26 0.46 -1.37 -0.69 2 -0.04 -0.12
3 0.03 0.07 -1.34 -0.66 3 0. I 2 0.44
4 0.56 1.50' -0.78 -0.37 4 0.46 1.04
5 0.51 1.56' -0.27 -0.12 5 0.02 0.07
6 0.73 2.11" 0.46 0.20 6 0.21 0.89
7 -0.01 -0.02 0.45 0.20 7 -O.13 -0.55
8 -0.11 -0.48 0.34 0.16 8 -0.12 -0.66
9 -0.08 -0.29 0.27 0.12 9 -0.12 -O.S2

10 0.26 0.81 0.52 0.23 10 0.46 2.11"
11 0.19 0.63 0.72 0.33 11 0.09 0.37
12 -0.47 -0.95 0.24 0.11 12 0.00 -O.OI
13 0.36 0.99 0.60 0.27 13 0.02 0.10
14 0.17 0.78 0.77 0.34 14 -0.01 -0.06
15 0.04 0.09 0.81 0.35 15 -0.36 -0.80
16 0.26 1.04 1.07 0.47 16 0.36 1.81 "'
17 -0.03 -0.11 1.04 0.45 17 0.26 0.63
18 -O.13 -0.55 0.90 0.38 18 -0.23 -0.69
19 -0.16 -0.56 0.74 0.32 19 -0.21 -0.69
20 0.48 1.24 1.22 0.48 20 0.53 2.14"

Note: ~~ indicates significance at the I ~, 5~ , and 10~ levels, respectively (one-tailed test);

CAAR ( "~a) t-test
-0.32 -1.33
0.15 0.37
0.71 1.57'
1.04 1.76"
1.24 L56"
1.4] 1.4]'
2.34 2.24'"
2.88 2.79""
3.87 3.04'"`
4.07 3.19"'
4.53 3.19"'
4.57 3.01"'"
4.80 3.22""
4.82 3.00"'
5.47 3.15'""
5.82 3.27'"'
5.88 3.19'"'
6.11 3.38'"'
6.70 3.40""
7.44 3.88"'

28.41 5.72"`
28.96 5.86""
28.93 5.90'""
29.05 5.86"'
29.50 5.87""
29.51 5.83"'"
29.71 5.83""
29.59 5.78'""
29.47 5.80"'"
29.35 5.80""
29.80 5.89"""
29.88 5.96"'
29.88 5.98""
29.90 5.92"'"
29.89 5.97'""
29.54 5.83"'
29.89 5.93'""
30.13 6.00""
29.91 5.91"'
29.71 5.83"'
30.22 5.94""
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Table Appendix 6- 3
Abnormal returns in mergers
Daily average abnotmal retums (AAR) and daily cumulative average abnormal returns (CAAR) from 20 trading days
before the announcement of the acquisition to 20 trading days after the announcement of the acquisition using the
market model for measuring abnomial returns; t-statistics for the daily A.qR rrnrl G4AR.

Bidding t"irms ~-20 Target firms ti-6

Day AAR t-test CAAR("~o) t-test Day A,9R t-test C,9AR t-test

"ro "ru ~ru
-20 -0.24 -0.69 -0.24 -0.69 -20 -0.93 -1.20 -0.93 -1.20
-19 0.03 0.08 -0.21 -0.49 -19 0.88 1.54' -0.05 -0.04
-18 0.07 0.41 -0.14 -0.28 -18 -0.40 -0.59 -0.44 -0.24
-17 0.04 0.13 -0.10 -0.19 -17 -0.82 -1.40 -1.27 -0.53
-16 0.26 0.90 0.16 0.23 -16 0.25 0.56 -1.02 -0.37
-15 -0.18 -0.93 -0.02 -0.03 -15 -0.11 -0.27 -1.13 -0.42
-14 0.45 1.05 0.43 0.64 -14 -0.71 -1.11 -1.84 -0.60
-13 0.03 0.09 0.46 0.54 -13 -0.85 -1.19 -2.69 -0.7~
-12 -0.43 -1.70' 0.03 0.05 -12 1.29 l.lli -1.40 -0.53
-11 0.25 l.ll 0.28 0.39 -11 0.56 0.78 -0.84 -0.35
-10 0.23 1.10 0.51 0.66 -10 0.16 0.35 -0.68 -0.25
- 9 0.62 1.91" 1.13 1.50' - 9 -0.25 -0.35 -0.93 -0.33
- 8 0.28 0.73 1.41 L92" - 8 -0.64 -0.78 -L57 -0.61
- 7 -0.25 -0.58 L16 I.i3' - 7 -0.18 -O.iS -1.74 -0.7i
- 6 0. I 1 0.25 1.27 1.42' - 6 0.51 0.66 -1.24 -0.57
- 5 0.04 0.20 1.31 I.54' - 5 0.96 1.39 -0.28 -0.15
- 4 0.34 1.14 1.66 1.74" - 4 0.70 2.03" 0.42 0.22
- 3 0.36 1.08 2.02 2.16" - 3 0.81 2.11" 1.22 0.65
- 2 -0.61 -2.17" 1.41 1.41' - 2 0.24 0.71 L46 0.74
- 1 0.03 o.os 1.a3 1.33' - 1 0.50 1.14 t.9G o90

0 0.61 0.96 2.04 1.98" 0 2.08 1.23 4.04 1.62'

1 0.80 1.70' 2.84 ~ 54"' 1 0.21 0.31 4.25 1.73'
2 0.21 0.81 3.05 2.61"' 2 -0.32 -0.88 ?.93 L65'
3 -0.07 -0.14 2.99 2.44" 3 0.99 1.43 4.92 1.79'
4 -0.30 -0.97 2.69 2.13" 4 -1.29 -2.00' 3.63 1.48'
5 0.19 0.70 2.88 2.16" 5 -0.12 -0.40 3.51 I.iO~
6 0.01 0.02 2.88 2.07" 6 -0.34 -0.93 3.17 1.47'
7 -0.45 -2.06" 2.43 1.76" 7 0.09 0.25 3.26 1.39

8 -0.22 -0.96 2.21 1.54' 8 -0.33 -3.19" 2.93 1.25
9 -0.19 -0.89 2.02 1.36' 9 -0.32 -1.03 2.60 1.19

10 0.12 0.50 2.15 1.44' 10 -0.18 -0.51 2.42 1.22
11 -O.I1 -0.46 2.04 1.31 11 -1.08 -2.17" 1.34 0.75
12 -0.29 -0.73 1.75 I.00 12 -0.18 -0.25 1.16 O.i9
13 0.33 0.99 2.08 1.34' 13 0.75 1.44 1.91 0.83
14 -0.27 -0.89 1.81 1.06 14 -0.07 -0.17 1.84 0.85

15 0.00 -0.03 1.80 1.03 15 -0.56 -1.19 1.28 0.~5
16 0.40 1.52' 2.20 1.26 16 0.02 0.02 1.30 0.55
17 0.71 2.65"' 2.91 L65' 17 1.30 1.12 2.60 0.97
18 -0.24 -0.74 2.67 1.52' 18 -0.41 -1.30 2.19 0.80
19 -0.16 -0.61 2.50 1.43' 19 -0.36 -0.75 1.83 0.73
20 -0.12 -0.77 2.39 1.39' 20 -0.04 -0.12 1.80 0.70

Note: ~- tndicates signiticance at the L~b, 5"-6 , and 10"6 Ie~els, respecuaely (one-tailed test);
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Table Appendix 6- 4
Abnormal returns in open-market purchases
Daily average abnormal retutns (.9,4R) and daily cumulative average abnormal returns (CAAR) from 20 trading
days before the announcement of the acquisition to 20 trading days after the announcement of the acquisition
using the market model for measuring the abnormal returns; t-statistics for the daily .qAR ortd CAAR.

Bidding 6rms N-8 Target firms N-15

Dav AAR "~o t-test CAAR "Io t-test Dav AAR "~o t-test
-20 -O.SI -L52 -0.51 -LS2 -20 OJ7 0.80
-19 0.30 0.39 -0.22 -0.22 -19 0.36 0.73
-18 0.24 0.62 0.03 0.04 -18 0.39 0.66
-17 0.55 1.35 0.58 0.65 -17 L 16 1.34
-16 -0.28 -1.15 0.30 0.29 -16 0.04 0.08
-IS -0.20 -0.79 0.10 0.09 -IS -0.21 -0.48
-14 -0.12 -0.49 -0.02 -0.02 -14 0.18 0.43
-13 -0.53 -1.36 -0.55 -0.51 -13 0.45 0.80
-12 0.15 0.44 -0.40 -0.38 -12 0.14 0.34
-11 0.54 1.35 0.14 O.16 -11 0.21 0.42
-10 0.24 0.58 0.38 0.35 -]0 -0.04 -0.08
- 9 I.07 3.33""' 1.45 1.14 - 9 -0.17 -0.22
- 8 -0.26 -1.00 1.19 0.99 - 8 0.32 0.70
- 7 -0.20 -0.45 0.99 0.82 - 7 0.30 0.87
- 6 0.23 0.54 1.22 1.05 - 6 -0.22 -0.65
- 5 -0.19 -0.64 1.04 0.77 - 5 0.56 1.23
- 4 0.06 0.19 I.10 0.78 - 4 0.32 1.12
- 3 0.10 0.22 1.20 0.85 - 3 0.39 0.77
- 2 0.15 0.67 1.35 1.03 - 2 1.40 2.53"
- 1 0.85 .84""` 2.20 1.69` - 1 1.94 1.59`

0 0.82 1.45` 3.02 2.20" 0 -0.60 -0.60
1 -0.89 -3.05"` 2.13 1.38 1 1.47 1.32
2 0.69 2.90"" 2.82 1.77` 2 -0.30 -0.60
3 1.26 2.20" 4.09 2.21 "` 3 -0.30 -0.80
4 -1.39 -1.86` 2.70 1.65` 4 OA2 0.04
5 -0.76 -1.19 L93 1.07 5 -0.36 -0.61
6 -0.09 -0.33 1.84 I.O6 6 0.74 1.17
7 0.62 1.47" 2.46 1.26 7 -0.53 -0.55
8 0.06 0.24 2.52 1.18 8 0.21 0.48
9 0.39 0.76 2.91 1.33 9 -0.09 -0.22

10 -0.34 -0.86 2.57 1.03 10 -0.61 -0.81
11 0.01 0.02 2.58 0.96 11 -0.30 -0.98
12 -0.44 -0.69 2.14 0.78 12 0.09 0.19
13 -0.86 -1.62" 1.28 0.43 13 0.39 1.41`
14 -0.19 -0.51 1.09 0.37 14 0.46 1.26
15 -0.28 -1.52` 0.82 0.28 15 0.3] 0.81
16 0.00 0.00 0.82 0.26 16 -0.42 -0.95
17 0.06 0.21 0.87 0.28 17 0.37 0.61
18 -0.07 -0.20 0.80 0.26 18 -0.76 -2.25"
19 -0.48 -1.53" 0.32 0.11 19 -0.33 -1.13
20 0.43 1.00 0.75 0.25 20 -0.28 -0.84

Note: '~ indicates signiticance at the 1 ~, 5~ , and 10'7 levels, respectively (one-tailzd testl:

CAAR (~I~) t-test
0.77 0.80
L l3 L40`
1.52 1.48`
2.68 I .50`
2.72 1.62`
2.51 1.61`
2.69 l .99"
3.14 2.02`"
3.28 1.82"
3.49 1.68`
3.45 1.82"
3.28 1.65`
3.60 1.59"
3.90 1.69`
3.68 1.63`
4.24 1.86"
4.56 1.82"
4.95 1.93"
6.35 2.33"`
8.29 3.10"
7.69 3.18"`
9.16 3.38"`
8.86 3.66"`
8.56 3.64"`
8.58 3.53"`
8.22 3.44"-
8.96 3.83""
8.43 3.52"`
8.64 3.21"`
8.55 3.12"`
7.94 2.iq..
7.64 2.47"
7.73 2.39""
8.12 2.46"
8.58 2.65""
8.89 2.64"`
8.47 2.48"
8.84 2.36"`
8.08 2.22`"
7.75 2.22"
7.47 2.17"
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G4,4R(o~o) t-test
0.47 2.OS

Table Appendix 6- 5
Abnormal returns in block trading
Daily average abnormal retums (AAR) and daily cumulative average abnormal returns (CAAR) from 20 trading
days before the announcement of the acquisition to 20 trading days after the announcement of the acquisition
using the market model for measuring abnormal returns; r-statistics for the daily AAR nnd CAAR.

Bidding firnts N-10

Dav AAR (a~o) t-test
-20 0.47 2.05
-19 -0.12 -0.35
-18 -0.16 -0.24
-17 -0.40 -1.26
-16 -0.30 -1.08
-IS -O.SO -0.61
-14 -0.22 -0.68
-13 -0.43 -1.13
-12 0.13 0.29
-11 1.54 1.84"
-10 0.79 2.27"
- 9 1.20 2.31"
-8 -0.59 -1.3t
- 7 0.26 0.56
-6 0.14 0.23
- 5 0.97 1.84'~
- 4 -0.28 -0.74
- 3 -0.13 -0.32
-2 0.50 l.il
- 1 1.00 1.65~

0 0.30 0.40
1 0.83 1.23
2 0.16 0.32
3 0.39 0.63
4 0.75 2.09"
5 1.30 2.17"
6 -0.12 0.24
7 0.60 l .04
8 0.37 0.69
9 -0.24 -0.54

10 0.00 0.00
11 -0.42 -0.78
12 0.58 1.59~
13 0.42 0.97
14 -0.16 -0.67
15 0.17 0.63
16 0.18 0.56
17 0.24 0.69
18 0.03 0.07
19 0.12 0.33
20 -0.11 -0.24
~-
Note

0.3 S
0.20

-0.20
-0.50
- I .00
-1.22
-1.64
-1.52
0.03
0.82
2.02
1.43
1.69
1.84
2.80
2.52
2.40
2.90
3.90
4.20
5.03
5.19
5.58
6.33
7.63
7.51
8.10
8.47
8.23
8.23
7.81
8.39
8.80
8.65
8.82
9.01
9.2 S
9.28
9.40
9.29

0.76
0.21

-0.21
-0.47
-0.92
-1.16
-1.6i.
-1.18
0.02
0.43
1.21
0.92
1.15
1.22
2.19"
1.71'
1.64'
1.63'
2.02~~
2.15"
2.22"
2.15"
2.17'
2.44'~
2.72"
2.38~~
2.46'
2.49..
2.53'~
2.41"
2.31 ~~
2.40"
2.45'~
2.49"
2.49"
2.52"
2.64"
2.50~~
2.51~~
2.53~

Cltuprer (

Target firms N-12

4AR (oro) t-test
0.27 0.85
0.04 0.07
0.63 1.12
0.37 0.92

-0.81 -1.58'
0.19 0.39

-0.12 -0.23
1.43 2.11"

-0.37 -0.41
0.18 0.69
0.78 1.85'~
0.73 1.56'
0.42 1.11
0.36 0.41
0.82 1.12

-0.48 -1.43'
0.31 0.73
1.09 2.43"
0.59 1.38'
1.28 1.64'
0.06 0.04
1.14 1.16

-0.28 -0.46
-0.83 -1.63'
-0.49 -1.37~
0.00 0.02

-0.28 -0.82
0.93 2.23~~
-l.ll -1.08
-0.36 -0.83
-0.36 -0.78
0.02 0.06
0.03 0.13

-O.S2 -1.47~
-0.19 -0.55
-0.94 -1.40
-0.44 -1.07
0.59 1.22
0.02 0.04

CAAR (aro) t-test
0.27 O.BS
0.31 0.40
0.94 1.10
1.31 I.S4'
O.SO 0.50
0.69 0.55
O. S 7 0.44
2.00 1.47~
1.63 1.13
1.81 1.29
2.59 2.06"
3.32 2.26"
3.74 2.98"~
4.10 2.7i"'
4.92 3.96"'
4.44 3.35"'
4.75 3.36"'
5.84 3.69"'
6.43 3.91'"
7.71 3.82"~
7.77 3.92'~~
8.91 4.65"'
8.63 4.45"'
7.80 3.70"'
7.31 3.85~"
7.31 3.83"~
7.03 3.47"'
7.96 3.68'~~
6.85 2.85"'
6.49 2.47'~
6.13 2.17~~
6.1 S 2.04'~
6.18 2.11~~
5.66 1.82"
5.47 1.83~~
4.53 1.47'
4.09 1.30
4.68 1.46'
4.70 1.38'
5.02 1.50'
5.04 1.58~

19 0.32 0.8i
20 0.02 0.03

mdicates signiticance at the 14~t~. S i, and 10"i levels, respectrvely ( one-taded test);
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Table Appendix 6- 6
Abnormal returns to bidding firms in acquisitions of privately held companies
Daily average abnormal returns (AAR) and daily cumulative average abnormal returns (CAAR) from 20 trading
days before the announcement of the acquisition to 20 trading days after the announcement of the acquisition
using the market model for measuring the abnormal retums; t-statistics for the daily AAR mtd CAAR.

Bidding firms N-38
Da~. AAR ( "~o) t-test CAAR(o~o)
-20 -0.15 -0.41 -0.15
-19 -0.18 -0.64 -0.33
-18 0.52 1.22 O.19
-17 0.1 I 0.71 0.30
-16 0.02 0.09 0.32
-15 -0.35 -1.18 -0.04
-14 0.03 0.26 0.00
-13 -0.02 -0.15 -0.02
-12 0.10 0.53 0.08
-11 0.05 0.24 0.13
-10 -0.10 -0.60 0.03
- 9 -0.21 -0.86 -0.18
- 8 0.46 1.56~ 0.28
- 7 -0.05 -0.21 0.23
- 6 0.05 0.23 0.28
- 5 0.54 2.77~~~ 0.82
- 4 0.08 0.46 0.90
-3 0.41 1.65~ 1.31
- 2 -0.20 -0.76 1.11
- 1 0.15 0.90 1.26

0 1.68 2.57~~~ 2.94
1 -0.36 -0.65 2.57
2 0.02 0.07 2.59
3 0.40 1.26 2.99
4 0.46 2.03~~ 3.45
5 0.05 0.23 3.50
6 -0.22 -1.29 3.28
7 -0.07 -0.38 3.21
8 -0.13 -1.07 3.08
9 -0.22 -1.23 2.86

10 -0.22 -1.08 2.64
11 0.02 0.10 2.66
12 0.20 1.29 2.86
13 -0.07 -0.25 2.79
14 -0.09 -0.46 2.70
15 0.04 0.30 2.74
16 -0.18 -1.01 2.56
17 -0.38 -2.37~~ 2.18
18 -0.07 -0.44 2.11

t-test
-0.41
-0.71
0.41
0.65
0.62

-0.06
0.00

-0.04
0.13
0.22
0.05

-0.22
0.33
0.26
0.29
0.79
0.87
1.19
1.01
1.14
2.36~~
2.16~~
2.15~~
2.32~~
2.53~~~
2.74~~~
2.53~~~
2.39~~
2.24~~
2.00~~
1.83~~
1.77~~
1.88~~
1.82~~
1.68~~
1.69~~
1.60~
L36~
1.33~

19 0.12 0.81 2.23 I.43~
20 -0.13 -0.68 2.10 1.32~

Note: ~' indicates signiticance at the L~S, So~~ , and 109i, Ie~-els, respecuvely ( one-tailed test),
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Table Appendix 6- 1
Abnormal returns to bidding firms and divesting firms
Daily average abnormal retums (AAR) and daily cumulative average abnormal returns (C,4AR) from 20 trading
days before the sell-off announcement in the press through 20 trading days after the sell-off announcement in the
press; the weighted sell-offs are calculated by multiplying the abnormal retums with a scale factor, which is
equal to the sales of the parent company divided by the sales of the divestiture; t-statistics for the daily ,4AR and
CAAR.
Bidding firms ( n-59) Divesting firms (n-38) Weighted sell-of(s (n-38)
Dav AAR t-test CAAR t-test Dav A.4R t-test CAAR t-test A.AR t-test CAAR t-test

"~o "~o "~o "~~ ~
-0.30 -1.48 -0.30 -1.48 -20 0.03 O.U9 0.03 009 0.29
-0.11 -0.82 -0.41 -I.SI- -19 -0.39 -2.43"' -0.3G -1.14 -2.21
0.0G 0.30 -0.35 -I.OS -I8 -0.30 -1.90~~ -0.6G -1.G9~~ -1.49

-0.06 -0.24 -0.41 -0.94 -17 -Q4G -I.G8~~ -1.12 -2.U9~~ -2.G0
0 0.02 -0.41 -0.78 -1G -0.17 -0.8G -L29 -2.03~~ -0.78
0.13 0.69 -0.28 -O.SO -IS 0.45 I.01 -0.84 -1.37~ 2.49
0 0.02 -0.28 -0.43 -14 0.12 0.40 -0.72 -I.01 O.G8
0.09 0.57 -0.19 -0.29 -13 -O.IS -0.44 -0.87 -1.21 -0.80
0.22 1.27 0.03 U.OS -12 -0.37 -1.36~ -1.24 -LGO' -2.03
0.08 0.47 0.11 O.IG -II 0.19 0.9G -LOS -1.35~ 0.97
0.03 0.1G 0.14 0.22 -10 0.04 0.16 -I.OI -1.39~ U.23
O.OZ 0.06 O.IG 0.20 -9 -0?S -1.33~ -1.2G -1.73~ -1.19
0.38 1.67~ O.S4 U.GG -S 0.10 0.40 -I.IG -1.40~ 0.3G
-0.18 -I.OS 0.36 0.41 - 7 0.73 1.84" -0.43 -O.S2 3.92
0.33 1.26 0.69 0.77 - G -0.72 -0.75 - I. I G -0.78 -3.99
0.1G 0.81 0.85 0.88 -5 1.44 I.01 0.28 0.31 7.97
-0.1 G-0.60 0.69 O.6S - 4 -0. I 2 -0.3 I 0.16 0.19 -0.97
0.36 1.90~~ I.OS 0.9G -3 -O.GG -1.28 -O.SO -0.54 -3.95
0.42 2.03~~ 1.47 1.29 - 2 -0.10 -0.29 -0.59 -QGO -0.92
-0.19 -0.44 1.28 L22 - I 0.21 0.84 -0.38 -0.3G 1.2G
0.91 2.03~~ 2.19 1.87~~ 0 3.00 I.S3~ 2.G2 1.12 1G.7S
0.23 0.60 2.42 1.93~~ I -0.34 -1.14 2.28 0.98 -193
-0.34 -1.81'~ 2.08 I.6G~ 2 0.25 0.73 2.53 1.12 1.32
-0.16 -0.83 I.92 I. S I~ 3 0.34 0.7G 2.87 1. I 2 I.89
-0.10 -0.79 1.82 1.45~ 4 Q3G I.7S~~ 3.23 1.25 2.OG
-O.O I -0.07 1.81 1.44~ S -0.21 -0.80 3.03 I. I S - I.12
0.22 1.49~ 2.03 I.S9~ 6 -0.31 -I.10 2.71 1.04 -1.7G
0.37 I.35~ 2.40 L97'~ 7 -0.19 -0.58 2.52 U.93 -(1.87
0.45 1.75~~ 2.85 2.SÓ ~~ 8 -0.70 -I.SI~ 1.82 O.G3 -3.88
Q33 1.78~~ 3.18 2.76~~~ 9 0.06 0.19 1.88 0.G4 0.29
0.03 0.13 3.21 2.G9~~~ 10 -O.US -O.I? 1.83 0.G2 -0.27
-0.0G -0.25 3. I S 2.4(i ~~ 1 1 1.14 I.74" 2.96 1.08 G.3G
Q 12 0.48 3.27 2.G8~~~ 12 -O.UG -0?0 2.90 L04 -U.10
0.23 1.35~ 3.50 2.G8~~~ 13 -0.18 -I.I6 2.73 0.98 -1.13
0.30 I.37~ 3.80 3.02~~~ 14 0.47 0.79 3.20 1.18 2.75
-0.09 -0.40 3.71 2.87"' IS -O.S4 -2.85~~~ 2.67 0.99 -2.97
0.15 0.27 3.86 3.21~~~ IG -0.64 -2.72~~~ 2.02 0.75 -3.50
O.SI I.67~ 4.37 3.79"~ 17 -0.30 -0.70 1.72 0.62 -1.71
-0.28 -0.93 4.09 3.3I~~~ IS -0.12 -0.32 I.60 O.SG -0.83
0 -0.02 4.09 3.19~~~ 19 0.27 I.SÓ I.S6 O.GS I.GS

20 0 0 4.09 3.OS~~~ 20 U.S3 0.77 2.40 0.83 2.G2
Note: ~~ indicates significance at the I o, S~, and 10i levels, respectively (one-tailed test);

O.IG
-2.47 ~~
- I .72~
-1.72'
-0.71
IAO
0.40

-0.43
- I .34~
0.90
0.16
-I.IS
Q27
1.78~~

-0.75
I.OI

-0.4 S
-1.41~
-O.SO
U.91
I.S4~

-1.17
O.G9
0.7G
I 81..

-0.78
-1.13
-U.47
-1.50~
0.16

-0.16
1.7G~~

-0.07
-1.38
0.83

-2.84~~~
-2.G7~~~
-0.7I
-0.39

I .70~~
O.GB

( "~ )
0.29

-L91
-3.40
-(iA0
-G.77
-4.28
-3.G0
-4.41
-G.44
-5.47
-5.24
-G.43
-G.O6
-2. I 4
-G.13
1. sa
O.BG
-3.09
-4.01
-2.75
14.00
I 2.07
I 3.39
I S?8
Iz3a
IG?I
14.45
I 3.58
9.70
9.99
9.72

1 G.O8
I 5.98
14.85
17. G0
14.G3
11.13
9.43
S.GO

I Q.2S
I 2.87

QIG
-IA9
-I.S7~
-2.01 ~~
-L92~~
-1.2G
-0.92
-I.I I
-I.SO~
- I 2G
-1.31~
-I.60~
-1.32~
-0.47
-0.74
0.37
0.18

-0.G1
-0.74
-0.46

I .08
0.94
I .07
I .07
1.21
1.14
I.00
0.90
0.G I
0.G2
O.S9
I.OS
I .03
0.9G
1.17
Q98
0.75
0.G1
0.54
0.65
0.81
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Table Appendix 6- 8
Different measurements of abnormal returns
This table contains cumulatice average abnormal returns (CAAR) to bidding firms (panel A) and target firms
(panel B) under different event windows and different measurements of residuals. Three methods of ineasuring
residuals are calculated: market model, market-adjusted model, and mean-adjusted model.

Event Horizons
cA.~R [-zo, :o] [-s, s] [-I. o, t] [-~o, -Il [t, zo]
Panel AI : Biddint; Firms
Market Model (1) 3.13 1.75 0.75 1.42 1.08

(3-8?1 ~~~ l3 691 ~" (? 061 ~~ I? G31 ~~~ (1.851 ~
Market adjusted (2) 2.48 I.49 O.G7 I.01 0.82

(3.t5)... (tj,J... (186).. (~lll~~ ll?,'1~
Mean adjusted (3) 3.78 2.01 0.8G 1.8G 1,3G

(39!) ~ ~. ~ ~. ~ -... (3.901 ~ (- 3-) ~ (- J;1 ... (- 001 ..
Panel A2 : Biddin~ Firms
Difference ( I-2) O.6S 0.26 0.08

10.591 t0.39) (OJ6~
Difference (I-3) -O.GS -0.2G -0.11

(-0.S?~ (-U.371 I-0.")
Difference(2-3) -1.30 -O.S2 -0.19

(L 071 I-0, 76) (-0.37)
Panel 61 : TarQet Firms
Market Model (1) 12.23 10.3G 8.9(

(S '!1
...

(5 t01 ...
(4.941

...

Market adjusted (2) I 1.45 10.34 9.00
(4.90! ... (5. i!1 ... (4.961 ...

Mean adjusted (3) 12.32 I(1.50 9.04
(S.l I) ~~~ (5.311'~~ (5.00) ~~~

Panel B2:

0.41 0.2C
IO-57) (0.311
-11.44 -(l. I 8

I-0 531 I-0 ?11
-0.85 -0.44

I-l.081 (-0 511

4.42 0.02
(4.751 ~~~ r0.0 iJ

3.84 -0.2G
(4-I51 ~~~ (-0.33J

4 70 -Q 19
(4.64! ... ( 0 'J)

Difference(1-2) 0.75 Q02 0.04 O.SB 0.28
(0.2'J (0.011 10.01) (044) (0.?51

Difference (I-3) -0.09 -0.14 -0.08 -0.28 0?I
-(0.03) (-0.051 (-0.03~ (-0.?I) (0.l9)

Difference (2-3) -0.84 -0.1C -0.04 -0.8G -0.(17
(-0 'S) 10.061 (-0 0?1 (-0.63) I-Q 071

Note: ~~` ~ indicates signiticance at the I"4~, 54~~, and 10".6 lerels, respectively (one-tailed tesq;

Similar results for target firms are presented in Panel B1. The mean-adjusted model has also

the highest CAARs for all event windows. Panel B1 shows that all event windows have sig-

nificantly positive CAARs, with the exception of the post-event window [1, 20]. Panel B2 of

table Appendix 6- 8 displays the differences between the performance measures for target

fitms. The CAARs of the performance measures are not significantly different from each

other. This result (Panel B2 of table Appendix 6- 8) suggests that the choice of alternative per-

formance measures has no influence on our findings of positive cumulative average abnormal

returns for bidding and target firms.

As Brown and Warner (1980) already observed, the differences between these performance

measures are irrelevant and there is no compelling evidence to reject a simple performance
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measure like mean-adjusted retums in favor of a more sophisticated one like the market

model.

Note orr Appendix 6.9: Ownership structure and corporate control

We form portfolios with and without specific target characteristics, and we estimate the ab-

normal returns for these portfolios. Table Appendix 6-9 presents the portfolios of managerial,

institutional, and outside shareholdings, as well as initial shareholdings of bidders, cross-

border acquisitions, and competition.

Table Appendix 6-9 shows that the abnormal retums to bidding firms are higher for target

firms with institutional shareholdings, outside shareholdings, and competition, than without

institutional shareholdings, outside shareholdings, and competition - but the differences in

means are not significant. On the other hand, we find that the abnormal retums to bidding

firms are lower for target firms with managerial shareholdings and toeholds, than for those

without managerial shareholdings and toeholds - but the differences in means are insignifi-

cant. Only for cross-border acquisition do we find significantly lower abnormal retums to

bidding firms in comparison with domestic acquisitions (-2.58o~o; t--1.51).

Table Appendix 6- 9 shows that the abnormal retums to target firms are significantly higher

for target firms with institutional shareholdings (1 1.130~0; [-2.48) and total outside sharehold-

ings (8.79o~0; t-1.80), than for those firms without institutional shareholdings and total outside

shareholdings.
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Table Appendis 6- 9
Target firm characteristics and the abnormal returns to bidding and target firms
This table contains the cumulative average abnormal returns CAAR (-20,ZOj for bidding (n-159) and target firms (n-104). In
both sub-samples the cumula[ive average abnormal returns are estimated for different charactens[ics of target firms. The sub-
sample of bidding firms (target firms) contains thc CA.4Rs to bidding firms (target firms) and target firm characteristics such
as managerial shareholdings, institutional shareholdings, outside shareholdings, total outside shareholdings (-inclusive ins[i-
tutional shareholdings), toeholds, cross-border acquisitions, and competition. In both sub-samples C.4ARs are estimated by
splitting up [he target firms into nco groups those wi[h spectfic charac[enstics and these without specific characteristics.

CA.4R ~-20,201 Bidding firms ~n-159) I'arget firnts In-l~
Panel A: manai;erial shareholdings n n
Managenal shareholdings 37 ?.l7 12 13.84

(!?91 ~ (? 'S1
..

Non-managerial sharcholdings 122 3.42 92 12.02
(3. G2) ... (4- 73) ...

Differences in means -1.25 1.82
(-0.651 (0 ?81

Panel B: institutional shareholdings
Institutional shareholdings 39 3.53 45 18.54

(?.33) .. (G.14) ...
Non-institutional shareholdings 120 3.00 59 7.41

(3.09) ... (2.?3) ..
Differences in means 0.53 I 1.13

(0. ?9) (?. 48l ...
Panel C: outside shareholdings
Outside shareholdings 38

Non-outside shareholdings 121

Differencesin means

Panel D: total outside shareholdings
Total outsidc sharcholdcrs G4

Non-total outside shareholders 95

Differences in means

Panel E: toehold

~3.28 31 14.G1
(?.53) ... (4. I I) ...
2.77 73 I I.22
(?. 95) ...

(3. 7 S) ...

I.51 3.39
(0. 7R1 (0. 731

3.93 59 I G.03
(3.14) ~~~ (G.17) ~~~
2.5') 45 7.24
(? 39) ... (1.75) ..
I .34 8.79
(0.8I) (L80) ..

Toehold 2G L99
(0.93I

Non-toehold 133 3.35
(3.78) ...

Differences in means -1.3G
I-0 59l

Panel F: cross-border acguisitions
Foreign acquisitions 58 1.49

(L 07)
Domestic acquisitions I OI 4.07

(4.05) ~~~
Differences in means -2.58

(-1.51)'
Panel G: competition
Competition

Single bidders acquisitions

Differencesin means

16 3.98
(1.75) ~~

143 3.03
(3.46) ~~~
0.95
(0 39)

Notes: t-test in parentheses; '' indicates significance at the
tailed test)

32 12.10
(1.701 ~~~

72 12.28
(4.45) ~~~
-o. l s
(-0 04)

38 I3.51
(?J8) ...

GG I I .49
(4J0) ~~~
2.02
(0. 3 7)

IG 11.08
(1 9?) "

88 12.44
(4 8?) ...

-I.3G
(-0.11)

lo~o, So~o, and l00~0 levels, respectively (one-
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Summary and conclusions

Ownership structure: does it matter in takeovers? That has been the central focus of this the-

sis. This study investigates the effects of the ownership structure of target finns on the returns

to shareholders of bidding and target firms in corporate takeovers. In our study, the term take-

overs covers a broad range of corporatc control transactions, such as tender offers, mergers,

open-market transactions, block trades, sell-offs and acquisitions of privately held target

firms.'-"-

Takeover market

In this study we describe and analyze the microeconomic structure of the takeover market. We

analyze the supply and demand factors of the takeover process using management, institu-

tional, and outside shareholdings in target firms as variables that determine the supply side of

the takeover market, whereas the demand side is determined by the initial shareholdings of the

bidder and competition between bidders. The thesis is inspired by an article written by

Grossman and Hart (1980), which sets forth the free-rider problem in corporate takeovers. A

bidding firm with no toehold will avoid a costly takeover of a diffusely held target firm in or-

der to realize post-takeover gains. The atomistic shareholder of such a target firm will refuse

any conditional offer below the post-takeover price that is to be expected as a result of the

post-takeover value-enhancing activities of the bidding firm. The atomistic shareholder be-

haves thus because he realizes that his decision to accept or reject a conditional offer does not

affect the outcome of the offer. If the conditional offer succeeds, then an individual share-
holder will reject any bid that is below the post-takeover value of the target. He reasons that

he will gain in the post-takeover value-enhancing improvements made by the bidder by refus-
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ing the offer. One solution to the free-rider problem is to drop the assumption of atomistic

shareholdings and consider the effect of ownership concentration in target firms. Instead of

assuming atomistic shareholdings, Bagnoli and Lipman (1988) argue that a bidder can over-

come [he free-rider problem by making shareholders pivotal. In the case of a finite number of

shareholders, a bidder can make some shareholders pivotal, which means that they recognize

that their tendering decision has an influence on the outcome of the takeover. In this manner,

a pivotal shareholder is forced to admit whether or not he will accept the bid. [f he does not

accept the bid, then the offer will fail and his benefits will be zero. A large shareholder recog-

nizes his strategic position in a takeover and knows that refusing a takeover bid may imply

that the takeover will fail. His insistence on a large takeover bid premium will increase the

probability of an unsuccessful takeover attempt. We see, thus, a trade-off between the take-

over premium and the probability of a successful takeover attempt. Large shareholders cannot

free ride and will only accept an offer that is at or above the post-takeover price of the target

firm. They should be resigned to accepting a lower takeover bid premium and to missing part

of the post-takeover value-enhancing improvements. Against this background, we have also

investigated the role of the degree of concentration within the ownership structure of the tar-

get firm on the returns to bidding and target firms. In other words, does ownership concentra-

tion matter? A crucial question is whether or not a given takeover increases total shareholder

wealth. If it does, now will the degree of ownership concentration affect the division of share-

holder wealth between bidding and target fitms? Before we analyze this research issue, we

have to investigate the takeover phenomenon and examine whether or not takeovers are value-

enhancing activities.

Motives

Chapter 2 provides an oven~iew of the motives for takeovers. We distinguish between (i)

wealth creating theories (synergy theories), and (ii) wealth-redistribution theories (including

agency), (iii) information asymmetry and miscellaneous motives. The synergy theories pro-

vide social wealth from corporate takeovers. We describe three kinds of wealth-creating theo-

ries: operating synergy, financial synergy and diversification. The operating svnergi~ theory

''~" Spin-offs, management buy-outs and equity carve-outs are not considered because there is no contraction on
the demand side of the takeover market. [n these corporate control transactions, target shares are not delive-
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suggests that gains can be realized from economies of scale or of scope. Takeovers can cause

assets to be better utilized as a consequence of indivisibilities. The theory predicts that bid-
ding firms will acquire less efficient firms in order to realize wealth. The financial synergv

motive asserts that firms with sufficient financial slack, but with relative poor investment op-

portunities, will buy slack-poor targets with positive net present value (NPV) investment pro-
jects. Using their financial slack, bidders avoid external financing and the conflict between

old and new shareholders that would arise if new issues would be used to raise capital for new

investments. The diversification motive refers to some kind of financial synergy. It is argued
that if the cash flows of two merging firms are not perfectly correlated, then the debt capacity

of the combined firms will increase and the insolvency risk will decrease. But this argument

will not hold, because investors can diversify more cheaply by diversifying their own portfo-
lios. In Chapter 6 we find support for the sv~tergy motive in our sample. The cumulative aver-

age abnormal returns for combined firms are positive, and also the correlation between the

cumulative abnormal returns to target firms and the cumulative abnormal returns of the com-
bined firms are positive and statistically significant. Further, it is suggested that a bidding firm

can benefit from economies of scale when it acquires a relatively large target firm. In Chapter

6 we test the impact of relative size (target firm to bidding firm) on the retums to bidding
firms. We find a significantly positive effect of relative size on the cumulative abnormal re-
turns to the shareholders ofbidding firms, which is consistent with the hypothesis that bidding
firms benefit from takeovers of relatively large target firms.

The second category of takeover motives refers to the agency theory.'" According to this the-

ory, we can distinguish between agency problems inside the bidding firm and inside the target

firm. When managers own only a small fraction of the ownership shares of the bidding firm,
they may work less hard, may consume more perquisites and make more sub-optimal (take-
over) decisions than managers who own a large fraction of the bidding firm."' In this context,

takeovers may be seen as a manifestation of the agency problem inside the bidding fit7n. The

red to a single bidder but to a number of other parties.
243 When agency is a motive for corporate takeovers, the retums to bidding firms and target firms should be

negatively correlated, and the total retums should be negative. In our sub-sample of negative combined re-
turns there is a negative and significant correlation, but we should recognize that the sample contains only
14 observations.
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managerialism theory of corporate takeovers attempts to explain why self-serving managers

pursue wasteful acquisitions. It is suggested that managers increase their power and status, as

well as the size of their compensation packages, when firm size increases. As a consequence,

managers are motivated to carry out growth-enhancing acquisitions. Managers have firm-

specific human capital and are not able to transfer this capital between firms and make it

valuable. For this reason, managers may diversify firms in order to make firm-specific human

capital more valuable. But shareholders can diversify their portfolios more efficiently than

managers. As shareholders can spread their investments and risk more efficiently, it is not in

their interest to make acquisitions in order to diversify the firm's portfolio. The entrenchment

theory postulates that managers can entrench themselves by making manager-specific invest-

ments at the expense of their shareholders. By making manager-specific acquisitions, manag-

ers can reduce the probability of being replaced. As a consequence, they can raise their sala-

ries and other wasteful expenditures (perquisites). The replacement of inefficient management

argument refers to the theory that bidders can gain from takeovers when they signal that man-

agers of target firms are operating at a sub-optimal level. Replacing inefficient target man-

agement through a takeover can be effective and may lead to a higher market valuation of the

target firm. In this context, the replacement of inefficient target management can be consid-

ered as a solution to the agency problem within the target firm. The free-cash-floiv hypothesis

predicts that managers of acquiring firms will have a tendency to use free cash flows to ex-

pand their firms beyond the size that maximizes shareholder wealth. Managers of bidding

firms will make use of these free cash flows through costly takeovers and low-retum invest-

ments or other wasteful expenditures at the expense of their shareholders.

There may also be agency problems inside a target firm when management acts in its own in-

terest and fails to maximize the value of the firm. A takeover is one way to reduce agency

costs by replacement of inefficient management.

The injormation theory postulates that some firms are undervalued because positive inside

information is not publicly known in the capital market. When new positive information re-

valuates previously undervalued target firms, we called this the sittiag-on-a-goldmirre hy-

pothesis. The second information theory hypothesized that the offer to target firms inspires

incumbent management to implement higher-valued business strategies on its own, the so-

Za Jensen and Meckling (1976).
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called kick-in-the pants explanation. The lwbris hypothesis and winrrer's curse phenomenon

suggest that, in order to make a successful bid, managers of acquiring finns tend to overesti-

mate the value of target finns. Self-confidence, an-ogance, as well as valuation errors induce

bidders to overpay in corporate takeovers.

Other theories on wealth redistribution are (i) market power, (ii) tax savings, and (iii) breach
of trust. The rnarket poiver theory explains that horizontal mergers increase market concentra-
tion and thereby generate extra-nonnal profits in a monopolized market. Tcrx savirrgs can be
an important consideration in takeovers. In general, we distinguish between three tax topics:

the tax deduction of embedded losses with positive eamings, the basis increase of acquired
assets, and increased leverage. The brecrcJr of trust motive in takeovers refers to a way for
bidders and shareholders to break open outstanding implicit contracts with the stakeholders of

the target firtn. In this way, they realize the gains stored in these implicit contracts. When ac-
quirers breach the implicit contracts, they can appropriate rents from the stakeholders.

Takeover models

Chapter 3 discusses a number of fonnal takeover models and classifies these into a microeco-
nomic framework with a supply and demand side of the takeover market.

On the supply side we distinguish between the degree of ownership concentration in the target

firm. We distinguish between three different cases: (i) the atomistic shareholder case, (ii) the

large shareholder case, and (iii) the single shareholder case. Furtherniore, we analyze the role

of shareholdings held by target management, and monitoring carried out by institutional

shareholders and other outside shareholders.

The atornistic shareholrler case con-esponds with the Grossman and Hart model and the free-
rider problem. The bidder will succeed only if he pays a takeover bid premium that is equal to

the post-takeover value-enhancing improvements; otherwise, the bid will fail. As a result, the
takeover bid premium will be at a maximum when the degree of ownership concentration in
the target firm is low (atomistic shareholders). However, why should a bidder make a bid

when he gains nothing from a takeover? In order to solve this problem, Grossman and Hart
suggest that a bidder should exclude minority shareholders from sharing in the post-takeover

value-enhancing improvements brought about by the bidder. The Grossman and Hart model,

with its infinite number of shareholders, is at an extreme. Bagnoli and Lipman (1988) came
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up with a model in which a bidder can make some target shareholders pivotal. Making a

shareholder pivotal means that the shareholder recognizes that his decision to tender affects

the takeover outcome. [n that case, the bidder will gain from a takeover. Holmstrám and

Nalebuff (1992) show that when each shareholder is pivotal,"' the bidder receives the total

takeover surplus. If target shareholders become large, they will recognize their pivotal role

and realize that the success of the takeover outcome depends on their tendering decision. If

they only accept takeover bids at or above the post-takeover value, then the probability of a

successful takeover attempt shrinks. If the degree of ownership concentration in the target

fitm increases, then the probability that a shareholder becomes pivotal also increases. As a

consequence, the takeover bid premium decreases with the degree of ownership concentration

in target fit~ns.

Shleifer and Vishny (1986) investigate the role of a large shareholder in the takeover process.

The Iarge shareholder case features some degree of ownership concentration in the target

firm. Shleifer and Vishny (1986) developed a model in which a large shareholder monitors the

incumbent management of the target. The large shareholder is willing to take over the target

firm - even if he can realize only small post-takeover value improvements. The large share-

holder gains on his initial shareholdings and will consequently lower the takeover bid pre-

mium.

Central hypothesis

In Chapter 6 we test the ceniral hypothesis of our study and find support for the relation be-

tween the degree of ownership concentration in target firms and the returns to shareholders of

bidding and target firms. The degree of ownership concentration is measured by the Herfin-

dahl-Hirsch concentration index. We show a statistically significant negative relation between

the degree of ownership concentration in target firms and the cumulative abnormal returns to

their shareholders. This result is also consistent with the prediction that a target firm with a

large monitoring shareholder is adequately valued. This reduces the opportunities for post-

takeover value-enhancing improvement, and the bidding firm will not be willing to pay a high

takeover bid premium. In addition, we find a statistically significant positive relation between

2'S This happens, for example, in the limit with a super-majority rule where the number of shares to get control
K is equal to the total number of target shares N.
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the degree of ownership concentration in target firms and the cumulative abnormal returns to
bidding firms. Our findings are consistent with the empirical study of Slusky and Caves
(1991) who find a negative relation between the takeover bid premium and a large target
shareholder.

Supply side

Stulz (1988) and Stulz, Walking and Song (1990) emphasize the role of management owner-
ship in the target firm. If target management resists an offer, then the bidding firm has to ac-
quire more shares from other (atomistic) shareholders. In the context of an upward-sloping
supply curve, the bidder has to convert more shareholders with higher reservation prices in
order to get control over the target firm; the takeover bid premíum will subsequently rise. On
the other hand, if the bidder has a large toehold, he may gain control over the target firm even
with a small takeover bid premium, because he has only to convince just a small number of
other (atomistic) shareholders in the target firm to sell.
Our study contributes to the literature of an upward-sloping supply curve. In accordance with
Stulz (1988) and Stulz, Walking and Song (1990), we suggest an upward-sloping supply
curve for target shares. In Chapter 6 we find a statistically significant relation between the
percentage of shares acquired and the cumulative abnormal returns to target shareholders. The
empirical results are consistent with the findings of Bradley, Desai and Kim (1988), and
Stulz, Walking and Song (1990)."~ The estimated slope-coefficient in our study is comparable
with the one estimated in the study of Bradley, Desai and Kim (1988).

Demaad side

On the demand side of the takeover market we analyze two determinants: initial shareholdings
of the bidder and competition between bidders. The Shleifer and Vishny model is in fact a
takeover model in which the bidding firm has an initial stake (toehold) prior to the takeover
announcement. It is not a model in which the bidder is facing a large target shareholder. As a
consequence, in the Shleifer-Vishny model as well as in the Stulz model, the initial sharehold-
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ings of the bidder have a negative influence on the takeover bid premium. Chowdhry and

Jegadeesh (1994) introduce a signaling model in which the initial shareholdings of the bidder

signal the extent and nature of his private information about the valuation of the target firm.

Large initial shareholdings of bidding firms signal large potential post-takeover value-

enhancing opportunities. A high valuation bidder has an incentive to separate himself from a

low valuation bidder, because the opportunity costs of losing the takeover contest rise with his

initial shareholdings. As a consequence, a bidding firm with a large toehold ~~~ill offer a large

takeover bid premium in order to separate himself from low valuation bidders. The relation-

ship between ínitial shareholdings and the takeover bid pretnium is contrary to the predictions

of the Shleifer-Vishny model and the Stulz model. In the cross-sectional analysis of Chapter 6

we find no support for the Shleifer-Vishny model and the Chowdhry-Jegadeesh model with

regard to initial shareholdings.'" In Chapters 3 and 4, we argue that competition between bid-

ders drives up the takeover price ofa target firm and favors target shareholders. Our empirical

results in Chapter 6 support this idea (with the predicted sign) - but the results are not statisti-

cally significant.

The impact on the returns to bidding firms is ambiguous. On the one hand, the signaling hy-

pothesis proposes that competition between bidders indicates high (non-firm specific) post-

takeover value-enhancing opportunities. On the other hand, competition drives up the take-

over bid premium and encourages bidders to overbid. We find in our regression models a sig-

nificantly positive relationship behveen the cumulative abnormal returns to bidding firms and

competition that is consistent with the signaling hypothesis.

Sample

Chapter 5 presents our sample of 221 takeovers from 1987 through 1996. Our sample con-

tains 104 target firms and 159 bidding firms listed on the Amsterdam Stock Exchange. We

use different methods in order to measure abnormal returns ( the mean-adj:csted model, the

market-acljusted model and the nsarket model). However, we show in Chapter 6 that there are

no statistically significant differences between the abnormal retums measures. We test also

whether the cumulative abnormal returns to target shareholders (CAR7) is a good measure for

z'6 The empirical results are also consistent with the findings of Eckbo and Langohr (1989), Amoako-Adu and
Smith (1993), Sing and Walking (1993), and Billett and Ryngaert (1997).
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the bid premium. As shown in Chapter 6, there is a high correlation between the CART and
the bid premium.

Event-study

In Chapter 6 we use the event study methodology to test the abnormal returns to shareholders
of bidding firms and target firms. Evidence in the financial literature indicates that target

firms gain significant positive abnormal retums around the announcement of a takeover. In
our sample of takeovers, we find that shareholders of bidding and target firms earn statisti-
cally significant positive abnormal returns surrounding takeover announcements. We report

bidder returns of 40~o and target returns of 120~0 over the event-window [-20, f20]. We sum-
marize 58 empirical studies on takeovers and find that target shareholders, on average, gain
abnormal returns of 150~o and shareholders of bidding firms, on average, gain zero abnormal

returns. In tender offers, we find that target shareholders yield a significant cumulative aver-
age abnormal return of 300~0 over the event-window [-20, t20], which is consistent with the
empirical findings of Anglo-Saxon studies. In our event study, we also find a significant cu-

mulative average abnormal return of 40~0 over the event-window [-20,t20] to the shareholders

of bidding firms in sell-offs. In our sub-sample of 42 combined firms, we find a significant

cumulative average abnormal return of 40~0 over the event-window [-20, f20], which suggests

that takeovers create shareholder wealth.

Regression analysis

In the cross-sectional analysis of Chapter 6 we test the determinants of ownership and control,

as well as market and financial variables on the returns to shareholders of bidding firms
(CARA), target firms (AR7) and combined Grms (CARC).

Bidding firms (CARA)

We first examine the determinants of the returns to shareholders of bidding fitms. We investi-
gate the role of large shareholders in relation to the wealth effects to shareholders of bidding

Z" The coefficient of the toehold is in all regression models statistically not different from zero.
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firms. We show that the degree of ownership concentration in target firms - measured by the

Herfindahl-concentration index - significantly and positively affects the retums to bidding

firms, which confirms the large shcrreholder hypothesis. Our findings are consistent with the

study of Slusky and Caves (]991). Managerial shareholdings are negative (but weakly signifi-

cant), which may support the entrenchntent hypothesis (Stulz, 1988; Stulz, Walking and Song,

1990). We also find a positive relation behveen institutional shareholdings and the returns to

bidding firrns. This result may indicate that bidding firms are willing to pay a small bid pre-

mium over the prevailing market price because target firms are properly valued as a result of

active monitoring by institutional shareholders. The regression analysis shows that bidders

who perform well (-high market-to-book value) experience lower abnormal retums. The re-

sults suggest that shareholders of such excellent bidders expect lower post-takeover value-

enhancing improvements once a target firm is acquired. Furthermore, we propose that bidding

firms realize synergistic gains if they acquire a relatively large target. Our results confirm this

hypothesis. We find a significantly positive effect of relative size on the returns to bidding

firms. Our results are consistent with the studies of Asquith, Bruner and Mullins (1983),

James and Wier (1987), Bruner (1988), Loderer and Martin (1990) and Datta and Datta

(1995). It is also shown in the regression models that cross-border acquisitions are wealth-

reducing investments for bidding firms. We find in all regression models a significantly nega-

tive relationship between cross-border acquisitions and the abnormal returns to bidding firms.

Finally, we find support for the signaling hypothesis. Competition between bidding firms has

a positive effect on the returns to these firms. This result may indicate that competition at-

tracts bidders to realize large post-takeover value improvements that are not firm-specific.

Target firms (CAR7)

After having examined the determinants ofbidding shareholder returns, we tum to analyze the

retums accruing to shareholders of target firms. Our cross-sectional analysis in Chapter 6 pro-

vides evidence that the degree of ownership concentration in target firms has a significantly

negative effect on the returns to target firms, which supports the lcrrge shareholder hypothe-

sis. We also find a significantly positive relationship between institutional shareholdings and

the abnormal retums to target shareholders. This result is not consistent with the prediction of

the institutional-monitorir:g hypothesis and may indicate that institutional shareholders offer

their shares only for high premiums.
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In the regression models, we find that if the leverage of target firms increases, then the cumu-

lative abnormal returns to target shareholders decline. This may indicate that the post-

takeover value-enhancing opportunities for bidders are small as a result of efficient monitor-

ing by bondholders. Apart from that, Hearth and Zaima (1984) argue that highly leveraged

target firms lose their bargaining strength in takeovers. As a consequence, shareholders of tar-

get firms will get a lower bid premium.

Combined firms (CARC)

Third, we analyze the determinants of the retums to the shareholders of the combined firm. In

order to measure the retums accruing to the shareholders of the combined firm, we use a port-

folio of returns to shareholders of bidding and target firms weighted by their market value.

We find empirical evidence that relative size and competition have a significantly positive

influence on the retums to the combined firm. Competition between bidding firms may signal

to high-valuation bidders the availability of high, non-firm-specific synergistic gains. As

competition provides additional information to the market that high potential gains may be

available, it will attract high-valuation bidders to enter the contest. The empirical results are

consistent with the findings of Stulz, Walking and Song (1990) and Eun, Kolodny and Scher-

aga (1996). A positive relationship between the retums to the shareholders of the combined

firm and the variable relative size, can be explained by the argument of Jarrell and Poulsen

(1989). They argue that if corporate acquisitions are wealth-induced investments, then the

largest returns should be realized when the size of the target firm is relative large in relation to

the bidder. They argue that large benefits may be realized from economies of scale. The em-

pirical results are in accordance with the findings of Stulz, Walking and Song (1990) and

Houston and Ryngaert (1994).

In our empirical study we also find a significantly positive relationship between the returns to

the shareholders of the combined firm and institutional shareholdings. This result may indi-

cate that monitoring by large institutional shareholders will increase the retums to all share-

holders of the combined firm.
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Logit analysis

Finally, we investigate the determinants of the probability that an offer succeeds. We use a

logit analysis for the prediction of an offer's outcome (Walking, 1985). We find empirical

evidence for a positive effect of ownership concentration on the probability that an offer will

succeed. As hypothesized by Bagnoli and Lipman (1988), pivotal shareholders know that they

can influence the takeover outcome. Their rejection of an offer would increase the probability

of an unsuccessful offer. As shareholdings become large (concentrated), shareholders know

that their decisions make sense. Pound (1988) argues that it is more difficult to get accordance

of votes with widely dispersed shareholders.

We also find a positive relationship with managerial shareholdings. The empirical findings are

consistent with the hypothesis that once a takeover bid has been received, the likelihood of a

successful acquisition increases with the size of managerial shareholdings. The empirical re-

sul[s are consistent with the studies of Mikkelson and Partch (1989) and Bange and Mazzeo

(1996).

As hypothesized in Chapter 3 and 4, both the initial shareholdings held by the bidding firm,

and the bid premium offered in a takeover, should positively influence the probability that an

offer will succeed. We can confirm these hypotheses in our empirical study. For both vari-

ables we find a statistically significant coefficient. Walking (1985) also finds a positive rela-

tionship of initial shareholdings held by the bidding firm and the bid premium on the prob-

ability that an offer succeeds. Holl and Kyriazis (1997) find a positive coefficient for initial

shareholdings.

As expected, the variable relariti~e size has a statistically significant negative effect on the

probability that an offer will succeed. A bidding firm will find it more difficult to acquire a

large firm than a small firm. This result is consistent with the empirical findings of Hasbrouck

(1985), Palepu (1986), Mikkelson and Partch (1989), Song and Walking (1993) and Powell

(1997). Finally, we find a negative relationship between competition and the probability that

an offer will succeed. Our empirical findings are consistent with the predictions of the formal

takeover models in Chapter 3 and the empírical studies of Walking (1985), Bange and

Mazzeo (1996), Holl and Kyriazis (1997).
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Further research

Further research has yet to be done in the field of developing formal takeover models. As

shown in Chapter 3, nearly all formal takeover models focus on solving the free-rider prob-

lem, while few, if any, formal takeover models exist for the sir:gle-shareholclercase and thc

large-sharelzolcler case. Although sell-offs (single-sharelTOlder case) frequently appear, for-

mal takeover models are missing. In this context, bargaining models, as well as auction mod-

els, may bring some help.

Another topic for further investígation is the role of corporate govemance in takeovers. For

example, what role can be played by the supervisory board in takeovers? But also other topics

should be objects for further empirical study, such as takeover barriers and types of acquisi-

tions - especially block trading and open-market purchases.

Conclusion

Summarizing, the results of this thesis provide evidence that the ownership structure of target

firms plays an important role in takeovers. We find empirical evidence that the degree of

ownership concentration in target firms negatively affects the retums to shareholders of target

firms and positively affects the returns to bidding firms. The empirical results support the idea

that if a bidding firm makes some target shareholders pivotal, it can gain from a takeover at-

tempt. Conversely, the gains to target shareholders will decline as target shareholders become

pivotal.
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(Summary in Dutch)

"Spelen aandeelhouders van doelwitondernemingen een belangrijke rol bij ovemames?", dat
is de centrale vraag van dit onderzoek.''~ In deze studie wordt het effect onderzocht van de

aandeelhoudersstructuur binnen doelwitondernemingen op de overnameprijs en op de kans
dat een overnamebod slaagt. Met de term overncrnres wordt het hele spectrum aan transacties

bedoeld waarbij een overdracht plaatsvindt van zeggenschap en controle, zoals openbare bie-
dingen (tender ofjers), fusies ( nrergers), open-markttransacties (open-market trarrscrctions),
aankoop van aandelenpakketten (block tradirrg), aankoop van divisies en bedrijfsonderdelen
(sell-offs), aankoop van niet-beursgenoteerde doelwitondememingen (privately held compa-
rries).'-49

Overnamemarkt

De structuur van de overnamemarkt wordt in deze studie beschreven en geanalyseerd vanuit
een micro-economische invalshoek. Met name de vraag- en aanbodfactoren van het overna-
meproces worden bestudeerd, waarbij de aandeelhouders van doelwitondernemingen de aan-
bodkant van de overnamemarkt weergeven, terwijl de vraagkant wordt bepaald door het ini-
tiële aandelenbezit van de bieder en de competitie tussen biedende ondernemingen.
Het onderwerp werd geïnspireerd door een artikel van Grossman en Hart (1980), waarin zij
het free-rider probleem bij overnames aan de orde stellen. Een bieder, die wordt geconfron-
teerd met een doelwitonderneming waarin het aandelenbezit wijdverspreid (atomistisch) is,
krijgt te maken met free-riciirrg gedrag van atomistische aandeelhouders. De atomistische
aandeelhouder van een dergelijke doelwitonderneming zal elk conditioneel bod weigeren dat

zae Doelwitonderneming is de over te nemen ondememing.zaa Spin-offs, management buy-outs en equity carve-outs zijn in deze studie buiten beschouwing gelaten, aan-
gezien er bij deze transacties aan de vraagzijde geen sprake is van een enkele bieder, rrtaar een aantal andere
partijen.
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lager is dan de verwachte ovemameprijs ná de ovemame. De atomistische aandeelhouder

heeft het gedrag van een prijsnemer; er wordt verondersteld dat zijn gedrag (om het bod te

accepteren of te venverpen) geen invloed heeft op de uitkomst van de overname. De reden

voor dit gedrag is dat de aandeelhouder, die het bod verwerpt bij een succesvolle ovemame,

meedeelt in de waardevermeerdering van de doelwitonderneming ná de overname. De waar-

devermeerdering die wordt aangebracht door de bieder is in feite een collectief goed. De bie-

der kan dientengevolge niemand uitsluiten van deze waardeverbetering. Elke aandeelhouder

die verwacht dat de overname slaagt, zal geen bod aanvaarden dat lager is dan die toekomsti-

ge waarde van de doelwitonderneming. Dit betekent dat de bieder deze waardeverbeteringen

niet kan incasseren. Een oplossing voor het jr-ee-rider probleem is om de aanname van

atomistische aandeelhouders te laten varen en uit te gaan van een eindig aantal aan-

deelhouders. Bagnoli en Lipman (1988) beargumenteerden dat een bieder het free-rider

probleem kan omzeilen door aandeelhouders uniek, dat wil zeggen marginaal (pii~otal) te

maken. In het geval van een eindig aantal aandeelhouders, kan een bieder sommige

aandeelhouders uniek maken, dat betekent dat deze aandeelhouders weten dat hun beslissing

om het bod te accepteren of te verwerpen invloed heeft op de uitkomst van de overname. Op

deze manier zullen grootaandeelhouders eerder geneigd zijn om aandelen aan te bieden aan de

biedende onderneming. Wanneer een grootaandeelhouder het bod niet accepteert, zal het bod

falen en zijn de voordelen nihil. Een grootaandeelhouder zal zich bewust zijn van zijn

strategische positie in een overname en zal eerder genoegen nemen met een lager bod dan een

atomistische aandeelhouder. Indien de grootaandeelhouder aandringt op een hoge

overnamepremie zal de kans op een geslaagde ovemame verminderen. Er moet dus een

afweging worden gemaakt tussen de overnamepremie en de kans dat een overname slaagt.

Grootaandeelhouders kunnen zich dus niet als free-rider gedragen. Indien aandeelhouders van

doelwitondememingen slechts een bod accepteren dat gelijk is of hoger dan de waarde van de

doelwitondememing ná ovemame, zal de bieder niet in staat zijn om een surplus te realiseren.

Een dergelijk hoog bod zal dan ook niet waarschijnlijk zijn. Grootaandeelhouders zullen

genoegen moeten nemen met een lagere overnamepremie, waardoor zij een deel van de

waardevermeerdering als gevolg van de ovemame zullen missen. Tegen deze achtergrond is

de rol van de concentratie in de aandeelhoudersstructuur van doelwitondememingen

bestudeerd in relatie tot de ovemameprijs. Met andere woorden: is de concentratiegraad"" van
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re woorden: is de concentratiegraad"~ van de aandeelhoudersstructuur in een doelwitonder-

neming relevant?

Motieven

Een andere cruciale vraag is of overnames de welvaart van aandeelhouders verhoogt. Is de

bieder in staat om een waarvermeerdenng te realiseren en welke motíeven spelen daarbij een
rol? Indien de bieder een waardevermeerdering realiseert, is het interessant om de invloed van

de mate van concentratie in de aandeelhoudersstructuur te analyseren op de welvaartsverde-

ling tussen bieder en doelwit. Voordat deze vraag aan de orde komt, zal eerst onderzocht die-
nen te worden welke factoren invloed hebben op een eventuele waardevermeerdering en wel-

ke motieven voor de bieder een rol spelen bij overnames.

Hoofdstuk 2 biedt een overzicht van mogelijke oorzaken van overnames. Er wordt onder-
scheid gemaakt tussen: (1) synergie, (2) age~icy, (3) informatie-asymmetrie en een categorie

met overige theorieën. De welvaartsverhogende theorieën (synergie) stellen dat overnames
sociale welvaart teweegbrengen. Daarbij kunnen drie welvaartsverhogende theorieën worden
onderscheiden: operationele synergie, financiële synergie en diversificatie. Bij operationele

synergie, wordt de waardevenneerdering gerealiseerd door economies of scale of door eco-

nomies ojscope. Overnames kunnen ervoor zorgen dat investeringen efficiënter worden ge-
bruikt als gevolg van ondeelbaarheden. Deze theorie voorspelt dat bieders ondernemingen

overnemen die minder efficiënt zijn, zodat de bieder welvaart kan realiseren. Het motief van
financiële synergie stelt dat ondernemingen met voldoende financiële middelen, maar met re-
latief weinig investeringsmogelijkheden, ondernemingen kopen die weinig financiële midde-
len hebben maar in plaats daarvan veel goed renderende projecten bezitten. Door eigen finan-

ciële middelen te gebruiken in plaats van dividend uit te betalen, vermijden deze ondernemín-
gen enerzijds externe financiering via de kapitaalmarkt, anderzijds een eventueel conflict tus-
sen nieuwe en bestaande aandeelhouders, wanneer zij nieuwe aandelen zouden uitgeven om

nieuwe investeringen te financieren. Het diversificatiemotief verwijst naar een vorm van fi-
nanciële synergie. Er wordt het argument aangevoerd dat, indien kasstromen van twee fuse-

zso De concentratiegraad geeft de mate van spreiding weer van het aandelenbezit van de verschillende aandeel-
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rende ondememingen niet perfect zijn gecorreleerd, de leencapaciteit wordt vergroot, waar-

door het insolventierisico wordt verlaagd. Dit is een oneigenlijk argument, aangezien inves-

teerders zelf beter kunnen diversificeren met behulp van hun eigen portefeuilles. In de empiri-

sche studie van hoofdstuk 6 wordt een bevestiging gevonden voor het synergiemotief. Het

cumulatieve buitengewone rendement voor gecombineerde ondememingen is positief Bo-

vendien is de correlatie tussen het cumulatieve buitengewone rendement van doelwitonder-

nemingen en het cumulatieve buitengewone rendement van de gecombineerde ondememing

positief en statistisch significant. Aanvullend is onderzocht in hoeverre econon:ies ojscale

een rol hebben gespeeld. Schaalvoordelen zouden zich kunnen voordoen, wanneer de bieder

een relatief grote doelwitondememing ovemeemt. Uit het empirisch onderzoek van hoofdstuk

6 blijkt dat de relatieve grootte van de doelwitondememing ( doelwit ten opzichte van bieder)

een (statistisch significant) positief effect heeft op de cumulatieve buitengewone rendementen

van aandeelhouders van biedende ondememingen. Dit is in overeenstemming met de hypo-

these dat biedende ondernemingen schaalvoordelen realiseren bij overnames van relatief grote

doelwitondememingen.

De tweede categorie van motieven (agencv) leidt tot een herverdeling van waarde tussen de

verschillende partijen zonder dat de welvaart van alle partijen verbetert. Met name de agenev

theorie is een goed voorbeeld van deze tweede categorie.'" Volgens deze theorie kunnen wij

onderscheid maken tussen agenc~~ problemen bij de bieder en bij de doelwitondememing.

Wanneer managers van de bieder slechts een geringe fractie aandelen bezitten in de biedende

ondememing, dan zullen zij eerder geneigd zijn om verkwistende uitgaven te doen en zich

minder in te spannen voor de onderneming, dan in het geval zij grootaandeelhouder zijn.'S' In

deze context kunnen ovemames worden beschouwd als een manifestatie van het agencti~ pro-

bleem bij de biedende onderneming. De theorie van het managerialism van overnames pro-

beert te verklaren waarom managers die uit eigenbelang handelen verkwistende ovemames

plegen. Er wordt gesuggereerd dat managers de neiging hebben om hun macht, alsmede hun

zsi

zsz

houders.
Wanneer agency is een motief in ovemames, dan zouden de rendementen tussen bieders en doelwitonder-
nemingen negatief gecorreleerd moeten zijn, en de totale rendementen van de gecombineerde ondememin-
gen zouden eveneens negatief moeten zijn In onze steekproef van negatieve rendementen aflcomstig van de
gecombineerde ondernemingen hebben wij een negatieve en significante correlatie geconstateerd, maar wij
zouden ons moeten realiseren dat de steekproefgrootte 14 observaties bedraagt.
Jensen en Meckling (1976).
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status te vergroten en hun arbeidsvoorwaarden te verbeteren ten koste van andere partijen,

wanneer de grootte van de onderneming toeneemt. Als gevolg hiervan zijn managers geneigd

om acquisities te plegen die de onderneming vergroten, maar niet noodzakelijkerwijs de

waarde van de onderneming verhogen. De entrerrchnrent theorie geeft aan da[ managers zoda-

nige investeringen kunnen plegen dat zij onmisbaar worden voor de onderneming doordat die

investeringen specifieke vaardigheden van de managers vergen. Managers kunnen op deze

wijze ondernemingen (inclusief aandeelhouders) aan zich binden. Een dergelijke handelswijze

gaat ten koste van de aandeelhouders. Door het doen van acquisities die de vaardigheden van

managers opeisen, kunnen managers de kans verkleinen dat zij worden vervangen. Als gevolg

hiervan kunnen zij hun salaris verhogen en verkwistende uitgaven doen ten koste van de aan-

deelhouders. Wanneer het management van een onderneming op een sub-optimaal niveau

opereert, kan de bieder een surplus realiseren door het inefficiënte management te vervangen.

Vervanging van inefficiënt management door middel van een overname kan effectief zijn en

kan leiden tot een hogere waarde van de doelwitonderneming. In deze context kan de vervan-

ging van inefficiënt management worden beschouwd als een oplossing van het agency pro-

bleem bij de doelwitonderneming. Een andere verklaring voor het feit dat managers eerder

geneigd zijn om acquisities te verrichten dan hun financiële middelen door middel van divi-

dend uit te keren aan hun aandeelhouders is de zogenaamde free cash Jlow hypothese. Mana-

gers van biedende ondernemingen hebben de neiging om de vrije kasstromen van de onder-

neming te gebruiken om hun onderneming te vergroten zonder dat daardoor de waarde voor

de onderneming wordt gemaximaliseerd. Managers van biedende ondernemingen zullen deze

vrije kasstromen gebruiken om kostbare overnames te plegen of te investeren in laag rende-

rende activiteiten of verkwistende uitgaven te doen ten koste van hun aandeelhouders. Er

kunnen ook agency problemen zijn binnen de doelwitonderneming, wanneer het management

zijn eigenbelang nastreeft en faalt om de waarde van de onderneming te maximaliseren. Een

overname is dan een manier om het agencv probleem op te lossen door het inefficiënte mana-

gement van de doelwitonderneming te vervangen.

De derde groep van motieven met betrekking tot overnames legt de nadruk op informatie-

asymmetrie. Sommige bedrijven zijn ondergewaardeerd, aangezien positieve inside inforrna-

tion niet bekend is op de kapitaalmarkt. Wanneer nieuwe positieve informatie vrijkomt (via de

bieder) over de aanvankelijk ondergewaardeerde doelwitonderneming, zal er een positieve
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herwaardering plaatsvinden van de doelwitondememing (sitting-on-a-goldmine). Een bod op

de doelwitondememing kan ertoe leiden dat het zittende management van de doelwitonder-

neming onder druk komt om nieuwe business strategieën te implementeren, zodat de waarde

van de ondememing stijgt (kick-in-the-pants). De hubris hypothese en het winner's curse fe-

nomeen voorspellen dat managers van biedende ondememingen de neiging hebben om de

doelwitonderneming te overschatten. Zelfoverschatting, arrogantie, alsook fouten bij het

waarderen leiden ertoe dat bieders een te hoog bod uitbrengen.

De laatste categorie van motieven ten aanzien van ovemames kent een grote verscheidenheid

aan welvaartverdelende effecten met betrekking tot overnames:: (1) marktmacht, (2~ belas-

tingbesparing, (3) breach of trust. Een toename van de marktmacht als gevolg van een hori-

zontale fusie zou in sommige gevallen kunnen leiden tot hogere prijzen ten koste van de con-

sument, waardoor de bieder als gevolg van de gemonopoliseerde markt extra winst kan reali-

seren. De mate waarin zich belastingbesparingen kunnen voordoen is afhankelijk van allerlei

institutionele factoren. In feite vindt er een herverdeling plaats tussen de onderneming en de

fiscale autoriteiten. Het motief van breach of trust bij overnames heeft betrekking op de mo-

gelijkheid voor de biedende ondememing en de aandeelhouders van de doelwitonderneming

om bestaande impliciete contracten met partijen binnen de doelwitondememing open te bre-

ken. Wanneer bieders deze impliciete contracten openbreken, kunnen zij zich een deel van de

inkomsten toe-eigenen die toekwamen aan andere partijen binnen de doelwitonderneming.

Overnamemodellen

Hoofdstuk 3 geeft een overzicht van een aantal formele overnamemodellen geclassificeerd in

een micro-economisch raamwerk met een aanbod- en een vraagzijde van de overnamemarkt.

De belangrijkste determinant van de aanbodkant is de concentratiegraad in de aandeelhou-

dersstructuur van de doelwitondememing. Drie situaties worden onderscheiden: (I) atomisti-

sche aandeelhouders, (2) grootaandeelhouder(s), (3) enig aandeelhouder. De doelwitonderne-

ming met atomistische aandeelhouders komt overeen met het Grossman en Hart model en het

free-rider probleem. Het bod van de bieder slaagt, wanneer hij een overnamepremie betaalt

welke minimaal gelijk is aan de waardevermeerdering van de doelwitondememing ná de

overname. Als gevolg hiervan zal de overnamepremie maximaal zijn, wanneer de concentra-

tiegraad van de aandeelhoudersstructuur in de doelwitonderneming laag is (atomistische aan-

deelhouders). Waarom zou een bieder een bod uitbrengen, wanneer hij niets overhoudt van
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een overname? Om dit probleem op te lossen stellen Grossman en Hart voor dat de bieder

aandeelhouders kan uitsluiten van de toegang tot de waardevermeerderingen ná de overname.

Het Grossman en Hart model met een oneindig aantal aandeelhouders is een extreem geval.

Bagnoli en Lipman ( 1988) komen met een model waarin sommige aandeelhouders cruciaal

(pivota!) zijn voor het slagen van de overname. Dergelijke aandeelhouders realiseren zich dat

hun beslissing om het bod te accepteren of te verwerpen invloed heeft op de uitkomst van de

ovetname. In dat geval kan de bieder een winst realiseren. Holmstróm en Nalebuff ( 1992) to-

nen aan dat voor het geval elke aandeelhouder pivotal is, de bieder het totale overnamesurplus

ontvangt.253 Indien de concentratiegraad in de aandeelhoudersstructuur toeneemt, zal de kans

dat een aandeelhouder pivotal is ook toenemen. Als gevolg hiervan zal de ovemamepremie

dalen met de concentratiegraad van de aandeelhoudersstructuur van de doelwitonderneming.

Shleifer en Vishny (1986) analyseren de rol van de grootaandeelhouder in het overnamepro-

ces. Shleifer en Vishny ontwikkelden een model waarin een grootaandeelhouder het zittende

management controleert ( nronitoring). De grootaandeelhouder is bereid om de doelwitonder-

neming over te nemen zelfs al kan hij slechts een geringe waardevermeerdering realiseren in

de doelwitonderneming ná de ovemame. De grootaandeelhouder realiseert een winst op zijn

initiële bezit aan aandelen in de doelwitonderneming. Tenslotte kan de situatie worden onder-

scheiden dat alle aandelen van de doelwitonderneming in handen zijn van één of enkele

grootaandeelhouder(s). Een dergelijke situatie doet zich voor bij sell-offs. Alle aandeelhou-

ders hebben een beslissende stem bij de verkoop van de aandelen, zodat er een onderhande-

lingssituatie ( bargaining) ontstaat. Formele overnamemodellen ten aanzien van dit soort

ovemames zijn nauwelijks ontwikkeld.

Centrale vraagstelling

In de empirische studie van hoofdstuk 6 wordt de centrale vraagstelling van dit proefschrift

getest. De empirische bevindingen tonen de relatie aan tussen de mate van concentratie in de

aandeelhoudersstructuur van de doelwitonderneming en het rendement voor aandeelhouders

van de biedende ondetneming en de doelwitondememing. De mate van concentratie in de

253 Dit is het geval, bijvoorbeeld, in de limiet situatie met een meerderheidsregel, waarbij het aantal aandelen
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aandeelhoudersstructuur van de doelwitondememing wordt gemeten aan de hand van de

Herfindahl-Hirsch concentratie-index. De bevindingen uit dit onderzoek tonen aan dat er een

significant negatieve relatie bestaat tussen de mate van concentratie in de aandeelhouders-

structuur van de doelwitondernemingen en het cumulatief buitengewoon rendement voor de

aandeelhouders van doelwitondernemingen. Dit resultaat is in overeenstemming met de cen-

trale hypothese uit dit proefschrift, namelijk dat bij een lage concentratiegraad (atomistische

aandeelhoudersstructuur) het buitengewoon rendement hoog is (hoge overnamepremie), ter-

wijl bij een sterke mate van concentratie in de aandeelhoudersstructuur de verwachting is dat

het buitengewoon rendement laag is (lage overnamepremie). Ook is er in dit onderzoek een

significant positieve relatie gevonden tussen de mate van concentratie in de aandeelhouders-

structuur van de doelwitondernemingen en het cumulatief buitengewoon rendement voor de

aandeelhouders van biedende ondernemingen. Dit zou erop kunnen duiden dat bieders een

hogere ovemamepremie betalen bij doelwitondernemingen met atomistische aandeelhouders

en bieders een lagere overnamepremie betalen bij doelwitondernemingen met een of enkele

grootaandeelhouders. De bevindingen uit dit onderzoek zijn consistent met de empirische be-

vindingen uit de studie van Slusky en Caves (1991).

Aanbodkant

Stulz (1988) en Stulz, Walking en Song (1990) benadrukken de rol van het aandelenbezit door

het management zelf. Wanneer het management van een doelwitonderneming weerstand biedt

met betrekking tot een uitgebracht bod, zal de bieder meer aandelen van atomistische aan-

deelhouders moeten kopen. Wanneer er tegelijkertijd sprake is van een stijgende aanbodcurve,

zal de bieder de atomistische aandeelhouders een hogere aandelenprijs moeten betalen om

controle te verkrijgen over de doelwitonderneming. Wanneer de bieder daarentegen reeds

over een aanzienlijk aandelenpakket beschikt vóór de overname, dan kan hij volstaan met de

aankoop van een gering percentage van de aandelen die in handen zijn van de atomistische

aandeelhouders, zodat de bieder een lage overnamepremie hoeft te betalen.'-54 In het empirisch

onderzoek van hoofdstuk 6 wordt het verloop van de aanbodcurve van aandelen uit de doel-

witonderneming onderzocht. De bevindingen tonen aan dat er een positieve (statistisch signi-

om controle te verwerven is gelijk aan de totale hoeveelheid doelwitaandelen.zsa Stulz, Walking en Song (1990) gaan uit van een aanvankelijk (bijna) horizontaal lopende aanbodcurve.
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ficant) relatie bestaat tussen het percentage aandelen dat wordt aangekocht door de bieder en

het cumulatief buitengewoon rendement voor aandeelhouders van doelwitondernemingen. De

empirische resultaten zijn in overeenstemming met de bevindingen van Bradley, Desai en
Kim (1988), en Stulz, Walking en Song (1990).''S De geschatte ríchtingscoëfficiënt van de

aanbodcurve uit de empirische studie van hoofdstuk 6 is vergelijkbaar met de coëfficiënt uit
de studie van Bradley, Desai en Kim (1988).

Vraagkant

Aan de vraagzijde van de ovetnamemarkt worden twee determinanten geanalyseerd: het initi-
ele aandelenbezit van de bieder (toeholc~ en de competitie tussen bieders. Het model van

Shleifer en Vishny is in feite een overnamemodel waarin de bieder reeds een fractie van de

aandelen van de doelwitondememing bezit (toeholcl). Hij is bieder en tevens grootaandeel-

houder. Het is niet een model waarin de bieder tegenover een (externe) grootaandeelhouder

staat. Shleifer en Vishny, alsook Stulz tonen aan dat een toename van het initieel aandelenbe-
zit van de bieder betekent dat de overnamepremie daa1L Chowdhry en Jegadeesh (1994) in-

troduceren een signaling model waarin het initiële aandelenbezit van de bieder naar de bui-

tenwereld een signaal afgeeft omtrent de mogelijke waardevermeerdering van de bieder ná de

ovemame. Een fors initieel aandelenbezit van de bieder vóór de overname geeft een signaal af

dat de bieder een grote waardevermeerdering ná de overname kan realiseren. Een bieder met

veel waardeverhogende verbeteringen voor de doelwitonderneming heeft een drijfveer om

zich te onderscheiden van een bieder met weinig verbeteringen voor de doelwitonderneming,

aangezien de opportunitv-kosten om te verliezen in een overnamegevecht stijgen met zijn ini-

tieel aandelenbezit. Als gevolg hiervan zal de bieder met een groot initieel aandelenbezit be-

reid zijn om een hoge overnamepremie te betalen om zich te onderscheiden van een bieder
met een lagere waardering. In de regressie-analyse van hoofdstuk 6 wordt echter geen steun

gevonden voor het Shleifer en Vishny model en het Chowdhry en Jegadeesh model met be-

trekking tot initieel aandelenbezit van de bieder.'-s6

Z`5 De empirische resultaten zijn eveneens consistent met de bevindingen van Eckbo en Langohr ( 1989),
Amoako-Adu en Smith (1993), Sing en Walking ( 1993), en Billett en Ryngaert (1997).`'sb De coëfficiënt van initieel aandelenbezit in alle regressiemodellen is statistisch insignificant.
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In de hoofdstukken 3 en 4 wordt er beargumenteerd dat competitie tussen bieders de overna-

meprijs voor een doelwitonderneming zal opdrijven. Uit de empirische bevindingen van

hoofdstuk 6 blijkt dit ook, maar de resultaten zíjn statistisch niet significant. De invloed op de

buitengewone rendementen van bieders is tweeledig. Aan de ene kant voorspelt de signaliltg-

hypothese dat competitie tussen bieders een signaal afgeeft dat er tuliversete (niet-

bedrijfsgebonden) waardevermeerderingen ná de overname mogelijk zíjn. Aan de andere kant

drijft concurrentie tussen bieders de overnameprijs omhoog en moedigt bieders aan om te

overbieden. Uit de regressie-analyse blijkt een positieve (statistisch significante) relatie tussen

het cumulatief buitengewoon rendement voor de aandeelhouders van de biedende onderne-

mingen en de competitie tussen bieders. Dit resultaat is in overeenstemming met de signaling-

hypothese.

Steekproef

Hoofdstuk 5 geeft een beschrijving van de steekproef van 221 overnames van 1987 tot en met

1996. Deze steekproef bevat 104 doelwitondernemingen en 159 biedende ondernemingen die

aan de Amsterdamse beurs zijn genoteerd. Verschillende methoden zijn gebruikt om het bui-

tengewone rendement te meten, te weten: niean-adjusted, mm~ket-adjusted, en het market mo-

del. De bevindingen uit hoofdstuk 6 tonen aan dat er geen statistisch significante verschillen

bestaan tussen de verschillende methoden. Tevens is onderzocht in hoeverre het cumulatieve

buitengewone rendement dat toekomt aan de aandeelhouders van doelwitondernemingen

(CART) een goede maatstaf is voor de overnamepremie. Uit het onderzoek blijkt dat er een

hoge correlatie bestaat tussen de CART en de biedpremie.

Event-studie

In hoofdstuk 6 wordt een event-studie gebruikt om het buitengewoon rendement te meten

voor aandeelhouders van biedende ondememingen en doelwitondernemingen. Empirische be-

vindingen in de financiële literatuur geven aan dat aandeelhouders van doelwitondernemingen

een positief buitengewoon rendement realiseren rond de aankondiging van een overname. Uit

deze empirische studie blijkt dat aandeelhouders van biedende ondernemingen en doelwiton-

dernemingen een positief (statistisch significant) buitengewoon rendement behalen rondom de

aankondiging van een overname. De aandeelhouders van de bieder realiseren een abnormaal

rendement van 40~o en de aandeelhouders van doelwitondernemingen behalen een abnormaal
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rendement van 120~0 over de onderzoeksperiode [-20, f20]."' In tender biedingen behalen de

aandeelhouders van doelwitondernemingen een (significant) cumulatief gemiddeld buitenge-

woon rendement van 300~0 over de onderzoeksperiode [-20, f20]. Dit is in overeenstemming

met de empirische bevindingen uit de Anglo-Saksische studies. Verder blijkt uit de event-

studie van hoofdstuk 6 dat er voor sell-offs een ( statistisch significant) cumulatief buitenge-

woon rendement van 40~0 over de onderzoeksperiode [-20, }20] bestaat voor de aandeelhou-

ders van biedende ondernemingen. Daamaast blijkt uit het empirisch onderzoek dat er een

(statistisch significant) cumulatief buitengewoon rendement is van 40~0 over de onderzoekspe-

riode [-20, t20] voor gecombineerde ondernemingen.

Regressie-analyse

In de regressie-analyse van hoofdstuk 6 zijn de determinanten van zeggenschap en controle

onderzocht. Daarnaast zijn ook financiële variabelen en variabelen van de overnamemarkt

getest die van invloed zijn op het abnormale rendement dat toekomt aan de aandeelhouders

van biedende ondernemingen (CARA), doelwitondernemingen (CART) en gecombineerde on-

dernemingen (CARC).

Biedende ondernemingen (CARA)

In eerste instantie zijn de determinanten onderzocht die de hoogte van het cumulatief buiten-

gewoon rendement van biedende ondernemingen verklaren (CARA). Uit de regressie-analyse
blijkt dat de mate van concentratie in de aandeelhoudersstructuur in doelwitondernemingen -

gemeten door de Herfindahl-concentratie-index - een positieve (statistisch significant) invloed

heeft op het cumulatief buitengewoon rendement van biedende ondernemingen. Dit is consis-

tent met de centrale hypothese uit deze studie en met de bevindingen uit de studie van Slusky
en Caves (1991). Aandelen in het bezit van het management hebben een negatief effect (maar

statistisch gering significant) op het abnormale rendement dat toekomt aan de aandeelhouders

van biedende ondernemingen. Dit zou kunnen duiden op een bevestiging van de entrench-

ZS' In hoofdstuk 4 zijn 58 empirische studies samengevat op het gebied van overnames. Hieruit kan worden
geconcludeerd dat aandeelhouders van doelwitondernemingen gemiddeld een buitengewoon rendement be-
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ment-hypothese (Stulz, 1988; Stulz, Walking en Song, 1990). Verder blijkt er een positief

(statistisch significant) verband tussen het aandelenbezit van institutionele aandeelhouders en

de abnormale rendementen die toekomen aan de aandeelhouders van biedende ondernemin-

gen. Dit zou erop kunnen duiden dat bieders slechts een geringe overnamepremie zullen beta-

len vanwege het feit dat doelwitondernemingen adequaat zijn gewaardeerd als gevolg van een

actieve manier van monitoring door institutionele aandeelhouders. De regressie-analyse laat

zien dat er een (statistisch significant) negatief verband bestaat tussen bieders die goede pres-

taties leveren (- hoge marktwaarde tegenover boekwaarde) en het cumulatie abnormaal ren-

dement voor aandeelhouders van biedende ondernemingen. De resultaten suggereren dat aan-

deelhouders van goed presterende bieders verwachten dat de overname de prestaties van de

bieder negatief zullen beïnvloeden. Daarnaast blijkt uit de regressie-analyse dat bieders syn-

ergie kunnen realiseren, wanneer zij een relatief grote doelwitonderneming overnemen. Het

verband is positief en significant. De bevindingen zijn consistent met de studies van Asquith,

Bruner en Mullins (1983), James en Wier (1987), Bruner (1988), Loderer en Martin (1990) en

Datta en Datta (1995). Uit de regressie-analyse blijkt ook dat grensoverschrijdende overnames

welvaartsverlagende investeringen zijn voor biedende ondernemingen. Tenslotte wordt er een

bevestiging van de sigrrrrling-hypothese gevonden. Competitie tussen biedende ondememin-

gen heeft een positief (statistisch significant) effect op de abnormale rendementen die toeko-

In hoofdstuk 6 zijn ook determinanten onderzocht die invloed hebben op het cumulatief bui-

tengewoon rendement dat toekomt aan de aandeelhouders van doelwitondernemingen

(CART). Uit de regressie-analyse blijkt dat de mate van concentratie in de aandeelhouders-

structuur van doelwitondernemingen een significant negatief effect heeft op de abnormale

rendementen die toekomen aan de aandeelhouders van doelwitondernemingen. Dit is in over-

eenstemming met de centrale vraagstelling van dit proefschrift dat een lage concentratiegraad

(atomistische aandeelhouders) leidt tot een hoge overnamepremie. Uit de regressie-analyse

blijkt ook dat er een (statistisch significante) positieve relatie bestaat tussen het aandelenbezit

halen van 150~o en aandeelhouders van biedende ondernemingen gemiddeld een buitengewoon rendement
van nul behalen.
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van institutionele aandeelhouders en de buitengewone rendementen die toekomen aan de
aandeelhouders van doelwitondernemingen. Dit resultaat zou erop kunnen duiden dat institu-
tionele aandeelhouders hun aandelen slechts aanbieden tegen hoge premies. Uit de empirische
studie blijkt een (statistisch significant) negatief verband tussen de schuld van een doelwiton-
derneming en het cumulatief buitengewoon rendement van aandeelhouders van doelwitonder-
nemingen. Dit zou erop kunnen duiden dat de mogelijke waardevermeerderingen voor bieders
gering zijn als gevolg van het feit dat vreemd vermogensverschaffers goed monitoren, waar-
door de doelwitonderneming een juiste waardering kent. Los van dit argument veronderstellen
Hearth en Zaima (1984) dat doelwitondememingen met een hoge schuldenlast hun onderhan-
delingspositie verliezen in ovemames. Als gevolg hiervan zullen aandeelhouders van doelwit-
ondernemingen en lagere overnamepremie ontvangen.

Gecombineerde onderneming (CARC)

Tenslotte zijn de determinanten van het buitengewoon rendement nader onderzocht dat toe-
komt aan de aandeelhouders van de gecombineerde onderneming (CARC). Om de rendemen-
ten van aandeelhouders van de gecombineerde onderneming te meten, is een gewogen - op
basis van de marktwaarde van bieder en doelwit - portfolio van abnormale rendementen ge-
hanteerd van bieder en doelwitonderneming. De bevindingen duiden erop dat de relatieve
grootte van de doelwitonderneming ten opzichte van de bieder, alsmede competitie tussen
bieders een (statistisch significante) positieve invloed hebben op het buitengewone rendement
van de gecombineerde onderneming. Competitie tussen bieders zou een signaal kunnen zijn
dat er niet-bedrijfsspecifieke waardevermeerderingen aanwezig zijn. De empirische bevindin-
gen zijn consistent met de bevindingen van Stulz, Walking en Song (1990) en Eun, Kolodny
en Scheraga (1996). Een positieve relatie tussen de rendementen van aandeelhouders van de
gecombineerde onderneming en de variabele relatieve grootte kan verklaard worden door
middel van het argument van Jan-ell en Poulsen (1989). Volgens hen kunnen bij ovemames

schaalvoordelen worden gerealiseerd, indien de doelwitonderneming relatief groot is. De em-
pirische resultaten zijn in overeenstemming met de bevindingen van Stulz, Walking en Song
(1990) en Houston en Ryngaert (1994). Tenslotte blijkt uit het empirisch onderzoek dat er een
positief (statistisch significant) verband bestaat tussen de rendementen voor aandeelhouders
van de gecombineerde onderneming en het aandelenbezit van institutionele aandeelhouders.
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Dit zou erop kunnen duiden dat het buitengewone rendement van de gecombineerde onder-

neming positief wordt beïnvloed door monitoring van institutionele aandeelhouders.

Logit-analyse

Tenslotte zijn de determinanten van de kans van slagen van een ovemame onderzocht aan de

hand van een logit-analyse (Walking, 1985). Uit het empirisch onderzoek blijkt dat de con-

centratiegraad van de aandeelhoudersstructuur een positief (statistisch significant) effect

heeft op de kans van slagen van een overname. Bagnoli en Lipman (1988) hebben aangetoond

dat pivotal aandeelhouders weten dat de uitkomst van de overname afhankelijk is van hun ge-

drag. Wanneer zij het bod verwerpen is de kans groot dat de overname mislukt. Grootaan-

deelhouders weten dat hun beslissing van doorslaggevend belang kan zijn, zodat een weige-

ring van het bod kan leiden tot een mislukking van de overname. Pound (1988) redeneert dat

het moeilijker is om overeenstemming te krijgen ten aanzien van de stemverdeling, wanneer

het aandelenbezit wijdverspreid is. Uit de logit-analyse blijkt verder dat er ook een (statistisch

significante) positieve relatie bestaat tussen het aandelenbezit van managers en de kans dat de

overname slaagt. De empirische bevindingen zijn in overeenstemming met de hypothese dat

als een ovemamebod eenmaal is gemaakt, de kans op een succesvolle overname toeneemt met

de grootte van het aandelenbezit van managers. De empirische resultaten zijn in overeen-

stemming met de studies van Mikkelson en Partch (1989) en Bange en Mazzeo (1996). Ver-

der blijkt uit het empirisch onderzoek dat het initiële aandelenbezit van bieders en de bied-

premie een (statistisch significant) positief verband vertonen met betrekking tot de kans van

slagen van een overname. De bevindingen zijn in overeenstemming met de resultaten van

Walking (1985) en Holl en Kyriazis (1997). Zoals verwacht, heeft de variabele relatieve

grootte een statistisch negatief effect op de kans dat een overname slaagt. Dit zou erop kunnen

duiden dat bieders meer moeite hebben om relatief grote doelwitondernemingen over te ne-

men. Het resultaat is consistent met de empirische bevindingen van Hasbrouck (1985), Palepu

(1986), Mikkelson en Partch (1989), Song en Walking (1993) en Powell (1997). Tenslotte

vinden wij een negatieve (statistisch significante) relatie tussen he[ aantal bieders (competi-

tie) en de kans dat een overname slaagt. Deze empirische bevindingen zijn in overeenstem-

ming met de voorspellingen uit de formele ovemamemodellen van hoofdstuk 3 en de empiri-

sche bevindingen van Walking (1985), Bange en Mazzeo (1996), Holl en Kyriazis (1997).
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Toekomst

Hoewel er de afgelopen decennia veel onderzoek op het terrein van overnames is verricht, zijn

er onderwerpen die onderbelicht zijn gebleven en de nodige aandacht verdienen, zoals bij-
voorbeeld formele overnamemodellen met betrekking tot sell-offs (single-shareholder case)

en modellen met grootaandeelhouders (large-shareholder case). Andere onderwerpen voor

nader onderzoek betreffen de rol van de corporategoverncrnce structuur bij overnames, met
name de rol van de Raad van Commissarissen, beschermingsconstructies, etc. Maar ook de

wijzen van bieden zijn een interessant object van onderzoek, zoals onderhandse aankopen van

aandelenpakketten (block trading), open markt transacties, etc. Met het oog op de toekomst

zullen er dus nog voldoende aanknopingspunten zijn voor nader onderzoek op het gebied van

overnames.

Conclusie

Uit deze empirische studie kan worden geconcludeerd dat de aandeelhoudersstructuur van

doelwitondememingen en belangrijke rol spelen bij overnames. Uit de empirische studie

blijkt dat de mate van concentratie ín de aandeelhoudersstructuur van doelwitondernemingen

de abnormale rendementen van aandeelhouders van doelwitondernemingen negatief beïn-

vloeden en de abnormale rendementen van aandeelhouders van biedende ondernemingen po-

sitiefbeïnvloeden.
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